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ABSTRACT

In this thesis I propose a theory of right in which the rightness of an

act is determined by its conformity to the principles that people would

reach by unforced agreement. I calt this theory 'impartialismt. I begiñ ,i,

with an investigation of the conditÍons under which an agreement can be

saÍd to be unforced. I argue that this occurs when the parties to the

agreement are in a posítion of equaì- power, behind a veil of ignorance and

want not to be coerced ,more than they want to coerce. When these conditions

are met, determinate answers can be given as to which acts should and shoulcl

not be done in a particular set of circumstances.

As impartialism and Rawlsr contractarianism both derive normative principles

from the veil of ignorance, I assume that Rawlsr theory wiII provide a

useful guide to the normative principles of impartialism. Rawlsr use of

the veil has been much criticised so I look at these criticisms to see if

they also apply to the use of the veil in impartialism. I show that most

of these criticisms lose theÍr force if the scope of the veil is not

constrained in the ways Rawls requires. I show that these constraints are

not inherent to the nature of the veil but are external- restrictions

placed on the veil to produce the particular normatÍve conclusions RawIs

is after. In partÍcular, I show that the scope of the veil does not need

to be limited to cases that fall within the circumstances of justice, or

to principles that meet the formal constraints of the concept of right.

I then look at various claims to the effect that the normative conclusions

derived from the veil are vitiated due to a bias built into the veil by

certain metaphysical or ethical assumptions. In particular, I show that

metaphysical or ethical assumptions are not involved in deriving from the

veil normative concfusions such as the rightness of religious tolerance,

the moral priority of persons over non-persons, and the inviolability of

autonomy. I also show that the veil does not presuppose any particular
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epistemology, or any particular metaphysical theory of personal identity.

I then look at the substantive normatÍve principles that Rawls deduces

from his theory. I show that the priority of liberty can be derived

from impartialism but the second principle of justice cannot, although

principles can be that do limít inequalities of wealth. I show that the

veil does not have to be coupled with the Difference Principle, the

primary goods or the Aristotelian Prirciple to generate intuitÍvely

plausible principles. I also look at how contractarianism can handle

desert and entitlement.

In the remainder of the thesis I look at three issues. Firstly' I

defend how I have used such words asroughtr andtwantr. This defence

commits me to the view that egoism cannot be dismissed as irrational-

Finally, I look at the extent to which there is a rational basis for

preferring impartialism to other theories of how we should act, includÍng

egoism. I argue that neither reflective equilibrium nor Harers method-

ology provide such a basÍs. I conclude by demonstrating that there wÍII

be a tendency to publicly justify oners actions in impartialist terms

in real life. I also show that argument can resolve conflicts of desires

only lf the partles to the argument are impartialists.
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Chapter I

The VeiI of lqnorance

Philosophers have proposed a varÍety of methods by which to determine

which acts we ought to do, and which we ought not. If the acts we ought

to do are 'rightt acts and the ones we ought not to do are rwrongr ones

then these methods are methods for determining which acts are right or

wrong. Perhaps the most famous philosophical method for determining whÍch

acts are right or wrong is utilitarianism. Its method is to determine the

right act in terms of which maximises aggregate utility (CIassical

Utilitarianism) or average utilÍty (Average Utilitarianism). Utilitarianism

as a method determines right or wrong in terms of a particular content

such as happiness or want-satisfaction. Not alt methods for determining

right and wrong do so in terms of a particular content. Kant, for

example, proposed a purely formal method, namely, tAct as if the maxim of

your action were to become through your wiII a unÍversal law of naturet .

(fgæ, 84) More recentlyr. Hare has proposed that the rightness of an act

is determined by whether the person who Ís considering it can universally

prescribe it 0963). Harers method, Iike Kantts, is a purely formal one'

although he now thinks it is sufficiently strong to entail utilitarianism.

( re8r )

In this thesis I will l-e concerned by the kÍnd of method for determinÍng

whlch acts are rtght or vvrong that 3ohn Rawls puts forward ln hls I A

Theory of Justice'. OglZ) His method determines which acts are right or

wrong by reference to the principles that people would agree to behind a

veil of ignorance. He describes the veil of ignorance as a situation in

which the parties are deprived of certain information, namely, rthey do

not know their place in society, their class position, or social status,
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nor do they know their fortune in the distribution of natural talents and

abitities. It is assumed that they do not know their conception of the

good, that is, their particular final ends; nor, finally, their own

distinctive psychological dispositions and propensities, and the like'.

(tlOO, 52?-523) Rawls says that the people behind such a veil are in an

roriginal position of equality'. (1972, I2)

Rawls wishes to use the veil of ignorance as a method for arriving at

principles of justice, rather than principles of right. His primary

interest is in the principles that the parties behind the veil would agree

to concerning the basic structure of society, that is, tthe way ín which

the major social institutions distribute fundamental rights and duties and

determine the division of advantages from socÍal co-operationr . (tllZ, 7)

Nonetheless, as FarreII (19801 188) notes, Rawls does have a theory of

right, that is rhis general theory of normative ethics, in other words.

This theory, which Rawls calls rrrightness as fairnessrr and which has

received surprisingly Iittle critical attention, would have us think of

the principles of normative ethics as the outcome of hypothetical

deliberations that take place behind a careful-ly constructed veil of

ignorancet.

Rawls elaborates his notion of rrightness as fairnessr as follows, rthe

eoncept of somethÍngts being right is the same asr or bettert may be

replaced by, the concept of its being in accordance with the principles

that in the original position would be acknowledged to apply to things

of its kind' . Q972, lll)

It is my intentÍon in this thesis to investigate the consequences of

adopting the veil of ignorance as a method for determining which acts are
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right or wrong. This will Ínvolve discovering what guidance, if any, the

veil gives us about which particular normative principles we should

follow. I will also be concerned with seeing if there are any convÍncing

reasons for preferring the veil of ignorance to other methods of determining

which acts are right or wrong. This will involve seeing whether there are

any convincing reasons for preferring to adopt the veilrs advice as to

which acts are right or wrong when its conclusi.ons differ from those of

other theories. It wíII be my contention that the veil is to be preferred

to any other method.

Rawlsrversion of the veil of ignorance, however, has been wÍdely criticised

as a method for determining which basic structure for society is tjustr.

These criticisms may also apply to it as a method for determining whÍch

acts are right or wrong. In this thesis I will show that these criticisms

are not so much criticisms of the veil of ignorance itself but, rather, are

critÍcisms of other aspects of Rawlsr theory which lead him to place

restrictions on the range of application of the veil. These restrictionst

however, are not inherent to the nature of the veil itself. I wiII argue,

in fact, that the veil is a formal method for determinÍng which acts are

right or wrong and that many of the objections to it are a consequence of

Rawlsrattempt to import content into his particular application of the

veil.

Each of the various methods listed earlier for deciding whÍch acts are

right or wrong are methods for eliminating disagreement between people

about which act should be done. If everyone accepted classical

utllitarÍanism as the arbltrator'of such dlsputes, for example, then the

only basis for disagreement over what shoutd be done is disagreement over

the nature of the facts. Rawls sees the veil as a method by which

I
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disagreement can be eliminated. It Ís necessary, in his view, for the

veil to exclude the kind of ínformation it does tif no-one is to be

advantaged or disadvantaged by natural contingencies or social chance in

the adoption of principles. OtherwÍse the parties would have disparate

bargaining advantages that would affect the agreement reached. The

original position would represent the parties not soleIy as free and equal

moral persons, but instead as persons affected by social fortune and

natural accident. Thus, these and other linlitations on information are

necessary to establish fairness between the parties as free and equal moral

persons and, therefore, to guarantee that it is as such persons that they

agree to societyrs basic principles of justicer. (L972, 523)

If we are to come up with a single determinate answer to what should be

done in a particular situation, then we do need a method by which to

eliminate atl hypotheses except one. If people disagree as to which act

is the right one, then this method will eliminate all disagreement. Why,

however, should it be Rawlsrmethod rather than one of the utilitarÍan

ones, or Kantrs, or Harers, or any of the many other candidates?

RawIs hÍmself suggests, in the passage just quoted, that his method

guarantees that the agreements the parties reach are ones they reach as

rfree and equal moral personsr. He values, then, a method that has two

features of note. Firstly, that it decides what is right or wrong as a

result of agreement rather than fiat. Secondly, that this agreement is one

reached by free and equal moral persons. Not everyoner however, values

these features in a method for gíving a determinate answer to what should

be done in a particular situation.. If we share Rawlsrvalues then he

might well be able to convince us that his method is either the only one

that meets these values, or meets these values better than any other

method. If we donrt share his values, however, then he needs to make a
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case as to why a method that embodíes these values Ís to be preferred to

one that doesnrt.

In this thesis I will argue that Rawls is correct to value a method that

decides what is right or wrong in terms of the agreement of free and equal

rational agents. Like Rawls, I wiII try to clarify what conditions an

agreement needs to meet in order to be so described. I wiII argue that it

needs to be an unforced agreement, and that this is only possible if

agreement is reached in a posítion of equal power. Other conditions will

also need to be met, including that the parties argue from behind the veil

of ignorance. The substantive moral conclusions to be drawn from the

position of equal power will be similar, but different in Ímportant

respects, to those Rawls obtains from his theory. In the next chapter, I

will examine in detail the conditions that need to be met if an argument

is to be described as occuming in a position of equal power and the

conditions it needs to meet Íf it is to result in a determinate conclusion.
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Chapter 2

Unforced Agreement

I. Introduction

In this chapter I intend to identÍfy the conditions that must apply to an

agreement for it to be an unforced agreement. I will be concerned with

agreement between rational agents. I will be using rrationalt here in

Rawls'sense, namely, thatra rational person is thought to have a

coherent set of preferences between the options open to him. He ranks

these options according to how weII they further his purposes; he foll-ows

the plan which will satisfy more of his desires rather than less, and

which has the greater chance of beÍng successfully executed'. ¡972, I43)

Rawls goes onto make the specÍal assumption that the rational person does

not suffer from envy. I will not build this requirement into my use of

the word rrational t .

Two rational agents A and B wiII be said to be in disagreement when there

is a conflict of desires between them. The desires of A and B will be

said to conflict when the situation is such that, if Ars desire is

satisfied then it. is.IogÍcally impossible for Brs desire to be satisfied.

This means that Brs desire can only be satisfied if the situation is

changed, for example, if the amount of some desÍred material were

increased. The most straightforward case of a conflict of desires is when

A wants to do some action X whereas B wants A not to do X. I will call a

case of thÍs kind an 'actualr confllct of desires. A potential conflict

of desire exists when the relationship between A and B is such thatr were

B to know what A wanted to do in thÍs parti.cular case, then B would want

A not to do it. If Ars desire is in conflÍct with Brs, then the two
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desires wiII be said to be rincompatiblet.

One way in which A and B can try to resolve their conflict of desires is

to find a principle P that both of them are prepared to follow that gives

a determinate answer as to which desire Ís to have priority Ín any

particular kind of situation. If A's desire is to do X and Brs desire is

that A not do X, then the principle P will determine whether or not A

should do X in this particular case. A and B, therefore, could seek to

resolve their conflict of desires by trying to find a principle they both

could agree to that would give them a determinate answer as to what should

be done in this case, as well as a guide as to what should be done in

future cases of a similar nature. It may be the caser however, that in

proposing P or any other princÍple, one of the parties Ís not sincere.

The sincerity of the parties in agreeing to a principle has considerable

bearing on the conditions that must apply if the agreement is to be

un forced.

2. Sincere and Insincere Agreement

If A and B agree that people should act Ín accord wÍth the principle P,

then their agreement isrsincere'when each of them really believes that

people should act in accord with P. Neither of them is being hypocrÍtical,

in that he is not publÍcly endorsing one principle while prÍvately

endorsing aRother. If there ls agreement between A and B when one of them

does not believe in the principle publicly agreed upon r that is, does not

really believe that people should act in accord with it' then I shall caII

that personts agreement an tinsincererone. If I am arguing with someone

over whether or not people should act in accord with some principle P' I

assume that they are sincere in their attempt to reach agreement, that is,

that they are looking for a principle that they can sincerely publicly
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agree with me on. If I know that their agreement is insincere, then I

know that there is some prÍnciple they haventt disclosed which is the real

guide to their actions and whÍch will override the principle we have

supposedly agreed upon whenever their desires are incompatible with mine.

If I know that their agreement is insincere Ín this way, then it is

rational of me to have reservatÍons about the relÍability of their acting

according to our publicly agreed principles. It may be rational of me to

require that our agreement be reinforced with sanctions in a way that may

not be necessary if their agreement were sincere. Using sanctions to

enforce an agreement, of course, does not make their agreement sincere.

Rather it just prevents or inhÍbÍts, their acting upon the principles they

really do hold sincerelY.

3 Forced Aqreement

gne kind of insincere agreement is tforcedt agreement. Forced agreement

occurs when there is unequal power between A and B. There is unequal power

between A and B when B agrees with A because of some difference between A

and B which, if removed, would result Ín Brs not agreeing with A. fuch a

difference wiII be called an radvantager. Greater physical strength is a

typical advantage, as is greater intelligence, or greater sophistical

ability, or greater bloody mindedness' or patience. If A is physically

stronger than B, then A may be able to use this advantage to get B to

agree here when B would not have agreed with htm were they equal in

physical strength. Having greater physical strength enables A to exercise

sanctions against B. If B doesnrt act as if he agrees with A, or doesnrt

say he agrees with A, then A can do things to B that B doesnrt want done

whereas B cannot do these same thingsr or even equivalently unpleasant

things, to A. AII advantages can be transLated into physical strength

terms. If A is able to get agreement due to some advantage, then were A

and B equal with respect to this advantaging characteristic and with
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respect to all others except physical strength, then A would only be able

to get the same agreement from B by resorting to the use, or threatening

the use, of sanctions. By the same token, any advantage could be

translated into any of the others but it will be convenient to take

physical strength as the standard as it is the most readily recognrized and

famil iar.

If A has superior power to B, then B can either insincerely agree to Ars

principle P or sincerely disagree wÍth A and suffer the consequences.

Forced agreement, then, can be one kind of agreement over principles. As

I indicated earlier, however, if Brs agreement is Ínsincere, then A

maintains Brs agreement solely by sanctions. As a rational agent it may be

worth Bts while to work towards a redress of the balance of power so that

A no longer has the superior power. A has not offered B a principle that

B sincerely endorses as to why B shouldnrt do this if he can manage it.

The only reason for Brs agreeing with A (or his acting as if he agrees) is

Ars power to exercise sanctÍons. Once these disappear, Brs reason for

agreeing with A evaporates. Their agreement, then, is inherently unstable.

4. False Sincere A reement

B may agree with A because A has kept relevant information secret. If there

were no differences between A and B with respect to knowledge then B would

not have sincerely agreed with A. B only sincerely agrees with A because

A has been able to a'vofd the use of sanctions agafnst B by deceivlng B in

some way. If A and B were in a position of equal power, that isr there was

no difference between A and B that gave either an advantage over the other'

then B would not have agreed with A. It is only because A has an advantage

over B that, were A and B equal wÍth respect to all advantagÍng character-

istics including this one but excluding physical strength, then A would

have to use sanctions against B to get the same agreement. Brs agreement,
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then, can still be forced even though Ítrs sincere. It is forced whenever

it would not be maintained were A and B in a position of equal power. It

is arfalse'sincere agreement. B seems to consent to P but his consent

is a rpseudo-consentr not a rgenuiner one. False sincere agreement, then,

is another kind of agreement that A and B can reach over principles but it'

too, is really a form of forced agreement. The mere fact that agreement

is sincere does not show that it is not forced. Whether it is forced or

not is shown by whether it would be maintained in a position of equal

power.

5 Conflicts in Positions of Unequal Power

Consider a case where A and B have incompatible desires but A has superior

potver to B. S-rppose A sincerely proposes some principle P to resolve the

conflict of desires while B sincerely proposes some principle Q' Suppose'

further, that both A and B know that, in a positÍon of equal power A

would not agree to Q and B would not agree to P. Shoul-d A use his superior

power over B to get B to agree with him, that is, should A force B to act

in accord with P and to publicly say that everyone should act in accord

with P, even if B's agreement is insincere?

If A does, then he does so even though he cannot give B any reason that

B would find acceptable in a position of equal- power' that is, in a position

where A and B are equally capable of determining which of P and 0 is the

better principle. A has not convinced B that P is the better principle'

He has not persuaded.B, who is as capable of assessing the merits of P and

0 as A is, that P deserves priority over 0. If A, then, having the

superior power, uses that superior power to enforce P on B t what reason can

he have? lvhatever his reason, it is one that is not unacceptable to B in ' i'
a position of equal power. It is not that P has some feature that any
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rational- agent would acknowl-edge gives it superiority to 0. This is shown

by the fact that B has already refused to acknowledge its superÍority

when he had equal power with A. If A chooses P, then B can only interpret

this choice as being based on who holds the principle' not on any quality

internal to the principl-e itself. If A had sincerely proposed to B in a

position of equal power that P be chosen just because it was Ars principle,

then B would have rejected this unless 0 was the principtethateveryone

would agree with A. In this case, however, there would be no conflict of

desire between A and B. As long as there is a disagreement between A and B

over ultimate principles, B could not, as a rational agent, accept it as

a reason for choosing P over Q that P is the principle A prefers. This

would be for B to accept that a principle had priority regardless of its

nature merely because A rather than B wanted it. As a rational agent with

desires different from Ars, B could not agree to this.

In forcing B to agree to P just because he has superior power even though

B refused to agree to P in a position of equal power A shows himself to be

the kind of person who bel-ieves that whatever prÍnciples he holds are t.o

have priority over any principles that B holds, merely because Ít is he

who holds them rather than B. If this is so, then what really matters to

A is not that everyone follow P but that everyone follow whatever principle

he, A, believes in. It is really a case of A placing himself above any

principle. He derives his princÌple P from the meta-principle that any

principle he holds is to be preferred to any different principle held by

anyone else. It is also a case of A ranking himself as more important

than, or superior to, anyone else when it comes to deciding what actions

anyone should do Ín a partÍcular situation. He is claiming that hÍs views

have priority over everyone elsers regardless of whether or not other

people see that there is good reason why this should be so. He is

dismissing other people as equaI, or even significant, contrÍbutors to the
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decisÍon. No wonder, then, that, in a position of equal power' he fails

to convince them. He has no arguments.

If A, then, is prepared to make B agree to P in a position of unequal

power even though B refused to do so Ín a position of equal powerr then

he shows himsel-f to be the kind of person who advocates a principle, not

because of any merit the principle would have in the eyes of any rational

agent, but merely because it is the prÍnciple that he happens to prefer for

reasons that are specific to him as an indÍvidual.

6. Equal Worth of Persons

The position of equal power is a position in which A has to treat B as a

person worthy of the same respect as himself. He has to give Brs desires

the same consideration as his own. He must treat B as an end in himself'

not just as a means to his own ends. He cannot ride rough shod over Brs

interests in pursuit of his own. When he proposes a principle he must take

into account whether it serves Brs purposes as much as his own. He must

gÍve B's concerns equal weighting with his own if he wants to get B's

co-operation. A may not believe that B is as worthwhile a person as him-

self but, if he cannot get Brs agreement by force, deception or any other

advantage, he must act as lf he belÍeves it.

If A is prepared to make B agree in a posftion of unequal power to what B

refused to accept ln a positÍon of equal power, then A does not regard B as

a person whose worth is equal to his own. In fact, he regards Bts priorities

as totally subservient to his own. He may not be vindictive towards B'

that is, he may not be frustrating B's desires just out malÍcious pleasuret

but, whenever Brs desires conflict with his own, he has no compunction in

sacrificing B,s highest priorities for Ars most trivial ones. At least'

this is so if B is incapable of sanctioning A sufficiently. When it
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comes to arguing, then, as to whose preferences are to prevail, A has

already decided the issue, and his decision is only alterable by sanctions

or their equivalent. I will call such a person an regoistr. His relation

to more standard definitions of regoism' wÍll become clear later'

7. The Veil of Ignorance

If A and B, then, are to reach agreement in a position of equal power' they

will have to be prevented from arguing as egoists even if that is what they

are. They wiII have to be prevented from giving priority to a principle

just because its the principle they happen to prefer. It is this insistence

that a principle be given priority because it is Ats that prevents A from

agreeing with B in a position of equal power. Likewise, Brs insistence

that his prlnciple override Ars regardless of any intrinsic merit of tl-re

principle but merely because he is the person who holds thÍs prÍnciple also

prevents B agreeing with A in a positlon of equal power. It is Ars or Brs

attitude that he is to be preferred to the other, even though there is no

relevant difference between them, that renders a consensus Ímpossible.

This is not to say that there are no differences that could exist between

A and B in a position of unequal power that justify Ars being preferred to

B but that the decision that this difference does justify such a preference

is to be made in a situation where the decision is not already biased in

favour of the difference in question.

In order, then, for A and B to agree about which of P or 0 Ís the better

principle, they will have to ignore whose principle P or Q is. They wiJ-l

have to argue as if each of them doesnrt know which is the principle he

personally favours. A and B will have to argue about the relative merits

of p and Q as if the questÍon has not already been settled by who holds

the principle. They wiII have to argue as if they are behind Rawls 'veil
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of ignorancer, or something very similar to it. They wiII have to argue

as if they are impartial between A and B, rather than partial to their own

case. It is as if they stood outside of their particular identitÍes and

regarded A and B as two characters in a scenario. It is as if they had

become two spectators, J and K, who were looking at a drama in which a

character, A, had a particular desire whereas B had an incompatible desire

and J and K were given the task of coming up with a rule to govern this

kind of conflict without knowing if they were ever going to occupy Ars

role or Brs, or that there was any greater chance of their occupying one

rather than the other.

The argument, then, as to which of the principles P or Q is the one that A

and B should follow, is to be conducted by A and B in their guise as J and

K. Each of them has to argue as if he doesnrt have any idea which of A or

B he is more likely to be. If J did try to calculate the odds of his being

A or B so that he could manipulate K into agreeing to a principle that

favoured whichever of A or B that he, J' really was, then he would be

reasoning as an egoist. His reasoning would begin with the meta-principle

that priorÍty should be given to whichever person in a hypothetÍcal case

he turns out to be. He shows himself disposed to treat his case as more

deserving in advance of any agreement in a position of equal power that

cases like his are more deserving than cases unlike his.

If J and K have to argue as if they are behind a veil of ignorance this

will eliminate all areas of disagreement between them that rest soleIy

on their disposition to given priority to theÍr own case. It will force

them to treat their own case as of no greater worth than anyone elsers

because they have to argue as if they do not know which one of the parties

in a hypothetical situation they are-
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Qur discussion so far has isolated two methods by which agreement can be

reached when A and B have incompatible desires. One method is that of

force. This method is only possible in a position of unequal power and

will occur if the party with the greater power is the kind of person who

thinks that priority should be given to a principle just because it is his,

that is, if he is an egoist. If A and B are not egoists, then they will

continue to disagree in a positÍon of unequal power because neither will

force the other to agree. The other method is the method that makes

agreement in a position of equal power possible by limiting the kinds of

arguments A and B can use to those that do not rely on their giving

priority to a principle just because it is theirs. It makes agreement

possible by eliminating a major cause of disagreement, namely, the freedom

to treat oners own case as superior to that of other people for reasons

unacceptable to those other peopJ-e. It forces A and B to find reasons for

treating their own case as superior that are acceptable to other people in

a position of equal power. This is done by restricting the arguments A and

B can use in a position of equal power to only those they would use if they

were alio behind a Rawlsian-type veil of ignorance. They have to argue,

as if their meta-principle is to act in accord with whatever principles are

agreed to by people in a position of equal power behind a veil of ignorance.

8. Ordinary Life

Even though A and B may be able to reach agreement on incompatible

princÍples to resolve conflicts of desire if they are in a position of

power of what relevance is this to those of us who are almost never in

position of equal power? People in ordinary life are rarely, if ever,

position of equal power. Nevertheless, even in ordinary life, A and B

come to argue over which of the two ultimate princÍples P and Q people

should follow. Even in ordinary life they can argue as if they are in

equal

a
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position of equal power and as if they are behind a veil of ignorance.

The point of the discussion so far has been to show that, if they agree in

ordinary life but havenrt argued as if they were in a position of equal

power and as if they were behind a veil of ign orance then their agreement

is a forced one. It is an agreement that has occurred because one or the

other of J and K has either consciously or unconsciously manipulated the

other into agreement, either by deception or by the direct use of sanctions.

In ordinary life, if B has agreed to P even though he would not have done

so in a position of equal power, then A only maintains that agreement by

deception or by sanctions. B has no reason to agree with A other than the

sanctions J can muster agafnst hfm.

When we argue with each other about which principle people are to follow

we assume that the argument Ís not one to be settled by force. The analysis

so far is intended to show that we are mistaken about this if the parties

to the argument have made no logical or factual errors yet refuse to argue

as if they were in a position of equal power and as if they were behind a

veil of ignorance. If the person we are arguing with does not sincerely

argue tike this, then he already has the attitude that whatever he believes

is to have priority over whatever anyone else believes. The only way we

can stop hÍm putting this Ínto effect is if we have the power to control

him. That power may consist of btuffing him into agreeing wÍth us by

arguments that falsely lead him to think that what we believe is what he

believes but thÍs, as I have said before, is just a substitute for force.

If he is not to be deceived in this way, then any argument other than

showing him the consequences in termlof sanctions of his disagreeing with

us is pointless. This kÍnd of openly coercive argument will only be

effective if he believes we have the power to put these sanctions into

effect and that we also have the will. If he believes these, and he wants

to disagree wÍth us less than he wants to avoid the sanctions, then, as a
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rational agent, he wÍIl act as suggested by the consequent of the hypo-

thetical tlf you don't want to suffer the sanctions we can employ' then

agree with usr .

That a person argues as if behind the veil Ín a position of equal power

means that he has not already closed the argument in his mÍnd in favour of

whatever principle he holds, that he is prepared to rank principles in

terms of criteria other than which particular individual holds the principle.

In fact, he is prepared to rank principles in terms of criteria any person

could accept, provided that person was in a position of equal power with

others and behind a veil of ignorance. Only if the argument is conducted

in this way can we eliminate the insolubility forced on the argument by

the insÍstence of some people that they be given priority over everyone

else. In ordinary life, a person who will not argue this way, and who Ís

making no factual or logical errors, is thereby showing himself to be

someone who insists that he be given priorÍty over everyone else. When we

enter into arguments with people about whether P or Q should be followed

we do not expect the argument to be vitiated right from the start because

someone insists that he be given priority and therefore that the argument

be settled in favour of his principle. If he had openly declared this at

the beginning we would have abandoned any type of argument except ones

that threatened sanctionsor amounted to it. Instead we assume, when we

enter the argument, that those we are arguing with regard their views as

having no automatic priority over ours, that the point of the exercise is

to get us to consent freely and willingly to the same conclusion as them,

that they wiII value only that conclusion that is arrived at by the free

and willing consent of both parties and that they respect the fact that we

are capable of free and willing consent, that is, that it matters to them

that the conclusion they themselves act on is one that would be acknow-

Iedged freely and willingty by any rational agent as the right one' If we
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know from the beginning that our opponents did not have this view, that

they had no respect for the desÍres or beliefs of agents other than

themselves, that they did not feel that Ít was a measure of the rightness

of what they wanted to do that other rational agents would freely and

willingly agree that it was right, then we would regard the whole activity

of arguing with them in anythÍng other than coercive terms as pointless.

9. Velorians and Conflictants

We see, then, that the fact that there is rarely, if ever, a position of

equal power between the parties in ordinary life does not render irrelevant

the principles that would be agreed in such a position. Instead, it is

these very princÍples that are the ones that we would follow if we treated

those who argue with us as agents whose worth is equal to our own.

As these principles are ones we would agree to if we were arguing as if we

were 3 and K, rather than as we really are, that is, A and B, I will take

aII arguments about the principles that should be followed to resolve

conflicts of desire between us as arguments between us Ín our roles as J

and K. It wÍIl be useful to have a set of terms that distinguishes between

the persona we adopt as J and K and the persona we have as actual

participants in the conflict of desires. I wiII call J and K rveloriansl

from tvelosrmeaning rveilr because they are the persona we adopt when we

argue as if behind the veil of ignorance. I shall caII A and B the

rconflictantsr because they are the persona we have as parties to an

actual or possible conflict. Hare calls the parties behind the veil by the

abbreviation PgPs ('people on the original position') and the parties to

the conflict of desires by the name POLs ('people in ordinary life')'

(t175, S9) His POPs are the same as my velorians and his POLs the same as

my conflictants.
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10. Coercion

We have, then, eliminated two kinds of principle that J and K coul-d use

to resolve which of the desires of A and B is to be acted on and which is

not. J and K cannot use principles that people would only adopt if they

were in a position of unequal power, and J and K cannot use principles

that people would only adopt if they were not behÍnd a veil of ignorance.

Eliminating these principles means that Jrs and Krs chances of agreeing on

a principle to cover any particular situation have increased, as the

eliminated principles are no longer contenders. Unfortunately, however,

the position of equal power and the veil of ignorance are not powerful

enough to produce a single determinate prÍnciple for those cases where

Brs desire is that A'do X but A does not want to do X. These cases raise

the issue of whether J and K would agree that, in such a situationr B

should coerce A to do X.

I will use the term rcoercionr in what Bayles (L972) calls its
rdispositional' r"n.".(1) Bayles says that A (dispositionally) coerces

B to do X if, and only if, (a) Person A Íntends that B do X (b) A further

intends to harm B if B doesnrt do X (c) A threatens B with harm if B

doesnrt do X (d) B does X (e) B could have acted otherwise had he so

chosen (f) B would have chosen otherwise had he not been threatened. I

will follow this account of the use of the term rcoercionrwith the minor

modlfication that I will count A as trying to coerce B even when A is

(f) There are alternative analyses of the term rcoercionr. Pennock
(tl7Zr 3) suggests that BaylesrPoÍnt (d) doesnrt always fit common

usage. Held (1972) and Mclntosh (L972) contend that Bayles' Point (c)
is too narrow. They believe offers or other promises of benefit can be
coercive. Nozick (1969), Girt (L972) and Wertheimer (L97?) side wÍth
B¿yles.
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bluffing, that is, I will still regard A as trying to coerce B to do X

even when A doesnrt really intend to harm B if B doesn't do X but

nonetheless intends B to think that A will- harm him. This is a modification,

then, to Bayles' Point (b).

My concern with the meaning of rcoercionr, however, is not to give a

correct linguistic analysis or to show how it is related to words like

tfreedomr and rpowerr, although these are important philosophical tasks.

My only concern is to adopt a meaning that is clear and close to common

usaqe, whÍch is why I think it desirable to modify BaylesrPoint (b).

Except for this variation, though, I think Baylesranalysis captures how

most peopl-e use the word. Whether it does or not, however, is not the

issue. Even if HeLd (L972) is correct that offers are coercive I am

interested in agreemênts that result from the use of sanctions so I

would have to talk ofrthreateningf coercÍon so that ordinary langUage

users wouldntt think I might mean rofferingr coercion. As I will only be

meaning the sanctioning variety I will use Baylesf analysís.

Consider the case, then, in which B wants A to do X but A doesntt want to

do X. Would J and K agree that B should coerce A to do X? J and K have

to adopt a principle to cover this kind of case as .ì{ they have no more

idea of whether they wiII be in Ars role than they have of whether theyrll

be in Brs. Suppose B suggests as a principle to govern this case that A

do X against Ars will whenever B wants him to. This principle not onJ-y

prescrÍbes what A is to do, namely, he is to do X rather than some other

action Y, it also prescrÍbes the conditÍons under which he is to do X,

namely, whenever B wants him to. If A wants to know why he is to do X

rather than Y in a particular situation, these conditions constitute an

explanation of why he is to do X rather than Y. He is to do so because

B wants him to. This principle, then, not only prescribes what to do' it
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also supplies the reason for doinq it. In fact, the reason is the

strongest part of the princÍple in that A is to do X whenever B wants him

to but, if B doesnrt want him to do X, the principle leaves it open as to

whether or not A is to do X.

Accepting Brs principle, then, means accepting it as a reason for Ars doing

X that B wants A to do X. J and K, however, do not know if they are A or

B. If they were B, they would promptly accept Brs principle but if they

were A they would equally promptly reject it. No rational agent A will

agree to a principle that allows B to coerce him to do X just because B

wants him to do X, especially as the nature of X is not specified. It may

be the act that A most wants not to do.

Nonetheless, as a rational agent, A may be prepared to accept Brs principle

if B is prepared to accept the symmetrical- principle, that is, if B accepts

the principle that A.coerce B to do X whenever A wants B to do X. Actually'

the symmetrical princÍple need not be cast in terms of Ars coercing B to do

the act X. It could be cast instead in terms of any act equivalent to X

An act Y will be said to be requivalentr to X when A wants to do Y as much

as B wants to do X or A wants not to do Y as much as B wants not to do X.

A, after aII, may not want to coerce B to do X so he will not necessarily

accept a symmetrical version of Brs principle if he Ís required to coerce

B to do precisely the same kind of act as B wants him to do. l-urthermoret

B may himself quite wittingly do X. If this is so, A wiII not agree to

Brs principle if B agrees to the symmetrical version because this would

mean that A agrees to A's being made to do somethÍng A doesntt want to do

but that B wants him to do, wÍthout thereby gaining the parallel power to

./ make B do something that B doesn't want to do but that A wants him to do.

A, then, will only agree to the symmetrÍcal version of Brs prÍnclple lf A

has the power to make B do somethÍng that he doesnrt want to do that is as
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unpleasant to B as Ars doÍng X is to A. It does not need to be the

particular act X itself. Nonetheless, for expository convenience' I shall

express principles as if both A and B had the same attitude to X, i.e.

either they both wanted to do it or both didnrt want to do it and that

their desires in each case are equally strong. When a particular con-

clusion I wish to draw rests on this assumption, however, I will take into

account the degree to which the conclusion would have varied if the

assumption didn tt hold.

If both A and B are prepared to accept what I wiII catl thetsymmetrifiedt

version of Bts princÍple, then, when J and K consider the principle from

the viewpoints of each of A and B, they witt be prepared to adopt Ít,

provided that the principle makes sense when symmetrified. Not all

principles, however, will make sense when symmetrified in that they will

fail- to be guides to action because they give self-defeating advice.

Symmetrification, then, can be used to eliminate principles in much the

same way Kant tried to use the Categorical Imperative or many modern

philosophers try to use runiversalisationr .

As it turns out, Bts principle, at least in the form used so far, Ís self-

defeating when symmetrified. If B has the power.to make A do X against

Ars will, then A cannot have the power to make ò'¿o V against B's wiII, at

j teast where Y covers whatever acts B has to perform to coerce A to do X.

Brs prÍnciple, then, when symmetrified, has logically impossible results

for particular cases. It can, however, be modified to avoid this

consequence by making both A and B free to try to coerce each other, or by

giving them each the right to try to coerce each other, that is' by

adopting a principle to the effect that no outside party interfere lvith

their attempts to coerce each other.
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J and K, then, can agree to Brs being free to coerce A provided A is free

to coerce B. J and K, however, will only agree to this if A is prepared

to agree to Brs being free to coerce A and B is prepared to agree to Ars

being free to coerce B. Both A and B, therefore, need to be people whose

desire to coerce the other is stronger than their desire not to be coerced.

They must want the chance to coerce the other so much that they are

,/ prepared to risk beíng coerced instead of doing the coercing.

There is no guarantee, however' al:1U1'1î,1"*U both want to coerce the other

that A and B could adopt here, either PrincÍple P that A not be free to
rl .-du coerce B provided B is not free to coerce A or Principle 0 that A be free

çÈ
o to coerce B provided B is free to coerce A.

$
,a*
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There are, then, three possibilities, namely, PossibÍtity (I) that both

A and 
tÉtì"""pa principle P, Possibili ty Q) tnat both accept Principle Q

and possibitity (3) that A accepts one of P or Q while B accepts the other.

The position of equal power and the veil of ignorance, however, rule out

possibility (3). As J and K do not know which of A or B they are they will

have to choose a principle that covers them both. They wÍII therefore

have to decide between both A and B being bound by P or both being bound

by o.

possÍbility Q) only obtains if A and B both want the other to do X more

than they want not to be made to do it themselves. Possibility (I) only

obtains if A and B both want not to be made to do X more than they want

the other to do it. This means that J and K now have to arbitrate between

these desires. They have to determine which desire is to be satisfíed -

the desire that the other person do X against his will even if this means

that one may be made to do X oneself against oners will or the desire
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that one not be made to do X against oners wÍIl even if this means that

the other person cantt be made to do X against his will.

Both of these desires have passed the test of equal power and the veil of

ignorance. They do not assume that priority is to be given to oners own

case. Anyone who accepts Principle P accepts equal limitations on his own

behaviour as on that of others. If A accepts Principle Q then he is
;

prepared to accept that X be done to him against his will as the price

that X may be done to B agaÍnst Brs will. A is not claiming anything for

himself that he is not prepared to claim for the other person. He is not

giving his own case special treatment. He is not, that is, an egoist.

Those who desire that X be done to the other against his will more than

they desire that it not be done to them against their wÍLl I will caII

coercionists. Those who desire that X not be done to them against their

will more than they desire that X be done to the other against his will

I wiII call noncoercionÍsts.

Both the noncoercÍonist and the coercionist are prepared to accept this

symmetricality of reason-giving. Neither is claiming that what is to be a

reason why his desires should be satisfÍed is not to be a reason why other

peoplets desires should be satisfied. He is not claiming, as the egoist

does, that the relevant difference as to why something is a reason in his

case and not in the case of others is that it is he whose case it is,

How, then, are J and K to settle the dispute between the noncoercionist and

the coercionist? Settling the díspute amounts to decidÍng, not merely

whether Principle P is to be preferred to Principle Q but, further, whether

X is to be done to A or to B, if Principle Q Ís adopted. A settlement of

the dispute requires a determinate outcome when there is a conflict of

desires between A and B. If both A and B want X done to the other less
\ut*' .,.'\ ,. a>'
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than they want X not done to themselves, that is, they would choose

Principle P, then J and K would agree on the determinate outcome that X is
Nr

to be done tq'neither A or B, even Íf they turn out to be A who wants X

f, rr,oy ùr,\r'7
doné to B or B who wants X done to A. If both A and B want X done to the

other more than they want X not done to themselves, that is, they would

choose Principle Q, then, even if J and K agree to follow Principle Q, they

have still not resolved the questÍon of whose desire is to be satisfied.

Is it to be A, who wants X done to B but not to A, or B who wants X done to

A but not to B?

With Principle P, no-one is to be free to do X to either A or B just because

he wants to. tFreedomr, here, is a term that indicates how the law stands.

He will not be free under the law. Alternatively, the code of behaviour

of the socÍety wÍll rule it out. He is still free in the sense that he

will not be bound hand and foot, Íncapable of doing X to either A or B,

nor will his thoughts be monÍtored so that his mere intention to do such

an act is immediately detected and thwarted. Rather, he is to be

constrained by sanctions or threats of them, by an efficient detection

system, etc.

If A is free to do X to B and B is free to do X to A, then, given that A

wants to do X to B and symmetrically for B, then which of these desires

are J and K to agree is the one to be satisfÍed? We have already seen

that A and B will agree to Prlnciple 0 tf they both want to be free to do

X to the other more than they want the other not to be free to do X to

them. What J and K have to choose between is Principle P or 0. l'{owr if

A and B have accepted PrÍnciple Q, they have accepted that the outcome of

who is to do X to whom is to be determined solely by the natural capacities

of A and B, and by luck. ThÍs means that, in most cases, whichever of A

and B has the superÍor power will be the one who does X to the other. In
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accepting Principle Q, then, A and B are accepting that whoever does X to

the other against his will is to be determined either by superior power or

Iuck. This fact supplies J and K with a basis for choosing between

Principle P and Principle 0 if J and K agree that which of A or B does X

to the other is not to be determined by superior power or luck' If it is

a premiss that J and K share in the arguments they have about which of Ars

or B's desire is the one to be satisfied that this is not to be determined

by superior power or by luck, then they wiII reject (Q) and agree on (P)'

Further, anyone who accepts (Q) thereby accepts ultimately that which of

two incompatible desires involving coercion Ís to be satisfied is to be

resolved by superior power or luck. If we discover that the person we

are arguing with holds this view, then, as rational agents, it would seem

appropriate either to abandon the argument and to get ourselves the

necessary superior powerr orr alternatívely, to change the argument into a

mere substitute for superior power.

We have, then, two types of people. The first type contaÍns both the egoist

and the coercionist. The egoist has the view that conflicts of desires are

to be resolved in favour of satísfyÍng the desires of whichever party to

the conflict he is. This means that, if person A is an egoist, then, when

he argues with person B over what principles to adopt to resolve a conflict

of desires between them, he has already decided to use whatever force or

deception is necessary to satisfy hls own desires to the full regardless

of the cost to B. He wÍII only modify the satisfaction of those of his

desires that thwart the satisfaction of Brs to the extent that B has the

power to make him.

The coercÍonÍst has the view that conflfcts of desires are to be resolved

in accord with the principles of whoever has the superior power or the

Iuck. If A is a coercionist arguing with B over which principle should
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resolve a conflíct of desires, then A already has the belief that it

should be the principle of whichever of A or B is able to have his way.

If A is abl-e to get his way by deception, or superÍor power, or luck, then

A is prepared to force B to resolve the conflict in accord with Ars

principle regard.l-ess of the effect of this on Bts desires or principles'

Both the egoÍst and the coercionist are not sincerely committed to

argument as a way of resolving their dispute. Their engagement in

argument ls a pretense. No matter what agreement is reached by argument

they wilt dishonour it as soon as a shift in the balance of power permits

it. Even if agreement could be reached in a position of equal power as a

resul-t of argument, they have no sincere intention of abiding by it if

they have the superior power or the better luck. They remain partial to

their own cases, regardless of the distribution of power. I shall, there-

fore , call them rPartialistsr.

A person who sincerely intends to abide by the agreements people would

reach behind a veil of ignorance, in a position of equal powert even when

he has the superior power in real life, I will call an timpartialistr.

As we have seen, a person will only sincerely have this intention if he is

not a coercionist. This means that people behind the veil cannot argue as

if they wanted to coerce people more than they wanted not to be coerced,

even when what they want to coerce others to do is to resolve conflicts of

desires in accord with some unselfish princÍp1e rather than in accord with

whichever outcome satisfied their desires no matter who they were. Nagel

(L975) is concerned that this aspect of the veil makes it biased. I shall

turn to an examination of whether this is so.
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lI. Ideals

The egoistfs only concern in the selectÍon of prÍnciples for resolving

conflicts of desires is that they result in the satisfaction of his desires,

whatever they happen to be. Both the impartÍalist and the coercionist' on

the other hand, are not concerned that the desires they personally happen

to have as conflictants in the conflict of desires are the ones that are

satisfied by whatever principle is used to resolve the conflict. Rather'

they are concerned to see that the conflict is resolved in accord with

their preferred principle, regardless of the effect this has on them

personally. I wiII describe their desÍre to see conflicts of desires

resolved in accord with a principle, rather than in favour of whatever

desires they happen to have as partÍes to the conflict, as theirtidealt.

A patriot is a person with the ideal that his nation should triumph

regardless of the effect on him of its doing so. A saint is a person with

the ideal that the tenets of his religion be followed regardless of its

effect on him. Harets fanatic follows ideals in this sense. His Nazi who

continues to believe that Jews should be killed even when it turns out

that he is a Jew is a man wÍth an ideal. Even utilitarianism ís an ideal

in this sense. A sincere utilitarian does whatever is required by the

principle of utility regardless of its effect on him in particular'

Admittedly, Íts effect on him is part of his utilitarian calculations but

if these calculatÍons require a great sacrifice, even death, of him, then

he will not refuse to do it because it is hÍm that the principle is having

this particular effect upon.

The egoist, then, ha.s no ideal. The coercionist, however, has an ídeal

but, as we saw Ín the previous section, it is an ideal he is prepared to

force on others even though they would not agree to it in a position of

equal power. lmpartialism, then, will reject those ideals that would only
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be adopted by J and K in a position of equal power behind the veil of

ignorance if the conflictants A and B were both coercionists.

In order to do so, however, it must deny 3 and K knowledge of which ideal,

or conception of the good, each has, that is, it must treat conflicts

between ideals as just another kind of conflict of desires. J and K know

that A has one ideal and B has another, incompatible one but neither J or

K knows which of A or B they are likely to be. Impartialism, then, is

identic.al to Rawlsrtheory with respect to denying the parties behind the

veil any knowledge of their own conception of the good. Nagel (L975)

believes that this actually biasses the veil in favour of some conceptions

of the good. It does so, he thinks, because the veil must combine with some

conception of the good if it is to produce principles to which the parties

behÍnd the veil gÍve unanimous agreement. He claims that Rawls introduces

this conception of the good into his theory through thetprimary goodst.

The conception of the good that he thinks is favoured by Rawlsrtheory is

a rliberal individual conception according to which the best that can be

wished for someone is the unimpeded pursuit of his own path, provided it

does not interfere with the rights of othersl. (L975, l0). It discrimÍnates

agaÍnst conceptions of the good thatrdepend heavily on the relation between

oners own posÍtÍon and that of othersr. (1975, 9). This liberal

individualist aspect of Rawlsrtheory has also been criticised by other

writers, for example, Fisk (1975), Francis (1980). I argue Ín Chapter I1

that impartÍalism does not need the prlmary goods. Nagel regards the

primary goods as the source of Rawlsr partÍcular liberal indivídualíst

bias. His argument, therfore, provides no reason to think this exact bÍas

is also Ín impartÍalÍsm. Nagelrs point, however, is that any theory which

denies the parties behind the veil of ignorance any knowledge of their

conception of the good wiII only get unanimous agreement out of these parties

if it has imported a conception of the good in elsewhere. He says (1975, 8)
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rIt is true that menrs different conceptions of the good
divide them and produce conflíct, so allowing this knowledge
to the parties in the orÍginaI position would prevent
unanimity. Rawls concludes that the information must be

suppressed and a common idea substituted which will permit
agreement wlthout selecting any particular conception of
the good ... Another possible conclusi-on, however, is that
the model of the origÍnal position wiII not work because in
order to secure spontaneous unanimity and avoid the necessity
of bargaining one must suppress information that is morally
relevant, and moreover suppress it in a way that does not
treat the parties equallYr.

Nagel, I think, is right about this. Impartialism, then, must use the

veil in combination with some conception of the good. The concept of the

good that impartialism combines with the veil is that it is good that

conflicts of desire be resolved by unforced agreement. This concept is

given substance in the position of equal power and the non-coercíon

requÍrement. There could, then, be a conflict of desires between Group A

that favoured this concept of the good and Group B that didntt. We could

apply the veil to this conflict. If Nagel is right, the veil by itself

wiII be unabÌe to resolve the conflict, except that it will filter out any

egoistic resolutions of the conflict. With the other two impartialist

axioms however, the veil also filters out coercionist resolutions of

conflicts of desires, that is, it filters out coercionist ideals. Nage1

thinks this denies the parties access to morally relevant information.

Certainly, it filters out information that would enable the parties to

agree that A and B are to resolve conflicts in whatever manner suits

whichever of them has the greater power or luck. It only fÍIters out

morally relevant information then if information that enables the parties

to agree to settle conflicts accordíng to the wiII of the strongest is

morally relevant. Even Íf we definermorality' so that this is morally

relevant, it doesntt show why we should want the veil- to take account of

information that Ís morally relevant in this sense. Any argument that we

should take account of this information is an argument that we should not

be impartialists. Nagelrs criticism, then, is a challenge to show why we
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should adopt the conception of good that produces unanimous agreement when

combined with the veil. If apptied to impartialÍsm, it is the challenge to

show why we should give unanimous consent to impartialism as an ideal

rather than to some partialist ideal. I take up this challenge Ín Chapter

L6. Nagel appears to accept that egoistic resolutions of conflicts of

desires are morally irrelevant ones, so he Ís not also asking for a

justification as to why we should prefer impartialism to egoism or why, for

that matter, any ideals are to be preferred to egoism, even if they are

coercionist. I will also discuss why we should prefer impartialism to

egoism in Chapter L6.

I2. Impartialism and 0rdinary Life

An impartÍatist, then, belÍeves that everyone should act in accord with the

principtes that peopì-e would reach in a position of equal power and behind

a veil of ignorance, provided that these prÍnciples did not entail that the

ultimate determinant as to which of A or B had his way was whichever of

them possessed the superior power. As I noted earlier, people in ordinary

Iife are not behind veils of ignorance nor are they usually in positions of

equal power. Nonetheless, they can argue about who should do what as if

they were impartialists. Anyone who knowingly does not do so is a person

who can only be persuaded by sanctions. They are committed to superÍor

power as the only resolutÍon of disagreements between persons. The only

kind of argument that is not merely a substitute for sanctÍons is argument

v,vithin impartialism. It is the only form of argument that takes as its

premiss the full equality of the participants in the argnrment. If person

J uses impartialist arguments then he Ís assuming neither that his case

has automatic priority over that of other people nor that the outcome of

the argument is properly determÍned by accidental inequalities between the

participants. A partialist, however, is committed to one of those two
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assumptions. This is not to say that an impartialist will not agree that

sometimes the outcome of an argument is properly determined by certain

inequalities between people but that which inequalities these are shoul-d

itself be determined in a situatÍon where these inequalities are

neutralised. If, for example, it is agreed by J and K that greater

physical strength properly determines the outcome of an argument, this

cannot be because J has used his greater physical strength to get K to act

if he agrees with J about thÍs.

When two people in ordinary life have an argument, then, either it is the

case that they treat each other with impartÍalist respect, that is, as

impartialist equals, or the argument is really just a substitute for force.

Impartialism provides a test whereby to identify the nature of the persons

arguing. When we argue with each other we assume that the other person is

seriously committed to a resolution that has a basis other than superior

power. If we discover that this is not so, then this will change the point

of the argument. I will discuss exactly how the point of the argument is

changed and what consequences this has in more detail later. lVhat I wish

to do now is to look at the kÍnds of prÍnciples that impartÍalÍsts would

agree to. As we have seen, impartialists will adopt principles that would

be rejected behind a Rawls-Iike veil of ignorance. I wiII therefore look

in some detail at the principles Rawls thinks would be adopted behind his

veil and the kinds of argn-rments he advances for them. Before I do that,

however, I would like firstly to clarlfy the two-party nature of the argu-

ment so far and, secondly, to distinguÍsh between fallible and infallible

impartialists.
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I3. Two-Party Conflicts of Desires

I have cast the discussion so far in terms of two parties. These parties

are the individuals in the conflict A and B who have been required to

adopt the viewpoint of the velorians J and K who treat A and B as

characters in a scenario. I have done so because all conflicts of desires

involving more than two parties can be reduced toconflicts between two

parties. Suppose there is a conflict of desires between A and B where both

A and B are not individuals but groups. Say that A wants some state of

affairs R to obtain whereas B does not want R to obtain. In not wanting R

to obtain, however, it does not follow that B is unanimous that some other

state of affairs obtain instead. fuppose that some of B want S to obtain

while others want T. We, then, have Conflict I in which we can label A

as Af and B as Bl. Letrs resolve thÍs conflict in favour of B, that is'

some state of affairs other than R is to obtaÍn. We now have Conflict 2.

Letrs suppose that the people who were in A now become members of one of

the two groups in B. Letrs call those who want S by the name A2 and those

who want T by the name 82. Hopefully, J and K wiII resolve this conflict'

giving us a determinate answer as to which state of affairs should obtain.

This process can be adopted no matter how many partÍes there are to the

conflict. The more parties there are, the greater the number of conflicts

generated out of Conflict I before we reach Conflict N where the conflict

is resolved. Likewise, the greater number of parties A and B before we

get to A,,, an d BN.

I will not, then, be using the term rconflict of desiret in the sense it

is often used in the literature, for example, lVilliams (L973, L67). He

uses the term to refer to conflicts between the desires of the same person.

I wilt only use the term, however, of conflÍcts between the desÍres of more

than one person. The desire of A has to be incompatible with the desire of
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B before I will describe it as a conflict of desires. The term rconfl-ict

of desiresr, then, will be used to cover rinterpartyr conflicts. . It may

be that one of the differences between rationality and morality is that

rationalÍty has to do with conflicts of desires within one partyr, whereas

moralÍty has to do with conflicts of desires between different parties.

14. The Impartialist Axioms

As a result of the discussion in the previous sections I have identÍfÍed

three conditions that must hold of the parties engaged Ín arguing about

resolving a conflict of desÍres if they are not the kind of people who

either want superior power to resolve the conflict in their own favour or

who want the conflict resolved in favour of whoever has the superior power

or luck. Those conditions are that they must argue as if they are in a

position of equal power, as if they are behind a veil of ignorance and as

if they are noncoercionists. Each of these conditions can be translated

into an axiom for the theory of right I caII rimpartialismr. The requal

powert axiom says that people are to act in accord only with principles

agreed to in a position of equal power. Thervelorianraxiom says that

people are to act in accord only with principles agreed to behind a veil

of ignorance. Thetnoncoercionistraxiom says that people are to act in

accord only wÍth principles that would be chosen by people who want not to

be coerced more than they want to coerce.

15. Faltibte and Infallible Impartialfsts

We began this discussion with two peopJ-e in ordinary life A and B. Step

by step we limited the ways in which they go about resoÌving conflicts of

desire between them until we had arrived at the conditions that would have

to prevail if their resolution of the conflict was to be achieved by an

unforced agreement. These two people A and B only reach unforced agreement
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Íf they settle their conflict as if they were in a position of equal power'

behind a veil of ignorance and as if they were noncoercionists' They have

to consider their own actual cases as A and B as hypothetical cases

scrutinised by themselves in the role of J and K. Even though A and B

argue as if they are noncoercionists in a position of equal power' behind

a veil of ignorance they cannot avoid bringing to the argument whatever

Iimitations they possess. The kinds of conclusions they will reach' no

matter how conscientious they are in their efforts to reason as velorians'

may turn out to be qùite different to the conclusions that velorians without

these limitations would have reached. Just because A and B try to reason

as if they were J and K they still retain the knowledge of A and B' the

susceptabilities to logÍcal error of A and B, and so on. It is even

possible that they unconsciously argue as if they know which of A and B

they really were but this ís something they míght be able to overcome by

an effort of the will once Ít is pointed out to them' They cannot overcome

factual ignorance and the ÍnabÍIity to see the point of an argument by the

same means. At their best, then, A and B will still be very fallible

rational agents. This fallibility will affect which principles it is they

reach unforced agreement on. what we get in the real worl{ thent as a

result of people applying the impartialist method, witt be a set of

provisional PrinciPles. TheY are provisional because they are not neces-

sarily the principles that sÍncere impartialists would agree upon if they

have their facts right, they have included all the relevant facts, and

they have made no logical errors. White these provisional principles are

the ones that an impartialist witl have to work with in any particular place

at any partÍcular time, he would prefer to follow the set of unprovisional

princÍples. These are the principles that truly infallible and omniscient

velorians would agree to. They are the ideat to which impartialÍsts aspire

when they disagree with each other about which principles the velorians

really would have endorsed.
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When they argue with each other about which act is the right one to do in

this situation, they are out to demonstrate that this is the act that

would be required by whatever prÍnciple J and K would enjoin to govern

this kind of conflict of desires were J and K infallible and omniscient.

If A and B are both sincere impartialists they will amend their opinions

in the direction of the unprovisional impartialist principle. If A can

show B that Bts resolution of the conflict rests on a factual or logical

error or oversight then B will modify his position.

L6. Conclusion

We now have the essential apparatus we need to determine whether or not a

particular resolution of a conflict of desires is one that would obtain

unforced agreement or not. This apparatus can be used to establish action-

guiding principles to cover conflicts of desire in ordinary life. Rawls

has already derived a number of such principles from the veil of ignorance.

Rawls, however, believes that the scope of the veil needs to be limited

in various ways. These limÍtations affect the kinds of principles the veil

will- generate as the resolution of conflicts of desires. I will now look

at the limitation Rawls places on the veil to see whether these same limits

need to be placed on its use in impartialist theory.
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Chapter 3

RawI s I I'Circr-¡mstances of Justicerr

I. Introduction

In the previous chapter I showed what conditions the argument between two

parties with conflicting desires would have to meet if the principles they

were to adopt to resolve the conflicts were impartialist ones' that is ones

where the parties to the argument assume neither that the outcome of the

argument should favour whichever desires they happen to have nor that the

outcome of the argument should favour whichever of the parties has the

superior power or the better luck. The conditions that make an argument

an impartialÍst one were that the parties 3 and K argue (t) as if they were

in a position of equal power (2) as if they were behind a Rawls-like veil

of ignorance and (3) as if they wanted to coerce others less than they

wanted NoT to be coerced. The conditions can be imposed on any argument

over conflictíng desires. RawIs, however, restricts the application of

his veil of ignorance to those conflicts of desires whose resolution raises

questions of justice. As he has selected the features of his veil of

ignorance so that it results in principles that he considerstjustr ones'

it may be that his veil of ignorance needs to be modified in various ways

to make it suitable for impartialist arguments where the conflict of desires

does NOT raise questions of Justice. If this is so, then the features of

the initial situation in which J and K are to be placed if their principles

are to be impartlatist ones may NOT be the same as those of the ínitial

situation of parties whose principles are to be rjustr ones.

RawIs believes that the principles that the parties behind the veil will

produce will only result ñ a just basÍc structure of society in the conflÍcts

of deslre they are deslgned to resolve occur withín the rcircumstances of
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justicet. Rawls does not apply the vell of ignorance to conflÍcts of

desire that Iie outside the circumstances of justice. Nonetheless, the

veil may still be able to produce principles that resolve these conflicts.

It is not my purpose here to examine whether Rawls is right in claiming

that only those conflicts of desires that fall within his circumstances

of justice are capable of just resolution. Rawls, Iike a number of other

contemporary political- philosophers such as Lucas (I966) and Richards

(Lg7L), has developed his account of the circumstances of justice from

that first presented by Hume. The problem with both Humers and Rawlsr

account of the circumstances of justice as Iimitations of the application

of the concept of justÍce are discussed in detail by Hubin 0979) ' My

concern, instead, is whether or not there is any good reason to limit the

scope of RawlsrveÍl to only those conflicts of desires that fall within

his rcircumstances of justicef.

RawIs divides the circumstances of justice into two categories, namely ,

(I) objective circumstances and (2) subiective circumstances. I wilI look

at the objective circumstances first.

2. The Object ive Circumstances of Justice

I wish to consider three of the objective circumstances of justice that

Rawls proposes. I wÍIl call these (l) the Man Friday circumstance,

(2) tfre humanhood circumstance, and (3) the moderate scarcity circumstance.

I will look at each in turn to see whether there is any good reason why the

veil of ignorance should not be used to resolve conflicts of desire that

lie outside those circumstances.
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3. The Man Frida Circumstance

Rarvls says that,
Ithe circumstances of justice may be described as
the normal conditions under whÍch human co-operation
is both possible and necessaryr. (tllZ' L26)

ThÍs implÍes that the circumstances of justice do not cover cases of what

humans do in situations where co-operation is neither possibJ-e nor

necessary. 0ne of these isthe Robinson Crusoe case of someone marooned

alone and incommunicado from the rest of the world on a desert island.

Rawls only uses the veil of ignorance to resolve conflicts of desire that

occur within the circumstances of justÍce. If this is the limit of its

application, then it would appear to have no role to play in providing

principles about how Robinson Crusoe should behave on his desert island.

It would appear to have a role to play only after Man Friday turns up.

Until then, it is not possible for Crusoe to engage Ín human co-operation,

if only for the purely tautological reason that it takes two to co-operate.

Until Man Friday is present there ís not the same necessity to co-operate

either as there is once he turns up. Crusoe may at times be unable to do

things alone that he would be able to do if Friday were there but, then,

neither does he have to defend himself from the things Friday might wish

to do to him.

Nonetheless, people do disagree about how a person should behave when alone,

even when he is alone on a desert island. For example, many people would

think that Robinson Crusoe shouldntt masturbate on hÍs desert islandt

whereas others would think that he should if thatrs what he feels like

doing. Is this conflict one in whose resolution the veil of ignorance has

no role to play due to the fact that human co-operation in such a case is

neither possible nor necessary?
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We wiII be in a better position to answer this question if we are clear

about the roles of the two parties J and K. As we have seen, J and K are

not the ones who have the desires which are in conflict. Rather, they

propose principles for the conflíct of desires that exists between two

parties A and B. The veil of ignorance is merely a device by which to

limit the principles that J and K propose to ones that do not depend on

their being one particular person rather than another'

fuppose, then, that A wants to masturbate on his desert island. It is

the role of J and K to determine whether or not he should. This involves

their proposing a principle to cover Ars situation. Ats situation, however,

is not one in which there Ís a conflict of desires. A conflict of desires'

as I saÍd in the previous chapter, has been defined to require at least two

parties. J and K, therefore, have no task to perform, that is, they have

no conflict of desires to arbitrate. Robinson Crusoers case does fall

outside the scope of the veil of ignorance but only because it provides no

conflict of desires which J and K have to settle by finding a principle

they would regard as acceptable regardless of whether they turned out to be

A or B. If J and K are to have a conflict of desires to resolve with

respect to Robinson Crusoe-type cases, then they cannot consider cases

where only the desires of the person on the desert island are taken'into

account. Instead, they will have to consider the case where A and B have

a conflict of desire over how Crusoe should act. Suppose A wants Crusoe

to do whatever Crusoe feels tfke doing provlded thÍs doesnrt physically

harm crusoe whereas B wants crusoe to abstaln from masturbatÍon. J and K

are now in a position to postulate principles about which of Ars and Brs

desire is to be satisfied here. In doing so, they witt be coming up with

a principle which determines how Crusoe should act on his island' even

though he is alone. The argument between J and K as to which of Ars or

B's desire is to be satisfied beÍng an impartialist one, J and K will have

to argue as if they u¡ere behind the veil of ignorance, even though their
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reasoning wiII produce a principle that determines how a person should

act who is outside Rawlsr circumstances of justice. We see, then, that

the veil of ignorance can be used to produce principles concerning cases

Iike the Robinson Crusoe case which tie outside the circumstances of

justÍce, provided J and K argue about which of Ats or Brs desire about

Crusoers behaviour is the one to be satisfied. It is only when J and K

argue directly about whether or not Crusoers desÍre is to be satisfied

that they cannot use the veil to come up with any principles. This,

however, is not due to any limitation inherent in the veil. It is not as

if the principles generated by the veil cannot be about Robinson Crusoe-

type cases. Rather, it is due to the fact that the situation to which the

veil is being applied does not contain a conflict of desires, and therefore

there is nothing for the veÍt to r:esolve. It would appear' then, that the

veil can apply to any Robinson Crusoe-type case as long as it is construed

in terms of the desires of A and B about Robinson Crusoers behavÍour. The

Man Friday circumstance Ís not a restrÍction on the application of the veil

in an impartialist argument.

4. The rHumanhoodr Circumstance

RawIs does not regard the circumstances of justice as coverÍng cases of

what humans do to non-humans. As he only applies the veil to cases that

fall- within the circumstances of justice, thÌs means that he does not

think that the veil provides princlples about how humans should treat

non -human s.

In the prevíous section, we saw that an apparent limitatíon of the veil

was due, not to any inabÍlity of the veil to handle principles about any

kind of topic, but rather to Íts only applying to situations where there

was a conflict of desires. The thumanhoodr circumstance throws a similar
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light on the applicabÍIity of the veil. Just as the veil can only apply

to a case if the case involves a conflict of desires, so the veil can

only be applied by J and K if J and K are humans, orr at least, persons'

It is not that the veil cannot be used to resolve conflicts of desires

about how humans should treat non-humans. As we shall see, it can be used

for this purpose. As with the Man Friday circumstance, the humanhood

circumstance doesnrt tell us anything about the scope of the principles

generated by the veil. It does not put limits on what these principles

can be about. Rather, it reminds us that the parties behÍnd the veÍl'

that is, J and K, have to be capable of argument. They have to be rational,

self-conscious agents, able to understand the consequences of their

decisions, concerned about theír own future states as weII as their present

ones, and so on. J and K have to be the kinds of beings that make argument

about the principles for resolving conflicts of desires meaningful. I wj-II

follow Singer (tl7Zr 75) and caII such beings rpersonsr. As the only beings

capable of Rawlsian-type contractarian argument appear to be humans, this

may suggest that a device such as the veil only applies to cases of how

humans treat humans. This is mt so. One set of humans may want humans to

exploit animals regardless of the sufferings to animals this causes.

Another group of humans may want to stop this kind of exploitation' There

is here a clear case of a conflÍct of desires. J and K therefore can employ

the impartiatist apparatus, including the VeiI, to resolve this conflict of

desires. Iî deciding which of Afs desÍre or Brs is to be satisfiedr J

and K witl be coming up with principles about how humans should treat

animals, even though the animals themselves were NOT, and were incapable of

being, parties to the generation of these princíples. once again, a

distinction needs to be drawn between what the principles that the veil

generates can be about and the conditions that need to be met before there

is an argument at all. There is only an argument if the parties to it are

persons, just as there is only an argument if there is a conflict of desires'
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Just because Rawls restricts his use of the veil to the generation of

principles about how humans should treat humans, it doesrt follow that

the veil cannot be used to generate princip.les about how humans should

treat non-humans. It merely means that Rawlst theory will provÍde us with

no guidance in this area unless supplemented in some way. As Haksar says,

tYou cannot make such deals with beings, such as
animals, who are below the minimum level of
rationality. Now as a result of these deals you
may enter into certain obligations with regard to
those with whom you have made them. Rational
contractors can have special obligations towards
non-rational contractors. Let us call these
contractarian obligations. Now rational human

beings can have two kinds of duties: contractarian
obligations and non-contractarian obligations
(or duties). ' (tltZ, ?5)

What this discussion of the thumanhoodr circumstance shows us is that

principles need not be only about the relationships between rational agents

even though the parties who develop these principles must themselves be

rational agents. The veil can be used to arrive at principles that

constrain how rational agents treat non-rational agents such as animals ort

possibly, even such things as trees, rocks and eco-systems. While Rawls

may be right that principles about the relationships between humans and

non-humans cannot be princÍples of justice, nonetheless they are prÍnciples

that resolve conflicts of desire between humans as to how non-humans should

be treated. RawIs has concerned himself onLy with principles that fall

within the circumstances of justice. His doing so, however, does not show

that conflicts of desÍres about matters lying outside these circumstances

do not also merit resolution or that the veil cannot be used in producing

resolu tion s.
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5. The rModerate Scarcityr Circumstance

RawIs believes that questions of justÍce only arise in conditions of

moderate scarcity. Conditions of moderate scarcity are to be contrasted

with what I will caII conditions of rextreme scarcityron the one hand

and conditions of rsuperfluityr on the other. Conditions of extreme

scarcity are those where conditions are tso harsh that fruitful ventures

must inevitably break down r. Conditions of superfluity are those where

Inatural and other resourcesr are tso abundant that schemes of co-operation

become superfluousr. (tZlZ, I27)

Rawls may be correct in his view that questions of justice do not arise

in condÍtions of extreme scarcity or of superfluity. It may still be the

case, however, that conflicts of desire can occur about what happens in

these circumstances, as they did about what happens in Robinson Crusoe-type

situations and situations involving the treatment of non-humans by humans.

It may be the case, for example, that one set of people in conditions of

superfluity want to engage in the mindless destruction of an endless

supply of plant-Iife whereas others do NOT want themrto. J and K wiII have

to use the veil of ignorance to come up with principles to resolve this

kind of conflict. In conditions of extreme scarcity, there will undoub-

tedty be conflicts of desÍre. Rawls exempts both kinds of conflict of

desire from the scope of the veil because he sees them as cases either

where human co-operation is not possibler as in the case of extreme

scarcity or else as cases where human co-operation is not necessaryt as in

conditions of superfluity. Exactly what the scope of the veil is, thent

in his opÍnion, will depend on how he understands the notions of co-operation

being tpossibler and its being rnecessaryr. No matter how extreme the

scarcity, it Ís difficult to see that co-operation is not possÍble' even

in cases where peoplers lives are at stake. Consider the case of people
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adrift in a lÍfeboat faced with the decísion

overboard in order to save the rest. It may

believing that such a case falls outside the

although, even in such a caser it would seem

unfair ways of deciding who has to dÍe.
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of throwing one or more

be that Rawls is correct in

circumstances of justice'

that there are fair and
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Two historical cases described by Glover (L9ll, 204) illustrate this

point. He sayst

rIn the case of U.S. v Holmes (f842) the defendant
was a member of a shipts crew in an overcrowded
Iifeboat, who obeyed the orders of the mate and
helped to throw overboard sixteen male passengers'
The judge, directing the jury to convict him on

tne óhaige of manslaughter, said that the first
people to have been sacrificed should have been

chosen by lot.rr

In the other case' R v Dtldley (1884), it was found
that shipwrecked saílors who kllled a cabin boy
for food were guilty of murder, despite the like-
Iihood that, without this act of cannibalism, all
would have died, with the already weakened cabin
boy probably dying fÍrst.r

As I said earlier, however, it is NOT my purpose here to dispute Rawlsl

account ofrjusticer. I am interested, instead, in whether there is any

good reason why the veil cannot be used to resolve conflicts of desires in

such cases. If A wants to throw his enemy off the boat, and B wants them

atl to draw straws then there is a conftict of desires that J and K can

try to resolve by an appropriate principle arrived at from behind the veil.

The extreme scarcity involved does not seem to present an obstacl-e to the

use of the veil in this situation. Admittedly, this is a situation in

which human co-operatÍon is possible, in that the people on the boat could

agree that one of them has to be thrown overboard and that this person is

to be the one who draws the short straw. As a consequencer Rawls might

argue that this Ísnrt a situation of extreme scarcity. Such a move'

however, runs the risk of making the notion of rextreme scarcityr an empty
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one. LÍkewise, even in a situation of superfluityr co-operation may be

necessary for cases Iike the mindless destruction of abundant plant-Iife.

To say that the mere fact that co-operation is necessary for this kind of

case means that the sÍtuation isntt one of superfluity runs the risk of

rendering the notion of rsuperfluityr empty.

So far, then, we have seen that there arerno good reasons to restrict the

use of the veil to resolving only those conflicts of desire that fall

within these objective circumstances of justice. 0ur discussion of the

objective circumstances of justice has, however, shown us (t) tnat there

must be a conflict of desires Ínvolved in a case before the veil can be

used to arrive at principles about how people should act, (2) that the

veil can be used to amive at principles about how humans should treat

non-humans provided that the parties who agree on the principles are beings

of a kind capable of arriving at, and lÍving in accord with, the prÍnciples

they determine, (3) that the veil can be used to arrive at principles about

how people should behave in conditions of superfluity and extreme scarcity

provided the notions of rsuperfluityr and rextreme scarcÍtyr are not

defined in such a way as to make co-operation in such conditions logically

impossible.

6. The Subjective Conditions of Justice

In Rawlsfvlew, not only do certain objectÍve circumstances have to exist

before questions of justice arlse but also certain subjective conditions

have to be met. I wiII be Ínterested in three of these, which I wiII caII

the rdissensusr circumstance, the rmutual disinterestr circumstance and

the rfallibilityt circumstance. LÍke the objective circumstancesr these

are circumstances that RawIs believes have to apply to people in ordinary

life before their situation is one that is properly the subject of

questÍons of justice. Both the objective and the subjective circumstances
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of justice, then, are meant to obtain for the characters A and Br not for

the parties J and K. J and K onty have a job to do when A and B find

themselves in the circumstances of justice, either objectÍvely or

subjectively. As we have seen, J and K can Still arbitrate conflicts of

desÍres between A and B even when A and B are not in the objective

circumstances of justice. These conflicts of desÍre may have nothing to

do with justice as such, Íf Rawlsraccount of justice is correct, but they

are still conflicts which the veil of ignorance can be used to resolve.

I wiII now look at Rawlsrsubjective círcumstances of justice in order to

see whether J and K can try to resolve conflicts outside these circum-

stances by using the veil of ignorance.

7 . The rDissensusr Circumstance

I borrow the lvordrdÍssensusr from Alasdair Maclntyre (f983, 59O) where he

says that dissensus is the obstacle to meaningful conversation between the

various groups in society becauserrthere are too many rival conventions,

too many conflicting anecdotes; and the repetition of assertions and denials

does not constitute conversationrr. It Ís precisely this kind of dissensus

that the impartialist conditions of argument are intended to overcome.

In Raw1sr view, the disputes between people that the veil of igrrorance

resolves arise because each person has his own plan, or conception of the

good, that leads peopletto have different ends and purposes, and to make

confl-icting claims on the natural and soclal resources available. I

(L972, r27)

ThÍs raises the question of whether the veil of ignorance has a role to

play only if there is an actual conflict between A and B or whether it

also appl ies to hypothetical conflicts of desire?
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I can see no reason why the veil cannot be used to anticipate the

principles that wiII be needed to resolve conflicts of desires that might

happen. Also, it is possible that the agreement reached by the ordinary

people A and B is a case of forced consent as discussed in the previous

chapter. It is, therefore, not even the case that consensus between A and

B obviates the role of the veil. It may well be that there is a lack of

dissensus between A and B solely because one of them has acted contrary to

the principles that J and K enjoin A and B to follow'

8. The rMutual DisÍnterestl Circumstance

Rawls introduces the notion of rmutual disinterestednessr as follows,

rAlthough the interests advanced by these plans are,
NgT assùmed to be interests in the self, they are the
interests of a self that regards its conception of
the good as worthy of recognition and that advances
claims in Íts ¡enít as deðerving satisfaction . (1972, I27)

He elaborates the notion as follows'

tThe assumption of mutually dÍsinterested rationality
then, comes to thÍs: the persons Ín the original
position try to acknowledge principles which advance
their system of ends as far as possible. They do this
by attempting to win for themselves the highest index
oi primary social goods, since this enables them to
promote tireir conception of the good most effectively'
whatever it turns out to be. The parties do not seek
to confer benefits or to impose injuries on one another;
they are not moved by affection or rancor. Nor do they
try to gaÍn relative to each other; they are NOT envious
or vain. put on terms of a game, we might say: they
strive for as high an absolute score as possible. They

do not wish a high or a low score for their opponents' -

nor do they seek to maximize ot mlnimize the difference
between thôir successes and those of others. The idea
of a game does NOT realty aPPlY, sÍnce the parties are
not concerned to win but to get as many points as
possible judged by their own system of ends.' (Ig7Z' 144-145)
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What is the effect of the mutual disinterestedness circumstance with

respect to the veil of ignorance? Ít limits the veilrs application to

only those conflicts of desires between A and B that are not due to the

vanity of either A or B, nor due to their envy' or vindictiveness or

beneficence. Conflicts of desires with these causes, however, continue to

exist. While Rawls might be right in thinking that such conflicts do not

involve questions of justice, there still seems to be a role for J and K

behind the veil to find principles that resolve conflicts of desire between

A and B caused by envy, vanity, etc. Rawlsr concern is that, unless the

veil's application is restrlcted to conflicts of desire that fall wÍthin

the mutual disinterestedness cÍrcumstance then the veil cannot produce a

princÍple that yieldô a determinate result as to whose desire is to be

satisfied. It is not necessary, however, for impartialism to impose the

mutual disinterest condition on the parties behind the veil, even if

Rawls has to. The same result can be derived from the impartialist axioms.

This can be seen by an examination of the case of envy'

9. The rEnvvf PrincíPle

fuppose there is a conflict of desires between A and B where A wants B not to

do X because A envies B. A, then, is prescribing the principle that B not

do X whenever A envies Bts doing X. SymmetrifÍed into a form that is not

self-defeating this becomes, tA is to be free to stop Brs doing X because A

envies B and B is to be free to stop Ats doing X because B envies A.r J and

K, however, wiII reject thls princlple because it faÍIs to pass the non-

coercionist axiom. If A wants not to be coerced from doing X more than he

wants to coerce B into not doing X then he will not agree to this principle.

Likewise for B. It appears, then, that J and K will not accept being

envious of what a person is doing as a reason why coercion can be used to

stop his doing it. A similar case could be mounted as to why it is not

a reason to stop someone having something that one is envious of him'
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It is a principle, then, that is deducible from the impartialist axioms

that envy is not to be a reason for coercion. I wilt call this principle

the fenvyr principle.

10. The'Fallibilitvr Circumstance

Another circumstance of justice is human fallibility. Rawls puts it this

wôY I

rI also suppose that men suffer from various
shortcomings of knowledge, thought and judgement'
Their knowledge is necessarily incomplete, their
powers of reasoning, memory and attention are
always limited, and their judgement is likely to be

distorted by anxiety, bias, and a preoccupation
with their own affairs. Some of these defects

Even if it were the case that humans had complete knowledge, unlimited and

unerring powers of reasoning, memory and attention, and undistorted

judgement, it remains to be shown that there would not still be conflicts

of desires between them. It may well be that there would be far fewer than

there are now but Ínadequate knowledge etcetera may not be the cause of all

conflicts of desÍres. J and K behind the veil of ignorance, thenr may

stilt have a role to perform Ín settling conflÍcts of desires between A and

B, even when A and B are infallible.
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Il. Conclusion

Impartialism resolves conflicts of desire by having J and K argue as if

they were behind a veil of ignorance with respect to which of A and B they

are. Rawls does not see the veil of ignorance as contributing to the

resolution of (t) conflicts of desires about how people should behave when

they cannot influence each other (the Man Friday circumstance),

(2) confticts of desires about how humans should treat non-humans (the

Humanhood cÍrcumstance), (3) conflicts of desire occuming in circumstances

of superfluity or extreme scarcity (the Moderate Scarcity circumstance),

(4) situations where there is already consensus (the Dissensus circumstance),

(5) conflicts of desire due to envy, vanity, malevolence or benevolence

(the Mutual Disinterest circumstance) and (6) conflicts of desire between

infallible beings (tne Fattibility Circumstance).

I have argued that, while the veil of ignorance when applied to each of

these circumstances may not result in J and K producing just principles

for governing the behaviour of A and B, it may still result in principles

that either resolve a conflict between A and B or else, in the dissensus

circumstance, determine whether there should be a consensus or not. By

restricting the veil to the circumstances of justice (1), (2)' (3)' (5)

and (6) RawIs neither eliminates the conflicts of desire involved nor

resolves them. By restricting the veil to circumstances of justice (5)

Rawls runs the risk of A exploiting B by getting B's agreement through

some form of false consciousness, that is, by what I have calledrfalse

sincere agreementr. As I have shown, however, there are cases of actual

or hypothetÍcal conflícts of desires between A and B that lÍe outside

Rawlsr circumstances of justÍce but where the veil of ignorance can be

used to determine whether or not any resolution of the conflict is a

forced, or an impartialist, one.
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Rawls also wishes J and K to tlmit thelr reasonÍng so that lt only

results ln prfnciples that meet what he calls the rformal constraints of

the concept of rlghtr. I wiII now turn to an examination of whether or

not there ls any good reason to restrict impartialismrs use of the veil

Ín thÍs way.
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Chapter 4

RawlsrtFormal Constraints of the Concept of Rightl

I. Introduction

We have already seen that Rawls wishes to restrict the scope of the veil

to those cases that falt within the circumstances of justice. Even if it

is allowed that it is only for cases within the circumstances of justice

that the veil comes up with just prÍnciples to resolve conflicts of desires'

we saw that there is no reason to believe that the veil will not come up

with principles for resolving conflÍcts outside the circumstance of justice.

In Rawlsrview, these principles do not result in just resolution of

conflicts, not because they result in unjust resolutions instead but

because, Íf Rawls is right, the notion of justice is not relevant to the

cases they deal with. If what we are looking for is a comprehensive theory

of right, then either it will have to cover conflicts of desire outside

RawIsr circumstances of justÍce or else arguments will need to be adduced

to show why these conflicts are not properly the subject of a theory of

right. I wÍll treat any conflict between people about any matter whatsoever

as one that can be considered from an impartialist point of view, that is'

as one where the resolution of the conflict is either the result of force

or else is the result of genuine consent.

Not only does RawIs restrlct the appllcatlon of the veil to the clrcumstances

of Justice, he also wants to restrlct the reasoning of the partfes behind

the veil in such a way that the principles they propose to resolve conflicts

of desires must meet what Rawls calls the tformal constraints on the concept

of rightr .
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2 The rFormal Constraints of the Concept of Riqhtr

Rawls puts certain restrictions on the way in which the parties behind the

veil can reason. He says,

tThe situation of the persons in the original position
refl-ects certain constraints. The alternatives open
to them and their knowledge of their circumstances
are limited Ín various ways. These restrictions I
refer to as the constraints of the concept of right
since they hold for the choice of all ethical
principles and not only for those of justice. If
the parties were to acknowledge principles for the
other virtues as well, these constraints would also
apply.' (I9lz, 130)

He explicitly rejects any attempt to justify his choice of these constraints

by an appeal to the meaning of rmoralityr. He says, rThe merit of any

definition depends upon the soundness of the theory that results; by itself,

a definition cannot settle any fundamental questiont (L972' 130). This

refusal to rest his theory on a clarification of concepts arouses Harers

ire. Hare says,

fThere is in fact a vast hole in his 600-page book
which should be occupied by a thorough account of
the meanings of these words, which is the only thing
that can establish the moral rules that govern moral
argument. If we do not have such an account, we

shall never be able to distinguish between what we

have to avoid saying if we are not to contradÍct
ourselves or commit other logical errors, and what
we have to avoid sayÍng if we are to agree with
Rawls and his coterÍe. t (L975, 85)

This crÍtÍcism would lack force if Rawls had stipulated what he meant by

various terms, that is, a faÍlure to define terms does make it harder to

see where Rawlsr conclustons might be a result of a shift Ín meanlng.

This, however, isnrt really what Hare has in mind. He is concerned that

Rawls doesntt take as a given the meanings that thermoralrwords have in

ordinary language. Hare hÍmself has a theory about what the various

entailment relations are between moral terms in their ordinary language

use. What Rawls is doing is saying that, even if Hare has these entailment

relations right , these relations are either neutral between moral theoriest
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whereupon a detailed analysis of them is unnecessary except for clarityrs

sake or else that they are not neutral between theories, whereupon

clarifying them only shows what one is committed to if one adopts the moral

theory embodied in ordinary language. It doesnrt show us why we should

adopt the moral theory embodied in ordinary language. Where, perhaps,

Rawls is open to criticism here is hls implication that the meanings gf

the moral words he uses in his theory are contextually defined, that is'

we only know their meaning by seeing the role they play Ín his theory as a

whole. This kind of holistic account of the meaning of words does make it

difficult to separate factual errors from logical errors' so to this extent

Hare is right.

I wiII now turn to Rawlsilformal constraÍnts on the concept of rightr to

see if there are any good reasons why the principles that the parties

behind the veil choose to resolve conflÍcts of desires have to conform to

those constraints.

3. Generality

Rawls requires the parties behind the veil to adopt principles that are

rgeneralt, that is, tit must be possÍble to formulate them without the use

of what woutd be intuitively recognised as proper names or rigged definite

descriptionsr. (tllZ, 13ì )

What is puzzling here, is why Rawls should think this constraint needs to

be placed on the reasoning of the parties behind the veil. If J and K are

unable to tell which of the people in ordÍnary life A and B they are more

tikely to be, then it would seem that J and K wou1d, as rational agents,

refuse to agree to principles such as tDo whatever A saysr. Further, this

rejection of such principles would be a cónsequerice of their using the veil
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rather than a restriction placed on its use prior to any reasoning by

J and K. As a conclusion drawn by using the veil it would have whatever

authority the veil itself has. As a condition placed on the use of the

veil it cannot borrow the veilrs credentíals to give it a wamant, so it

stands in need of some independent justification. There may weII be two

groups of people in ordinary life who disagree precisely over the issue

of whether or not the princÍples that resolve conflicts of desires are

only to be general (Group A) or can include proper names and rigged

definite descriptions (Group B). What we have here is a conflict of desires

over whÍch kinds of principles are to settle other conflicts of desire-

Rawls has decreed that the answer shall favour Group A. This however, may

not be the position that J and K would adopt behÍnd a veil of i-gnorance.

If it is not, then it is a partialist position, that is' one that would

only get forced rather than unforced agreement. Rawls, then, will have

to argue for the position of Group A aS if he were behind a veil of

ignorance. This means that he cannot presuppose in this argument the

unacceptability of principles involving proper names or rigged definite

descriptions.

It might be argued in Rawlsr defence that generality is a necessary

condition of a prÍnciplers being armoralrprinciple. This may be so, in

that one can either stipulate it to be so, or show that this is the ordinary

langn-rage use of the word rmoralr. This, however, merely renames the groups

A and B. \{hereas A used to be the group that wanted only general princlples

to resolve confllcts of desire, lt ls now the group that wants only rmoralr

princÍples to resolve conflicts of desire. Likewise Group B, which allowed

principles contaÍnlng proper names or rigged definite descriptions' is now

the group that allows principles other than rmoralrones to resolve

conflicts of desire. Either wayr no argument has been given as to why

rmoralr principles are to be preferred to other. kinds of principles. We
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are Ieft exactly where we were when we wanted reasons why general principles

should be preferred to non-general ones.

Rawls states that generality rules out egoism. Stipulating generality as

a formal constraint on the concept of right, then, has given him an easy

victory over the egoist. It does not, however, throw any light on whatrs

wrong with egoÍsm. As I have shown, the three constituents of impartialist

reasoning, namely, the positíon of equal power, the veil of ignorance and

noncoercionism, also rule out the egoist. Egoism can be rejected as a

conclusion of impartialist reasoning. This means that the egoist is

someone who can only get his way in a conflict of desires by force' never

by genuine consent. If we know this about an ethical position, then it

gives us important guidance about how to conduct arguments with people who

hol-d such a position. This guidance' however, is not available for ethical

positions we have refused to subject to the scrutlny of impartialist

reasoning. In fact, the acceptability from the impartialist viewpoint of

the principles we reach are rendered dubious precÍsely because they have

not had to compete with the principles we excluded. It may be that most

of us, or even all of us, have an intuition that egoism is an unacceptable

guide to action, that it is not the way to determine which side of a

conflict of desires is to have its desires satisfied' One of the effects

of the veil, however, is to reduce relÍance on intuition' If our intuition

coincides with what people would genuinely consent to, then eqoism will be

reJected behind the veÍI. It should not be excluded ln advance of such

consideration in the fear that lt might not be rejected and the intuition

that it should be rejected outweighs the appeal to the veil. To do so is

not to take the veil seriously but to use it only when one knows in

advance that Ít wiII conform to oners preiudices'
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RawIs presumably places the generality constraint on the reasoning of the

parties behind the veil because he thinks that the veil itself does not

guarantee that J and K will only choose general prÍnciples. At fírst

glance, this may seem an unnecessary fear in that J and K are unlikely to

agree to the principle tDo whatever A sayst if neither of them knows the

Iiketihood of his being A or B. First appearances, however' are deceptive.

While the veil does mean that J and K wiII not agree to principles that use

proper names or rigged definite descriptions of the conflictants, it does

not mean that J and K will not agree to princÍples that use proper names or

rigged definite descriptions of velorians. If J behind the veil has

superior power to K it is possible for 3 to get K to agree to a principle

that favours whoever.J will be once the veil has lifted, even though neither

J nor K knows who this is. J, for example, can use force to get K to agree

to a principle such as, rDo whatever you are tol-d by the conflictant that

J becomestor, rEveryone is to do X except the conflictant that J becomesr.

J and K will not agree to principles of this kind under impartialist

constraints on their reasoning because J and K are in a position of equal

power behind the veil. As a consequence, J does not have the power to get

K to agree to non-general principles that favour whichever conflictant

that J will turn out to be. Without this power, J will not be able to get

K, or any other rational agent whose desires might conflict with Krsr to

agree to such non-general principles. RawIs, however, does not include

any equal power constraint as one of the condítions placed on the reasoning

of the parties behind the veil. This leaves J and K open to adopt non-

general principles on the basÍs of their unequal power. As a result, he

has to remove the possibility of their adopting non-general principles by

fiat. The exclusÍon of non-general prínciples Ís not deducÍble from the

basic premÍsses of his theory but is imposed on the theory. His justifi-

cation for doing so, like his justification for all aspects of his theory
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that are not deducible from the veÍt itself, is that this achieves the

best reflective equilibrium between theory and intuition. Thisr however'

is an unsatisfactory form of iustifÍcatÍon, as I will show later, if what

we are out to do is to minlmise the possibility of disagreement between

rational agents about the princÍples on which we should act. The impart-

ialist theory at least has the vÍrtue that it stands or falls totally on

what is deducible from its three constitutent devices, the position of

equal power, the veil of igorance and noncoercionism. This, of courset

is also a potential weakness in that, while it strengthens the theoryrs

explanatory power, Ít increases the chances that it wiII clash with

intuition, that is, if we pursue the scientific parallel, it increases its

falsifiability. The appropriateness of comparing moral to scientifÍc

theories will also be considered when I discuss reflective equilibrÍum.

4. Universality

RawIs requires that the principles governing the behaviour of people in

the real world be runiversal in applicationt. This places a restriction

on the kind of reasoning that can be done by the parties behind the veil.

They must reason only in those ways that Iead to universal principles.

To be unÍversal, prÍnciples need to meet a number of criteria.

(1) 'They must hold for everyone in vÍrtue of their
being moral personsr. This means that everyone
should be able to funderstand these principles
and use them ln thelr dellberatlonsr' Thls means

that there be ran upper bound of sorts on how

complex they can be, and on the kinds and number
of ãistinctions they drawr. 0972, L3?)

tPrinciples are to be chosen in view of the
.onsequänces of everyoners complying with themr.
This places at least two kÍnds of restriction on

principles.

(2)
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(ii)

tA principle is ruled out if Ít would
be self-contradictory, or self-defeating,
for everyone to act uPon itr.

'Should a principle be reasonable to
follow only when others conform to a

different one, it is also inadmÍssible'. (1972,

65.

r32)

Rawls, then, places four constraints on the kinds of principles that the

parties behind the veil can use to resolve conflicts of desire' I will call

these (1) the rmoral personst constraint, (2) the rcomplexityr constraÍnt'

(3) the tself-defeatingnessr constraint, and (4) the rexemptionr constraint.

Each can be stated as follows:

(l) Thermoral personsrconstraint, that is, a principle must hold for

any being which is a moral person merely because that being is a

moral person.

(2) The rcomplexityr constraint, that is, the principles must be such

that aII moral persons can understand these prÍnciples and use them

in their deliberations. This means that principles must not be

too complex or draw too many kinds and numbers of distinctions'

(3) The rself-defeatingnessr constraint, that is, it should not be

self-contradictory or self-defeating if everyone acted on it'

(4) The rexemptionr constraint, that Ís, it should not be the case that

the principle is reasonable for a particular person to follow only

if everyone else follows some other prlneiple'

Thermoral personsr constraint can be seen as an extension of the generality

constraÍnt. The generalÍty constraint prevents any particular velorian

(J or K) from tailoring princÍples about conflictants (A or B) to further

the desires of whichever conflictant he turns out to be' The rmoral

personsr constraint prevents any group of velorians from tailoring
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principles about conflictants to further their own partialist desÍres'

The possibility of the parties behind the veil furthering their own

partlalist desires behind the veil exists as long as the parties behind the

veil are not treated as being in a position of equal power. Just because

they have to reason as if they donrt know what their sex is in ordinary life'

or their colour, or wealth, or religion, or whatever, it doesntt follow that

their choice of princÍples about conflictants will not be determined by what

they know about themselves as velorians. If they know what sex they are as

velorians, or what race etc., then' even with the generality constraint'

they can tailor principles to favour certain groups of conflictants' which

group they will favour depends on whether, as velorians, they are egoists

or coercionists. If they are egoists, they could propose principles such as

rEverybody is to do X except conflictants whose velorians were male' or

whiter or rDo whatever you are told by a conflictant whose velorian was

whiter. There is no proper name or rigged definite description in such a

principle. Any particular egoist would be less happy with such a principle

than with one that requÍred X of everyone except him, but at least he is one

of the group of whom X is not required (assuming X to be something he would

wish to avoid if he could). If the velorian is a coercionist, then he will

not care what happens to the conflictant he turns out to be as long as the

ideal that he has behind the veil is furthered in ordinary life'

unlike the generatity constraint, however, the rmoral personr constraint

does not allow him to put forward principles that iAII conflÍctants are to

act so as to further my ideal as a velorian | . Rather, he can put forward

principles such asrConflictants are to further only those ideals that are

ideals held by whites, or malesr that is, he Íncreases the chances that his

ideals as a velorian will be followed by conflictants but he canrt guarantee

it as he can with the generality constraint if he has superior power over

other velorians. He wiII, therefore, be prepared to propose principles
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such as tEveryone is to do whatever is required to achieve the ideals of

white veloriansr. Neither the egoist or the coercionlst, however, will be

able to get aII the other velorians to agree to thls principle if all

proposals are construed behÍnd the veil as two-party disputes in a position

of equal power. Rational agents who do have different desires to these

egoists or coercionists as velorians, or who might as conflictants, wiII

only agree to those non-universal principles if they were coerced into

doing so in a position of unequal power.

ImpartÍalism, then, does not need the runiversalityr constraint to guarantee

that the parties behind the veil will not agree to egoistic or coercionist

non-universal principles. The rposition of equal powert and the rnon-

coercÍonistr requirements achieve the same effect.

Katzner puts a somewhat different interpretatÍon on the rmoral personsr

con strain t.
rlf there is a right to life it extends to all moral
entities (atl beings whose life or death makes a

difference), not merely to all men, all women, aII
Americans, or any other such class. Similarlyr if
lying is wrong, it ls wrong for everyone capable of
telling the truth.r (tleO' 49)

Katznerrs account could commit Rawls to the view that aII principles

applying to conflictants must contain no exceptÍon clauses, that is, the

velorians are not to formulate prÍncÍples of the form 'Everyone

(conflictants) has a right to life, except convicted murderersr or

rEveryone (conflictants) shall telt the truth, except philosopher kings'.

Presumably neither Rawls, nor Katzner, would mean the universality constraint

to be such a strong requirement, as both the principles given have been

understood by moral philosophers as legitimate candidates for moral
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principles. All moral philosophers, I would think, would expect a moral

system to contain principles with exceptions built into them ¡ a9¡

rEveryone must work for a living except the disabledtand so on.

It is more plausible to interpret Rawls as I have suggested. This means

that his universality constraint is a constraint on how the velorians are

to understand the principles they adopt. They are to see the prÍnciples as

applying to all of them, that is, they cannot rig up a prÍnciple so that

it makes reference to exempting them in their velorian form, even if it

allows exemptÍon among conflictants.

As can be seen from this discussion, Rawlsr theory runs the danger of

generating a kind of infÍníte regress of veils. The veloriars cannot be

allowed to use their knowledge of who they are as velorians to construct

principles wÍth exception clauses buitt fnto them that favour them

individually as conflictants. This could be (temporarily) overcome by

positing a pre-original position, that is, we have'people in the pre-

original position', who donft know anything about themselves in the

original position, but this merely poses the same problem at a later remove'

As we coutd always suspect at the pre-original posÍtion level that the

people there had rigged the principles for the velorians on the basís of

knowledge about themselves as people of the pre-original level, we could

never feel secure about the impartialtty of people in any position'

It is clear enough, then, whY Rawls ought to rule out the velorians

adopting non-unÍversal principles, if a non-universal principle is one that

favours certain conflictants on the basis of the features they possess as

velorians. He Ís sÍmply tryÍng to avoid the same problem for velorians

knowing which group they belong to as velorÍans as he was with velorians

knowing which Índividual conflictant they werer i.e., which proper names
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or rigged definite descrÍptions fitted them. Some solution to this kind

of problem needs to be found before Rawlsr theory can even get off the

ground. He has chosen to limit by fiat the range of principles the

velorians can use, relying on our accepting thÍs limit as a reasonable one

for a theory of justice. As I indicated earlier, it may be reasonable if

the kind of theory we are after is a theory ofrjustÍcer, but its striking

us aII as reasonable does depend on our sharing a common concept of

justice. If we donrt, Rawls wiII need to show why it is reasonable for a

theory to only count as a theory of justice if it is universal in his senset

i.e., it contaÍns no non-universal principles that favour certain

conflictants on the basis of the features they possess as velorians. Even

if it does gel with the linguistic intuitions we aII have about the meaning

of the word rjustice,, he still has to show why rjustr and, thereforet

necessarÍly universal theories are to be preferred as guides to action

rather than theories Iike egoism, which his constraints have been selected

to rule out. A theory of rÍght would have to show why egoism should be

ruled out. If I can show why partialism should be ruled out then this will

have shown why egoism should be as egoism is a form of partialism. It will

not be possible, however, to use the veÍl to show why partialism should be

ruled out because the veÍl is just a method for deciding what actions are

permitted, required or forbidden if partialism is ruled out. There wiII

need to be independent arguments in favour of impartialism and against

partialism. My use of the veil, however, does not have this problem of an

infinite regress of veils, because it requires the parties behind the veil

to reason as if they were Ín a position of equal power and as if they were

noncoercionísts. However, just as the veil cannot be used to show why

partialism should be ruled out, neither can the position of equal power or

the requÍrement of noncoercionism because these are merely devices for

ruling partialism out. There willalso need tobe independent arguments

showing why we should reason as if in a position of equal power and as if
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we were noncoercionists, as well as arguments showing why we should reason

as if we were behind the veil. Essentially, those arguments are those

given earlier to the effect that only such reasoning avoids coercion and

embodies a personrs genuine consent. I will take up later the question of

why we should adopt principles based on genuine consent rather than force.

Thetformal constraints of the concept of rightr are constraints that Rawls

places on the kinds of principles that the velorians can use to resolve

conflicts of desires between conflÍctants. The aim of the velorians is to

come to agreement on the principles that govern certain kinds of cases in

orginary life. There is no guarantee that those princÍples will not be very

complex, or that they witl not draw very many kinds and numbers of distinct-

ions. If the principles are very complex, etc., then Ít may be very difficult

for conflictants to äct in accord with them. Principles that are difficult

to understand and which, therefore, are lÍkely to not be followed properly'

are not very satisfactory as guides to action, so Rawls suggests that the

velorians beconstraÍnedto come up with relatively uncomplicated principles.

This, however, is not the only solution, although it Ís the one that fits

in with Rawlsr rule-contractarianism. Another solution is that the velorians

develop simple Level I rules of thumb to govern the standard cases, that is,

they adopt principles about the kinds of dispositions to action that conflic-

tants should possess. When a case is contentious due to its complexityt

then the velorÍans need to engage in more complex reasoning, that ist

reasoning as if tve were velorians we need to engage in more complex reasoning'

Rawls would prefer that we merely applied the rules of some institution or

social practice such as promising which our reasoning as velorians has shown

to be a better practice than any other. This, however' means that he needs

to establish that his rule-contractarianism is superior to act-contract-

arianism (and, as I argued earller, thís he hasntt done). Farrell (f980)

shows that Rawls has NOT established this.
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I will now turn to the tself-defeatingnessr constraint. The self-

defeatingness constrai-nt is only applicabte if principles can be divided

into two kinds, namely, those that have self-defeating consequences if

everyone follows them and those that donrt. lVhat, however, is it for

everyone to follow a principle? Suppose we have a principle such as

rBreak a promise whenever doing so is profitablerwhich I will call the

principle fEt. This has the form, rDo an action of class X under circum-

stances Cr. To whom is it addressed? Presumably to anyoner or everyonet

in circumstances C. The form of the principle then, can be expressed as

rFor all js (individuals)r if j Ís in C, then j is to do X', that is' for

all js, if j is in a situation where breaking a promise is profitable, then

he is to break the PromÍse.

This particular principle is, presumably, one of those that RawIst along

with Kant, regards as self-defeating if everyone follows it' It is self-

defeating because, in Kantrs words, tit would make promising, and the very

purpose of promising itself impossÍble, since no one would believe he was

being promised anything, but woul-d laugh at utterances of this kind as empty

shamsr. (fgæ, 90)

Assuming Kantrs argument to be correct, then the consequ ences of everyone

following this principle are self-defeating, so Rawls would not Iet the

parties behind the veil consider such a prÍnciple. If only some peoplet

however, up to a threshold figure, followed this principle, its consequences

might not be self-defeating. Why should Rawls want to prevent the parties

behind the veil taking this into account?

Katzner suggests that doing so thereby enables Rawls to ensure that the

parties behind the veil do not adopt any act utilitarian principles' He
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becomes a non-moral theory.r (t:40, 50)

If Katzner Ís rÍght about the effects of the self-defeatingness constraint'

then it is a constraint that prevents the parties behind the veil resolving

a particular conflict of desÍres, namely, the conflict of desires between

Group A who wants to resolve other conflicts of desire by taking into

account the actual consequences of doing X rather than Y and Group B who

wants to take into account only the consequences of doing X rather than Y

under hvpothetical conditions. Rawls is wanting to commit J and K behind

the veil to siding with Group B. If he does so, then the effect of this

is to make any conclusÍons J and K reach behind the veil unacceptable to

members of Group A. This kind of strategy, then, faÍIs to get the

agreement of aII rational persons. Rawls has to come up with reasons

convincing to Group A why their position is excluded. He cannot appeal to

the impartiality of the veil because he has ensured by fÍat that the veil

Ís not impartÍal between Group A and Group B. There Íst however, no

impartialist reason for excluding Group Ars positlon as one of the posltions

the parties behind the veil might consider. It may be that, upon consider-

ation, Group Ars position is rejected by Jts and Krs use of the impartialist

devices and the actual consequences of everyoners doing X rather than Y are

not taken ínto account in resolving conflÍcts of desire over X and Y. If

this happens, however, it is by the application of the veil, not because

of a constraint on the veil. As a consequence' the rejectÍon of Ars
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position would show us that it was a partialist position, whereas RawIsl

rejection of it shows us merely that he wants a non-utilitarian theory.

Rawls, howeverr maY have had something else in mind. He could be out to

prevent the parties behind the veil taking into account the consequences

of only some people, rather than everyone' acting as the prÍnciple requires

in specified circumstances. Why would a rational mututally disinterested

agent be concerned with the consequences of only some people acting in

accord with a prÍnciple rather than with everyoners doing so? It would

only be of interest to him if he thought this would lead to those actions

being performed which achieved hÍs desires rather than someone elsers in

a conflict of desires.

Suppose the velorians are considering whether or not to endorse E. l''low,

in endorsing E, they are endorsing it for everyone in circumstances C'

fuppose, however, they know that most conflictants wonrt do X Ín C, e'9',

most conflictants will keep their promises even if breaking the promise

would be profitable. If a particular velorian, say J, knew that he was a

conflictant who would follow E, then it would be in his interests to

advance E as a principle to be endorsed by the parties behind the veil.

If he did not know which conflictant he was he rley still be prepared to

advance E but, knowing he was such a conflictant' he would certainlv

advance it. ThÍs is not a case, then, or has not yet been shown to be a

case, where J would advance E only tf he knew which conflictant he was'

l.lonetheless, the fact that he would definitely advance E if he knew which

conflÍctant he was might make us suspicious that he would only advance it

if he knew. After aII, he is prepared to advance it as long as he knolvs

which conflictant he 1,yas without any further consÍderatÍon of whether or

not he would stilt be prepared to advance if he didnrt know which conflic-

tant he was. If it hasntt been shown yet that people would only endorse

I
L
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E if they didntt know whose goals E furthered, then it hasnrt been shown

that E is a prÍnciple that impartialists wouldnrt endorse. However' if a

person J is prepared to endorse E even if he doesnrt know whether E is an

impartialist principle, then he shows himself to be a partialist- This is

what J does when he is prepared to endorse E just because he knows that

only some conflictants follow E, that the goals that will be furthered by

E in an ínterpersonal goal conflict between the conflictants that follow

it and those that donrt will be the goals of those that do, and who knows

that he is one of the conflictants who follow E. fuch a person cannot be

an impartialist, because he is prepared to endorse E even though he doesntt

know whether or not the actions that E permits, requires or forbids are

those that further only those goals that people would agree to allow each

other to pursue even if they didnrt know whose goals they were.

While such a person shows hÍmself to be a partialist, it doesnrt follow

that impartial people wouldnrt endorse E. This is because the partialist

who endorses E even if only some people follow it, only does so because

he knows that he is one of the conflictants whose goals are furthered by

E if most other conflictants dontt follow E. Once he is placed behind the

veil, he may no longer endorse E but, then, it could turn out that he may'

It remains an open question, then, at this stage, as to whether aII

principles that are self-defeating if all conflictants follow them but

advantage one group rather than another if some conflictants follow

them are partial. It remains, then, an open question as to whether or

not act utilitarian principles are partial ones'

The texemptionr constraint is the reverse of the tself-defeatingnessl

constraint Ín that Ít rules out considerlng principles in terms of the

consequences of only some people following them if you are not one of

those who follow it, whereas the self-defeatingness constraint is concerned
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with the consequences if you do follow the principle. The same points as

were made for the tself-defeatingnessr constraint apply for the exemption

constraint. It rules out taklng actual consequences of adopting the

principle and allows only the hypothetical consequences of everyon,e

following it, even if some people actually donrt. This means it rules

out act utilitarianism for the reasons Katzner gives. It al-so means that

a person is a partialist if he would endorse a principle just because he

knows that most people witl follow it, that the goals it furthers in a

conflict of desires between conflictants who follow Ít and those who donrt

will be the desires of those who donrt and who knows that he is one of

those who donrt, regardless of whether he would stÍll endorse it if he

didnrt know whose desires lt would further. The principle Ítself, however,

may still be an impartialist one but whether any, or all such principles

are partialist or not is, at this point, an open question.

Atl of the universality constraints, then, appear to perform a similar role.

They try to prevent a velorian adopting a principle either because it

furthers the desires of those conflictants who were members of the same

group of velorians or else because it furthers the Ídeal of some group of

velorians of which the proposer is a member, regardless of who he turns out

to be as a conflictant. It is a group version of the generality constraint.

AlI of these constraints, however, are not to be imposed on the thinking of

the velorians but, rather, are to be conclusions of their reasoning behind

the veil when constrained by the position of equal power and the require-

ments of noncoercion. under these conditions, they will reason as if the

rmoral personsr constraint applied, that is, they would not resolve

conflicts of desires with principles that favour one group of velorians

oVer another. The tcomplexityr, rself-defeatingnesst and rexemption I

constraints however, have not been shown to be constraints that the velorians

would agree should apply to the principles that resolve conflicts of desires.
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5. The rPublicitvt ConstraÍnt

Rawls requires that the parties behind the veÍI choose between prÍnciples

on the assumption that the principle they chose wiII be known by people in

the real world to be the principle on whichthey act. He says,

tThey suppose that everyone will know about these
prinôiples all that he would know Íf their acceptance
were ti-re result of an agreement. Thus the general
awareness of their unÍversal acceptance should have
desirable effects and support the stabitity of social
co-operation. The dtfference between this condition
and that of universalÍty is that the latter leads one

toassessprinciplesontheÍrbeingintelligently-and
regularlyfollowedbyeveryone.Butitispossible
that al_l- should understand and follow a princÍple yet
this fact not be widely known or explicitly recognÍsed.l
(tltz, r33)

Thetpublicitytcondition, however, has the same problems as the generality

and universality conditions. It excludes by fiat a range of positions

actually held in the real world, rather than demonstrating that these

positions would be rejected by the parties behind the veil. There is

nothing in the requirement that we reason as if we didnrt know whether we

were A or B that imposes the publicity condition on our reasoníng, although

once we begin reasoning as if behind a veil of ignorance we may conclude

that the only principles that should govern the actions of people in the

real world are principles about whÍch everyone in the real world is fully

informed. Katzner, for example, claims that the presence of the publicity

condition is what distinguÍshes contractarian from non-contractarian

theorles. Rawls makes remarks that support thls vlew' He says, rIt is

characterlstÍc of contract theorles to stress the public nature of political

principlesr. (tglz, 16)

Katzner concludes from this that the publicÍty condition as a formal

constraint of the concept of right arbitrarÍIy excludes all non-

contractarian theories of right. He sayst
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rThe reason why it is ittegitimate for Rawls to claim
that publicity is a constraint for all moral principles
should be obvious. Not all moral theories are
contractarian. Indeed, the theory which Rawls acknow-
ledges to be the most likely alternative to his i'e'
utiiitarianism, is not normally conceived of in
contractarian terms. Thus Rawls must either insist
that most of the proponents of utilltarianÍsm are not
presenting moral theories or else acknowledge that
publicity is not a constraint which applies to all
moral principles.t (1980' 52)

lVhile Katznerfs criticisms are correct, a few comments need to be made to

put them into context for our discussÍons concerning impartialism' Rawls

may wish to insist that the proponents of utilitarianism are not presenting

moral theories. If he does, this Ís merely because he has given the word

rmoralr a stipulative definition that excludes theories that donrt conform

to the pubticity condition. He can use the word rmoralt this way if he

wishes, but, as I stated earlier, this kind of philosophical Iegerdemain

merely leaves us with the problem of why we should prefer moral theories

(ones that meet the publicity condition etc. ) about what we should do to

non-moral ones (e.q. utilitarianism)? In the real world, there may be group

A that supports only those principles that meet the pubticity condition, and

group B that does no.t. All that the veil requires of J is that he reasons

as if he doesnrt know whether he is a member of A or B' If the publicity

condition is included as a constraÍnt on how J reasons, then he reasons as

if he knows that he is a member of A, whlch contravenes this requirement.

Nonetheless, it may be the case that, even wlthout the publicity CIonstralnt,

any person J behind the veil wiII conclude that people Ín the real world

should only act Ín accord with those principles about which everyone Ín the

real world is, or could be, fully informed. If J does reach this conclusion,

Ít should onLy be as a consequence of the constraints imposed on hÍm by the

veil itself.
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Haksar makes the point weII. After notÍng how Rawls believes the publicity

constraint to rule out Plators Noble Lie in the Republic, Haksar says'

tfut why must we accept the publicity condition as a

universâl cgnstraint on the model? RawIs points out
that the publicity condition is natural. &rt if it is
so naturai it snoútO be possible to derive it from the
rest of the contractarian model rather than have it as

a separate and universal constraint on the model'l
(t971, L69-r7o)

A rather intrign-ring consequence of defÍning contract theories so that they

conform to the publicity constraint in advance of the outcome of the

discussion behind the veil is that my impartialist theory fails to be a

contract theory. It is a contract theory, however, if contract theories

include those theories that conclude that the pubticÍty constraint should

apply to the principles to be followed in the real world.

The force of this criticism of the publfcity constraint can be seen from an

example given by Haksar. The regalitarÍanismr he refers to is meant to

cover RawIsr contractarianism. He sayst

tAnti-utilitarians sometimes criticize utilitarianism
on the grounds that it may involve a kind of deception.
UtilitaiianÍsm at the deepest level may commit one to
producing a race of non-utilitarians. For if people
are broulht up as utilitarians this may (as a matter
of fact) make them do actions that lead to bad results
from a utilitarian point of view. BJt now there is a

similar paradox in the case of egalitarianism. It may

bethatevenifegalitarÍanismistrue,preachingit
and implementing it under certain socÍal conditions
may create so much havoc that it harms the egalitarian
cause; Ít may raise peoplers expectations far beyond
what the state can satisfy, and lead to miseryr envy
andviolence.Inahierarchicalsocietywherethe
lower castes have not just less liberty but also are
acknowledged to have less worth than the top ones it
is quite possible that, even from the point of view of
self-respect, the worst off are better off under such
a society than they would be in a society where
egalitarianism was publicly acknowledged and where
there was much dissatisfaction. Now under such conditions
a maxÍmin egalitarian (though not a strlct egalÍtarían)
may weII tiñO tne caste society the lesser of the two

evil s.
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0f course many moralÍsts, such as Kant and Rawls, would

in the Republic'. Btrt why must we accept the publicity
condition as a universal constraint on the model? Rawls
points out that the publÍcity condition is natural' fut
if it is so natural it should be possible to derive it
from the rest of the contractarian model rather than
have it as a separate and universal constraint on the
model. The truth is that it is no more difficult and
unnatural to construct an egalitarian model that has
the other constraints (such-as the veil of Ígnorance)
but not the pubticity constraint.' Iglg, I68-170)

Haksarrs criticisms of the pubticity constraint occur as part of his attack

on the unargued for value that Rawls gives to autonomy as a feature of

real world people that must be preserved. In the real world, however,

there may be group A that supports only those principles that preserve

the autonomy of people in the real world and group B that supports

principles that donrt. Atl that the veil requires of a person J is that

he reasons as Íf he doesnrt know whether he is a member of A or B. If he

reasons as ff there is an autonomy constraint on the principles that the

people Ín the real world must follow, then he reasons as if he knows that

he Ís a member of A, which contravenes the impartiality of the veil. This

means that the kind of conclusion that Haksar sketches as a possible

outcome of impartialist reasoning Ís not excluded. In my view it needs to

be excluded, but it cannot be excluded by fiat. It wiII be a major task

to be taken up later to show that a respect for autonomy can be deduced
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from the ÍmpartialÍst conditions without any ad hoc constraint on the

reasoning of the parties behind the veil.

As we have noted, making publicity a requirement of a theoryrs being a

moral theory has the effect of ruling out all non-contractarian theories

as candidates for moral theories. This, presumably, is not Rawlsr

intention, that is, while he wants to show that contractarianism is

superior as a moral theory to non-contractarÍan theories, he does not want

to do thÍs by the linguistic fiat of excluding non-contractarían theories

from the domain of the moral. What he does want to do, however, is rule

out the situation where the velorians agree that a principle such as the

principle of utility Ís to be used to resolve conflicts of desires while

aII or most conflictants do not know that it is, following instead some

l-ower level principles such astKeep your promisesrrather than the real

principle rKeep your promises if this maximises utility Ín this caser,

(or whatever). Without the publicity constraint, the velorians would, Ít

seems, be able to adopt utilitarianism of the kind just described where

all, or most conflictants thÍnk they are acting on the basis of one kind

of principle when the principle they are unwittingly following is quite

differen t.

A moral theory which does not meet the publicity constraint does raise

interesting problems from a contractarian point of view. It would be less

questlon-begglng, however, lf these qu estlons could be answered by applylng

the contractarian machlnery rather than by an ad hoc restrictÍon of its

application. What Rawls effectively does is to say that the conflíct of

desires between those conflictants who want to resolve other conflicts of

desires by use of public principles (Group A) as opposed to those who allow

some non-public principles (Group B) is not itself to be a conflict of

desires resolved by the veil. It is to be resolved in favour of Group A
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prior to the use of the veil. While this gives Rawls the answer he wants

it does so at the cost of his answer being unconvincing to members of

Group B.

What, then, are the questions raised by a theory that doesnrt meet the

publicíty condition that a truty impartial application of the veil would

have to answer? Firstly, such a theory raises problems about the relation-

ship between the velorians and the conflictants; The velorians are only

an imaginary device. If only they know what the real principle is, then

no-one actually knows Ít. The only real people are the conflictants, the

people in ordinary life. This means that the velorians have to reason as

if at l-east some conflictants know the real principle, that is, the non-

public principle. Moreover, these must be the conflictants in power. They

must be able to organise society so that aII other conflictants are trained

to obey the rules of institutions like promising but are not trained to

think about the justification for those rules. lVe end up, then, with

PIatonÍc philosopher-kings, which raises aIl the well-known questions about

what qualities such people need to possess, and how their corrupt use of

power can be prevented, and so on.

Does the veil rule out conflictant philosopher-kings or are they an option

by which conflictants can resolve conflicts of desires? Any actual moral

argument is bet¡een conflictants, that is, any argument about the principles

by which to resolve confllcts of deslres ls between confllctants.

Impartiallsm requires, as does Rawls, that conflictants argue as if they

were velorians. Suppose a group A of conflictants has decided that

velorÍans would accept philosopher-kings and that philosopher-kings would

require that all conflictants except members of A should follow Principle

2 whereas members of A should follow Principle I from which Principle 2

is derived. fuppose that there is a conflictant named B who wants to know
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why he should follow Principle 2. There is now a conflict of desires

between B, who doesnrt want to follow P2, and A who wants him to' In

fact, A probably thinks that B should be coerced to. Nonetheless' as

impartialists, A and B have to arEle äs if they were in a position of

equal power behind a veil of ignorance with a'noncoercionist attitude to

coercion. This means that they have to argue as if they were J and K,

neither of whom know which of A or B he was. This doesnrt mean that they

donrt know which of A and B they are, but they have to agree to adopt

Principle I or to refuse to adopt Principte 2 as if they didnrt know'

suppose J is one of the conflictants in A and K is the conflictant named

B. J cantt agree to Principle I as if he knows he was A. In a posÍtion

of equal power, whatever one party knows so does the other. Jr therefore,

either has to present no arguments that rely on his knowing that Principle

I is the justification of Principle 2 or else has to inform K of Principle

t. If he chooses the former, then he is unlikety to get K to agree to

Principle 2, which means that B doesnrt need to follow Principle 2 in

ordinary life. If he chooses the latter, then K knows that Principle I is

the justification for Principle 2 as well as for other lower level

principles, which means that B, who was not a member of A, knows it, which

means that Principle I wilt be contravened everytime any conflictant not

in A asks for the justificatÍon of principles derived from Principle I'

Impartialist restrictions on argument, then, force the holder of non-public

principles to make them public to anyone who challenges the conclusions

derived from them. The only way thls can be prevented ln ordlnary life ls

to guarantee that members of B never challenge prlnclples derÍved from

PrincÍple I. Thls could only be done by removing theÍr autonomy as rational

agents. As we shall see, however, the impartialist argumentation leads Lo

the conclusion that this would not be agreed to behind the veil'
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Once B challenges PrincipLe,2, and A offers Principle I as justífication'

it is also possible that B challenges Principle 1, that is, that B doubts

that the parties behind the veÍI would agree to the principle that everyone

except members of A should follow Principle 2. The members of A, then,

would have to argge as if they dÍdnrt know they were members of A as to

why the parties behind the veil would agree to Principle l. They cannot

use their own belief as conflictants that the parties behind the veil would

suppress conflictants who challenged Principle 2 to use coercion to suppress

B, because B may be challenging, or may go on to challenge whether the

parties behind the veil would agree to anything of the kind' They could

only act to suppress B if they were arguing âs if the knew they were

members of A in the conflict between A and B. This shows them to be acting

as partialists, that is, as people committed to the resolution of the

conflict in their own favour by the use of sanctions.

6. Orderinq

Ralv1s requires that a moral theory be rable to order aII the claims that

can arise (or that are likely to in practice)r. (L972, I34)

Katzner criticises this requirement as follows:

tÌvhat is to be done when justice requires one thing and

utility another? According to Rawls, these principles
mustbeordered.Thetheorymusttelluswhichone
takes precedence when the two conflict. And this is a

constraint of the concept of right. In other wordsr any

theory which does not do this is not a moral theory.

furely this ls too strong. It requires us to say that
aII those theories which Rawls labels tintuitionistr
i.e., all theories whÍch rely on the use of intuition
to resolve conflicts between principles - are not moral
theories. To inslst that the reliance on intuition is
a defect in any moral theory in which it appears is one

thing. &-lt to say that they are not moral theories is
somethlng else. it tnVolVes much too narrow a.conception
of what ís moral and what is not.' (tggO, 52)
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While Katznerfs criticism is well-taken, it is not the one of central

concern to those interested in the impartlality of Rawlsrcandidates for

formal constraints of the concept of right. As I indicated earlier, for

any definition of what it is to be moral, there can be disagreements in the

real world as to whether or not one ought to do what morality requíres

rather than what it forbids, in whichever sense of rmoralityr has been

offered. In the real world, therefore, there may be group A that supports

only those principles that are required by rmoralityt in the sense some

speaker has offered, and group B that supports principles regardless of

whether rmoralityt as defined Ín this conflict requires them' Any party

behind the veil J is required to reason âS if he doesnrt know whether he

is a member of A or B. If he reasons as if there is a constraint on him

to reach conclusions consistent with the principles of group A, then he is

argn-ring as if he knows he ls a member of A rather than B' This contravenes

the impartiatlty requirement. In partlcular, if group A believes that

principles must be ordered, and group B does not, then J is not to argue

as if he already knew he was a member of A. The conditions imposed by the

veil must be sufficient to lead him to require ordering or else ordering is

not required.

Rawls requires that the ordering between principles be transitive, that ist

'if, sâYr a first arrangement of the basic structure is ranked more just

than a second, and the second more than a third, then the first should be

more just than the thlrdr . (L9lZ, I34) Thls eltmlnates the use of

tintuition', which cannot guarantee transitivity, therefore, as we have

seen above, transitÍvity cannot be a prÍor condition on the reasoning of

the parties behind the veil, unless it can be shown to be required by

whatever is entailed by the parties being rational agents able to discuss

what acts should be done.
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Rawls adds a further requirement to ordering, that Ís, not any old way of

arriving at an ordering is good enough. It is a formal constraint of the

concept of right that an ordering cannot be determined by

tthe appeal to force and cunning ... Thus I assume
that to each according to his threat advantage is
not a conception of justice. It fails to establish
an ordering in the required sense, an ordering based
on certain relevant aspects of persons and their
situation which are independent from their social
position, or their capacity to intimidate and coerce.'
(L972, 134)

Now, it is precisely this latter that the veil is meant to eliminate, that

is, it is hoped that Jts not knowing whether he is A with superior power'

or B with the inferior power is sufficient to ensure that the decisions J

or K or any one else behind the veil are not coercive in an unfair, unjust

or partial manner. Nonetheless, coercion may still be required, as we

shall see, but it is coercion that the parties behind the veil agree should

be applied in the real world but which they agree to behind the veil in a

situation of total non-coercion. The sole basis for agreement behind the

veil is the rational calculation of individual desire-maximisation where

there is no point in Jrs threatenÍng K to favour A rather than B because

J doesnrt know that Ats desire will be his desire because he may be B with

some incompatible desire.

tyhite Ít Ís hoped that the veil condition wÍIl result in the parties agreeing

to use methods Ín the real world other than physical conflict and the resort

to arms, thls cannot be a prlor requirement on the argument behind the veil.

After all, there may be people in the real world who are members of some

group A that believe that might is the ónty riqht. If J argues behind the

veil on the assumption that members of A are 99., then he argues as if

he knows he is not a member of A, which contravenes the impartiality

requ iremen t.
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As we have seen, the three impartialist axioms together rule outrmight

to rÍghtr, but the veil by itself doesnrt rule it out. ÌVhen I come to

show why impartialism shoul-d be adopted as a theory of right one of the

positions I have to show should be rejected is the view that might Ís

right.

It is possible that the velorians conclude that there are two or more

principles that are equally important determÍnants of actions' This means

that two groups of conflictants, Group A and Group B, could want to do

incompatÍble actÍons X and Y, where X is required by one principle and Y

by the other. If this situation arose, the velorians lvould have no way of

deciding with action should be done. Rawls sayst rIt is clearly desirable

that a conception of justice be complete, that is, able to order all the

claims that can arise (or that are likely to in practice)'' (1912, f34)

Rawls, therefore, requires that the velorians not leave it the case that

the principles are equaIJ.y important. They must rank principles' Further-

more, they cannot rank principles by some arbitrary means, e.9.r flip a

coin as to which one to give priority to. At least, they cahnot do so if

this does not produce a transitive relation. If there are three principles

Pr 0 and R which the velorians decide are equally importantthen, if

flipping a coin ranks P hígher than Q, and Q higher than R, then P must

also rank higher than R.

clearly, the conflictants canrt be left in a situation where the.rules they

follow permit them to do either X or Y where these are incompatible actions'

This puts the conflictants in a situation of decíding which shall be done

by force. It is this that the veil is supposed to avoid. However, just

because the rules that the confLÍctants follow must be ordered in a complete

and transitive manner it does not follow in Rawlsfsystem that the velorians

arrive at principles that are ordered in a complete and transitive manner,
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as long as the velorians decide which of X or Y is to be done. They could

do it on intuÍtion, or by flipping a coin, or whatever' and it could be

that the relationshÍps between their decisions are not transitive. 0f

course, this couldnrt occur in too many cases otherwise the conflictants

would never know what to do (tnis harks back to the complexity component

of the universality constraint).

If, however, the conflictants are the velorians, as is the case in ordinary

life, the fact that P and Q are equally important does lead to the situation

where even if the conflictants think as velorians, there is no solution as

to which of X or Y is to be done. This is not solved by the conflictants

relying on their intùitions because, even if they try to think as velorians,

there is nothing available to velorians, whether in Rawl-sr model or mine,

that gives the velorians any guidance as to which intuitions are right and

which wrong. This means that conflictants of Group A will have velorian

intuitions favouring X, and there is no reason why they shouldnrt, whereas

conflictants of Group B will have velorian intuitions favouring Y, and

there is no reason why they shouldnrt. They are still no closer to a

solution as to rvhich of x or Y should be done. If Group A has superÍor

power, it could resolve the situation by forcing Group B to follow Ars

preference but then Ars members are not behaving as if they didnrt knol

whose desires were furthered by Xts being done rather than Y. If they

really didnrt know, then they might have opted to force Y rather than X,

that ls, lf they really didnrt know, they would have chosen as a random

procedure such as coin-flipping would have chosen. Their bona f,ides in

this direction is best demonstrated by their actually choosing such a

random procedure. This eliminates iritúition as an acceptable procedure.
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7, Finali

Rawls puts forward as a formal constraint of the concept of rlght that

tthe parties are to assess the system of principles as the final court of

appeal in practical reasoning. There are no higher standards to which

arguments in support of claims can be addressed, reasoning successfully

from these principles is conclusÍver. (f972, I35,

This is meant to be a constraint on the parties in the original position,

that is, behind the veil of ignorance. Now, in one respect the constraint

of finality is redundant, at least from the viewpoint of impartiality.

There may be people in the real world who do not regard the decisions of

the parties behind the veil as final. They constitute Group A, as opposed

to Group B, who do treat these decisions as final. A personts impartiality

in real-world decision-making, however, is a function of the degree to

which he acts in accord with the prÍnciples he would choose behind a veil

of ignorance, consequently what the parties behind the veil would do is

final from the viewpoint of impartiality. There is no higher court of

appeal, provided the veil conditions have corfectty operationalised the

concept of impartiality. If what we are trying to decide is whether or not

an act or institution is the one that Ímpartial people would prefer, then

the decisions of the parties behind the veil is final.

What Ís of interest is whether the finality of these decisions is something

the partles behind the veil accept prior to arrivlng at them, or whether lt

is one of the conclusions they reach behind the veil? It is, presumably'

an assumption they have prior to discussion. This does not render its

impartiality suspect, however, because, even if the partÍes behind the veil

were to come to the (self-referentiatly) paradoxÍcal conclusion that people

in the real world shouldnft act Ín accord with the principles agreed to by
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the parties behind the veil, it would be their coming to this conclusion

that rendered it right for people not to follow the conclusions reached

by the parties behind the veil. As it is, of course, people cannot

(togically) follow this advice because, if they followed it, they wouldnrt

be following it, and Íf they didntt follow it, then they would be following

it. This means that the parties behind the veil, if they are rational agents'

cannot offer this advice as a serious guide to actions' It needs to be an

assumption, therefore, of the parties behind the veil that their advice is

fÍnal, that is, they argue as if they knew that their advice is the ultimate

court of appeal. It is not a question they are free to discuss, Ín that

their function would be rendered futile were they to conclude their decisions

werenrt overriding. Were, for example, they to conclude that theÍr advice

isn't fÍnal, this conclusion would itself be final from the viewpoint of

impartiality, thereby generating the same kind of paradox previously

discussed.

Rawlsr Ínclusion of finality as a formal constraint of the concept of right

could be interpreted as the claim that a system of principles is not a moral

one unless Ít constitutes the final court of appeal. Now, there are people

in the real world who believe that the requirements of Iiberty are sometimes

incompatible with those of happiness, for example, but that there is no

system of principJ-es that properly captures the proper demands of both

values. If happiness is made overriding, as in utilitarianism it leads to

unacceptable infringements of liberty. If Iiberty is made overrÍding' as

in a theory such as Nozickrs, then some peoplets happiness is unacceptably

frustrated, or the proper demands of a value such as justice are ignored'

They believe that a balance between these competing values can only be

achieved by Íntuition (Brian Barry holds a view of this kind), that is, they

do not believe that we act on a system of principles that is final or over-

riding but rather that we test the conclusions of various systems of
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principles against our intuÍtions, sometimes doing as one system requires,

sometimes as another does, but letting no single system be final' One can

refuse to call such an intuitionist process a tmoralr one but this merely

means, as we have seen earlier, that the parties behind the veil have to

decide whether to act morally' as someone such as Rawls defines itt or

non-morally. If they are required ih advance of arguments behind the veil

to argue morally in the sense of only following a system of principles that

they regard as final and not using intuition to choose between systems of

principles, then they are arguing as if they know in the real world that

they favour rmoralr systems of princÍples' that is, that they are the kind

of people who require the acts they perform to be derivable from a system

of principles regarded as final. This however, is contrary to the require-

ments of impartialitY.

Rawlsrrequirement that systems of principles be final or overriding might

be a consequence of his rule-contractarianism. He not only wants the

conclusions of the parties behind the veil to be fÍnal but he also wants

certain systems of prÍnciples to be final. Impartiality certainly requÍres

that the conclusions reached by the parties behind the veil be final, but,

as we have seen, the parties behind the veil could conclude that intuition

is the only way to decide between certain competing values' This conclusion

is final in that it defines what an impartial person would accept as the

conclusive solution to how to choose between competÍng values' Rawls,

however, wants the flnaltty of the decislons of the partles behind the veil

to be applied only to the choice of the system of principles. Once the

system is chosen, Rawls wants it to be final. This means that the system

has to be such that it settles all dÍsputes between principles within

itself. It doesn't generate any conflict of, principles that amounts to a

conflict of systems between which the parties behÍnd the veil have to

arbitrate. Rawls, then, insists that the parties behind the veil be moral

1l
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monists not moral pluralists. They rrust have one overriding value, not

two or three equally important onesr with intuition as the arbitor' The

same conclusion applies here as has previously. The parties behind the

veil choose as if they know they are rule-theorists rather than act-

theorists in real life if they are required prior to their arguments behind

the veil, to reach only rule-contractarian conclusions' This contravenes

the requirements of impartiaì-ity.

8. Reasonabl eness versus Moralitv

Katzner claims that Rawlsrlist of formal constraints of the concept of

right confuses two distinct elements.

(I) Constraints that select some principles rather than others because

these principles fit our concept of what a prÍnciple has to be

to be a moral one.

(2) Constraints that select some prÍnciples rather than others because

these princÍples fit our concept of what a principle has to be

to be a reasonable principle of action '

He claims that rthe arguments for generality, universality (in the weak

sense) and finality as constraints of the concept of right are not arguments

about the reasonableness of the theory of which these constraints are a

part. They are arguments about the nature of morality and moral principlesr'

(tleo, 5r)

This, however, Ís contrary to Rawlsr own declared procedure.

tI do not claÍm that these conditions follow from

are not justifíed by definition or the analyses of

He says,
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concepts, but only by the reasonableness of the
theory oi which tñey are part. t (L972, Il0-l-3I)

Jl

Katzner comments,

rGenerality, universality ín the weak sense (i.e.,
a principle must hold for all moral persons: my

parenthesis) and finality do seem to be constraints
which apply to all moral principles. Ebt this must
be determined by analysis of what it is for something
to be a moral principle, rather than as Rawls maintains
by an assessment of a (sic) reasonableness of the
tñeory of which it is a part. t (1980, 52)

Katzner earlier,points out that the other constraints on the concept of

right -rpublicity, orderÍng and universality in the strong sense (that is,

princÍples must be judged Ín terms of the effects of everyoners complying

with them: my parenthesis) should be assessed in terms of the reasonable-

ness of the theory of which they are a part; yet it is illegÍtÍmate to

insist that they are constraints which apply to the choice of all moral

principlesr. (I980, 5I)

So, if Katzner is correct, publicity, ordering and strong universal-izability

are not formal constraínts on the concept of right, that is, a theory can

still be a theory about what is and isnrt morally right yet not meet these

three critería. Alternatively, a theory of what is morally right that

doesnft meet these criteria, while still a moral theory, is not a

reasonable one. 0n the other hand, generality, weak universalizability and

ordering are formal constraints on a theoryts being a moral theoryt yet a

moral theory can meet these and still be unreasonable. In Katznerrs view,

Rawls has confused these two quite distinct issues. Katzner appears to

áccept that the formal constraints do apply to the reasoning of the parties

behind the veil, that is, the partÍes behind the veilrs reasoning must be

general, weakly universal and final if it is to be moral. As we have seen'

however, this merely causes the partíes to reason as ff they klqq they are
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in the Group A that preferS Íroral theories of how to act rather than

members of Group B who dontt. This contravenes the requirements of

impartiality, which means the parties behind the veil must debate whether

the principles they should follow should be general, weakly universalÍzabl-e

and final. They may well so conclude, but they cannot, in all impartiality'

be required to so conclude before they argue behind the veil.

RawIs claims that his six constraints are justified as constraints ron the

conceptions of justice that are to be allowed on the list to be presented

to the partiesr. 1972, I30) This is an odd claim. It includes the

strange notion that the parties behind the veil choose a conception of

justice behind the veil from a list of conceptions. It entails the further

strange notion that someone has censored this list, that is, there are

candidates for conceptions of justice that are not on it. In particular,

any egoistical theory that poses as a theory of justice is excluded. Also'

any tyrannical candidate for a theory of justice is excluded (by the

generality constraint). Any theory of justice that only works if it is

kept secret from some of the people is excluded. Any theory of justice

that settles dÍsputes by appeal to force and cunning is excluded, and so on.

Now, Rawls might be able to exclude these on the grounds that such

candidates for theories of justice are charlatans, false pretenders who are

not theories of justice at aII. He can exclude them by linguistic fiat.

fut this doesntt show that they are not theories about which actions we

should prefer to do, so they all remain candidates for a theory of right.

Hare has similar misgivÍngs. He says, rlet us remember that the main

object of these conditions is to secure impartialityt. He then asks,

'How much the POPs have to be ignorant of to secure impartiality?' He
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points out that rmuch of the work is already done by the trformal constraint'l
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that the principles have to be rrgeneral".r Rawls himself says that the

formal constraints rule out egoisn (L972, t36); it might therefore be

asked what there is left for the 'veil of Ígnorancer to do, since to

abandon egoism (and for the same formal reasons the pursuit of the interests

of any other particular person or set of them) is eo ipso to become

impartial'. Hare himself doesnrt think that this objection sticks

because ra POP, if he had futt knowledge of hís own role as a POL might

adopt principles that were formally ttgeneralrr or universal but were rigged

to suit his own inteiestr, that is, there is a role for the veil. Hare,

however, is not prepared to allow Rawls to put the veil to this use' He

salsr rRawls, however, thinks (wrongly) tnat such rigged principles can be

ruled out on the formal ground of lack of rrgenerality" and so is open to

the obj ection ad hominem. That Ís to saY, he has left nothing for the veil

of ignorance to do as regards impartialityt. (tl7S, S9-90)

Even if Hare is right about the role that Rawls has left the veil in his

theory, the same ad hominem does not apply to its role in impartialism.

As we have seen, the veil is one of the set of devices for identifying when

a personrs consent to a prÍnciple in real life is genuine. As it turns outt

it rules out non-general principles but only because it combines with the

position of equal power and the requirement of noncoercionism, not because

it has had an ad hoc constraint placed upon it. 0n my accountr the mere

fact that J and K are behind the veil does NOT prevent them choosing between

general and non-general principles. It is only the addition of the other

two axioms that leads them to always choose general principles. 0n Rawls'

account, the mere fact that they were behind the veil meant that they were

not free to consider non-general principles in the first place'

t
t
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Nonetheless, as we have seen, Rawls did have a reason for including the

generality constraint. Hare is optimistic if he thinks that the veil

itself will ensure impartÍality withÓut a generality constraint' As I

showed in the section on rGeneralityr the parties behind the veil could

come up with principles such as 'AII conflictants are to do X except

whcihever conflictant was J behind the veilr, and this could be agreed to

behind the veil depending on the relative power of the various velorians'

A generality constraint, then, is required if this is not to occur' and

it canrt occur if the principles the parties behínd the veil are to endorse

are to meet the requirements of impartiality. Hare, however, is right

that, if J knew he was the conflictant called A, then he could rig

principles to favour A, and this is removed by the veit. something like

the generality constraint, then, is necessary to ensure that the relation-

ships between the parties behÍnd the veil are suitable to generate impartial

principles, and the veil is necessary to ensure that the relationship

between each velorian and any conflictant he might be is such as to ensure

impartial principles. It is just the ad hoc nature of the generality

constraint that is the problem. The same effect is achieved by the position

of equal power and the requÍrement of noncoercionism'

Rawls, however, doesntt give his reasons for his constraints in these terms'

He talks instead, as quoted earlier, of the constraints beingrreasonabler'

This raises the question of rreasonable for what?' The kinds of things that

are sald to be reasonable are not so described because of some Ínnate

property of reasonableness but because they are approprlate to some

purpose. A constraint is reasonable if there is some purpose that Ís

better fulfÍIled with the constraint imposed. Rawls indicates that he

wishes the reasonableness of these constraints to be judged in terms of

theirpropriety'inadjustingtheclaimsthatpersonsmakeontheir

institutions and one another t. He sees these constraints as Inaturalr
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('reasonable'?) 'if the principles of justice are to play their role, that

of assigning basic rights and duties and determining the division of

advantages'. (Il7Z, 73L) The problem here is that there are many

rreasonablerways of assignÍng basic rights and duties and determining the

division of advantages. The word 'reasonablet can only do the job that

Rawls wants it to if the constraints we place on the principles by which

these things are assigned are reasonable from the point of view of

tjusticer. After aII, we can assign basic rights and duties and divide

advantages from other points of vÍew e.9., from that of a particular egoist

or in terms of a particular ideal. It would be reasonable, then, to put

in other constraints. In particular, as Katzner has pointed out, not aII

of Rawlst constraints on principles assigning rights, duties and division

of advantages are reasonable from the utilitarian point of view. Rawls,

then, appears to be constrainÍng these principles in ways that are reason-

able from the viewpoint of a iust distribution. He is, therefore'

appealing to us to agree with him that, if we want the principles contracted

behind the veil to produce a iust distribution' then it is reasonable to

place his constraints on them. Why woutd it be reasonable? Because the

principles the parties behind the veil could produce without these

constraints might not be just, that is, they might not match with (in fact,

Rawls can see that they will not match with) his intuitions of which

distributions were just. The constraÍnts, then, do not tfollow from the

concept of right, much less from the meaning of morality'. (tglz' 130)

Rather, they follow from Rawlsrconcept of igstice. They derive from what

he feels l-s meant by the word rjustlcet. He has not avoided basing hÍs

theory on a definition. He has merely avoided explicating the definition

he has based his theorY onr leaving the reader to piece it together from

the various constraints and other restrictions he places on the parties

behind the veil. Hare comments, in his review of a Theory of Justice'

that Rawls ras usual says thattrit seems reasonablerrto imposer the
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constraints on the principles. He then rather tartly adds, rHe does not

teII us what he would say to somebody to whom they did not rrseem

reasonable" r. (1972, 88) The answer to Harers point, however, is clear

enough. Rawls must say that his concept of what ustice is differs from

that of anyone who does not find the constraints reasonable. It is possible'

therefore, for people to find different constraints reasonable, and still

see their own constraints as appropriate for justÍce, because they have

different concepts of justice. Rawls is, then, faced with the problem of

either showing that his is the correct concept of justice' or else of

showing that his distribution is better (from an agreed upon point of view)

than the ones that come from different concepts of justice, even though

his meaning for the word tjusticer is no more correct than anyone elsers.

Even if he can sf,ow ihat his meaning for the word 'justicer, as embodied

Ín his selection of constraints, is more correct (closer to common usage

or whatever?) he would still have to show why this makes it the one to

choose. He cannot say that it Ís more reasonable, if he means by this that

Ít is more reasonable from the viewpoint of justÍce as he defines it,

because this merely begs the question. Rawls, then, needs to define

justice independently of the veil, the constraints, etc. He can then use

this definition to identify those features of the veil that are consistent

with, or required by, this defÍnition, then use the veil to judge principles'

He will still need to show however, why his sense of justice is to be the

standard by which he determÍnes whether or not an act is right or wrongr a

principle or lnstitutlon is to be preferred, etc.
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Chapter 5

Impartialism and Non-Persons

l. Introduction

The last chapter concl-uded the section of the thesis in which I showed

that many of the criticisms of the veil of ignorance lose their force if

the scope of the veil. is not constrained in the way Raw-l-s recommends'

As a consequence, the range of conflicts of desires about which the veil

has to arbitrate has greatly increased. This makes the task of coming up

with a determinate theory of right more difficutt but greatly minimises

the liketihood that the theory begs the question against one side of any

particular conflict of desires.

In this section I wiII look at claims that the normative conclusions

derived from the veil are biassed by its ethical or metaphysical

assumptions. I will show that these criticisms fail. The veil requires

only that the parties do not know which side of a conflict of desires

they are on. It is the other two impartialist axioms that give any

substantive content to impartialism as a theory of right. The veil serves

only to exclude those who are egoistic in the sense that they want the

desires of whichever of A or B they happen to be satisfied.

I wÍtl begtn with the crlticÍsms that Haksar makes of what he believes to

be a metaphyslcal assumptlon of the vell.

Haksar ¡g79) argues that perfectionist egalitarianism produces a greater

reflective equilibrium between our moral and political principles and our
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moral intuitions than any of the alternatives, provided we also try to

establish a harmony between these and our metaphysical principles' In

particular, he believes that perfectionist egalitarianims produces a more

comprehensive reflective equilibrium than contractarian egalitarianism of

the kind proposed by John Rawls. It is my intentÍon to show that

impartialism is preferable to Haksarts perfectionist egalitarianism

because it reduces the reliance on intuition unavoidable in Haksarrs

perfectionist aPProach.

Haksarts theory is egalitarian, he says, because it holds the following

two principles:

(r) there are certain rights hetd equally by all human beings'

especially the right to equal respect and consideration;

(2) these rights are owed to the individual for his own sake,

not because his possession of these rights has desirable

consequences of some kind. ¡979, 65-66)

His theory is perfectíonist because it holds the following three prínciples:

(f) some forms of human

of human life;

life are intrinsically Ínferior to other forms

(2\ human belngs, wlth the posslble exceptlon of some such as

congenltal ldlots, have more lntrinslc worth than animals;

(3) human ways of life, at any rate those that are not anti-social

such as Nazism, have more intrinsic worth than animal forms of

life.
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Haksar claims his perfectionist egalitarianism to be superÍor to Rawlsian

contractarian egalitarianism because the particular moral judgements

that RawIs favours cannot be derived from hÍs theory unless perfectÍonist

and metaphysical considerations are added'

Haksar argues that the following claims cannot be derived from contract-

arianism without appeal to independent metaphysical or perfectionist

considerations

(I) that congenital idiots are members of the egalitarian club;

Q) that human foetuses are members of the egalitarian club;

(3) that children are members of the egalitarian club;

(4) that anÍmals are not members of the egalitarian club;

(5) that the senile and permanently comatose are members of the

egalitarian club.

His claim raises two issues that I wish to consider'

(f) Is it true that these positions cantt be derived for contractarianism

without appeal to independent metaphysical or perfectionist

con sÍderatÍon s?

(Z) If it is true, does this demonstrate that perfectionism is a better

moral theory than contractarianism. It may be that an adequate moral

theory does not need to be able to derive ä11 of these positions.
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I will be concerned to see whether ÍmpartialÍsm rather than Rawlsr ver

of contractarianism can answer these questions. The fÍve claims I have

Iisted above are all claims to the effect that a contractarian approach

cannot derive equality of rights for non-persons without introducing

non-contractarian considerations. Haksar regards it as a fault of a

theory that it canrt use its own promíses to show that all these claims are

true. In essence, he believes that humans have a value lacked by non-

humans, even when these humans are not yet, nor never will be, rational

agents. Before I look at these claims Ín more detail I wiII need to

distÍnguish persons from non-persons.

2. Persons and Non-Persons

Singer (tlll, 75) makes a distinction between persons and non-persons.

A person is not necessarily a humanr nor is a non-person necessarily

non-human. Singer follows John Locke in treating rationality and self-

consciousness as the defining characteristics of person-hood. The

consequence of this definition of personhood is that most animals, foetusest

children, congenital idiots and senile adult humans are not persons. This

means that they cannot be velorians, that is, they cannot be parties to

the arguments about what princÍples should govern conflicts of desÍres'

This, in turn, raises questions about whether only the desÍres of persons

should be taken into account by the velorians in their reasoning'

The veil could be constructed in either of two ways. (r) once behind

the veil the parties do not know what kinds of beings they are. They only

know that they are beings with desires. Q) Behind the veil the parties

at least know that they are persons in real-Iife. The second strategy'

however, just arbitrarily removes one possible set of conflict oF desires

from consideratÍon, which means decidíng agaÍnst one of the parties to

the conflict prior to any apptication to their desires of the impartialist
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axioms. If this is done, then Haksar would appear to be right that

considerations external to impartialism such as perfectionism have been

introduced to arrive at the conclusion that the desires of non-persons

are to have less weight than the desires of persons. If such external

factors are not to determine the conclusions, then the impartialist axioms

themselves would have to be suffÍcient to give differential weighting to

the desires of persons and non-persons. This means that the parties J and

K will have tt¡ take into account the desires of non-persons as weII as

persons. They wiII not be able to restrict their reasoning solely to

conflicts of desires between persons but will also have to consider

conflicts of desires between persons and non-persons'

J and K, then, have to consider conflÍcts between the desire of a human

to trap or kill an animal and the animalrs desire to escape, and between

the desire of a human to experiment upon an animal and the animalts desire

to escape from a painful situation. As the conflÍct is between the desires

of humans and the desires of animals, they will have to try to formulate

prlnciples to govern the conflict of desires in terms of the desires as

felt by the parties to the conflict. They would produce principles that

were not germane to this particular conflict of desires if they reasoned

about the desires they would have if they were the animal or the human

rather than the desires the animal and the human actually have. If the

animal, for example, has no desires about Lts own continued existencet

then J and K cannot reason as lf tt had such a deslre just because they

would deslre the animalrs contlnued exl-stence tf they were to become that

animal.

Whatever conclusions the Veloríans reach, the principles to resolve

such conflicts of desires can only be binding on beings capable of entering

into, and honouring, contracts. This is why I did not have the velorians
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considering conflicts of desires between animals. A human, then, who is

committed to acting in an impartialist manner will treat animals in accord

with the principles that the velorians endorse for the relations between

humans and animals even when he is the only human around and does not have

to justify his treatment of animals to other humans. If two groups of

humans A and B disagree over Group Ars treatment of animals, then a member

of A will first have to put a veil over which side he is on in the conflict

between A and B. Then, in order to resolve that conflict' he wiII have to

put a further veÍl over which party he is in the conflict between humans

and animals. He then has to determine as accurately as he can what the

actual desires of the parties to the conflict are, even when these may be

radically unlike hís own. He does NOT, however, have to do as Harers

theory requires, that is, in Taylorrs words (I9lOr 55-56)rrassert in

propria persona to an Ímperative prescribing that a certain action be done

to him, given that he Ís in the same position as the victim of the action

at present in questionr. In impartialism, however' we are not asserting

to imperatives in proprÍa persona but reasoning about the desires of each

party as if we did not know which party we were' so impartialism is not

subject to Taylorrs arguments about the logical impossibility of Harers

argument.

The velorians, then, have to argue as if they do not know whÍch kind of

sentient being they are but, whenever they put themselves in the place of

one of the conflictants, they are to reason about the conflictantrs desires

as the conflíctant conceptualises them'

Given these requirements, they would treat any desire as equally worthy

of consideration as any other equally strongly felt desire. They will

have to take into account, however, a difference between the desires of

persons and the desires of non-persons. Persons have desires about the
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satisfaction of their desires whereas non-persons do NOT. Singer

(I979r 81) makes this distinction in terms of how these desires can be

frustrated. There are two waysr he says, in which desires can be

fru strated.

(I) Qne could say that a desire is frustrated when the owner of the

desire experiences the frustration of havíng his desire thwarted.

An example is where someone wants to go to the movies, arrives at

the tÍcket box but finds atl the tickets sold or that he forgot

his money. He feels frustrated. He is aware or conscious of not

getting what he wants.

(Z) One could say that a d esire is frustrated when the owner of the

desire doesntt live to have the desire satisfied, or, perhaps, when

the owner of the desire loses all consciousness of whether or not

his desires have been satisfied, as when he is in a coma. In this

case, he doesnrt experience any frustration because he is either

dead or unconscÍous but, nonetheless, he may well have had desires

about what he wanted to happen tomorrow, or next yearr or when he

retired, which he will now never be able to satisfy.

Both animals and humans have deslres but there is a crucial difference

between the desires of most animals and the desires of most humans. Whereas

most humans have desires about what they would like to happen to them in

the future, most kÍnds of animals do not or, if they do, they have them in

a very crude form.

This difference is clearly illustrated wÍth the desire for lÍfe. A being

only has a desire for life if lt is able to comprehend what it is to be

alive and what it is to be dead. Singer (I979r 8I) argues that animals

do not have the concepts ofrliferorrdeathr. Cases in which they behave
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as Íf they have the concept are only apparent. Singer sayst

'A being might struggle against a situation in which
its tife is in danger' as a fish struggles to get
free of the barbed hook in its mouth; but this indicates
a preference for the cessation of a state of affairs
that Ís perceived as painful or threatening. Struggle
against danger and pain does not suggest that the fish
is capable of preferring its own future existence to
non-existencer the behaviour of a fÍsh on a hook
suggests a reason for not killing fish by that method'
but does not suggest a preference - utÍlitarian reason
against kitling fÍsh by a humane method.l

Conscious beings, then, can be divided into two classes:

(r ) those which have a concept of what it is for them to be the same

being over a period of time, which have a concept of death, and

which have desires for their own futures;

(2) those which lack these.

The parties behind the veil of ignorance do not know whether they are

human or non-human. They do know, however, that if they are persons they

will have a concept of a continuing self, they will have desires about

their own futures, that they will not want those desires frustrated and

that the prospect of those desires being frustrated will fill them with

alarm. They also know that, if they are non-persons' the frustration of

their future desires will cause them no alarm in the present. They examine

their possible frustration, not from theÍr perspective as ratÍonal agents

behind the veil of ignorance, but in terms of how they would feel once they

had become a partfcular sentLent belng fn real ttfe. They know that, were

they to be a non-person, they riow would not want that non-personfs desires

frustrated, whether he was aware of the frustration or not but they also

know that, once they are a non-person, the non-occurrence of future desires

wÍII lead to no sense of frustration to the non-person they had become.

Clearly, only self-conscious rational agents can arrye about the rÍghts and
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wrongs of killing non-persons and thereby eliminating the desires these

non-persons might have had. As such, rational self-conscious agents will

be inclined to treat the case of non-persons as if they were being

experienced by persons. This, however, is not the case. The rational

self-conscious agents behind the veil of ignorance must differentiate

between the cases of persons and non-persons in real life in terms of the

desÍres that persons and non-persons are capable of having in real Iife'

The argument between the parties behind the veil of ignorance is not about

whether anÍmals should be members of the egalitarian club if they were

persons but about whether they should be if they are not persons.

Behind the veil of ignorance, the parties will agree that, if they are

self-conscious agents in real Iife, they will contract with each other to

ensure that their future desires are not frustrated by their being killed

while unconscious or while asleep. The contractarian theory is able to

answer a problem that has concerned utilitarians since the l9th century'

namely, what is wrong with killing people in their sleep or while they are

unconscious other than the effects of this on their conscious family and

frÍen ds ?

Behind the veil of ignorance, the parties will agree that, Íf they are not

persons in real life, then, provided they are killed painlessly, there is

nothing wrong in their being kitled. This, perhaps, is too strong. Rather,

there is nothing directly wrong in their being killed. If there is a wrong'

then it is either because other sentient creatures suffer as a result of

the kiltlng or else because the person who did the killing acted for

motives of a vicious or otherwise undesirable kind, that is, he showed an

undesirable character. lvhat makes his character undesirable wÍII, on the

contractarian model, be something that the parties behind the veil

unanimously agree to be in their interests to prevent.
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The contractarian model, then, allows us to conclude that persons should

be members of the egalÍtarian club but that non-persons shouldnrt. It does

this without resorting to perfectionist assumptions. One of Haksarrs

claims, therefore, is false. Insofar as animals are non-persons, impartial-

Ísm as a form-of contractarianism excludes them from an equal right to Iife

with those humans who are Persons.

This, however, stitl leaves Haksarrs other challenges. Not aII humans are

persons. Foetuses arenrt persons, nor are infants, nor congenital idiotst

nor the senile, or those in permanent comas. I wiII now turn to the

arguments Haksar uses to show that congenital idiots are members of the

egalitarian club.

3. Congenital Idiots and Perfectionism

The congenital idiot is an interesting case because he lacks even the

potential to be a person. There might be an arErment based on potentiality

that entitles us to include non-persons in the egalitarian club on the

grounds that they will become persons in the normal course of events.

Haksar argues this for foetuses and infants. But thís is not availabl-e

for congenital idiotS who, by definition, have no such potential'

Haksar thinks congenital idiots should be treated as associate members of

the egalltarlan club, whereas anlmals shouldn't. He does thlsr even though

he agrees that there are no relevant dlfferences between congenital ldtots

and animals. His reason for this is as follows: defectives who began

with the futl potential but whose potential was destroyed are to be treated

as members of the egalitarian club because, Haksar believes, once a member

always a member. He calls this therdoctrÍne of the transÍtivity of ends

in themselvesr .
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I do not accept this doctrine but its rightness or wrongness is not really

relevant to the present discussion. Congenital idiots are often

indistíngnrishable from non-congenital defectives. If non-congenital

defectives are members of the egalitarian club then, says Haksar, we have

a rpragmaticr argument for treating congenital defectives as members of

the club. As he says, rThere is the danger that if you give inferior

status to the congenital idiot, some ordinary human beings as well as

some non-congenital idÍots may be given inferior status by mistake or by

malicious designr . (1979, 75)

This argument depends on the lack of clear demarcation between congenital

and non-congenital idiots, and, to a lesser extent' on a similar possibility

of rconfusion of similarsrbetween defectives in general and normal humans.

It atso rests on there being clear demarcation between humans and animals.

As Haksar says, 'So the practice of giving inferior status to animals is

not likely to be abused Ín the way that the practice of giving inferior

status to congenital idiots isr.

Haksarts pragmatic argument isnrt really a perfectionist one. It does not

establish that congenital ídiots are members of the egalitarian club.

Nonetheless, Ít attempts to show that a perfectionist is not merely being

arbÍtrary in treating congenital idiots with greater consideration than he

gives animals. A contractarían can adopt the same strategy.

4 rtialism and Con enital Idiots

Behind the veil of ignorance the parties do not know what kind of sentient

being they are in real life. For all they know, they may be congenital

idÍots or animals. The criterÍa estabtished earlier for treatment of

animals would then apply, i.e. as neither animals nor congenital idiots are
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,personsr, wíth Iife-plans, then neither wilt have their desires

frustrated by painless killÍng. Painlessly killing either is therefore

permissible. Neither, however, wÍll want to suffer feelings of fear or

frustration, therefore the parties will contract to minimise such conditions

for either. So far, animals and congenital idiots would be treated as on

a par. when, then, might the parties agree to give preferential treatment

to congenital idiots? They would do so under the following circumstances:-

(f) the usual rin'directr classÍcal utilitarian kinds of círcumstances'

€.Ç|.¡whereotlierpeoplewouldbemadeunhappybytheirnotbeing

treated differentlY;

(2) the rpragmaticr argument Haksar has given, stripped of its

reference to confusion between congenital and non-congenital

cases' i.e., the partles would accept the argument from

tconfusion of similarsr. unless there are clear markers

between congenital idÍots and normal adults, then unscrupulous

people mÍght treat normal adults as if they were congenital

idiots, i.e., treat them as they might animals by killing them

painlessly. If this is not permissíble with congenital idiots,

then making such a mistake cannot be an acceptable excuse.

Furthermore, if congenitat idiots are allowed to be killed

painlessly, then this could lead to people deliberately causing

the birth of congenital idiots to serve their own purposes.

It may be that the dlspositlon that allows a person to turn

what would otherwlse have been a normal human into a congenital

idiot would also allow him to turn a normal adult into a

non-congenital idiot to serve his own purposes. If such a

disposition is suppressed in the case of causÍng the existence

of congenÍtal idiots, then this may prevent its manifesting

itself in 'Ídiotisingr normal adults. The parties behind the
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veil would not want to be turned into non-congenital idiots

against their will if they were normal adults. They would

contract to forbid this.

We see, then, that giving greater consideration to congenital idiots is

derivable from the contract situation. It does not assume perfectionist

presuppositions.

5 Abortion and PotentialitY

Haksar argues that foetuses shoutd be members of the !egalitarianr club.

This is because egalitarianísm requÍres what he calls the rdynamicras

opposed to the rstaticr view of intrinsic worth.

The static view of intrinsic worth is that an individual only is entitled

to be treated as a member of the egalitarian club if he possesses at the

time the abitities that warrant membership of the club, e.9., self-

consciousness, rationality. It is not enough that he has the potential for

these abilitÍes. Haksar attributes this view to Feinberg (L974). The

dynamic view, which Haksar endorses, treats an individual as a member of

the egalitarian club if he has or had the relevant potential. Whereas the

static view would exclude foetuses, infants, the senile, the comatose, the

psychopath, the catatonic schizophrenic and the dead from the egalitarian

club, the dynamic view includes them.

My interest in these classifications is that Haksar claims that contract

theory of the rveil of ignorancefkind must also opt for either the static

and the dynamic view of intrinsic worth, yet it cannot choose between these

optÍons unless it relies on non-contractualist considerations. It mustt

in Haksarrs terminology, import tperfectionistr assumptions.
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I have already shown that the parties behind the veil of ignorance would

contract that persons are not to use the same criteria when deciding how

to treat persons as they use when deciding how to treat non-persons'

Non-persons include foetuses, infants, the senile, the comatose, the

catatonÍc schizoid, and the dead, in fact, all of Haksarts list except the

psychopath. whereas.persons are automatically members of the egalitarian

club, non-persons are not, as we saw with the case of the congenital idiot'

If non-persons are to be treated as if they were members of the egalitarian

club, then argument is needed as to why this should be so' A contractarian'

then, is committed to the rstaticr view of intrinsic worth unless there is

a contractarian argument to show that present and/or past potentiality to

be a person entitles an individual to membership of the egalitarian club'

Haksar clearly regards it as a defect fn a moral theory that foetuses,

infants, the senile, the comatose, the catatonic schizoid and the dead are

not granted certain rÍghts granted to persons. He believes that all of

those groups, except the dead, have a right to life. Those who were once

persons are entitled to have contracts or promises honoured if these were

made about situations that might obtain if these individuals ceased to be

persons. Haksar, therefore, seeks a reflective equilibrium between theory

and particular moral judgements (intuÍtions) such that his theory generates

at least these particular moral judgements. contractarianism may not

generate precisely these particular moral judgements. The mere fact that

it does not do so is not necessarlly a defect. Haksar needs independent

arguments to show why a perfectionist reflective equilibrium is to be

preferred to a contractarian one'

Haksar attributes the rights he does to the kinds of non-persons listed

earrier because he treatsrpotentiarityrto be a person as a rights-

conferring characteristic. It may well be that there are good contractarian
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arguments for treatÍng potentíality this way, although these contractarian

arçments may not confer the relevant rights on all of the groups Haksar

wants.

Behind the veil of ignorance the parties would contract that persons should

give similar rights to life to the comatose, the senile, the catatonic

schizoid as are given to normal persons. They would also contract that

persons give priority to normal persons rather than to members of these

abnormal groups in situations where one has to die to enable the other to

live. They would certainly not treat the comatose, etc., as liable to the

kind of painless killing permitted of animals. This is because the parties

know that, if they were human persons, they would not want to be killed

while in a coma or while a catatonic schizoid as long as they possessed the

potential to become a person again. Potential, therefore, is clearly

relevant in determining the moral rightness of an action if the beings under

consideration are likety to suffer at the prospect of being killed while

they retain a potential for recovery. This is not the caset however' with

foetuses and infants, who will not suffer at the thought of their never

realÍsing their potential. If foetuses and infants are to be given the

same right to life as personsr different arguments than therpotentiall

argument will be needed. The senile, too, constitute a different case as

they have lost their potential to be a person. Their case has become like

the congenital Ídiot case. Nonetheless, persons wiII worry now about how

they will be treated when senÍIe. The parties behlnd the veil will

contract to allevÍate this worry by requiring persons to glve the senlle

the same right to life as the non-senile, with the proviso stated

earlier. singer gives an example of how this might be done. He sayst
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rElderly people, knowing that nonvoluntary euthanasia
is sometimes applied to senÍle elderly patients, bed-
ridden, suffering and lacking the capacity to.accept
or rejáct death, might fear that every injection or
tablei wÍtl be lethal. This fear might be quite
irrational, but it would be difficult to convince old
people of inis; particularly if old age really had

affäcted their memory or powers of reasoning'

This objection might be met by a procedure allowing those-
who do Ãot wish tõ ne subjectêd to non-voluntary euthanasia
under any circumstances tó register their refusal. Perhaps

this wouid suffice; but perhaps it would not provide
enough reassurance. If not, non-voluntary euthanasia
woutã be justifiable only for those never capable of
choosing lo live or die.' (1979' I39)

ü
'.Ë
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contract theory of the kind I have been using, therefore, requires us to

treat those with a potential for personhood as if they were persons'

provided they have already been persons. contract theory, therefore,

agrees with Haksar that the comatose, and the catatonic schizoid, should

have the same right to llfe as ordinary persons. LikewÍse, contract theory

concludes that the senile should have this right, unless they voluntarily

consented to waive it when they were persons. While this is not the place

to spell out in detail a theory of euthanasia, the parties behind the veÍl

would contract to build in certain safeguards against misuse of euthanasia,

or its careless imPlementation.

Haksarrs own rpragmaticr justificatÍon wilt apply in those cases of

catatonic schizoids who have no potentiality to become persons again'

UntiI there are clear markers separatÍng person from non-person categorÍest

all catatonics would be treated as persons. This is because the parties

behÍnd the veil know that persons would worry that they might lose their

right to life while catatonics, even though the catatonic had the potential

to become a person again. This would worry them while they were persons'

They would be less concerned about losing their right to life if they had

become permanently non-person catatonics, although even this might worry
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some of them. ThÍs could be overcome by prior consent to, or refusal of'

euthanasia. The partÍes know that, once they are non-person catatonics'

they wÍII not care Íf they are painlessly kilted, that is, the parties

wiII not contract to require that non-person catatonics be killed' As

non-persons they wilt live in the immedÍate present and the near past, with

very little anticipation, if any, of the future. They will not be afraid

of dylng but nor wlII they resent staying alive'

It would appear, then, that the fact that foetuses have the potential to

be persons does not provide a conclusive reason why they should be given

the same rights as persons. It is not a defect, then, of contractarian

theories that they cannot deduce that foetuses have these rights without

importingperfectionistassumptions.Iwilttaketheimplicationsof

impartiallsm for the moral status of foetuses AND infants in more detail

in the next chaPter.
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Chapter 6

Assump tions about Personal Iden titv

l. Haksarts Criticisms

Haksar (tglg, 106-107) claÍms

f0n the reflective equilibrium model, according to
Rawls, we adjust our moral (and political)
principles and our moral intuitions until we get a
'harmonious fit. I should like to add one more

then see whether these metaphysical assumptions are
acceptable . In cases where we cannot on reflection accept
iÃã i"tuphysical assumptions' we may have to abandon the
intuitions or the moral and political principles whose

Let us assume that Haksar is right that reflective equilibrium requires a

fit between metaphysical prÍnciples, intuitions and moral and political

princíples.

what are the consequences for the impartialist theory I proposed earlier

of the existence of two major metaphysical theories of personal identity?

Haksar belÍeves that the particular moral judgements derivable from Rawlsl

form of contract theory depend on his presupposition of the persistent

self. If one adopts instead an alternative metaphysic which denies the

existence of the persistent self then, Haksar argues, Rawlsr anti-

utilitarian particular moral judgements (intuitions) no longer follow'

-{ Is this also true of the lmpartialist version of contract theory?
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Before I try to answer this question I witl need to spell out in
lr6.

su fficien t

detail the two contending metaphysical theories of personal identity'

?. Parfitts rComPlexr theory of PerSónaI ldentitY

we will need a terminology in which to pose alternative theories of personal

identity, wÍthout thereby begging the question against any particuì-ar theory'

Parfit usesthenotion of arselfrto explicate his theory 0973, 1976)'

An indication of what he means by the term can be gained from the following'

'Itwouldbeevenmoreaccuratetoabandontalkaboutrselvesr and to describe actions, thoughts, and

experiences on a quÍte rimpersonglt way "' If these
are not ascribed to any rsubjectr, their various
Ínterconnections can then be directly specified.
fut the concept of a rsubject of experiencer' Iike
that of a nation, is an abbreviatory device of enormous

convenience.Ifwerememberthatitisjustthis.and
nothÍng more' it can be safely used' t (1973, L63)

Haksar offers no objection to this terminology, so I will use it to pose

the disagreement between him and Parfit'

Arselfr, as described by Parfit, is a technical term bearing little

relation to the ordinary language use of tselfr. It refers to the contents

of consciousness of a particular individual over some period of time' It

is, in fact, nothing more than a particular time-slice of the consciousness

of a partícular bodily individual.

Generally speaking, there wiII only be one self to any one body at any one

time. I will refer to the self in the body 81 at the time T1 as the self

Blsl.Thisselfwillhavevisualrtactilerauditoryrolfactoryt

gustatory kinaesthetic, pain etc. sensations from a perspective located

within BI. I wilt, therefore, say that the self Bl sl is rrlocatedrr in

Bt. It is possíble that BI may contaÍn more than one self at Tl, or that

there may be selves that are located at a particular spatial point where
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there is no spatio-temporal body. The terminology of rselvesr does not

rule out these possibilities. Whatever is said about the central case of

one self in one body at one tÍme can be modified to apply to these cases

where they occur.

The terminology of rselvesr should not beg the question in favour of one

metaphysical theory rather than another. This means that whatever makes

the tÍme slice of the consciousness of Bl at TI the rsamer self as the

time-slice of Blrs consciousness at T2 must not depend on which meta-

physical theory of personal identity Ís true.- We must be able to pose any

metaphysical theory about personal identity in rselfr terminology without

thereby guaranteeing its truth or falsity by definítion. This makes the

duration of a rselfra matter of convenÍence. Sometimes Ít wÍIl suit us

to start Sl at the onset of consciousness in Bl for the day and conclude

Sl when BI goes into deep sleep for that day. Other times it wíll suit

us to treat sI as a year in length, or a mere thought in length.

Another technical term I wish to introduce istindividualt. I shall say

that BI S20 believes itself to be the same bodily individual as Bl Sl,

when it believes.that its body is the same body as Bl SIts body. Bl SN

believes itself to be the same suffering individual as BI Sl when it

believes that Bl SIts pains were also its pains. Bt SN believes itself to

be the same rememberin individual as Bt SI when it believes that the

experlences that Bt Sl remembers are the same experlences that lt remembers.

There may, of course, be no such things as individuals. Whether they exist

is one of the bones of contention between the competing metaphysical

theories of personal identÍty. We could also have rintendingr individuals,

rfeelingrindividuals (in the sense of'feelingr emotions), and so on.
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If BI St is the same individual as BI 52 then I shall say that Bl SI and

Bt s2 are both fnstances of LI. This can be represented by LI Bl sl and

Ll Bt s2. If however, they are not the same indivídual, this will be

reflected by a change in the notation such as Ll BI SI to L2 Bl St'

Parfit believes that Sl is the same individual LI as 52 when (a) there is

psychological connectedness between SI and 52. rConnectednessr is a

rdirectrpsychological relation, that Ís, it is the kind of relation that

holds between a memory of an experience and the experience it is a memory

of, or betlveen the intention to perform some action and the action'

Personal identity is a matter of degree. The greater the connectedness

between slrs experiences and intentions and s2rs memories and actions, then

the more inclined we arer Parfit believes, to say that SI and 52 are part

of the same individual Ll. The less these connections, the less inclined

ìve are to identifY them.

(b) psychological continuity between 51 and S{' SI Ís psychologicalJ-y

continuous wÍth sN if there is a chain of connections between sI and sl'Ì,

for example, sN remembers sSrs experiencesr s3 remembers s2rs, s2

remembers slrs, but sN need not remember s2rs or slrs and s3 need not

remember SIrs, and so on. The more continuities there are between SIrs

experiences and intentions and SNfs memories and actions, the more inclined

tve are to say that sI and 5N are both lnstances of LI'

Whether St is the same individual as 52 or SN is a matter of degree. It is

a convention we adopt because it suits our purposes in certain kinds of

case. Some purposes require a greater number of connections than others'

For ParfÍt, the identÍty of Sl and 52 Ís analagous to the fdentity of

England before and after 1066. ÌVas it still the samernationr? From the

point of view of geography it was but from the point of view of political
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control it is no longer the same nation.

t+. Haksarrs rSr er Theo of Personal IdentÍt

Haksar (tllZr BI, 83) claims that personal identity is not a matter of

degrees. It is an all-or-nothing business. The identity of SI and 52 is

not analagous to the identity of a nation. Rather, it is as Íf there is

an underlying rmetaphysicalr substance called the rindividualr that endures

from Sl to 52, Iinking them together through changes of memory and

intention and, possible, changes of body.

5. What Hanqs on lVhich Theorv is Chosen?

Haksar believes that Rawlsr contractarianism assumes the truth of the

simple view of personal identity. If the complex view is true many of

RawIst particular moral judgements would not follow from his veil of

ignorance condÍtions. In particular, he would not be able to avoid

utilÍtarian moral judgements.

My concern is whether Haksarrs criticl-sms of Rawlsr contractarianism also

apply to impartialist contractarianism. This depends on whether or not

the impartialist contractarÍan must assume the truth of either one or the

other of these two metaphysical theories of personal identity (or of any

other such theorÍes). I wiII argue that he does not need to assume the

truth of any metaphysical theory of personal identtty. To do this I will

Iook at the particular moral judgements that Haksar claims do depend on

the simple view and show either that impartialist contractarianÍsm can

generate these judgements without relying on any metaphysical view of

personal identity or else show that impartialÍst contractarianísm can

reject these particular moral judgements without depending on any meta-

physical view of personal identity.
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6. ContinuitY of Bodv and Potentíality

Haksar (Lg79, 84-86) states that the human infant has the potential to

lead a significant life, except for such cases as congenital idiots' He

believes that infants with this potentÍal have the right to develop it.

Thêir having this right, he claims, depends on their being the same

substance as the adult they eventually become. Thís right, then, depends

on the simple view of personal identity being true. If the complex view

Ís true, the infantts right to develop its potential can always be

sacrificed for utilÍtarian ends. Haksar says,

|0nthecomplexviewtheinfantisnotinanydeep
sense the säme índividual, the same substance' as the
adult it will form into. And so the fact that it has

this wonderful potential can at best be a reason for
thinking that it nas instrumental worth; on the complex
viewitisnoteasytoseewhythenewly-bornhuman
infant has anv more intrinsÍc worth than an ant or a

bee or u sp"rt.' (W9r-4,

The questions that Haksarrs claims pose for impartialist contractarianism

are

(I) Does impartialist contractarianism generate the particular moral

judgement that human infants with the potential to Iead significant

Iives have the right to develop thts potential?

(2) If impartialist contractarianism accepts or denies this particular

moral judgement does it do so because Ít either accepts or denies

one of either the simple or the complex theories of personal identity?

we have already seen. that people arguing as if behind a veil of ignorance

must argue as if they didnrt know what kind of sentient being they are'

They can, however, hypothesise that they míght be sentient beings of a

particular kind. They can then discuss the contract they would make about

how beings of this kind should treat each other' This contract would then

be binding on aII actually existÍng beings of thls kind, including the
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people arguing as if behind a veil of ignorance if they are human beings

of this kind.

This type of contractarian exercise does not pre-empt decisions about how

beings of this kind treat beings of a different kind. When this is raised,

people arguing as if behÍnd a veil of ignorance will have to consider any

proposed principles. of action from the viewpoint of aII affected kinds of

bein g.

Let us consider a particular kind of being X. Each member of X at some

time TN is a self, SÌ$ of some particular body BN. Let us consider the

case of SN of the body 81. The body BI has changed over time, as do the

bodies of all members of X. At some time T, body BI was in its infant

stage. Now, twenty years later at T20 it is in its adult stage. It is'

however, still properly identifÍed as Bl because there has been a spatio-

temporal continuity to all its changes. The selves located in Bl in Íts

ínfant stage were not persons Ín the technical sense of rrpersonrr intro-

duced earlier, that is, they were not rational self-conscious agents. None-

theless, given normal conditions of development, the selves in the adult

stage of Bl wiII be persons. The infant BI then possesses the potential to

become a person, but is not yet a person.

What contracts would be reached by people arguing as if behind a veil of

ignorance about how such belngs should treat each other at thelr varlous

stages of development? They are to argue as if they donrt know whether or

not they are Bl or 82 or, if they are Bl say, as if they donrt know

whether they are the infant Bl SI or the adult Bl S20.
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As the velorÍans argue from the viewpoint of the being whose interests

are affected, they witl be indifferent as to whether or not Bl sI is

painlessly kílled because BI SI is not a person with the concepts of

himself as continuing to exist over time with a future and a past' Bl Sl

lacks the concepts of lífe and death, consequently he cannot desire to be

alive rather than dead. No desire of his is frustrated by killing him

painlessly. As Bl St, however, velorians wÍII seek to avoid threatening

and painful situations so they will wish to be protected from these. They

will not be concerned to ensure that they develop their potential to lead

significant lives because they lack the concepts necessary to possess such

a desire. They will contract, therefore, to prevent cruelty to infant Xrs,

but Ít is by no means obvious that they would contract to give an infant X

the right to develop its potential to lead a significant life. If they do

give it this rÍght it wiII be for some trindirecttr reason such as the

distress caused to adult Xrs by the thought that infant Xrs lack this

right. It will not be because Ínfant Xrs have more intrinsic worth than

an ant or a bee or a sperm. An infant x is not relevantly different to

ants etc. in spite of its potential to lead a significant life' Like

ants etc. its desires are NOT frustrated by its being killed painlessly'

nor is the lack of frustration altered by the fact that it possesses a

potential that ants etc. do not.

we have seen, then, that Ímpartialist contractarianism can generate

distinctlons between kinds of beings relevant to concluslons about how

they ought to be treated. I have not worked through completely where

impartialist contractarianism would take us on the moral status of infants

as this would require an investigation of a range of factual issues of no

direct bearing on the present enquiry. Nonetheless, enough has been done

to show that impartialist contractarianism can lead to particular moral

judgements without presupposÍng the truth of either the simple or the
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complex theory of personal identity. AII that is needed is that the

velorians consider the case of a rational self-conscious agent BI S20

whose body Bl at T20 either is, or is believed by Bt s20 to be, spatio-

temporally continuous with a particular infant body at Tl- such that he

believes any harm to BI at TI frustrates or hampers the implementation of

his plans at T20. He does not need to believe, nor does it need to be the

case, that he is an individual in any sense other than the same bodily

individual Lt Bt SI to Ll BI S{.

7. Contuinitv of Stlffering

Haksar (1979, III) arwes that any theory which requires the pursuit of

utÍIitarian goals to be constrained by non-utÍlitarian rights must pre-

suppose the simple view and reject the complex view' As contract theories

are intended to generate such non-utilitarian moral constraints they must

presuppose the simple theory. As Haksar says'

rIf Parfitrs complex theory is correct, if there are no

persistent individuals (exôept in a trivial sense), whY^

should we get so worked up about suffering in the world?
fuffering ñoutd still be real, but how much worse it is
when (inúrinsically) tne very same individual keeps

suffering on and oñ. Such considerations make one suspect
that the complex view is not only incompatible with a right-
based upp"ou'"h ... but also with any kind of humane morality'
Parfit rightly points out that on his vÍew a person should
not be frightäned by the prospects of his own death, death

is not as Ëad as it appears to the ignorant. He might have

added that on his view'rnurder is not such an evil as it
appears to the oId-fashioned.r

Does impartialist contract theory, thenr agree with Haksar that it is much

worse for the same individual to go suffering on and on than it is for the

same amount of suffering to be dÍvided among different individuals?

whichever it is, is it the case that impartiallst contract theory can only

arrlve at its answer by presupposlng either the slmple or the complex vlew

of personal identitY?
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Earlier I said that the setf Bt sN believes itself to be the same

suffering individual as BI Sl when it believes that Bl slrs suffering is

the same as its suffering.

Any particular self Bl st may believe that he is the same suffering

individual as the self BI S20 or he may not. He may also believe that he

is the same suffering individual as 82 S20, but I will limit my discussion

for the moment to cases where the selves that regard themselves as belonging

to the same índivÍdual are aII located in the same body' The self BI Sl may

be wrong in believing that he is the same suffering individual as Bl S20'

He wiII be wrong if the simple theory of personal identity is false and the

compJ-ex theory true. Nonetheless, regardless of the truth or falsity of

either theory, Bt sl regards himself as the same suffering individual as

the selves Bl s2 to'BI S20. This belief has certain consequences for how

he regards the suffering of Bl s20. Granted that Bl sl is a rational

self-conscious agent, he will want to minimise his suffering, unless' in

some way, greater suffering implements his plans better than lesser

suffering. This exception, however, raises questions about what is to

count as a rational agent rather than whether our judgements about the

wrongness of suffering depend on one theory of personat Ídentity rather

than another. I will assume, then, that Bl sl wants to minimise his

suffering. As he regards himself as the same indÍvidual as the selves

BI 52 to Bl S20 he will also want to minimise the suffering of Bl 52 to

Br s20.

He doesnrt need to believe that his later selves will remember his thoughts'

experiences, emotions or intentions or even that these later selves wiII

have relevantly similar thoughts, intentions, etc. WhÍle a self Bl SI may

believe it is part of some suffering individual Ll this doesnrt mean that

it is right. contract theory would have to beg the metaphysical question
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against the complex theory if it needed to assume that BI SIrs belief was

true before contractarian moral conclusions could be derived from it.

The velorians, however, do not know whether they are a self that believes

it is part of an suffering individual or not. This means they will have to

consider a different contract for each of the following cases:

(f) A contract governing how the selves of a particular suffering

indivÍdual LI should treat other suffering individuals L2, L3, etc.

(2) A contract governing how suffering individuals should treat the

selves of nonéuffering Índividuals, and vice versa.

(3) A contract governing how the selves of a particular suffering

individual LN should treat each other.

(4) A contract governing how the selves located in the body of one

nonsuffering individual should treat each other.

(5) A contract governing how selves located in different nonsuffering

individuals should treat each other.

In Case (3) each self witl be out to minimise the suffering of each other

self because it regards this suffering as its own and it wishes to minimise

its own suffering. The various selves of a suffering individual can be

treated as one self with respect to minimÍsing suffering. This Ís how

velorians would contract for the selves of the one suffering indlvidual to

treat each other, that is, the velorians would contract that a self that

believed itself to be identÍcal with respect to sufferinq as a number of

other selves would minimise.suffering across all of those selves considered

as a unit.
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I witl deal now with the fÍrst case. In this case I can talk of how

individual Ll should treat L2 to LN rather than use the terminology of

selves and the BN SN notation. Individual LI sN is understood to be

located in bodY 81.

The velorians do not know which of Ll to LN they are, therefore they will

want to enter into whichever contract offers the best chance that they wÍIl

minimise suffering no matter who they are. This means that the velorians

will contract to ensure that, as far as possible, suffering is distributed

equally between Ll to LN. This means that they wÍtl contract for LI to

LN to be bound by laws that have this effect. Offenders witl be penalised

to discourage the offense, because the offense is a case where the offender

has benefitted nimsålt at the cost of a greater than equal suffering to

someone else.

The velorians, then, can enter Ínto a contract about how individuals of

the kind Ll to LN should treat each other. This contract supports the

particular moral judgement that it is worse for the one individual to go

suffering on and on than for the same amount of suffering to be distributed

among a number of individuals, provided the selves of each individual

concerned have a concept of themselves as members of the same suffering

individual, and provided inequalities Ín suffering are due to the deliberate

acts of other suffering individuals or are remediable by the deliberate acts

of suffering individuals.

This particular moral judgement has been reached, however, without pre-

supposing the existence of indivÍduals (in a deep sense) or without

presupposing their non-existence. It has been arrived at instead by

investigating what contracts the velorians would negotiate to cover the

case of selves that regarded their own suffering as that of the same
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suffering individual. It was not even assumed that there actually,are

such selves, i.e. selves who believe members identÍfied with earlíer

suffering selves. As it happens, there are such selves, namely the selves

of nearly every adult human capable of participating Ín moral discussions'

Consequently, the particular moral judgements that follow from the hypo-

thetical contract are binding on all such humans, provided we adopt

contract theory as our moral basis. Even though there are such selves' it

doesnrt follow that the metaphysical theory that there really are suffering

individuals is true. It may be that there is no metaphysical basis to this

betief. The complex theory could be true instead, with the consequence

that any self that believed its suffering to be that of a suffering

Índividual would just be mistaken. Whether such selves are mistaken or not'

until they have been convinced that they are mistaken, they will continue

to behave as if they were selves of one suffering individual, therefore the

velorians can negotiate contracts about how the indivÍduaIs which such selves

believe themselves to constitute should treat each other.

Nonetheless, it may seem a weakness of contract theory that the force of

the contract depends on whether or not a particular self remains convinced

that it is a member of a suffering individual, especially if this belief

cannot be rationally justified or can be shown to be false' After all' if

it can be shown to be false, then rational selves will abandon this belief'

thereby exempting themselves from the contract governing the behaviour of

selves who conceive of themselves as sufferlng lndlvlduals' Thls means

that they are no longer required by this contract to regard lt as worse

that one indivÍdual goes suffering on and on than that the same amount of

suffering be divided amongst a number of rrbodÍesrr'
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The availability of the complex theory of personal identity, then, enables

any particular individual Bl to claim exemption from the contract and its

penalties on the grounds that he does not regard the suffering of future

selves of his body as hís suffering. The velorians, however, will not be

convinced that he is entitled to exemption merely because he claims to be

a non-suffering individual. They know that suffering indÍviduals will not

want other suffering individuals to pretend to be nonsuffering in order to

be exempt from the contract and its penalties. It will have to be the case

that the claimant really doesnrt regard himself as a suffering individual'

There will need to be evidence of this. If he is exempt merely because he

Çlaims to be non-suffering without support of sufficlent evidence then this

will lead to pretenders bringing about a reduction in their fair share of

the equal distribution of suffering at the cost of someone elsers increase'

VelorÍans will not consent to this, consequently they will require that the

claim to be nonsuffering be consistent with the way that the claimant has

behaved or wiII behave. The claimant, for example, the human Blr will I

have to have acted in the past as if he was indifferent to his lÍkely

suffering Ín the present. There can be no índications that his past selves

continuously planned to minimise suffering for his later selves' Just as

importantly, he cannot appeal in the present to the consequences for him

in the future of his being treated as a suffering individual because' if

he is truly nonsuffering, it shouldrt worry him that there is some future

self of his body that is penalÍsed for the actions of this present self'

It is possible, however, that a suffering individual at TI will become

nonsuffering in the future. should this occur, the veloríans will not

want him penalised as if he had remaÍned a suffering individual' This is

because the poÍnt of the penalÍty Ís twofold. Firstly, to deter the

offender and others from breaking the law. Secondly, to prevent the

offender getting away with a benefit he has gained at someone el-sers
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expense. He cannot be permitted to have created an imbalance in the

dÍstribution of suffering such that he preserves the benefit he has hurt

others to get. There is no point, then, in penalising someone who will

not be deterred and who, in a sense, does not gain a benefit at someone

elsers expense because he is not the same individual as the offender'

The offender did not plan that the benefit be his benefít' Admittedly,

the benefit was enjoyed by someone, and that someone had no right to it'

but neither is that someone guilty of improperly obtaining this benefit'

The velorians will not want beings of this kind to be a threat to the

lives, safety, property, etc. of sufferÍng individuals, but they also wíIl

not want such a being treated as if he were responsible for his acts in the

way suffering individuals are. They will want him to be able to live his

life in a manner that maximises the satisfactions of each of his selves'

while minimising his risk to other people. This will mean that he will

become a cost to society. Just in case they turn out to be a nonsuffering

individual they wil-I require suffering individuals to contribute something

to his maintenance and, possÍble, cure. Velorians would seek to return a

nonsuffering individual to his former suffering condition if the former

suffering individualrs expressed wishes or actual behaviour indicated that

this is what he would have wanted. Nonsuffering individuals are indifferent

to the suffering of their future selves so they will not oppose such a

contract.

As nonsuffering individuals are indlfferent to the sufferlng of thelr

future selves, they will be indifferent about which contracts exist to

regulate the behaviour of their future selves, or the treatment given to

their future selves. There wiII be no point, therefore, in the velorians

negotiating special contracts to govern the behaviour of nonsuffering

ÍndivÍduaIs because nonsufferÍng individuals are no more capable of

honouring contracts than animals or very young children. unlike animals
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and young children, nonsuffering indivÍduals fully understand what a

contract is, and how it governs future behaviour. They will not oppose

contracts governing how suffering individuals treat nonsuffering individuals

because they do not regard the suffering such contracts may bring their

future selves as, in any senser their suffering.

We have seen, then, that the velorians wiII be able to negotiate contracts

which govern the behaviour of both suffering and nonsuffering individuals,

even given that they must assess the acceptabilÍty of these contracts from

the viewpoints of both kinds of individual. In negotiating these contracts'

they did not need to assume the truth or falsity of either theory, although

they were only able to negotiate these contracts because they took into

account the vÍewpoÍnt of beings that belleved themselves to be suffering

individuals. The applicability of the contract, then, depends on the actual

existence of beings that believe themselves to be suffering individuals.

As I indicated earlier, most humans regard themselves in this way. The

contract negotiated by the velorians, then, applies to most humans, that Ís,

to all who regard themselves as suffering individuals. We have also seen

that those human beings who do not regard themselves as suffering

individuats will not oppose this contract, regardless of the truth or

falsity of the simple or complex theories of personal identÍty.

Let us suppose, however, that the simple theory Ís false. This merely shows

that there is no metaphysical entity enduring from TI to T2 ln which the

experiences of SI and 52 both adhere, or which subtends these experiencest

or Ín which these experiences subsist. Must BI Sl, who has regarded itself

as part of a suffering individual, now cease to do so? It must certainly

cease to belÍeve that there is such an ÍndÍvidual, but it can, wÍthout an

error of reason, continue to value the experiences of Bl 52 to Bl SN in a

way that it does not value the experiences of 82 SI to 82 SN.
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There are, however, factors that reduce the arbitrariness of BI SIrs

valuing more the avoidance of Bf S2rs sufferÍng than Bl S2rs, even if the

complex theory is true. After all, BI Szrs suffering occurs against a

background of contents of consciousness continuous wÍth Bl Slrs but not

with 82 52rs. The self Bt Slrs visual, tactile, etc. experiences, its

pains, tickles and other sensations, are all experienced from a perspective

Iocated in BI as are Bl s2rs, whereas 82 S2rs are Ín 82. If the complex

theory is true, then the presence of all these factors provÍde the basis

for adopting the conventions that BI SI and BI 52 are the same suffering

individual but the important poÍnt is that they, or something similar,

have to be present to give the convention a foothold. The more of them

that disappear the less the selves of BI are likely to regard themselves

as the rsamerindividual along any of the axes of individualityr e.g. if

Bt 52 remembers none of BI SIrs experiences then Bl 52 wiII not regard

itself as the same remembering Índividual as BI Sl, if Bl 52 no longer

has desires of the same kind as Bf SI then it will not regard itself as

the same intending individual as BI Sl, and so on. The fewer types of

individual that Bt s2 believes it and Bt sI are both parts of, then the

Iess likely Bl 52 is to regard itself as the same as BI Sl. Williams (tgll)

however, argues that a particular self BI Sl could believe that future

selves Bl 52 to Bl SN could share no memories, intentions, emotions, etc.

and yet Bl SI still believe itself to be the same suffering individual as

Bl 52 to Bt SN. Even if Williams is not right about all humans, he only

needs to be rtght about some for lt to be the case that contract theory

applies, whatever the metaphysical truth.

lVhat, then, of the person in an actual phitosophical argument who either

holds the complex theory of personal identÍty or who is agnostÍc about the

truth of eíther theory. Can this person clafm exemption from the contract?

He is, after all, one of the real people involved in an argument about how
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we should act, and he is unconvinced of the truth of the simple theory'

Have the rest of us abrogated our impartialist contractarian responsibility

if we proceed to negotiate contracts that wiII govern his behaviour as well

as ours because we negotiate as if we were suffering individuals' even

though we have not provided metaphysical proof that there are any such

things? The answer to this question is much the same as the answer given

to how suffering individuals should treat nonsufferÍng ones' The difference

here is that the person in the real situation is not pre,tending to be a

nonsuffering individual' nor is he claiming to be a nonsufferíng individual'

In stead t he has ohíIosophical doubts about the existence of suffering

individuals. His phitosophical doubts, however' can be either serious

ones or speculative ones. If they are serious, this means he is not

prepared to regard himself as an suffering índividual until they are

resolved. He then becomes a nonsuffering individual and the velorians

have already negotiated a contract about how his suffering conflictants

should treat him. If his doubts are speculative, in that he still regards

himself as an suffering individual but wonders how he can prove that he

really is one, then he is bound by the contract governing the behaviour of

all beings that regard themselves as suffering individuals.

o Continuítv of Memory

It may be that the moral judgements made by impartialist contractarians

presuppose a particular metaphysical theory about whatever it is that has

BI Slrs memories being the same as whatever has Bl szrs memories, that ist

that Bt sl and 81 52 are parts of the same remembering indivÍdual' I will

briefty consider whether or not this is so'
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Contract theory would treat memory much as it treated suffering' The

velorians need to consider two types of beings, namely, those that believe

themselves to be rememberíng individuals and those that believe themselves

not to be. A self BI Sl believes itself to be part of the same remembering

individual LI BI SI as the self 81 52 when it believes that the contents

of consciousness that BI 52 wiII remember will actually be those of Bl sl'

that is, when BI SI believes that there is ardirectrrelatÍonshÍp, to use

Parfitrs term, between its contents of consciousness and BI 52rs memories'

Let us consider a case where Bl 52 believes that the thoughts it remembers

are those of Bl Sl. fuppose, for example, that Bl 55 believes it remembers

an argument which has the steps Al, A2, 43. It could be the case that

there really has been one remembering individual remembering all the steps

Al to A3 or it could be the case that there is no such individual but

merely a series of selves such that sI had Al, s2 had 42, 53 had 43. In

this tatter case, Bl 54 thinks it remembers AI but it is mistaken' This

means that 54 was just born ex nihilo with a knowledge of Al to A3' There

seems no logical impossibility in this. Nonetheless, when the velorians

came to Consider what contracts to conclude from the viewpointt firstlyt

of beings with genuine memories of the thoughts of past selves and,

secondly, of beings with pseudo-memories of thoughts of past selves, they

would have to treat both klnds of beings as the same for all practical

purposes.

What matters ls not that 54 really does remember Slrs production of Al as

opposed to S4rs having a pseudo-memory of this, but rather that 54 knows of

Sl's production of AI by some means or other. If 54 doesnrt know of SIrs

production of Al, then the task of the velorians does get difficultt

especially if there are lots of these gaps in lots of these beings the

velorian had hoped to bind by a contract. This, however, is not a meta-
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physicalissuebutanempiricalone.Iftherearesuchbeings,thenthey

are bound by a particular contract. If there are no such beings' then

theyareeitherboundbyadifferentcontract,orbynocontractatall.

contract theory can tell us what our obligations are if the facts are a

certain way. The remaining problem is to determÍne whether the facts are

this way or not. There can be no serious doubt that it is a fact that

there are beings who believe themselves to be remembering individuals'

whether thÍs belief is due to their having genuine or pseudo memories of

the contents of consciousness of previous selves' There can be no serious'

asopposedtospeculative,doubtaboutthisbecausewehavejustbeen

engaginginpreciselythesituationwhereeachofuswasanSlconsidering

Al,then52consideringA2inthetightofAl,andSoon.Thereisan

ad hominem here against anyone who claÍms serious doubts' Anyone who is

truly a non-remembering individual could not be a velorian' He would lack

the abilities necessary to conduct an argument on any matter' therefore he

would not be capable of arguing about which contract should govern his own

behaviour. In fact, as he was not capable of deductive reasoning' he would

not be able even to conduct his life in accord with a contract'

t0 Continuitv of Intention

It may be that the moral judgements made by impartialist contractarianism

presupposeaparticularmetaphysicaltheoryaboutwhateveritisthathas

BI Sl's Íntentions being the same as whatever it is that has Bl s2rs' that

is, that BI SI and BI 52 are parts of the same intending individual '

IfthecomplextheoryistruethenrHaksarclaimsmoraltheoriesare

committed to treating selves of the same body in the same way as they

treat selves of different bodÍes' He says'
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rUnder the complex view, there ís mt a radÍcal
moral difference between punishing John-Doe for.
the crimes that John Doe committed earlier' and

puÀi.ning John Doers son for the crimes that
'John Doe"committed earlier' True, John Doers son

is innocent of the crimes that his father committed

n"t-"^ the complex view John Doe is innocent of the

crime that was committed by his earlier self'r
(rzlz, l14)

Haksar admits, however, that there can be a contractarian justification for

punishing a later

He says,

bodily self for the actions of an earlier bodily self'

rsuppose John Doe is asked to pay a library.fine of
55 because some overdue books borrowed by his earlier
self. Now in such a case if John Doe were to disclaim
rãiponsinility for this debt which he admits was

iÃãLt""¿ by his earlier seJ'f, we could retort "Look'
t;-h;;; iÅherited so much from your earrie.r.self '
Éor instun"", the large house that belonged to 

-your
earlier self now beloñgs to you' It is quite-f.air
that if you acquire ali his ôapital, you should pay

nis Oebtä out of that capital' You cannot claim to
be the same as John Doe for the purposes of acquiring
ãif f,it capital, and at the same time deny that it is
vã, *n" o*b th"-library money".r (1979, rr8)

the actions of earlier ones for some casesr it is by no means adequate'

He says,

rfut now suppose John Doe were to commit a murder'

Is it tair [b severely punish his later self, sâY'

by Iife'irp"irãnment?" .Is this not a case where the

capital lr,ãt-ronn Doe inherits from the earlier self
is ress inan the debt that he is alleged to have

inheriteJ i.ot his earlier self? And so' if in such

a case *" *.". to punish him severely, we would be

Just as the son canrt claim his fatherrs wealth without accepting respons-

ibility for paying out his fatherrs debts' so a later self of the same

bodity Índividual canrt claim an earlier selfrs wealth without also

incurring its debts.

while Haksar agrees that this strategy provides the contractarian with a

justified basis to punish later selves of the same bodity individual for
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punÍshing a person who wasr morally speakingr innocent'
We may, of course, decide that for pragmatic reasons we

have to punish such people, in spite of their moral
innocence. fut if so, how can we rule out, on principle'
a system which allows us to punÍsh a son for the crimes
of nis father?t (1979, tt8)

We have already seen one way in which the velorians could legitimately

draw up a contract that required a later self of the same bodily individual

to be punished for the crimes of an earlier self, that is, when the

contract governs how suffering individuals should treat each other. If Ll

murders L2 in order to avoid some suffering, then self Ll Bl 52 is

legitimately punished for Ll Bl SIrs attempts to avoid some suffering for

Ll at L2ts expense. This contract, however, only covers the case of beings

each of whom regards himself as a suffering indÍvidual located in one body.

The velorians would have to negotiate quite a different contract for beings

each of whom regarded himself as a suffering individual located in two

bodies, either simultaneously or consecutÍvely. While there may be such

cases, we do not need to investigate how the velorians would deal with such

cases unless such cases can be shown to make a difference to the cases that

do interest us. The case of punishing the son for his fatherts crimes i-s

not a case of the same suffering individual located Ín two bodies. It is

rather the case of two sets of selves Bl Sl to BI SN and 82 Sf to 82 SN'

where each of Bl Sl to BI SN regards itself as the same suffering individual

as the others, and each of 82 SI to 82 SN regards itself as the same

sufferÍng individual as the others, but none of Bl Sl to BI SN regards

itself as the same sufferÍng lndividual as 82 Sl to 82 SN.

Velorians dealing wÍth beings of this kind wíII treat the crimes of BI Sl

as the crimes of a quite distinct individual to the crimes performed by any

of the selves 82 Sl to 82 SN. Instead they will treat them as the crimes

of the same individual as the crimes of the selves BI 52 to Bl SN, at

least when Bl Slrs motivation for these crimes is the avoidance of

{
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suffering to any of Bt 52 to BI SN'

Avoidance of suffering is not the only motfvation behind BI Slrs actions

that can serve to identify Bl sl as the same individual as Bl s2 to Bl sN'

Any intention whatsoever will do, as long as Bl sI believes that whatever

intends its actions is the same as whatever will intend the actions of

some other self BI SN. If Bl sl believes this then I wiII say that it

belÍeves itself to be part of the sametintendingr individual as Bl sN'

The velorians will draw up contracts to govern the behaviour of intending

individuals. The intentions of no individual will be given superior

treatment to those of anyone else when it came to the distribution of

costs and benefits consequent upon these intentions. Anyone performing

an act Íntended to gain a benefit beyond his entitlement or to avoid a

cost he is required to bear by a fair distribution of costs will be

approprtately penalised. The velorians will want the contract to ensure

that individuals are NoT able to advantage themselves at the expense of

other individuals. This means they wÍII want to be able to distinguish

between criminal individuals who really do not believe that their various

selves are selves of the same intending individual, and those who merely

pretend thís.

The velorians wiII have to consider a number of possible relationships

that can exÍst between the intentions of a self Bl sl and the intentions

of some later self BI SN. Each of these different possibilities may

require a different kind of contract. These relationships include

(I) Bl SI believes itself to be a member of the same intending individual

as Bl sN and it matters to Bl sl that BI SNrs intentions are not

hampered but, rather, are facilitated in their achievement by the

actions of BI SI.
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(2)Blslbelievesitselftobeamemberofthesameintending

individualasBlsNbutitdoesnttmattertoBlstwhateffects
itsactionshaveontheachievementBlsNlsintentions.

(3) BI SI doesntt believe itself to be a member of the same intending

individual as Bl SN but behaves as if Ít did'

(4) BI Sl doesnrt belÍeve itself to be a member of the same intending

individual as Bl sN and doesnrt care what effects its actions have

on the achievement of Bl SNrs intentions'

The kind of contract the velorian would negotiate for case (I) wilr be the

same as the contract they negotiate for case (3). In either case' Bl sI

wiII perform actions at TI intended to facititate the achievement of

BI Sl.lrs intentions at TN, whatever those intentions may be. In R'M' Harers

terminology, (I98r, I0I-102), Bl sl will display signs of evaluating the

relative merÍts of his rnow-for-nowr preferences and BI sNrs rthen-for-

thenIpreferences.Thiswillmanifestitselfinhismodifyingactions

based on his own now-for-now preferences in order to balance their demands

against Bl sN's then-for-then preferences. As long as Bl sI reveals this

kind of thinking in his choice of the actions open to him, he will be

covered by the contract that the velorians draw up for intending individ-

uals, whether BI SI believes himself to be the same intending individual

as Bl 5N or not. The poÍnt is that he thinks and acts as if he and BI Sl'l

were members of the same lntendlng lndlvldual' If Bl sN clalms that he

should not be punished for the actions of BI SI because Bl sl did not

believe himself to be the same intendíng individual as BI SN' then Bl sN

must also be able to show that BI Slrs actions were not intended to

facilitate the achievement of Bt sNrs intentions Ín just the way BI SN

would have done had he been present in Bl at Tl'
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The contract, then, is not affected by Bl slrs belief that he is not the

same intending individual as BI SN if BI Sl behaves exactly as Bl sN would

have if he had been present in 81 at T1. Likewise for each of BI 52 up to

Bl SN hÍmself.

This, however, doesnrt show that the contract ís independent of the truth

or falsity of either the simple or complex theory of personal identity

because exactly the same analysis could be offered for Bl sl and the selves

of some other body 82. The problem Haksar has posed is why we shouldnrt

punish the son for his fatherrs crimes. what if the father behaved

towards hÍs son as we have described BI SI behaving towards BI sN? If

there is no metaphysical basis for saying that the father is a quÍte

distinct individual from the son then why canrt we adopt a convention and

treat the father and the son as the one individual, as Parfitrs complex

theory seems to allow us to do?

What we need to do here is distinguish the conventional from the contingent.

It is a purely contingent matter that we do not regard different bodily

individuals as the same lntending individual. It is a contingent matter

because, were the facts to be different, we would treat two bodily

individuals as the one intending indivÍduat. This, however, need not be

merely a matter of convention. It is, rather, that different facts mean

we have to pursue the same kinds of interests and concerns in different

ways. If the facts were such that the father behaved towards hls son as

if he and his son were the same intending indlvidual, then it would not

be a mere matter of convention that we treated them as the same intending

individual. It wo.uld be a requirement of our desire to ensure a fair

distribution of costs and benefits between indivÍduals as applied to the

particular facts of the case.
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As it turns out, it would be most unlikely that the facts of the case

would ever be such as to warrant our treating the two bodily índividuals

as the one intending indivÍdual, given the kind of universe we find our-

selves in. Given a different universe, such treatment might be warranted'

The behaviour of father and son would have to be much more co-ordinated

and inter-dependent than it is in our universe. It would have to be

rather Iike the situation that John wyndham describes in his novel'

'the Midwich Cuckoosr, where there are a group of children, all of whom

act as if they were merely different bodily limbs to the one mind' what-

ever happens to one is known to the others. They never disagree with each

other. Their interests never conflict, and so on. something similar

would have to be the case with the father and son after the father committed

the crime for the son to be treated as the same intending individual as

the father. In our kind of world this rarely if ever occurs' Not only

does the father at TN perceive the world from a location in Bl, but the

father rs self at TN, that is BI SN has no rdirectr relation with the per-

ceptions or intentions of the sonrs self at TN, that is, 82 SN' The self

BI SN cannot act through the body 82. It cannot control B2rs arms or legs

etc. as it can Blrs. It cannot make 82 a vehicle of its will, nor does it

believe it can, nor does it believe that 82 SN can make Bl a vehicle of

82 SNrs wÍII. It is also the case the BI SN remembers the intentions of

Bl sI to Bl sN. It is as if he had been an observer to the contents of

consciousness of each of these selves whereas he had never been an

observer to the contents of consciousness of 82rs selves' HtS memorles

not only involve his observation of these contents of consciousness but

they aì-so are accompanied by the belief that he was not merely an observer'

while Bl sI in fact had a particular set of intentions at Tl, the self

Bl sN believes that these intentions would have been different if he'

Bl sN, had so desired. The self Bl sN can only believe this if he

regards himself as the same intending individual as BI SI' He does not
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however believe it of 82 SI or even of 82 SN. Likewise for 82 SN'

These, then, are all contingent facts that, when they obtain, will lead

the velorians to negotiate a particular kind of contract in which a son

wiII not be liable to be punished for his fatherrs crimes' This is so

whether or not there is really a metaphysical substratum linking the sonrs

various selves and a quite different substratum Iinking the fatherrs

various selves. It is not, however, merely a matter of convention' Given

that these are the facts of the situation, the velorians could not regard

themselves as free to adopt some radically different criterion of personal

identity.

The irrelevance of the metaphysical theories to the calculations of the

velorians can be seen by considering a unÍverse in which the facts

warranted the father and son being treated as the same intending individual'

The velorians will stilt want to ensure that innocent parties are not

punished for the crimes of the father-son, even if the only beings avail-

able for consideration are aII multiple-bodied. For example, the

velorians have to take into account that they could be the innocent

mother-sister. They will, therefore, still want to establish procedures

by which to determine guilt and innocencer enforce penalties, and so on'

They wilI not regard as acceptable a contract whÍch advantages the father-

son at the expense of other members of the community by refusing to

punish the son for the crimes of the father en the grounds that they are

distinct intending individuals when the facts have each of them behaving

as the one intending individual. In this sense, the velorians are not

free to adopt whatever convention they like about what is to count as an

intendÍng Índividual.
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Nonetheless, what is to count as an intending indivÍdual- may stÍll be

conventional in Parfitrs sense in that there may be no metaphysical

substratum linking the various selves of the father-son. Even if the

velorians believed there to be no such substratum, they would still insist

that the empirical facts of the case required father and son to be treated

as the one intending individual. Their metaphysical theory would make no

difference to the contract. SÍmilarlyr €v€n if they believed. that personal

identity depended on a unÍfying metaphysical substratum, the facts of the

case would lead them to postulate that there was such a substratum Iinking

father and son. The metaphysical theory would be tailored to accommodate

the empirical facts. Contract theory, then, need not presuppose any

particular metaphysical theory of personal identity in order to generate

substantive moral judgements about whom it is proper to punish for the

commission of a crime. There can be non-utilitarian right-based constraints

on who is to be punished. It can be the case that BI SI and BI SN are

1Ínked in such a way that Bt Sl licenses us to punish Bl SN at ÏN for the

murder Bt Sl committed at TI, whereas there is no similar link between

BI Sl and the selves of hi.s son or his wife. Contract theory can refuse

to sacrifice the individual for utilitarian ends without thereby begging

any metaphysical questions. Even if the indivÍdual is a construct out of

separate experiences, the contract theory does not have to focus on the

separate experiences but can meaningfully negotiate contracts as if there

were individuals who had these experlences. What is more to the point' in

the cases I have examlned the velorians would show a blatant disregard for

the facts if their contract governed separate selves rather than intending

individuals.

We have looked so far at two of the four possibilities I lÍsted earliert

that is, we have looked at
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(I) BI SI believes itself to be a member of the same intending individual

as Bl sN and it matters to Bl sl that BI SNrs intentions are not

hampered but, rather, are facilltated in their achievement by the

actions of Bl S1.

(3) Bl sl doesn't believe itself to be a member of the same intending

individual as BI SN but behaves as if it did'

The other two cases were

(?) BI SI believes itself to be a member of the same intending individual

as Bl sN but it doesntt matter to Bl sl what effects its actions

have on the achievement of Bl SNrs Íntentions'

(4) BI Sl doesnrt believe itself to be a member of the same intending

individual as BI SN and doesntt care what effects its actions have

on the achievement of Bl SNrs intentions'

case (2) is likely to occur where Bl sl believes that Bl sN will remember

its contents of consciousness and those of the selves from BI Sl to Bl sN'

It witl also believe that BI SN could have changed what Bl Sl thought and

did. The self BI sI, then, is to be treated in much the same way as the

case where Bl sl doesnrt believe itself to be the same suffering

individual as BI SN. Bodily individuats like BI Sl will not want to

oppose a contract that treats BI SI to BI SN as the same lntending

indlvidual, because he is lndlfferent about whether or not Bl sN is

punÍshed for his acts. If he does oppose such a contract' then this is

prima facie evidence that he does not really fall under case (2)'

The velorians, however, would be disinclined to punÍsh 81 Sl'l for the

crimes of Bl sI because, from the viewpoint of Bl sN, they would not want
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to be punished for the crimes of a self that acted with such a blatant

disregard for their interests. Also, intending indivÍduaIs who might

become non intending'individuals would be concerned to ensure that their

rater selves of their non-lntending phase were not punished for the

crimeofanearlierphase.Thevelorians,then,wouldcontracttodo

much as we do, that is, isolate non-intending individuals so that they

cannot harm intending individuals, providing them as far as possible with

a non-punlshing environment.

Case(4)wouldbetreatedmuchasCase(G).InthiscaseBISN|ssense

of injustice at being held responsible for BI Slts crimes would be even

greater than in Case (2).

These cases, then, are consistent with the points made against Haksar in

my discussion of Cases (f) and (3)'
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Chapter 7

istemolo cal tion s

l. Dnorkin claims that

the theory.r (tZls, L39)

In particular, D,vorkÍn argues that RawIst theory entails religious tolerance

only because it assumes that rone cannot arrive at justified true belief

in religious mattersr. ¡975, L39)

In this chapter I will argue that impartialism does not make this assumption'

even if Rawls does. In addition I will 100k at how the three impartialÍst

axioms can be applied to epistemological questions to produce resolutions

to conflicts of desirês over what to believe, that is, if A wants Brs

belief that P to be suppressed, what kinds of reasons would be unacceptable'

2. Dwo rkinrs Criticisms

WhiIe Rawlsr contraclors know nothing which enables them to identify their

reat.lifecounterparts,theydohaveknowledgeofthegenerallawsof

science and human behaviour. under such circumstances RawIs believes that

they wilI contract to prefer religious tolerance to fntolerance' DworkÍn

clalms that this preference can only be deduced from the orlglnal positfon

if it is assumed that the parties kriow or beliéve that rone cannot arrive

at justlflerl true belief in religious mattersr'



To show that this is so, he postulates that the

of ignorance all belÍeve that redheads know the

If this is so, then, Duorkin thinks the parties

ignorance may well contract to prefer religious

He says,

L47.

parties behind the veil

truth in religious matters.

behÍnd the veil of

intolerance over tolerance.

rIf there were a truth, and it could be ascertained,
would those in the original posÍtion who contemplated

3 The Relevance of Druorkinrs Criticisms to ImpartÍalist Theory

3.1 Dworkinrs Arqument

Druorkin postulates that the partÍes behind the Rawlsian veil of

ignorance know that redheads have religious truth. If this Ís so'

then would it not be rational, he asks, tto choose these people

as authorities with the right to suppress false viewsr. (L975, f38)

Dryorkin believes it would be rational to do so

I will now look in more detail at his argument as quoted above.

3.2 Dworkínrs Non-Sequitrrr

Dlvorkin gives us the flrst premlss of an argument, namely,

(f) It is not biassed to give preference to the true'

From this premiss he derives the conclusion

(2) Redheads have the right to suppress false vÍews.
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This conclusion only seems to be possible if Druorkin treatsrgiving

preferencetothetrueIasidenticaltoIsuppressingfalseviews|.

If this identÍty is made, then the argument would go through given

the minor premiss (2) betow

(l) It is not biassed to give preference to the true (suppress

false views).

(2)RedheadshavetherighttosuppresswhateveritisNOTbiassed

to suPPress.

therefore

(3) Redheads have the right to suppress false views (give

preference to the true)'

Itisbynomeansobvious,however,thatgivingpreferencetothetrue

andsuppressingthefalseareldentical.Autilitarian,forexample,

who only values truth as a means to happiness may feel that someone

who insists without argument that happiness-producing falsity must be

suppressedwhileunhappiness-producingtruthneednotbethereby

showsdistinctsignsofbias.Usingimpartíalistargumentswecan

see further difficulties with this supposed identity'

3.) A Provisional Impartial ist Arqument

In D,vorkinrs opinion, people behind the veil of ignorance who know

that redheads have the truth, wourd contract to suppress alr vl-ews

thatdisagreedwithredheadviews.Wecanexpresstheprincipleby

which theY would act as

(4) fuppress aII false (non redhead) views'
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From an impartialist point of view, however, D'vorkints rider that

the people behind the veil of ignorance know that redheads have the

truth is a problem. The irpartiatist position is unconditional.

All principles are open to dispute. Onty if this is so are we in a

position to say that the principles eventually contracted for are

really person-neutral, respecting the integrity of each moral agent,

considering all their interests equally. Nonetheless, we can discover

whether or not people are impartialists by seeÍng how they would

argue given common assumptions. If aII partles are presumed to know

something to be true, they wilt reach certain contracts about which

symmetrical principles they will obey. A person who refuses to obey

these, even though he accepts the common assumption, will not be

impartiatist. Those who do obey them will also obey rvhatever new

contracts would eventuate were the common assumption shown to be

unfounded. We can therefore operate on the basis of a provisional

impartialism, remembering that the conclusions we reach only hold as

Iong as our conditional assumption isnft challenged.

Given Dworkints condition, then, the grounds on which we oppose the

suppression of false views canrt be that the freedom to express all

views, including false ones, maximises the Iikelihood of the truth

emerging. The truth already has emerged as far as aII the parties

are concerned. .What other kinds of grounds might we have for opposing

the suppression of false views?

3.4 The rErrorr Principle

Suppose there is a conflict of desires between A and B such that A

wanted to suppress B's views just because he thinks them false. He

is therefore operating on the principle rslppress all views that A

believes falser. ImpartÍalism, however, will only accept this
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principle if it can be meaningfully symmetrifÍed. Meaningfully

symmetrified, it becomes, tA is to be free to suppress whichever

of B's view that A thinks false if B Ís free to suppress

whichever of Ars view B thinks falser. A and B would only accept

this symmetrified principle, however, if they were coercionists'

If A wanted NOT to be coerced by B more than he wanted to coerce

B, then he would rather that those of Brs views he considered false

were not suppressed than run the risk that those of his views that

B considered false were suppressed'

The impartialist axioms, then lead us to the conclusion that it is

NoT a reason to suppress someone elsers views that you think them

false. This I witl call the rerrort principle'

3.5 The rDe Gustibusl Principle

suppose A merely wants to suppress Brs views because he doesn't like

them. He is operating on the principle tsuppress any views I dontt

lÍke' . Meaningfully symmetrified, this becomes, ' If A is to be free

to suppress vieùs that he doesnrt like' then so is Br' A and B would

only accept this symmetrified principle if they were coercionists'

As a noncoercionist A would rather be free to express views that B

doesnrt like than to be free to suppress Brs views that he doesn't

like at the risk of having hls own vÍews suppressed instead'

The impartlalist axioms, then, Iead us to the conclusion that it is

NoT a reason to suppress someone elsers vÍews that you donrt like

them. In fact, this can be extended to the conclusion that it is

not a reason in itself to suppress anything anyone else wants to do

that you donrt like it. I calt this the rdegustibusr principle'
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3.6 The I SeIf-Protection I Arqument

If rational agents risked their desires not being satisifed as a result

of false views not belng suppressed, then they would all contract to

suppress false views. Is it true, however, that not suppressing false

views poses this threat?

Often, in the real situation, we risk frustrating our desires by

acting on a false vÍew we believe to be true. D'vorkin, however, has

ruled out this way of frustrating desires because everyone knows the

truth. Any rational agent, then, who knows the truth yet acts in

accord with the false either has acted irrationally or else is

satisfying his desires by choosing to do what he knows is based on

a false cIaim.

Someone who is satisfying his desires by acting on a claim he knows

to be false wiII not contract to be bound to suppress false views,

so an argument Ís needed to show why it is not acceptable under

impartialist conditions to satisfy oners desires by acting on what

one knows are false claims. This is the utilitarian consideration

raised in 3.2. I will not provide such an argument here but merely

point out that one is needed if the false is to be suppressed on the

rself-protection I ground, given Dworkin rs condition.

A rational agent only acts Írrationatly by acting in accord with the

false if thereby he frustrates his desires. By actÍng irrationally

he acts in contradiction to what is definitionally required for him

to be a rational agent, i.e. a maximiser of desire - satisfaction.

In the example being discussed here our ratÍonal agent, M, is

presumably contemplating a future case where he ceases to be rational.

He knows the truth, he knows that acting in accord with it will
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maximise his desÍre-satisfaction, Yet he suffers irrational urges to

act in accord wÍth the false. It is by no means clear that suppressing

the false will remove this problem unless the availability of false

views is the cause of his irrational urges. This would be a rare case'

It is only in this situation that a rational agent might contract to

suppress the false for self-protection. Even in this kind of

situatÍon, however, a rational agent would impose stringent conditions

on the circumstances under which he would allow the false to be

suppressed. FÍrstlyr. he would require that those who suppressed the

false for his benefit always had his agreement that their idea of the

true coincided with his own. After all, the case we are dÍscussing

is one where everyone knows the truth but some people are irrationally

acting contrary to it. The whole case changes if there is disagree-

ment about what is true or false. Given that everyone agrees on the

true, and continues to agree throughout on what is the truth, then

rational agents will agree in advance that should they be caused to

act irrationally by exposure to the false then either they wiII have

the false suppressed or else they witl have treatment that elíminates

their irrational urge to act on the false.

It is clear, however, that this agreement depends entirely on there

being no dÍsagreement on the true. In the real situation this is a

highly implausible assumption. Moreover, from the impartialist

polnt of view, the absence of actual disagreement is lrrelevant.

Someone always could-disagree. An unprovisÍonal Ímpartialist argument

would need to accomodate this possibility. The fact that a person

would abide by the princÍples contracted for under D'vorkinrs

condition shows that they are impartialists but does not show that the

principles they have contracted for are properly person-neutral.
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3.7 AquinasrArqument

Rawls belÍeves that his two princÍples of justice are incompatible

with Aquinasr argument for the death penalty for heretics. Aquinas

claims that as corrupting the soul ís far graver than counterfeiting

money, vet counterfeiters are punished by death, then Iikewise

heretics, who corrupt the soulr should be punished by death. Rav¿ls

rejects this argument because rit cannot be established by modes of

argument commonly recognísed t .

D,vorkin comments, tOn this view one is saved the labor of investigating

specific details of Aquinasr position such as whether a heretic does

corrupt the soul or whether, if he does so, this is bad or whether, if

it is bad, it deserves death as a penaltyt. (L975, L36)

D,vorkÍn wishes the argnrments we have discussed earlier to show that

Rawls cannot so easily dismiss Aquinasr view. The problemr however,

is that once we accept Drryorkints condition that everyone knows the

truth, there are no heretics. There may be heresies, in that people

may postulate false views for discussion purposes, but no heretics

in the sense of people who believe the heresies to be true. The

corrupting influence, therefore, has to be the heresy. The heresyt

however, corrupts by making someone cease to believe what is true,

which Ímmediately alters D,vorkinrs conditions. 0nce someone doubts

the redhead view, a contract needs to be establÍshed on how doubts

are to be removed. While Dworkinrs conditions continue to obtaint

there seems to be no reason for banning the heresyr other than a fear

that the mere existence of the heresy wíll lead to a situation where

D,vorkinrs condÍtions dontt obtain. As rational agents, however,

people will not come to believe the heresy unless they have good

reasons for thinking they wiII thereby maximise their desire-
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satisfaction. Consequently, a rational agent has nothing to fear by

the availability of the heresy. While he knows that redheads have

the truth, he will not frustrate his desires by acting contrary to

the truth, therefore heresy doesnrt need to be suppressed. The only

exception here is the one mentioned in the previous section. This,

however, can be'met if he agrees to have his access to the heresy

suppressed rather than suppressing everyoners. As rational agents,

other people will want minimum restriction on their freedom.

Restricting their access to heresies just to prevent his irrationality

would only be acceptable if it protected the maximising of their

values. 0n the other hand, if he comes to think that redheadsrviews

are false, he will not have the supposed heresies suppressed at all'

3.8 The rDisapproval of Goalsr Problem

It may be that you know a view to be true, for example, letts assume

that promÍscuity leads to eternal damnation. Even knowing thisr you

may like beÍng promiscuous so much that you are prepared to suffer

damnation. In a case like this you are not corrupted by false views'

Ratherr you know the truth about how to get eternal salvation, but

your values are such that you value eternal salvation less than

present pleasures. Here you have not frustrated your desires by a

false belief, so being exposed to false views to the effect that

promiscuity is compatible with salvatÍon does not Iead you to behave

as you do. Other people may distike your preference but, as rational

agents, none of you will contract to prevent such a preference solely

on the qrounds of dislike. This is the degustibus principle we

discussed earlier. It wiII have to be shown that even you are

committed to a high order principle which rules out this preference'
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4. Impartialist EpistemologY

4.I Introduction

So far we have operated as if D,vorkinrs condition applied' We have

assumed that everyone knows that redheads had religious truth' Even

with this assumption we have seen that it is very difficult to find

a case where rsuppress all false (non redhead) viewsr is acceptable

under impartialist conditions. \{hile 1t may not be biassed to prefer

the truth, in the sense of your preferring to believe what is true,

it can be biassed to suppress the false. Forcing people to believe

only the true is prima facie a case of bias in favour of valuing truth

over all values that might conflict with it, such as happiness or

equality. It is only justified if valuing truth over all other values

is what rational agents would contract to do when equal on all

advantaging characteristfcs. Although I will not argue for it here'

I believe rational agents would contract to encourage people to

develop a disposition to prefer the true to the false but they would

not actually suppress the false. Be this as it may, D'lorkin has not

shown that Rawls deduction of religious tolerance depends on

scepticÍsm about religious truth. My argument has shown that' even

if everyone agr,eed on religious truth, there would be no need for the

universal suppression of the false. 0f course, if the truth is that

all false views are corrupting, this would no longer hold, and it is

possibly this kínd of case that Dworkln most has ln mind' As I

Índlcated earlier, thls kind of claim has its problems, in that

Drvorkinrs conditlons only continue to hold while the claim remains

false, i.e. once someone is corrupted by a false belief it is no

Ionger the case that everyone kriows that redheads have religious

truth. If Dworkin's case is not invalidated by thÍs apparent paradox,

then he has shown that Rawlsr deduction of religious tolerance is a
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provisional one. It is sound only if religious knowledge is not

attainable. To render it unprovisional, Rawls needs to show that his

contractors would contract to regard religious knowledge as unattain-

able. Rather than use Rawlsr system, I wilt show that impartialist

theory produces an epistemology which is sceptical about religious

be1 ief.

4.2 Intuition versus Knowledqe

Rational agents will, as I indicated before, want as few restrictions

as possible on their freedom to satisfy their desires, so they will

need to be convinced that their desire-satisfaction is maximised by

their adopting true beliefs rather than false ones. This, however,

is not difficult to do in the area of beliefs about what is causally

efficacious in maxímising their desire-satisfaction. A person is

more likely to maximise his desire-satisfaction if he acts in accord

with true rather than false beliefs about the means of satisfying

those desires. consequently, any rational agent whatsoever will want

to have true beliefs about the means of satisfying his desires' even

if he is indifferent about the truth of any other beliefs he might

hotd. Any rational agent, then, will want to maximise the likelihood

that he lives in a society which educates him in such a way as to

maximÍse his chance of recognising this truth when he sees it, as well

as maximising his disposition to find it. when people propose criteria

of truth, then, he will want to arrlve at the best criterLa, at least

as far as the true means to maximising his desire-satisfaction are

concerned. These criteria will have to be relevant to the purpose of

having true beliefs, that is, they will have to indicate the likelihood

that a belief about the nature of the world matches, or corresponds'

to how the world actually is. unless the criteria satisfactorily do

this, a rational agent as such need have no specÍal interest in them'
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Someone might propose that the truth of a belief be determined by

his having an rintuitionr.

The word rintuitionr here covers faith, revelation, visions, dreams,

mystical experiences, in fact, any perceptions of non-public objects'

A rational agent will only accept this criterion if he thought there

was good reason to believe that how he felt reality to be corresponded

with how reality actually was. (The only reality we are concerned

with here is th'e reality of means to satisfying desires). This will

be true even if the agent advocates the criterion himself' He will

want his own Íntuitions to give him accurate guidance to the true

means for satisfying his desires. If the agent is not the advocate

of the criteria he wilt want some way of determining when Íts

advocaters intuition is a reliable guide. Just because the advocate

feels that reality is of a particular kind Ís no guarantee that it is'

Both parties, then, as rational agents, will want to be able to check

the advocaters feelings against the world itself in some way' There

appears to be only one plausible candidate for such a checking

procedure, and thls is observation of the world. Observation, however,

will not be enough because the causes at work in the world may not be

directly observable. Claims about such causes will need also to be

checked against the world Ín some way, presumably by predicting

observable consequences of there being such unobserved entitÍes. Thls

wÍII mean proposlng theories. Theorles, however, wiII only be able

to be the basis of action if we act as if their past predictive

successes are a reliable guide to future predictive successes' By

doing so, we are not making the unjustified assumption that the

future wilt be like the past. Ratherr we are adopting the only

strategy available to us if we are to plan our lives so as to

maximise our desire-satisfaction. If the universe is totally random
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in that its past behaviour bears no relation to future behaviour'

thentherecanbenoperson-independentbasÍsforpreferringone

causal hYPothesis to another'

These criteria combined suggest that a rational agent will prefer

that theory which comectly predicts how the widest range of things

will behave, as determined by repeatable observation. His main

interestinmodifyingatheorywillbetoincreaseitspredictive

success rate.

In so far, then, as a person is Ìnterested in the true causes of

public phenomena, he is bound to use empirical truth-criteria of the

kind just described. 0f course' there is still considerable controv-

ersy about empirical truth-criteria, as the continuing debate about

the views of Hume, winch and Feyerbend shows. From the impartialist

point of view, however, this is not a problem. If those who deny the

empirical criteria just described at the level of philosophical debate

infactusethemintheirchoiceofmeanstoends,thentheir

challenge to these criteria as a basis for action is purely speculative'

A provisional impartialist argument wil I suffice against them, because

theyholdtothesecriteriaforallpracticalpurposes.Itisnot

good enough, for example, for a creationist to make a last ditch

assault on the truth of evolutionary theory by appealing to unresolved

disputes Ín the philosophy of science lf his own everyday actions are

most adequately interpreted as based on the very same criteria by

whichevolutionistobepreferredtocreation.Allhecandois

investigate the empirical evidence to see whether new evidence

changes the Picture.

--t
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what then of the person who doesn't just phÍlosophically challenge

the status of these truth-criteria but who refuses to live his life

inaccordwiththemrlikePyrrhortheGreekscepticwhorefusedto

draw inductive conclusions from falling down a cliff, or being hit by

acartorbittenbyadog?EvenPyrrho,presumably'wasinductivist

enoughnottostarvehimselftodeathaSaresultofsceptÍcismabout

the efficacy of eating. There may, however, be someone sufficiently

serious about their scepticism to do so' Such a person could not

meaningfully particÍpate in an argument about whether some arranqe-

mentiscausallymoreeffectiveinfavouringonepersonIsvalues

rather than anotherrs. The parties in such an argument must at least

have those beliefs in common that are necessary to get such an

argument goÍng at all. They must believe communication is possÍble'

thatcommitmentscanbehonoured,andsoon.ThÍsdoesnltshowthat

thesceptictsviewisfalsebutmerelythatthosewhoengageinthe

kindofargumentthatisthesubjectofthispaperhavethereby

committed themselves to personally regarding scepticism of this kind

as false. This is all that is needed to proceed with an evaluation

oftheargumentsthattheythenproduceaboutwhatoughttobedone

in the realm of values.

How, then, does all this relate to religious tolerance? Suppose that

A proposes that it is a good enough reason to suppress Brs belief

that A has an lntultion that it ls false. Thts means he advocates

the principletSuppress whichever of B's beliefs that A has an

intuition is falser. Thls ls similar to the case where Brs belief

was to be suppressed because A belíeved ít to be false but A is

claimÍng his intuition as a source of knowledge of greater authority

thanamerebelÍef.Symmetrified,thisbecomes,lAistobefreeto

suppressanyofBlsbeliefsheintuitsisfalseandBistobefree
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Chapter I

Au tonomv, Rationality and Perfectionism

I. Introduction

In my earlier discussion of Rawlsr tpublicityrconstraint I claimed that

the velorians would never agree to conflictants coercively removing each

otherrs autonomy. Haksar, however, thinks that Rawls can only derÍve such

a conclusion from the veil if he adopts certain perfectionist assumptions'

In this chapter I will show that such a conclusion can be derived from the

impartialist axioms without perfectionist assumptions.

Haksar argues for his claÍm by imagining a Brave New World in whích people

are effectively conditioned from a very young age to have internally

consistent but low-Ievel desires. This system has eradicated all serious

mental illness. Mental health, Haksar believes, would be seen by the

velorians as a high-ranking primary good that is as much under the control

of the basic structuie as self-respect is. The velorians canrt obiect to

such a society on the grounds that it restricts freedoms, that is, that it

contravenes Rawls First PrincÍple of Liberty. As Haksar sayst rThe

condition of the worst-off, from the contractarian standpoint, can be

improved not just by giving them what they want and by not preventing them

from getting what they want, but also by brÍnging them up in such a way

that their aims and aspirations are easy to satfsfy, that they do NOT set

thelr aims high, and do not have mental and emotional troublesr'

(r9tz, L77)

Haksar, then, has posed the question of the inviotability of autonomy in

terms of what the velorÍans would regard as beÍng the worst-off members

of a society. It is, he believes, plausible to propose that the velorians
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would choose a society with little or N0 autonomy and little or no mental

illness to one in which each individuat had a high degree of autonomy and

a hígh likelÍhood of'mental iIIness. His argument is, essentÍally' that

the worst-off person in abrave new world wilt be happier than the worst-off

individual in an autonomy-oriented society. This can be granted him. The

truth of his conclusion, then, depends on whether happiness is the standard

the velorians will adopt to determine who is the worst-off. It may be that

they can be shown to be committed to the vÍew that not being autonomous is

worse than not being happy. The way that Haksar has posed his Brave New

World challenge to Rawls biasses the argument in favour of a rhappinessl

solution. This is because he adopts a particular fhedonisticr conception

of what it Ís to be rational. I witl now look at how this rhedonistÍcr

understanding of rationality Ieads him to too swift a victory over Rawls.

2 Rationalitv

The velorians, by definition, do not know which conflictants they are.

As rational agents they wilt want who ever they turn out to be to satisfy

their desires. This in no way entails that they must, as rational agentst

want their desires to be such that they can be easily achieved or that they

want their desires to be such that the chances are small of getting

mentally distressed because these desires are not satisfied. Just because

they may, if their desire is to be a painter as brilliant as Van Gogh, want

this to be achieved with no more effort or suffering than necessaryr it does

NgT follow that, Íf there are desires that involve less effort and suffering

than this one that they will prefer them. RatÍonality, as I wiII use the

term, merely requires that, whatever desire we have, we want to achieve it

in a way that Ieaves maximum opportunity for the satisfaction of other

desires compatible wÍth the satisfaction of this one. One of the possible

obstacles to the maximum satisfaction of other goals is that we take more
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time satisfying this one than we need, thereby leaving us to satisfy less

of our other desires. This doesn rt mean that all desires need to be

satisfied quickly. Some of our desÍres, of their very nature, may involve

the casual use of. time. Nonetheless, the point remains thatr as rational

agents, we wiII not take more time than the nature of our desire requires.

This is quite different from the requirement that our desires be such that

they can be satisfied with little effort, or at little cost, or with little

suffering, or in a quick tÍme.

A rational person, in Rawlsr terms, has a lÍfe-plan. This means there are

a number of desires he wants satisfied. There will be an order of priority

between these different desires. It may be, for example, that he wants one

particular desire satisfied regardless of whatever happens to the others

he would also like to satisfy, that is, a personts fife-plan may be such

that, although he would like desÍres D, E and F satisfied, he ranks them

such that if D and F can only be satisfied if E Ís not, then he would

rather E be satisfied and D and F not. A politÍcal dissident, for example,

may want a secure job, enjoy his work, be happily married, have a

contented home-life and good friends, while at the same time wantÍng that

there be freedom of speech and other civil liberties Ín his natÍon. It

may be the case that his nation is ruled by an oppressive regime so that

his attempt to satisfy the last of these desires means that he frustrates

aII the others. Nonetheless, he may want the last more than all the others.

As a rational man, then, he will sacrifice these other desires to the

pursuit of civil liberties within his nation. Any judgement to the effect

that he should not do this is not a judgement of his rationality but a

disagreement either with his choice of desires or with the Iexical

ordering he placed on his desire. This is a disagreement in values' An

individualrs decisions about which desires are to be preferred to which,

or what the lexical ordering between desires is to be, are not decisions
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whose rationality is open to question, except in so far as the lexical

ordering is self-defeating. Rationality, as a quality of agents, is not

of itself to beg the question in favour of the desires of some agents

over those of others. Rather, it merely requires of any particular agent

that his actions can be integrated as either consf'stently achÍevlng a

particular-Iexical ordering of desires or else that he has changed his

mind and he is now acting so as to consistently achieve a new lexical

ordering of desires. It is perfectly possible, then, for a rational agent

to want both to bring about civil liberties in his nation and avoid mental

distress, yet so order his desires that he pursue civil liberties even if

this means mental distress. Other rational agents may make the reverse

choice. There is nothing in rationality itself that requires the one

rather than the other. If someone so defines rationality that it does

require one rather than the other, then this merely raises the question of

why rationality in this sense should be desired. Rationality, Ín the

sense I have gÍven it, is not itself one of a number of kinds of desires'

but merely a specification of what it is to want something more than

something eIse.

If rve are psychological hedonists, then we are likely to regard a person

as rational only if he seeks to maximise the kinds of feelings concomitant

upon the satisfaction of desires. ThÍs is because, as Frankena puts Ít,

rpleasure is the good in itsetf, it is what we all, ultimately at least,

desire or aÍm at'. 09771 85) This means that, over a life-time'

the more desires one has that result in these feelings the more rrationalt
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one has been. I will call these feelings 'happy feelingsr'

dissident I described earlier would be judged irrational by these criteria'

He should have calculated the happy feelings that would have come from

keeping hÍs job, seeing hls family, etc., weíghed these agaÍnst the happy

feelings he will get as a politÍcal prisoner in a labour camp' then chosen

whichever maximÍsed his happy feelings. As a political prisoner, he will

at least have happy feelings associated with his preservatÍon of his

self-image as a man of integrity, etc., but, qua happy feelings' this will

be far outweighed by the happy feelings he would have got as a hypocrite'

or as a moral coward. Rationality defÍned this way, however, is merely

one kind of desire among a number of kinds of desire. There can be

conflicts of desire between Group A who want to resolve conflicts of

desires rrationallyr ín this sense of rrationalr and Group B who donrt'

The veloríans, as such, haVe no commitment either way. This conflict of

desires Ís just one among many. They do not, however, give any special

treatment to Group A just because Group A tries to persuasively define

'rationalityrto make its criterion for resolving conflicts of desÍres the

only rrationalr one in the desire-neutral sense of rrationalityt' Our

political prisoner is quite rational in this desire-neutral sense in that

he wants to be man of integrity more than he wants to maximise the amount

of happy feelings he has in his life. To him, the mental distress that is

associated with his decision is worthwhile. Haksar, then, only shows that

the velorians would choose the Brave New WorId over an autonomy-oriented

(I) Barrow (fggO) argues thatrone cannot logically accepttthatra man

might be happy *iínorË having the sense of enmeshment (the feeling whatever

ioim it tay'täf"), tnat is hãppin€ssr. rEnmeshmentr is the notion that
there is a fit náiw"en how thïngs are and how one desires them to be' This

feeling of enmeshment, then, 
"un 

b" achieved either by changing the world

to-tit-a personts desLre or changing his desires to fit the worrd' If it
is rational to maximise this feeling, then it may be more rational to
change onets desires than to change"ihe world. Simllar problems arise if
rve tãlk ofrpreferencesrrather tñan rdesiresr. We can maximise the extent
to which the preferences the person has over his life are satisfied by

changing his preferences to more easl-Iy satlsfied on€s¡

(l ) The
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society if the velorians accept that the criterion of being worse-off is

being mentally-distressed rather than autonomous. The political prisoner'

however, would regard himself as worse-off if he were to be less mentally-

dÍstressed and less autonomous. Haksarrs argument, therefore, begs the

point at issue. What he needs to do is to show that the velorians would

believe a person to be worse-off mentally-distressed but autonomous than

not be mentally-distressed or autonomous even if the velorians did not

already value lack of mental distress more than autnonomy. In other words,

he cannot attribute to the velorians a concept of ratÍonality that is

really a value-judgement in disguise. As rational agents, the velorians

are to be construed as out to maximise the satisfaction of their desires'

This, however, does not mean that they are only interested in maximising

the happy feelings that come from having desÍres satisfied. Rather, they

are concerned with satisfying desires in the sense of having whatever

state of affairs is the object of the desire come into existence. It may

be that the state of affairs that they want to come into existence more

than any other is the one in which they maximise their happy feelings' If

so they are psychological hedonists of the kind I have described above'

It may be, however, that the state of affairs they most want to see come

into existence is a society with political and civil liberties, or an

autonomous society or the destruction of their enemies regardless of the

cost to themselves. Rationality merely requires that they take whatever

course of action is most effective in achieving these desires and any

other compatlble with them. It does not requÍre them to abandon these

deslres and replace them by others.

). Autonomv

We have seen that rationality itself does,not require the velorians to

prefer mental health to autonomy. It could still be the caser howevert

that the impartialist axioms are not strong enough to generate the
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conclusions that an aÛtonomous society is to be preferred to a Brave New

World. Haksar claims that Rawlsr principles only become strong enough if

they are combined with perfectionist assumptions. It could be the case

that impartialism, too, needs perfectionist assumptions. I will now

consider whether this is so.

Person A wiII be said to remove Brs autonomy when A controls Brs wÍll in

the sense that, whenever there is a confllct of desires between A and Bt

A can bring B to want, or to think he wants, whatever A wants. 
(r) rf B

is not autonomous, then B is not capable of resisting Ars will' It is not

just that A always wins in any conflict between A and B, but that B cannot

control what he himsetf does. B may be aware of this. He may know that

what he wants is to do x yet find his will controlled in such a way that

he fÍnds himself doing Y whÍch he does NQT want to do, and does NOT intend

to do. It is as if he watches himself doing Y rather than being the agent

who does Y. Alternatively, B may not even be aware that his will is

controlled by A. He may always think that he wants to do X, when the cause

of his wanting to do X is that A wants him to'

If A had the means by which to deprive B of his autonomy, this would be a

very satisfactory way, from Ars point of view, of resolving conflicts of

desire between himself and B. A, then, would be prescribing the principle

that, when there is a conflict of desires between A and B, then Brs wiII

be under Ars control. Symmetrifíed, this becomes the principle that A be

(1) Benn o976, lI6) distÍnguishes the Ínner-impelled or rautarchicr
. Heterarchic persons include those
d, or unable to contemPlate

. 
Haksarrs challenge is that Rawlsr
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free to coerce B by controlling his will and B be free to coerce A by

controlling his wiII.

As the velorians J and K want not to be coerced more than they want to

coerce, they will reject this proposal. We have, then, another

impartialist principle, namely, the rautonomyt principle. It Ís the

principle that A NOT be free to coerce B by controlling his wiII and B not

be free to coerce A by controlling hls will. In other words, within

impartialism it is wrong for either party to resolve a conflict of desires

by deprlving the other of his autonomy.

This stÍtl leaves it open for A to take someone who lacks autonomy but

would later develop it naturally, for example, a new-born childt and to

bring up the child so that its will is subservient to his. A has not

deprived the child of its autonomy.

Nonetheless, he shows a lack of respect for autonomy that most contractarian

philosophers would regard as totally reprehensible. Can this reprehens-

ibitity be deduced from the impartialist axioms?

The velorians, as we saw earlier, are to consider conflicts of desires

between parties by putting themselves in the place of the participants of

the conflict. In the kind of case I have proposed, A is an autonomous

rational agent, that isr a person, whereas B is not. B has a potential

for autonomy but, as we saw in discussing abortion, potential is not a

factor the velorians would take into account as Ít doesnrt affect the

actual desires of the participant with the unrealised potential. As a

consequence, the velorians would not be able to conclude that it would be

wrong of A to deny B the opportunity to realise his potential for autonomy.

This kind of conflict of desires, however, misrepresents the actual
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argument in everyday life about how A should behave. The argrurment Ís NOT

between the person A and the non-person B. By definÍtion, if B is a non-

person then B is incapable of argument. Instead, the argument would be

between the persons A and B about how A might treat a non-person C or even

about how A should treat B should B become a non-person. In this caset

however, the only aspect of non-personhood we are concerned with is lack

of autonomy.

I wÍll consÍder first the case of an argument between A and B about how A

should treat B if B were to lose his autonomy temporarily. While B lacks

autonomy, he may lack certain kinds of desires such that A does NOT frustrate

any of Brs desires by making B permanently non-autonomous, even though A

does this solely to make B a slave to Ars will. A, then, wants to turn B

into a permanent state of non-autonomy should ever the sÍtuation arise

where B accidentally becomes temporarily non-autonomous. It could be that

B does not value his autonomy enough to object. If so, there is no

conflict of desires between A and B. It is far moreprobable, howeverr that

B bitterly resents this attitude of A's. B would not only want A NOT to

take advantage of his temporary loss of autonomy in this way but would want

A to take steps to remove it.

How are J and K to deal with this conflict? A is prescribing the principle

rA is to be free to keep B permanently non-autonomous whenever B accidentally

loses enough of his autonomy to no longer desire to retain itr'

SymmetrÍfied, however, this means that B is to be free to do the same to

A. In this particular case, the noncoercionlst axiom does not apply as the

situation is so set uþ that neither party can be said to be actually

forcing the other. This means that J and K could adopt either of two

principles, namely (I) that both A and B be free to keep the other perman-

ently non-autonomous provided they didnrt make hÍm non-autonomous in the
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fÍrst place or (2) that neÍther of them have this freedom' which J and K

choose will depend on the kinds of people the conflictants A and B are'

If A and B each want not tO be kept non-autonomous more than they want to

keep the other non-autonomous, they will adopt (2). If, however, they

both want to keep the other non-autonomous more than they want NOT to be

kept autonomous' then they will go for (I)'

Choosing (2), lÍke choosing the noncoercionist position, gives a deter-

minate ansrver as to who is to be kept in a non-autonomous state by whom.

The answer, given (2), is no-one. If A and B, however, favour (l) tnen

they are agreeing that, whichever of them is to be kept permanently

non-autonomous Ís a matter of luck, that is, whichever of them is unlucky

enough to be accidentally made non-autonomous first. If A and B both

accept (I), then impartialism has no means directly deviable from its

axioms for excluding (f).

If A accepts (I) and B accepts (2) then A just has to do whatever he can

to ensure that he doesnrt accidentatly lose his autonomy first. ft may

even be the case that impartialism all-ows an even stronger conclusion to

be drawn than this. It may, for example, be the case that a person A who

wants to keep B non-automous when this happens accidentally is the kind

of person who would deliberately make B non-autonomous. J and K have

agreed already that this Ís not to occur. If allowing A to keep B non-

autonomous increases the rfsk that A wllt force B to be non-autonomous or

provides A with the opportunity to contrive accÍdents to B that put B in

his power, then J and K will be loath to allow A to keep B non-autonomous

even when this happens accidentally. They will try to ensure that B is

returned to autonomy as soon as possible to eliminate any temptation A may

have to render B non-autonomous on purpose. This, however, is what Haksar

would call a rpragmaticr argument against allowing A to keep B non-
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autonomous. It is like the argument Haksar gives for treating congenital

human idiots as members of the egalitarian club. \{hether this pragmatic

argument works or NOT is not the issue however. The issue is whether

impartialism presupposes autonomy or whether it can only prefer autonomy

to the Brave New WorId by imparting perfectÍonist assumptions' As we have

seen, impartialism can derive the exclusion of coercing people into non-

autonomy from its three axioms. It can also deduce the exclusion of

non-autonomy from its axioms for any conflictants who want not to be kept

non-autonomous more than they want to keep other people non-autonomous'

In additÍon, there may be pragmatic arguments of the kind sketched above

that exclude even those who want to keep other people non-autonomous more

than they want NoT to be kept non-autonornous themselves.

This still leaves the case of the new-born infant. Should a baby with the

potential to be an autonomous agent be denied the realisation of this

autonomy in order to become the compllant tool of already autonomous

agents. Would we ever be justified in operating on children to remove

their capacity for autonomy or even of manipulating genetic codes to breed

a race of willing slaves? Again, the argument here has to be between the

two autonomous agents A and B about how infants should be treated. This

case differs from a temporary loss of autonomy in that infants have never

been autonomous. It is not a case of Ars being concerned to ensure that

he be returned to autonomy as soon as possible. As an already autonomous

agent he has no concern to ensure that he becorhes autonomous in the flrst

place, and those who are not yet autonomous have no desfre of thelrs for

autonomy frustrated if their potential is never realised.

ImpartialÍsm, I think, can only use pragmatic arguments in favour of the

view that infants shouldnrt be deliberately deprived of their autonomy.

As we have seen, J and K would agree that neither A nor B should deprive
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the other of his autonomy. J and K would agree to whatever non-coercÍve

measures were available that were likety to reduce the chances of Ars

depriving B of his autonomy. One of these would be to create a climate

in society in which autonomy in others was valued. If A values Brs

autonomy, then A is less lÍkely to regret the fact that no accident has

yet befallen B to deprive B of his autonomy so that A can take advantage

of this to make B a mere instrument of Ats wiII. In fact, it is this

tendency to treat other peopte as a mere instrument of oners own wiII if

one doesnrt value their autonomy that would be of greatest concern to J

and K given that they have agreed that neíther A nor B is to coercively

deprive the other of his autonomy. If A is hopeful that B will lose his

autonomy accidentally then it is difficult to see how A can have a sincere

desire not to deprive B of his autonomy coercively. It would seem that A

has no real respect for Brs autonomy but merely is constrained by laws

punishing the coercive deprivation of autonomy. Brs autonomy is best

protected from coercÍve deprivation by A if A genuinely wants B to be

autonomous. Such a genuine desire would carry over into the desire that B

regain his autonomy if he accÍdentally loses it, that is, Ít carries over

into a disposition to want Brs potential for autonomy restored if the

actuality is temporarily lost. A concern for the actualisation of Brs

potential autonomy shows that A doesnrt regard B as a mere instrument of

A's will but values Brs independence of A's will. It also shows that A Ís

concerned that B has desires and wishes of his own that come into occasional

confllct with Ars and whieh A wants to have resolved by fmpartfalÍst

processes. It shows that A treats B as an agent whose lÍfe-plan is worth

equal consideration wÍth his own. He sees B as someone with whom he must

enter into argument about how to resolve conflicts of desires' He shows

respect for Brs personhood. AII of these qualÍties of character are

qualities J and K wiII want A and B to have towards each other as

re-inforcements of the agreement between J and K that A and B are NOT to
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coercively deprive each other of their autonomy. If A sees infants with

this potential for autonomy as mere instruments of his will then he shows

the kind of lack of respect for autonomy itself that is the cause of

concern to J and K in the case where he seems to be anxious for B to lose

his autonomy Ín an accident. A disposition to value actualisation of the

potential for autonomy in people who have temporarÍly lost it will be

difficult to separate from a disposition to value the actualisation of

autonomy per se. The disposition to take advantage of an infantrs

helplessness to permanently frustrate its potential for autonomy so that

it can be an instrument of onets will is difficult to distinguish from the

dispositíon to permanently frustrate anyoners potential for autonomy to

make t lem an instrument of oners wiII.

It would appear, then, that there is a theory of the virtues that can be

derived from the impartialist axioms. I have only sketched here some of

the dispositions the velorians would encourage the conflictants to develop

in each other. What the velorians would regard as crucial, however, is

that the conflictants develop attitudes that foster their commitment to

the use of impartialism itself as the method for resolving conflicts of

desires. One way of resolvÍng conflicts of desires is by deprivation of

autonomy. The velorians, however' agree this should NOT be done' It is

important, then, that A and B want people to be autonomous, that they want

the principles that govern conflicts of desires to be the ones that

autonomous agents would agree to under impartialist conditlons. They would

dlscourage the tendency to turn others lnto mere lnstruments of oners own

will. As a consequence, the potential for autonomy, as weII as its

actualisation, would be valued because those who did NOT value it would

show a manipulative inclination even towards those in whom it was

actualised in that they seem to be playing a waiting game for the moment

when this actual autonomy is temporarily lost'
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These, then, are the kinds of considerations that can be employed within

impartialism to arrive at the conclusions that autonomy Ís preferable to

the kind of Brave New World that Haksar describes. Perfectionist

assumptions have not been necessary. Nonetheless, this whole case for the

value of autonomy rests on there being two autonomous agents A and B in

the first place to argue about these issues. Impartialism Ís unable to

show that a person A who finds himself in the situation where he does not

need to defend his position on autonomy to another autonomous agent must

conclude that he should foster the autonomy of potentially autonomous

beings rather than develop them aII as non-autonomous instruments of his

will.

Impartialism does assume that there is at Ieast one conflict of desires

between autonomous agents capable of argument about how to resolve this

conflict. It does NOT set out to show that there should be such a

situation but, rather, is concerned with how there can be an unforced

resolution of the conflict when such a situation arises. The conclusion

that there be at least two autonomous agents so that there are conflicts

of desires that can be resolved by unforced agreement is not something

that can be deduced from impartialism. To value this, then, may well be

perfectionist in Haksarrs sense. There Ís, I believe, no argument that

would show that a person should value impartialism if the situation did

NgT exist where he had to justify this view to some other autonomous

agent. If A was the sole surviving autonomous agentr then I do NOT believe

there ls any argument he could put to himself that would require him

rationally to want to bring other autonomous agents Ínto existence. As it

is, however, this situation does NOT obtain. lVe do have to justify our

beliefs about what ought to be done to other autonomous agents. If we are

to reach unforced agreement about such beliefs, we are thereby committed

to valuing autonomy.
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Chapter 9

The First Principle of Justice

1. Introduction

I have shown that the veil of lgnorance does not make the metaphysical

end ethicalassumptions that a number of writers have accused it of' I

rvill now see whether it produces the sametprinciples of justicerwhen

combined with the other Ímpartialist axioms as RawIs thinks it does when

contained with the other demands of his theory. I wiII begin with Rawlsr

First Principle of Justice.

Rawls states this principle as follows:

'Each person is to have an equal right to the most
extensive total system of equal basic liberties
compatible with a similar system of liberty for all'l
(tglz, 302)

2. rTotal Systemr of Liberties

Barry queries what Rawls means by a rtotal system of libertiesr. He notes

that, in rJustice and Fairnessr RawIs had talked ofrequal l-ibertiesr.

His answer is that

rRawls thinks of the various liberties as capable of

to make the trtotal system'r one of as much liberty, equally
distributed, as possÍble.r (L972, 34)

Barry notes that Rawls rgives littte usable guidance about the way to

aggregate the different liberties so as to arrive at an estimate of the

total amount of Iiberty generated by alternative combinations of these

different liberties'. (t9lZ, 34)
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Impartialism wiII treat liberties independently, as RawIs also wishes to

do. What we have with impartialism is a machinery for looking at

particular cases of where A might wish to coerce B to do X. As Ímpartialism

only deals with people for whom the power (or freedom) to coerce others is

Iess important than the power (freedom) not to be coerced by others, then

there will be cases where J wiII consent to whichever conflictant he turns

out to be being coerced into not coercing others, or being denied the

power to coerce others, or being punished when he does coerce others' that

is, J will consent to whichever conflÍctant he is not being free to engage

in certain kinds of coercion whereas other conflÍctants are free to engage

in the kinds of coercion necessary to prevent other kinds of coercion'

For example, if one group of conflictants wants to kiII members of another

without their consent, then, as A wants to kitl B less than not be killed

by B, and B wants to kill A less than not be killed by A, then, even if J

turns out to be A who wants to kill B, J will have agreed that A be denied

this power (freedom).' This will generate a number of freedoms, i'e', A

wilt be free from Brs kiltÍng him without his consent, from Brs taking his

property without his consent, from Iibelling him, from suppressing his

freedom of speech, and so on. It is unlikely that these freedoms need to

be ranked in that it is not clear how they might conflict with each other.

It is possible, however, that this machinery will produce duties and

rights rather than just freedom, and that these will conflict with

freedomsr e.g., the ability to pay taxes to support the poor unemployed.

The obverse sides of those dutles can be regarded as freedomr @.Ç.¡ the

freedom not to starve or whatever, i.e.¡ freedom from fear of various

kinds. If these are the outcome of the machinery, then there may need to

be a ranking of freedoms.
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3. Basic Liberties and Equal Liberty of Cg¡lelelte

Barry raises the question of what exactly are the basic liberties. He

looks at the candidates Rawls proposes. He first mentions political

tiberty but puts it aside for later discussion. He then looks atrthe

RuIe of Lawr but merely notes that the content of the rule of law (rought

implies canr, rsimilar cases be treated similarlyr, rno offence without a

lawt, etc.) apply to the administration of the law, not to the content of

the law, i.e., it is tjustice as regularityr. Religious freedoms, for

example, could be denied yet this be compatible with the rule of law. He

then moves onto how Rawls deals with the basic lÍberty that Rawls calls

rEqual Liberty of Consciencerwhich does give a tliberalr content to laws.

Barry notes that Rawls only deals with a small component of the liberal

content of ]aw, namely, freedom of conscience' i.e., doing what you believe

is right. Rawls ignores the freedom (or right) to do what you want to do,

even if itrs not a matter of religious duty. (1972, Section 33) Rawls

Iater (tllZ, 450) does assume that he has shown that his two principles

enjoin freedom of action in sexual and other matters where these affect

the statesr interest in public order and securityr (1972, zLZ). Barry,

however, sees RawIs arguments as only concerned with rconsciencer, what

you think is ríght, rather than with non-conscientious freedoms to do as

you want. In fact, Barry thinks Rawlsf arguments for freedom of con-

science canrt be generalised to non-conscientÍous cases precisely because

they rest on the conscientiousness of the act' Rawls, howevert is

concerned that there be sexual freedom, sôY, because this is where his

theory triumphs over utilitarianism. Utilitarianism may deny the right

to sexual preference for reasons other than state security if enough

people are offended by a preference. Rawls doesnrt want to allow this.

Barry thinks that Rawls can only extend his argument for liberty of

conscience to rthe rest of the items in the liberal catalogue such as
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sexual tibertyt if the velorians can assume that tany desirsthe fulfilment

of which does not do any injury to others is liable to be felt so strongly

that it would be Írrational to permit the possibility that its fulfilment

might be hampered if it was abhored sufficiently strongly by enough

people Ín the societyr. (1972, 39')

Barry has two objections to Rawls assuming this.

(I) It is factually implausible that conflictants are like this'

(Z) We do allow desÍres to be fulfilled that cause injury to others

if those who desÍre it desire it strongly enough and those who are

injured are only mildly injured. What Barry is getting at here is

that Rawls wants to rule out Ars stopping Bts sexual practice just

because A wants to stop it a lot more than B wants to keep it.

Barry thinks this makes rthe detailed adjustment of conflicting

demandsr impossible and therefore rational men will not agree with

Rawls in ruling it out.

Letrs look at all this from an impartialist perspective. \{e need to look

first at Rawlsrreasons for liberty of conscience. His argument is that

the velorians rcannot take chances with their liberty by permitting the

dominant religious or moral doctrines to persecute or to suppress others

if it wishesr. This is becausetto gamble in this way would show that one

did not take oners religious or moral convÍctions seriously, or hÍghly

value the líberty to examine oners beliefst. (1972, 2O7)

Rawlsr account of this is oddly put. The liberal conclusion is reached

in a more straightforward manner by Ímpartialism. If J doesnrt know

whether he is A or B, but does know that both A and B want to coerce less

than they want not to be coerced, then what wiII he agree to when A wants
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to coerce B with respect to Brs religious belÍefs or sexual practices?

As A wants to coerce B less than he wants not to be coerced by B' and

symmetrically for B, then J will agree to Ars not having sufficient power

to coerce B, or B to coerce A, and to there being a system whÍch has

sufficient power to prevent Ars coercing B or vÍce versa in either of these

areas. The fact that one is a matter of conscience and the other is not

doesnrt seem to affect the sl-tuation. Rawls is forced into his argument by

his failure to recognise the dlfference between noncoercionÍsts and

coercionists. If J doesnrt know whether he is A or B, but he knows that

both A and B want to coerce the other more than not be coerced by himt then

J will agree to take the risk that, if hers A he is coerced by B into Brs

religion just so that he can have the chance that he can coerce B' ' Now'

Rawls wants to argue that this is a case of not taking your religious

convictions seriously. The problem here is that he hasnrt analysed

closely enough what the convictÍon is. If my conviction is that I should

practise my own religion and make others follow it, too, then, in order to

be serious about the last bit Irve got to risk (behÍnd the veil) tnat

others wiII suppress me, otherwise I cantt get agreement to suppress them'

fut if Ifm serious about suppressing them, then I have to agree to a rule

which leaves me open to being suppressed. Itts only if Itm serious about

practising my religion and not serious about suppressing others that I

will agree to religious tolerance. But therets nothing special about the

religious case here. The same logic would apply if I was more serious

about suppressing othersr sexual practlces than if I was about being

guaranteed the freedom to indulge in my own'

what we have here is a generalised finding of impartialism that I have

called the rde gustibust rule. Given impartialism, J wiII agree

that A not have the power to stop B from doing X just because A doesnrt

Iike Brs doing X, or anything that amounts to Ars not likÍng B's doing X
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such as Ars having unfavourable attítudes to Brs doing X.

Instead, J will always agree to A being free to do X unless Ars doing X

involves Ars coercing B and J would rather that B be free of coercion

than that A be free to do X-

Letrs return now to Barryrs specific criticisms of Rawls' Barry thinks

that Rawls can only get equal liberty of sexual preference along the same

line of argument as used for equal liberty of conscience if peopJ-e wanted

to engage Ín their own sexual preferences (without injury to others)

so strongly that they wouldnrt allow it to be restricted no matter how

strongly other people abhorred it.

If this psychological generalisation held, then J would have to calculate

as if

(I) he were A when A does X to B

(2) he were B when A does X to B

(3) he were B when B does X to A

(4) he were A when B does X to A.

Now, if x is rsuppressing any desire the fulfilment of which does not do

any inJury to othersrthen, tf B desires not to be suppressed ln (2) more

strongly than A wishes to suppress ln (1) then J wtlt conclude that A

shouldnrt do X to B and, by symmetry, that B shouldnrt do X to A Ín (3)

and (4). This will only hold for all cases where the desire NOT to be

suppressed is stronger than the desíre to suppress' that is, it will only

hold in those cases where the conflictants are what I have called

rnoncoercionistr in their disposition. Not all conflictants, however¡ ôr€

noncoercionist. This is undoubtedly a problem for impartialism if Barry
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is right that tolerance of sexual Iifestyles requires that the desire to

suppress in real life is weaker than the desire not to be suppressed'

This, however, is a dubious empirical claÍm. It may well be that

puritanism is often more powerfully felt than hedonism. Impartialism'

however, does not rest on any factual findings that conflÍctants actuallY

are noncoercÍonists. They may in fact aII be coercionists' If this is

the case then they can only settle their conflicts by force. Being a

noncoercionist is a pre-requisite to settling disputes by non-coercive

means. Barryrs point, then, could not be used as a criticism of

impartialism even if it could be of'Iiberalr theories like Rawls

contractarian one.

Barryts second point seems to be a case of affírming the consequent' He

says that rThere seems no a priori reason to suppose that if someone does

have a desire whose fulfÍlment is of absolutely central importance to his

life, it will necessarily be one whose fulfilment cannot possibly cause

any "injurytt to othersr. While this claim seems true enough, the

impartialist case doesnrt require that all tdesires whose fulfilment is

of absolutely central importancer to a personrs life be given the same

status as conscientious beliefs, but merely those that do not cause injury

to others have this status. Barryrs claim may be that there are few, if

dny, such desires. Even Íf this is true, it doesnrt change the logic of

the impartialist argument. It merely means that there wiII be few desires

of central importance to peoplers llves that have the same status as

conscientious beliefs. In fact, the impartÍalist position doesnrt allow

conscÍentÍous beliefs to be given special constitutÍonaI protection if

they cause rsufficientr injury to others. As we have seenr however, itrs

not that the desÍre be one whose fulfilment causes no Ínjury to others

but, rather, that the desire be such that, if one wants not to be coerced

more than one wants to coerce, then one wiII not agree to the ful-filment
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of this kind of desire being suppressed. If one wants not to be coerced

more than one wants to coerce, then one will want not to have others

restrict oners sexual preferences more than one will want to restrict

other peoplers sexual preferences. This conclusion doesnrt depend on the

sexual preference one has not harming others. Admittedly, if I am a

sadist who wishes to kill other people for my sexual pleasure, then I

clearly harm them, but my freedom to do this is ruled out by princÍples

dealing with killÍng others, or physicatrIy mutilating others or deliberately

causing others bodily pain, not by the princÍple of free sexual preference

choice. Nonetheless, there is a lexÍcal relationship between the prínciple

of freedom of sexual preference and principles outlawing murder, torture

etc. This means that the principle of sexual preference doesnrt have to

be explicit about the kinds of injuries it allows. It allows none that

are ruled out by other principles higher than it in the total system of

Iiberties. This finding, too, can be generalised. Any requal liberty

of consciencer principle or rno injury type of desirer freedom will be

restricted by the limits placed on coercing others. Individual 3 wiII

allow person A freedom of conscience provided Ats freedom of conscience

is not itself a coercion of B, and lÍkewise with Ars sexual preferences.

0f course, some coercion of B is allowed, for example, Ars freedom of

conscience can entail the coercion of Brs freedom of conscience if Brs is

such as to coerce Ars, and so on. This, however, must follow the pattern

established earlier. Individual J knows that A and B want not to be

coerced more than they want to coerco¡ Consequentlyr if A wants to coerce

B lnto a religion or å sexual preference, but this is only acceptable if

B is free to coerce A, then J will agree that, even if as A he wants to

coerce B, he not be free to do so, and likewlse for B.

It is worthwhÍIe exploring here in some detail the rest of Barryrs remarks

in this paragraph because they reveal very welL how easy it is to mis-
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understand what the liberal is doÍng'

Barry says, with respect to his two objections to Rawlsr requal liberty of

conscience', thatrthe implications of both objections are' I think' the

same: that the need for arrcalculus of social interestsrrcannot be swept

away, as RawIs supposes, by importing heroic assumptions about a unÍversally

valid hierarchy of human goals into the original positionr' (L973, )9)

rRational men will not be so willing to make Ímpossible
the detailed adjustment of conflicting demands' In
judging between the desire of A to do something and the
äesíre"of B to have him prevented by law from doing it'
they will not rule out in advance the relevance of the
qu"ätion rrHow much does A want to do it and how much

does B want to stoP him?rr | (L973, 39)

Now, there are a number of ways of making detailed adjustments of

conflicting demands. One is by force. Barry presumably doesnrt mean thls'

As we have seen, however, if A wants to coerce B with respect to X more

than he wants not to be coerced by B with respect to some action Y, then

force is the only way of adjusting conflicting demands that can be used

with A. 0ne, therefore, has to take into account the degree to which A

wants to do something and the degree to which B wants to stop him doing it'

Once, however, we are wÍthin the impartialist framework, what is relevant

is not how much A wants to do x or how much B wants to stop him doing X'

The relationship between the strength of Ars desire and the strength of

Bfs desire is not the issue at all. The issue Ís whether B wants to stop

A's doing x more than he wants A not to stop him doing Y. Let us put

numbers to these strengths of desire. Itrs not a question of Ars desire

to do x being 1000 units whereas Brs desire to stop Ars doing X is 2000

units. If lt were merely this relatfve strength of desire then whether

or not A Ís free to do X depends on whether he or B has the stronger

desire. It is, instead, a question of Bts desire to stop Ats doing X
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being 2000 but his desire that A not stop him doing Y is 4000. If it is'

then the fact that his desÍre to stop A ís twÍce the strength of Ars

desire to do X is not germaine to whether or not he be free to stop A'

Hare illustrates how a utilitarian concerned with impartÍality can reason

in a sÍmilar manner to the impartialist and yet still miss the boat'

rI have to gÍve a bun eÍther to Jones or to Smith, and
Jones wants it more than smith. Let us call Jones-with-
bun JI, Smith-without-bun SI, Jones-without-bun J2, and
Smith-without-bun 52. Jones prefers Jt to J2 more than
SmÍth prefers 52 to S1. Strppose then that I put myself
in their two positions in the two outcomes, four positions
in a1l. My choice is going to be between 3I plus Sl-

(Jones-witÍr-bun ptus Smith-without-bun) and J2 plus SI
(Jones-without-bun plus Srnith-without-bun). It is not
necessary to imagine myself occupying the four positions
simultanêously; inat would be asking too much: We might
follow a suggêstion of C.I. Lewis (L964, 546f) and suppose
that I have-ã choice between occupying Jl and Sl in random
order and occupying J2 and 52 ín random order' Clearly,
given the assumed strengths of Smithrs and Jonesr preferences.
úy o*n preference wiII be for the first of these alternatives.f
(t98r, L28-r29)

The first thing to notice about Harers example is that is not about coercion

but merely about distribution. Suppose that Smith actually has the bun'

Jones prefers 3I to J2 by a margin of 1000 whereas Smith prefers Sl to

52 by 500. However, Jones can only get the bun by taking it from Smith by

force for, whereas Smith prefers SI to 52 less than Jones prefers Jl to J2

it is still the case that smith prefers sI to s2. He Ís not going to give

Jones the bun. In this situation, the fact that Jones prefers Jl to J2

more than Smith prefers Sl to 52 is lrrelevant morally. It is only

relevant in Harers examptre because Hare is playÍng God, or Father Christmas.

White such situations do arise ln real-life, they are not usually the

morally interesting ones. Moral interest tends to be in cases where

something Ís taken from one group and given to another. Now Ít may be the

case that Jones desire to take the cake from Smith is 1000 units but his

desire NgT to have Smith take things from him is 2000. The fact that he
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prefers Jt to J2 twice as much as smith prefers sI to s2 no longer

matters.

4. Equality

Barry raises the question of what Rawls means by requalr in the statement

of the first principle. (tZll, )9) He concludes that rthe first principle

cannot be truly egalitarian, and in practice Rawls treats is as a maximinr'

(Ill), 4I) To be ttruly egalitarianr, in Barryrs view, the first

principle would have to require that A and B get exactly equal amounts so

that Ít would be better that each got less rather than that the distribution

was unequal, e.g., Íf a freedom is such that A can only have it at aII if

B has more of it then it is better that neither A nor B have it because

neither havÍng it is more equal, although less free, than Bts having

slightly more freedom that A. Rawls, however, is concerned that A can

get as much freedom as he can, and that this be distributed as equally as

is possible for A to get as much as possÍble even if this means that B

gets more. What is crucial is that A doesntt get Iess freedom in order

that B may get more. Rawls is not out to increase the total amount of

freedom but to give both A and B as much freedom as possible as is

compatible with NOT decreasing the freedom of the other. This is only

possible if A and B are not envious.

How does Ímpartialism deal with this? The individual J, behind the veil'

will want both A and B to have as much freedom as possible' As J doesnrt

know whether he Ís A or B he wilt want no restrictions on either of their

freedoms. J only has a problem when A wants to coerce B, i.e. when Ars

freedom to do what he wants to do is incompatible with Bts freedom to do

what B wants to do. Given that each wants not to be coerced more than he

wants to coerce, then J will agree that his freedom to coerce the other be

curtailed by force if necessary, whichever he ts, ln order to ensure that
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the other is not coerced (as,per example earlier). It would appear that

the symmetry of this argument must ensure that Ats and Brs freedoms are

equal. J cannot, on th" symmetrification model, agree to any arrangement

where A has a freedom to coerce B that does not also give B the freedom

to coerce A. Admittedly, if such a freedom is granted then J is agreeing

to there being actual inequalities of freedom in the real world. What

would be such an inequality with respect to freedom to get what you want?

It could only be a freedom whích A is prepared to concede to B but deny

to himself because A thereby gains a more important freedom. Nearly all

the cases I can think of are cases where A and B would both be prepared to

allow a third party C to have certain freedom denied A and B in order to

ensure that A and B had more important freedoms, that is, it is essential

that someon e have this freedom whereas everyone else is denied it.

Consider, for example, the freedom of police officers to carry gunst or

the taxation department to have access to bank records, and so on. Now,

Ín none of these cases would J agree that C be allowed these freedoms in

order to pursue ends other than the preservation of freedom C has in

common with A and B, nor would J agree to Crs using this freedom to

advance Crs private interests as a citizen by employing his freedom to

carry guns (or make arrests, or drive over the speed limit) when this

freedom was given him solely to further public ends'

RawIsr principle requires that teach person is to have an equal right to

the most extensive total sYstem of equal basie liberties compatible with

a similar system of liberty for aII'. (Illz, 3o2) This is oddly worded.

Why is Ít an equal right rather than an equal freedgm? Why Ís it rthe

most extensive total systemr of equal basÍc liberties rather than equal

liberties? \{hy are the equal liberties the baSic ones? lVhat makes a

liberty basic?
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Barry,s answer to some of these questions is as follows: rThe answer is

that RawIs thinks of the varÍous Iiberties as capable of occuring (within

limits) independently of one another, and suggests that, Íf maximising one

is inconsistent with maximÍslng the others, different portions of the

various liberties shourd be combined in such a way as to make the rrtotal

systemrr one of as much liberty, equally distributed, as possible'r

(t973, 34)

Rawls himself gives the example of freedom of speech. rTo íllustrate by

an obvious example, certain rules of order are necessary for intelligent

and profitable discus.sion. without the acceptance of reasonable procedures

of inquiry and debate, freedom of speech loses l-ts value' It is essential

Ín this case to distinguish between rules of order and rules restricting

the content of speech. while rules of order limit our freedom, since we

cannot speak whenever we please, they are required to give the benefit of

this liberty'. (tllZ, ?03)

It is to be noted here that it is not that A has one system of liberty and

B another. This is contrary to the impression that Rawls gives when he

words his first principle asreach person is to have an equal right to the

most extensive total system of equal basic Iiberties compatible wÍth a

similar system of liberty for all | . \{ordÍng it this way makes it sound

as though A has system of liberties s whereas B has system of liberties T'

It could be, then, that 5 is similar to T in either of two ways:

(r ) it has the same liberties as S, but with reference

to B rather than A, 0R

(2) lt may have quite dlfferent llberties but makes A

as free as B.
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Now, Rawlsr freedom of speech example makes it sound like (f)' If A is

the chairman of the meeting, and B a speaker, then Ars freedom to choose

the next speaker, to rule when a speaker has spoken enough, etc' does NoT

constitute a system of freedom that A has but which B lacks which B is

compensated for by having the freedom to speak. AtI that the principle

requires is that freedoms be organised into a system which is' essentially'

the same system for aII, not that there are lots of different systems all

of which give different people equal totals of different freedoms' The

only variation between A and B may be that B, sâY' has certain allowed

powers that A lacks which enable both Ats and Brs freedoms to be enhanced'

what J is faced with, then, is the choice whether the freedom to be heard

is more important than the freedom to speak whenever you feel tike it?

J has to rank freedoms so that this ranking is a ranking for everyone.

It witl not be the case that J ranks being heard high for A but low for B'

but makes other adjustments wÍthin s and T so that s and T give A and B

equal freedom respectively. J decides between the freedom to be heard and

the freedom to speak when you feel lÍke it in the context of both A and B

wanting not to be coerced more than they want to coerce' NeÍther A nor B'

then, wants to risk not being heard iust for the chance to prevent the

other being heard. If A and B want to be heard more than they want to

speak whenever they feel like it, then J will have no difficulty ranking

being heard higher than speaking at will. Likewise, if both value speaking

at will higher than being heard, J will rank the former higher than the

Iatter. It is when A prefers one whereas B prefers the other that the

problems arise. RawIs treats it as unproblematic that the parties will

agree to give being heard priority over speaking at will. This is,

presumably, because he regards it as the more important' what needs to be

established is that the freedom to be heard contributes more to the

preservation of other freedoms than the freedom to speak at will' even

for those who want to speak at wiII more than they want to be heard' that
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is, that even those who want to speak at will more than they want to be

heard wiII find that there is more freedom for them overall in areas of

their lÍfe other than thÍs if they lÍve in a system of freedom which

ranks the freedom to be heard higher than the freedom to speak at will '

lVe cannot assume that this is easily shown but it is the kind of thing

that needs to be shown. ImpartÍalism gives the framework in which even

this much is possible, i.e. impartialism has eliminated a lot of

argumentative optÍons that would have made agreement impossible. Nonethe-

less, the hard, normative, nitty gritty of showing that the freedom to be

heard is more important than the freedom to speak at wiII is yet to be

done. White Rawls is right that freedom of speech loses its value for

those who see its prime function as the freedom to be heard if there are no

rules of order or debate it may still have other values. The case needs

to be made that freedom to be heard is more important'

The point, however, has been established that what is under discussion

here is the ranking of freedoms in a system that is common to all members

of the community, not different, but equally free, systems of freedom for

different members of the community. This is not to deny that the use

people make of the common system wÍII be such as each appears to have a

different system. How the novelist and the politician use freedom of

speech is quite different but they may still be part of a system that

ranks the freedom to be heard higher than the freedom to speak at will.

The system, however, will give some people freedoms (although rpowersr is

perhaps the better word) that are denied to others, for the express

purpose of making the system work. If we call these powers tdelegated

powerst then the system wÍll give some people powers, or freedoms, that

are denied to others in order to maximise the overall system of freedoms.

As J doesnrt know whether he is A or B or C, and he doesnrt know which
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individual has these delegated powers that are denied to others' then he

wiII seek to ensure that these powers are both minimal and not open to

abuse. It is possible, for example, that potice may use their powers of

faulting vehÍcles or arresting drunk drivers to persecute their personal

enemies, and so forth.

J, then, may rank the freedom to be heard higher than the freedom to speak

at will. This will then become the system of freedom which will apply to

A and to B and to c. If he had ranked these freedoms in the reverse order'

then this would have been a different system (say T rather than S)' S is

to be prefemed to T if its ranking of freedoms actually gives more

freedom to A, B and C than T does. In order for S to work, someone will

have to police situations where the freedom to be heard can be frustrated

by those who want to speak at will more than they want to be heard' If

this task is given to c, then c does not thereby gain a greater right to

be heard in his capacity as private citizen. His greater right to be heard'

if any, must be only with respect to what he needs to do to facilitate

everyonets (his included) equal right to be heard. To do otherwise is to

abuse his power as chairman and ís grounds for the invocation of removal

procedures. It may even be that he has a lesser right to be heard when he

acts as chairman. If he wishes to be heard as an equal with others' he

must relinquish the chair. This suggests that there needs to be further

procedures to ensure the chairperson has an equal right to be heard' i'e'

that the selection of a chairperson cannot be used to gag a troublesome

individual. There would therefore need to be rfairr selection procedures'

And so on.

To return to the dispute between those who value the freedom to be heard

(FreedomE)higherthanthefreedomtospeakatwill(FreedomF)Ecan

onlyberankedhigherthanFifthosewhopreferFtoEcanseethat
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the system S which ranks E higher gives them more freedom overall than T

which ranks F higher. This parallels the kind of case where those who

wish to kiII surrender this freedom because they prefer not to be killed,

and therefore are prepared to gÍve someone the power to prevent them

kitling even when they want to kill. Those who want F, then, have to be

persuaded that they should give someone the power to prevent them speaking

at will, even though they want this more at the time than they want to be

heard. This can only be done if it is the case that it is more important

to them in their lives to be heard at various times than it is to speak at

will. This is a different case from where they want to prevent others

being heard more than they want to be heard themselves. This has already

been ruled out as coercíonist. What we have instead is a conflict

within the indivÍdual, i.e. which matters most to him - being heard but at

the cost of sometimes not speaking or speaking but sometimes at the cost

of not being heard. In fact, the situatÍon is more complex than this as

there is a continuum of cases. The person who prefers to speak at the

cost of sometimes not being heard might never be heard, i.e. this is a

risk he takes. The person who prefers to be heard at the cost of sometimes

not speaking doesnrt run the same kind of risk. He can only sometimes be

heard if Ít is the case that he sometimes speaks. lVhichever is chosen,

symmetrification still appties. If the parties are both ones who prefer

to be heard at the cost of sometimes not being able to speak when they want

to, then they wilt be prepared to empower someone to act as a chairperson

in the manner Rawls describes; that is, if J considers the case of people

who want to be heard more than they want to speak at wÍll then he will not

risk Ars speaking at will when B wants to be heard (under specified

conditions) should he turn out to be B, and vice versa if he turns out to

be A. 0n the other hand, if J considers the case of people who want to

speak at will more than they want to be heard, then he will risk Ars

speaking at will when B wants to be heard (even under specified conditions)
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should he turn out to be B, just to ensure he, as B, can speak at will

when A wants to be heard, and vice versa should he turn out to be A'

J, then, has no problems with rules of order and debate when A and B both

prefer E to F. When they both prefer F to E, or one prefers F to Et then

further argument is necessary to show that ranking F higher than E puts a

whole range of freedoms at risk which, either Índividually or together ' are

more important than F and can only be protected if E is ranked higher than

F. part of this may involve an appeal to majoritarian decision-making as

a device for conflict-resolution. J still has problems, though, when either

A or B prefers F to E, and prefers F to any other freedom, individually or

as a total. ThÍs wiII be a recurring problem for impartialism. What can

be said, at this poÍnt, is that there appears to be little profit in

argument between someone like this, and anyone who doesnrt place an

absolute value on F. We have here what appears to be a recurrence of the

rrfanaticrr case in a new guise. Resolution of an argument between A and B

over whether X is to be done is only possible without recourse to force,

that is, is only resolvable behind the veÍI, if both A and B do not place

an absolute value on X. This means that there must be other values besides

doing (or stopping) X that each of A and B has such that the desirability of

X can be judged in terms of the degree to which it facilitates or impedes

these other values. A monomania makes this impossible. Impartialism'

then, is only possible as a conflict resolver if each party to the conflict

has a plurality or diversity of values or goals such that no one goal is

weighted in importance more than álI the others put together. This could

be called the rrmonomaniarr axiom of impartÍalism'

The upshot of all this is that Rawlst first principle would be one adopted

by an impartialist, at least with respect to each person havíng the same

freedoms as any other person in a system of freedoms which ordered aII

freedoms so as to achieve the maximum freedom possÍble when everyone has
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the same freedom. rf Barry is right, and Rawrs' fÍrst principre chooses

between systems of freedoms on a maximin basis rather than on a strict

egalitarian basis, then lt is in accord wlth impartialism in thls respectt

too.TheimpartialistwouldNOTrejectasystemwhichgavepolice'or

chairpersons, or politicians (parliamentary privilege, for example) freedoms

not possessed by the rest of society merely because this meant freedoms

were unequal. Provided these freedoms are really delegated powers' there

can be an inequality of freedoms. Nonetheless, J wÍll choose that system

which maxÍmizes freedoms with minimum delegated powers. However, if S has

more pure freedoms than T but T has fewer delegated powers' J will still

choose S, provided these delegated powers can operate in such a way as to

ensure that the freedoms in S remain greater than those in T'

while this is an impartíalist lnterpretation of Rawlsr rFirst PrÍncipler'

it may not be Rawlsrown. Rawls does seem to think, for example' that

there are circumstances where it is acceptable for some people to have

greater political freedom than others, provided this is a temporary step

towards the universal possession of such freedoms' Political freedom'

however,isNOTadelegatedpower.Itís,rather,whatlwillcalla
rfreedom-preserving rightr. No matter who you are, you wiII need the

freedom to form political parties, to publicise political views, to put up

candidates in order to preserve your freedom to do the other things you

mightwishtodorsuchaspractiseyourreligÍon'oryourownsexual

preferences,orreadwhatyoulike,etc.Inordertoguaranteethese

freedom-preservingrights,JandKwÍIlagreetosetuprights-protecting

institutions such as parliaments, or the police force, but the persons

given special powers in these institutÍons are given only delegated powers'

These powers are not intended to give them advantages over other people in

securingthefreedomtodowhattheywantbydenyingfreedomstothoseover

whom they have power. Their role is to ensure the equal freedom of all'
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Chapter l0

The Prioritv of LibertY

l. Introduction

Our concern so far has been with whether or not A wants B stopped from

doing X to A against Ars will more than he wants not to be stopped from

doing X to B against Brs wiII, Í.e. does he want to be free to do X to B

against Bts will more than he wants B not to be free to do x to him against

his will? gur concern, then, has been wÍth when coercion is permissible'

To decide when coercion is permissible we have gone behind the veil of

ignorance. This involves adopting the viewpoínt of J, a randomly selected

velorian who doesnrt know whether hers A or B. X could be any act that A

might want to be free to do to B against Bts will that he would rather that

B was not free to do to him against hÍs will. fuch acts would include

killing, torturing, lying, cheating, robbing'

Within impartialism we have reached a number of general conclusions.

(I) J wiII only agree with other velorians that A can be stopped

from doing x to B against Brs will if x is such that A wants

B not to do X to A against A's will more than A wants to do x

toBagainstBtswill.Jis,infactragreeingthat,ifhe

turns out to be A who wants to do x to B against B's will|then

he, A, should be stopped from doing it. whenever J agrees that

A should be stopped from doÍng X to B against Bts will, he is

agreeing that B have a particular freedomr e.9., freedom from

the fear of being kÍIled, or, perhaps, freedom from being kílì-ed.
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(2) By the process described in (I), a list of freedoms will be

established. some of these wiII not be compatible with each

other, e.g.r the freedom to speak at will (E) and the freedom

to be heard (F). If A is free to speak at will' then he is

free to speak when B wants to be heard and, as Ars speaking

while B speaks means that B wonrt be heard (at least Ín the

sense of rpaíd attention to and understoodr), Ars freedom

effectively èn¡olishes Brs. Both these freedoms are

impartialist freedoms, i.e., they both survÍve the test in (1)'

\{hen this occurs, E and F have to be ranked. J does not know

whether hers the kind of person who would rather be stopped

from speaking at will in order to guarantee being heard, or

who would rather be stopped from being heard in order to speak

at will. He therefore has to calculate which of these freedoms,

with their obverse restrictions, best protects him from being

coerced in other areas of his life, regardless of who he is as

a conflictant.

(3) J will conclude that unless a case is made to the contrary, A

andBshouldbefreetodowhatevertheywant,providedthat

any freedom that A has B has also'

(4) J will conclude that, unless a case is made to the contraryt

ifAistobestoppedfromdoingsomeclassofactionsX'

then so is B.

(5) J will only agree with other velorians that A can have freedoms

denied B if these freedoms are effectively just delegated

powersthatprotecttheequalfreedomsofAandB.Infact'

delegated powers, which are the unéqüaI freedoms, are only

justified when they guarantee, or bolster, defend etc. the

equ+ freedoms.
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AII of the above is rformalr. It doesntt of itself gíve the content to

which acts A or B should be stopped from doing. (l) limits the argument

to those who share the attitude that they would rather be stopped from

doing x Íf it is the case that they want to do X to others less than they

want others to do X to them. The point of this limitation is that

argument, as such, cannot resolve the conflict between people who do not

have this attitude. such conflicts can only be resolved by the application

of force, i.e., they are to be resolved ín favour of those with the greater

power. Admittedly, a type of argument may go on among coercionists, but

it is an argument about who actually has the force' It is a form of bluff'

or a form of coercion that helps one party get its way without its actually

having to physically coerce the other . Q) doesntt make such a clear-cut

distÍnction between types of persons and the conflict between those who

prefer E to F and those who prefer F to E cannot be resolved by any neat

formula, but depends on an assessment of the facts of the siutation and on

the desires of the parties. Nonetheless, any solution, e.9.r that E is to

be preferred to F, is to be adopted on the understanding by J that, if he

turns out to be A who wants to do x which is a case of F for A but a denial

of E for B, then he, A, should be denied F, i.e., he should be stopped from

doing X.

ìVith these conclusions in mind, I will now turn to the derivation of the

priority of libertY.

2. The Prioritv of Liberty

Rawlst final statement of the priority relationship, as Barry notes' is

as follows: 'First Priority RuIe (The Priority of Liberty)' The

principles of justice are to be ranked in IexÍcal order and therefore

Iiberty can be only restricted for the sake of libertyr. (lglZr SOZ)

Earlier Rawls had spelt it out a little more fully, 'By the priority of
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liberty I mean the precedence of the principle of equal liberty over the

second principle of justice. The two principles are in lexical order' and

therefore the claims of liberty are to be satisfied first' until this is

achieved, no other principle comes into playr' (1972' 244)

He also expresses it as follows:

'The princÍples of justice are to be ranked in
Iexical ordär and tñerefore Iiberty can be restricted
onlY for the sake of I
(a) a less extensive I
sYstem of IibertY shar
equal libertY must be
with the Iesser libert

Note: (a) reinforces the interpretation given previously that everyone

shares a single system of liberty, not that each person has his own' equal

system.

To fully appreciate the principle of the priority of liberty we need to

remind ourselves of the two principles of justice'

(I) The First Principle of Justice (The Principle of Greatest Equal

Liberty ) .

Each person is to have an equal right to the most extensive total system

of equal basic Iiberties compatible with a similar system of Iiberty for

all.

(?) The second Principle of Justice (The Dífference Principle and the

Principle of Fair Equality of Opportunity)'

Social and economic Ínequalities are to be arranged so that they are both

(a) to the greatest benefit of the least advantaged, conslstent wíth

the just savings PrinciPle; and
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(b) attached to offices and positions open to all under conditions

of fair equalitY of oPPortunitY'

Putting the Two Principles of Sustice together with the Priority RuIe, it

becomes clear that it is each personts right to the most extensive total

system of equal basic tiberties compatíble with a similar system of

Iiberty for all that has priority over the second Principle of Justice'

This means that no socÍal or economic inequatity is permittedr even if it

is to the greatest benefit of the l-east advantaged, (to restrict ourselves

to the Difference Principle) if it means that each person does not have an

equal right to the most extensive total system of equal basic liberties'

The force of this priorÍty, then, will depend on what Ís understood by

having an equal right to the most exten sive total svstem of equal basic

liberties, etc. some of this has been discussed previously' what is to

be noted now j-s that it appears that the priority doesnrt necessarily hold

for non-basic Iiberties. To understand exactly what the Priority Rule

requires, then, we need to look at what Rawls means bytbasic libertÍesr'

Rawls list of basic liberties is as follows'

(I) Equal participation Ín the political procedure defined by the

constitution that is, rall citizens are to have an equal right to take

part in, and to determÍne the outcome of, the constitutional process that

establlshes the laws with which they are to comply ... the principle of

participation also holds that all cítizens have equal access, at least in

the formal sense, to public office. Each is eligibte to join political

parties, to run for elective positions, and to hold places of authorityt'

(tllZ, ?2L-224) It also includes freedom of speech and assembly'

(tllz, 6r )
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(Z) The Rule of Law. Barry summarises this as follows: rlt includes

(t) the principle that'rought impties can'r, and therefore that laws should

require only possible behaviour, Q) 'rthe precept that similar cases be

treated similarlyrr, (3) rrthe precept that there is no offence without a

lawrr which "demands that laws be known and expressly promulgatedrr, etc.,

and finally (4) rrprecepts defining the notion of natural justicerr which

require, for example, that judges be fair and impartial, and no man may

judge his own caserr.

(3) Equal Liberty of Conscience. This includes freedom of religious

belief, freedom of thought, freedom of conscience' freedom of life-style

when this doesntt harm others, freedom of person, freedom to hold personal

property, freedom from arbitrary arrest and seizure. (tllZ, 6L, 450)

Rawls summarises these as follows, tThe basic liberties of citizens are,

roughly speaking, political liberty (the right to vote and to be eligible

for public office) together with freedom of speech and assembly; liberty

of conscience and freedom of thought, freedom of the person along with the

right to hold (personal) property; and freedom from arbitrary arrest and

seizure as defined by the concept of lawr. (tglZ, 6L)

It is these lÍberties then whose total cannot be reduced or which cannot

be rendered unequal in order to achieve social or economic inequalities no

matter how great a benefit these social and eaonomic inequalities bring to

the worst-off.

Why is this so? In justification of it, Rawls says,

'Now the basis for the priority of liberty is
roughly as follows: as the conditions for
civilization improve, the marginal sÍgnificance
for our good of further economic and social
advantages diminishes relative to the interests
of liberty, which become stronger as the conditions
for the exercise of the equal freedoms are more
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fully exercised. Beyond some point it becomes and

then remains irrational from the standpoint of the
original positÍon to acknowledge a Iesser Iiberty
for the sake of greater material means and amenities
of office. Let us note why this should be so. First
of alt, as the general level of well-being rises (as
indicated by the index of primary goods the less
favoured caÀ expect) only the less urgent wants remain
to be satisfied by further advances, at least insofan
as menrs wants (are) not largely created by institutions
and social forms. At the same time the obstacles to
the exercise of the equal liberties decline and a

growing insistence upon the right to pursue our
ãpiritual and cultural interests asserts itself.
Increasingty it becomes more important to secure the
free internal Iife of the various communities of
interests in which persons and groups seek to achieve,
in modes of social union consistent with equal Iiberty,
the ends and excellences to which they are drawn' In
addÍtÍon, men come to aspire to some control over the
laws and rules that regulate their association, either
by directly taking part themselves in its affairs or
indirectly through representatives with whom they are
affiliateâ ny tiés of culture and social situation ' I

(Ll7Z, 542-43)

Rawls, then, does not belíeve that the First Principle of Justice always

has priority over the second. It only has priority once a certain threshold

is reached in terms of the satisfaction of urgent basic wants. This means

that when the desire to satisfy urgent basic wants is compelling enough,

then it is no longer the case that each person has an equal right to the

most extensive total system of equal basic liberties in the sense of

either

(1) each person has an equal right to the same total system of equal

basic liberties but it is no longer the most extensive one

posslble at the time; 0B

(2) the system of liberty is such that not everyone has an equal

right to equal basic Iiberties.

{
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It might be that Rawls believes it rational of the velorians to waive the

priority of liberty if the threshold hasnrt been reached for only one of

these options. This does not, however, seem to be the case. He says, for

example, that, if the basic wants are not compelling, then it is not

rational tfor the persons in the original position to agree to satisfy them

by accepting a less than equal freedomr, (tZlZ, 543) which does suggest

that it is rational to accept a less than equal freedom when the wants are

urgent. This shows he is committed to (2) above. His general position

also seems to comm-it him to (I).

There are, then, a number of íssues that need to

account of the priority of liberty before we can

impartialism agrees with it or not.

be considered in Rawls'

determine whether

3. The tCivilizatÍonl Theshold

As we have seen, Rawls believes that there is a threshold below which the

prÍnciple does not apply because it is rational of the velorians to prefer

inequalities of the basÍc Iiberties in order to satisfy urgent basic wants.

Rawls (Ig72, 543) says that it is ratl-onal for the velorians to agree to

this when

(f) there are obstacles to the exercise of the equal liberties

(2) urgent wants need to be satisfied

(3) it is not important under these conditions to secure the free

internal IÍfe of the various communities of interests

(4) people do not aspire to some control over the laws and rules

that regulate their associatÍon.

Before we can assess these claims, we need to consider exactly what it is

the velorians agree to when they agree to give up the priority of liberty'
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beginning with Case (2) Iooked at earlier, namely, where people have

unequal rights to the basic liberties'

4. Less than Equal Liberties

In what ways can the basic liberties be unequal? Only by one personr or

group of people having more of them than another. I witl limit myself to

the equal participation and rule of law cases for the moment' The

principle of equal participation ís that each person thave an equal right

to take part in, and to determine the outcome of, the constitutional process

that establishes the laws with which they are to comply'. I will look at this

first. fuppose A is tempted to give up somer or all of this right' for

some economic gain.. This means that someone else, B say, has promised A

that, if B is given a greater right to take part in, and determine the

outcomeof,thelaw-makingprocess,thenBwillgiveAmoremoneYlor

whatever, than A would have got if his participation was equal to Brs'

J, not knowing whether he is A or B, will want A to determine the outcome

of any law-making process as much as B' If A doesnrt do so' then the

outcome of this process is likety to favour B over A. J will not agree

to B having a greater say in the determination of law-making than A if

this means that B gains the power to break his promíses to A, or to make

A do as B wants without recourse to remedy. The principle of equal

participation has to do wÍth the balance of power in the society' 3 wiII

not agree to one party having a balance of power over that of another such

that it can ignore the interests of the other' even Íf in the first

instance, or always, this benefits the other. The risk is too great'

There can be no guarantee that this power wonrt be abused or even that the

promise can be honoured. If A agrees to certain sacrifices in order to

gain economic benefits he will only do so if he can opt out of the arrange-
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ment if the promises are broken. He can only do this if he retains

sufficient power to do so. If, however, he has sumendered his rÍght of

equal particípation, then he has lost his power to cancel the deal' He

cannot participate in the decision-making process in order to reverse

decisions contrary to his interests. Jr then, will not agree to surrender

his right of equal participatlon (although itfs more a right of equal

determination) just for an economic benefit, for the reasons just given'

RawIs would agree that this is so after the civilization threshold has been

reached but does not believe that Ít automatically holds prior to the

threshold. He is probably correct that people wiII not concern themselves

greatly with spiritual and cultural interests, with the free internal Iife

of the various communities of interests in which persons and groups seek

to achÍeve, or even that people will not aspire to control the laws and

rules which regulate their association, while their most urgent and basic

wants, presumably food, drink and shelter, remain unsatisfied' AII this

shows, however, is that certain ideals of tife wontt rate very high if

the contÍnued existence of life Ítself is at stake, including ideals that

are intimately associated with equal liberty. Nonetheless, while rmodes

of social union consistent with equal lÍberty, and the ends and excellences

to which people are drawnr, may not rank high in conditions of scarcity'

it does not follow that the equal basic Iiberties themselves are not still

paramount. Ìvhy should J want to let A surrender his equal determination of

Iaws to B just because B promises to improve the supply of food, drink or

shelter as a consequence? There are many subsÍstance cultures which do not

hand over political power to their economic entrepreneurs in this way' J

would have to be sure that B would keep his promise, and that B would not

then use his extra power to make Ars lot even worse than it was before'

The only way this latter can be ensured is if A doesnrt surrender his

equal rights in determining decisions. J can adopt either of two models
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here. He can insist on equal direct determinatÍon in decision-making for

whichever of A or B he turns out to be, or he can adopt some form of equal

indirect determination. In either case, he wiII insist that his direct

determination of decisions be eQúaI to anyone elsersr or that his Índirect

determination be equal. Jrs first preference wiII always be that Ars or

Brs determination of decision-making be dÍrect, as this is the most

effective way for A or B to ensure that their interests are represented to

others as A or B themselves perceive them. Any indirect process wiII distort

Ars or Brs preferences. Nonetheless, J may weII be prepared to accept that

direct representation has more disadvantages than indirect representation

as a method for making most decisions. J may still want to insist on direct

determination for the most important decisions, whatever he thinks these

are. It is not appropriate to go into detaÍIs here, but constitutional

questions are obvious ones. There may be other casesr too, where an issue

Ís so important it warrants a referendum. J, then, will insist on equal

determination for A and B, whether it be direct or indirect, because this

is the only way for hÍm to ensure that, whoever he is, he has some control

over the decisions that affect his interests. This wiII mean that he will

insist on freedom of speech and freedom of assembly because these, too,

are essential if he is to be able to marshall support so that decisions

are determined as he wishes them to be, given that his structural power to

determine decisions is to be no more than anyone elsers. This leads to

questions about how to resolve disputes between Iarge bodies of conflic-

tants about whlch declsion ís made. Rawls suggests this be done by a

constitutionally controlled majorÍtarianism for societies above the

civilization threshotd. The kÍnds of arguments I have adduced so far

indicate that a similar system would apply below the civilization threshold,

at least with respect to equal determination. The rule of law wiII

generally obtain below the civilization threshold, except, perhaps in

cases of national survivial such as war, alghough there may well be good
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reasons why they should apply especially then. Be that as it may, the

crucial point is that J would not agree, as Rawls beJ-ieves, to surrendering

equal determination for economic gain because this means giving oneself

over to the power of others Ín a way that is not retrievable within the

system, but is only retrievable by the forceful overthrow of the system'

Giving oneself over to the power of others in this way is irrational

because it means that one cannot even ensure that the benefits for whÍch

such a transfer was made will be received, so that one may be even worse

off after the transfer than before. As there is no way that J can be

guaranteed this will not happen, J wiII not agree to it'

5. Indirect Equal Determination of Decisions

J can, however, agree to something like it, and perhaps this is what Rawls

has in mind. Sr-rppose J decides that, under certain circumstancesr no

matter who he is he has more to gain under indirect participation in

decision-making at the national level than he has ln dÍrect participation'

provided there are certain constitutional safeguards. In particular,

suppose he believes he has more to gain economically no matter who he iS

under indirect participation, that is, he hands the power to make decisions

about the allocation of resources to some group, for example, a parliament'

or some individual, for example, a President. This means he surrenders a

freedom. He is no longer equally free to determine such decisions as

anyone else because he has set up a group of people, of which he may not

be a member, to make decÍsions in this area unrestrained by any direct

input from him. J wilt stÍII insist on indirect input, i.e., he wiII

insist that there be some mechanism whereby A or B can stop, or contribute

to stopping, the activities of this group if A or B see it as acting

contrary to their interests, i.e., it is not producing for them the extra

wealth for which they set it up. In most systems, this mechanism of
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indirect determination of economic decisions is the election, but there

may be other methods (e.g., the Gallup PoIl). Let us call this decision-

making body fRr. Most conflÍctants such as A and B will not be members

of R, therefore they witl have only an indirect determination of decisions

but some conflictants such as C and D will be members of R and therefore

will have a direct determination of economic decisions' This means that

C and D have a freedom lacked by A and B. The structure of which A, B' C

and D are a part is such that C and D are free to directly determine

decisions whereas A and B arenrt.

Now, J wiII be prepared to give c and D powers or rights or freedoms not

possessed by A or B provided these powers or freedoms are not irretrievable

powers, and provided that they are delegated powers in the sense discussed

earlier. The system will be a two-stage system, that is, J will only

agree to only C and D having direct powers whereas A, B, C and D have

Índirect powers if the indirect powers of C and D are equal to those of

A and B. If this is not so, then the retrievability of these powers by

A and B is weakened, helping c and D entrench themselves in R with these

additional powers in ways which A and B cannot affect even when C and D

no longer make decisions that take Ars and Brs interests as equal to Crs

and Drs. l,loreover, 3 will only allow c and D these extra powers if they

are used in a way that benefits the interests of A, B, C and D equal-ly'

i.e., J wiII not give c and D these powers under systems whose effect is

to benefit C and D at the expense of A and B'

so, even below the civilization threshold, J wiII not agree to A

surrendering his equal right to determine decisions just because B (or C

or D) offers hÍm greater wealth' if Ars surrendering this right ís either

permanent or for such a long period of time that A can be irredeemiably

harmed by B's actions while powerless to do anything about it' At the
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most, J wilt allow A to surrender hÍs direct freedom to determine

decisions to B provided A retaÍns the samd indirect freedom to determine

freedoms as B, and provided A retains the same direct freedom (and indirect

freedom) as anyone else to retrieve from B the delegated power' or to

replace B with someone more responsive to his Ínterests. As a rational

agent, J cannot agree to A surrendering to B for the promiset or even the

receipt of wealth, that power that enables A to prevent B reneging on his

promise, or to prevent B from making Ars situation even worse than it was

prÍor to the transfer of power even though B has honoured his promise.

In surrendering power to the members of R (C and D), J does so only on the

condÍtion that C and D treat theÍr own interests as private citizens as

equal to, not superÍor to, those of A and B. J will insist that there be

machinery buitt into the operation of R that prevents C and D misusing

their additional power. As the poÍnt of J allowing R to be set ç Ís to

better his financial position lf he Ís the worst off, J must give R power

to compel A and B to do certain things, e.9.I to sumender part of their

moneys as tax, or whatever. \{hat J will not give R Ís the power for

members of R to benefit themselves at the expense of A and B, or give them

the right to deny A and B the power to dissolve R, or to deny them a less

than equal indirect determination of the policies or the membership of R,

or a less than equal direct determination of the nature of R' There

appears to be as much reason for J to insist on this below the civilization

threshold as above it. In fact, gíven that the consequences of misallocation

of power below the civilization theshold are the more serious because

survival ltself is more at risk then there is probably more reason for

ensuring the maintenance of the equal right to determination.

It might be argued that this conclusion is empirically implausible. In

feudal times, peasants put themselves unreservedly under the power of a
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lord in order to gain protection from marauding hordes, etc' This is true,

but the rationality of an action when the veil Ís lÍfted and people are in

superior and inferÍor power relatÍons does not necessarily carry across to

the position behind the. veil. It may be in real life, when one already

lacks power, that it is rational to submit unconditionally to one ruler

rather than another as the lesser of two evils. This in no way shows

that it is rational to agree to let these rulers have this unconditional

power Ín the first place, which is the issue that J is concerned with

behind the veil. Similarly, it could be argued that, throughout hÍstory:

women have surrendered an almost absolute power over their lives to their

husbands. To say that the actions of half humanÍty are not rational is to

put oners definition of rationality into question. Once again, what it

is rational to do given that you already are in a situation with a

particular power distribution is distinct from the question of whether itrs

rational to agree to that power dÍstrÍbution in the first place, or to the

power distribution that caused it to come about. It may be that in any

age when pregnancy, breast-feeding etc. prevent women being trained as

soliders and thereby makes them vunerable to the attacks of the above

marauding hordes that it is rational to put themselves under the pro-

tection of a single man even when this gives him the power to treat them

badly should he so choose. They can only hope he doesnrt so choose'

Behind the veil, however, they insist on some arrangement that gave them

as much power as the men in how they or the men were treated.

what has been shown so far, then, is that J wouldnrt agree to A having a

Iesser liberty than B in the matter of determinatÍon of decisions, even if

this lesser liberty offered, or delivered a large economic benefit, and

even if this occurred below the civilization threshotd. CertainJ-y, A is

more vunerable to Brs misuse of power below the civilization threshold

than he is above ít.
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I wiII now turn to a consideration of the two other basic libertiest

namely, the rule of law and the equal liberty of conscience' I will also

look at the case of J considering a less extensive equal liberty rather

than a less than equal llbertY.

6. The Rule of Law

Essentially the same considerations apply here as applied with equal

determination. while J may be prepared to hand over power to judges

because there are many advantages in doing sor J witt not agree to less

than equal liberty with respect to the rule of law just to get an economic

gain. If judges (c and D) have powers the ordinary citizen doesnrt have

(A and B), it is solely so they can enforce an equal liberty for all of

A'B,C,D.JwillnotagreethatAshouldgivepowertoaJudgeCto
judge Ars case if c is merely going to benefit c, or c and D at Ars

expense. Nor will J agree that c should judge Ars case if c is the other

party to the case, even if high financial rewards are offered, because this

as an accepted practice can lead to C (or D) stripping A of the benefÍt he

gained this time by a decision of a later case. The point about each of

the rules of law is that they are procedures designed to ensure that the

parties who make, and administer the law, do not use the power given them

to do so to benefit themselves consistently at the cost of those not so

placed. To this extent, the rule of law is arights-protecting institution'

i.e., those who administer the law still only have an equal freedom with

everyone else in the areas that it exlsts to enforce' Fruit fly inspectors'

for example, can enter anyoners yard to see if their trees have fruit fly'

This is to prevent anyône havÍng fruit fly. It does not mean that fruit

fly inspectors are to be free to have fruit fly ridden trees but no-one

else is.
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Now, the rule of law is particularly important in those situations where

survival is at stake, 1.e., where those who are the stronger are likely to

advantage their own survival at the expense of others. J is just as

unlikely to allow A to suspend hÍs right to the rule of law on a permanent

basis below as above the civilization threshold. This is so even if,

were B to have total power, B could meet Ars urgent survival needs but,

if B didnrt have total power, then A wilt starve, or some such' The most

that J could concede to A here is that A give B a temporary but retrievable

absolute power. The only case in which J would agree to a permanent and

irretrievable power for B is if A wanted nothing else but to live, that is'

if A didnrt care what his life was like as long as he was still alive.

The case, however, is hardly one of concern, because J, even in these

circumstances, wÍII only agree to Brs absolute power if Ars survival does

depend on B having absolute, permanent power. It is difficult to imagine

what such a case would be. Any remotely plausible case requires, at the

most, a temporary absolute power for B even if J knows (and presumably A

knows) that B can deliver the goods, and this is Ars only hope.

7. Equa I Libertv of Conscience

This is not the same as freedom of speech and freedom of assembly' These

are necessary parts of A being able to maintain an equal right of

participatÍon and determination with B. Equal liberty of conscience is

not a tlberty needed to preserve other liberties but one of the other

liberties to be preserved. RawIs seems to operate a distinction between

types of desires. FÍrstly, there are desires like the desire for food,

the desire for drink, etc. i.e., baSic desires. These can be satisfied by

someone supplying the necessary materials. secondly, there are desires

for freedoms. These freedoms arenft necessary to meet the basic desires,

nor are they necessary to meet any desires but rather they are just
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another kind of desire. They cover such things as the freedom of speech'

and the freedom to assemble, etc. Actually, Rawls misnames these' 0n his

analysis they are not desires for freedoms at all, but desires for the

thingsr ê.g., the desire to speak, the desire to assemble. It is almost

as if he would call the desire to eat the desire to be free to eat' For

Rawls, the civilized life ís one where you can speak to people, exchange

ideas, write poemsr read novels, go to plays, where you can assemble

with others to listen to music, or play sports, etc. They arer in a way'

ends in themserves. They are manifestations of the Aristotelian principle'

of the complexities of human Ínteraction that provide us with satisfaction'

As such, they onty become desires that figure largely in our lives when

urgent and basic desires are met. It is not so much that we wiII only

want to have freedom of speech or freedom of assembly above the civilization

threshold as that we will only want to engage in certain kinds of speaking

or certain kinds of assembling above the threshold (but then we will only

want to engage in certain kinds of eating, drinking, shelter, etc' above

the threshold). As you wiII only want to engage in these activities at a

certain level, you will only want the freedom to engage in them then, tgo'

(Nonetheless, while lots of people will be free to engage in these

activities, they wonrt want to). But this is just as true of the freedom

to eat, or drink, etc. in certain ways. It wÍIl only be wanted when the

desire to eat and drink ín these ways arises, and this wiII not occur until

a certain level of civilÍzation. However, even at levels below the

civilizatlon threshold, each of us will want to eat in order to survive,

and will want the freedom to eat in order to survive, that is, we will

not want people Ínterfering with the eating we engage in in order to

survive. Now, it may well be that we can only stop people interfering

with our freedom to eat in order to survive, if we are free to speak about

how to stop this. This means that we wilt want to be able to have freedom

of speech, not for any fancy civilized reason, but as a tool to enable us
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to survive. It is a freedom-preserving right. Likewise, with the

freedom to assemble. It may be that only Íf we are free to assemble that

we can prevent interference to our freedom to eat, or drink or have

shelter. Freedom of conscience, and freedom of relígious belief in

particular, is unlikely to be a freedom that helps us secure our freedom

to eat, or drink or build shelter, unlike all the other freedoms listed

earlier (determination, rule of Iaw, freedom of speech and assembly, the

right to a trial, etc.). Freedom of religious belief (or practice' more

so) is one of those cases of wanting to be free to do something for its

own sake, not a case of wanting to be free to prevent interference to

something being done for its own sake. we will want freedom of speech and

assembly in order to protect our freedom to practise our religion' but we

do not want the freedom to practise our religion to protect our freedom to

speak or assemble. Practisíng oners religion doesnrt help bring about

greater freedom of speech or assembly unless prayer is more efficacious

than it appears to be, or unless our practices invoke magical powers that

have a causal effect upon those who would suppress our speaking or

assembl in g.

The upshot of this is that freedom of conscience is not a basic freedom if

a basic freedom is one that frees us to perform activities that are

essential to our protecting our interests on an equal basis with others'

Freedom of speech is a basic freedom because Ít frees us to speak, and

speaking is essential to our protecting our interests against those who

would alter the balance of power so as to advantage their interests at

the cost of ours. one of our interests may be practising our relÍgion.

Freedom of speech helps protect this. Another of our interests may be

speaking itself (of various kinds), or assembling itsett (of varÍous kinds)'

or partÍcipating in making the laws and rules that regulate our association

for its own sake. Being free to do these, however, even for their own
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sake, means that we can use these very freedoms to protect other freedoms'

Not all activities that we do for their own sake, if we are free to do themt

have the same usef ulness. Liberty of conscience is one such' It is not'

therefore, a basic freedom. It is, therefore, possible that J would allow

A to give B power to deny freedom of conscience for economic gains. J,

however, would not do so just because B wanted to prevent A from having

freedom of conscience more than B wanted not to be prevented from having

it himself. This is ruled out withi¡ impartÍalism. J, therefore'

has to find some acceptable reason why B should want A prevented from

having freedom of conscience given that he would rather have it himself

than prevent A from having it, but, that if A is to be prevented from

having it, so is he. It may be that, further developed, this gives

Iiberty of conscience the kind of priority over the second principle that

Rawls hopes for it. A fuller explanation here, however is not appropriate'

It should also be noted that the case that concerns Rawls is really a

coercÍon case. The case is that B has the means to supply A the essentials

of life but A doesn't have the means to supply these for himself' B,

however, will only supply them to A on the condition that A agrees to give

B permanent total power over A, i.e., that A renounce his basic freedoms'

J will only agree to this if, were he B, he would be preapred to surrender

his freedoms to A if A rather than B had the only access to the means of

survival. The cases between A and B must be symmetrically acceptable

when reversed. Now, if J is A, he wants to coerce B less than he wants to

be coerced by B, and if he is B, he wants to coerce A less than he wants

to be coerced by A. This means that J would not agree to A making this

offer to B, or B making it to A. For either to do so would be to show

themselves to be coercionists. I argued earlier that coercionists could

get J to agree to a principle of action but could not get J to determine

which particular act should be done unless J knew which conflictant he
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was. In this case, J knows that one of A or B has the only access to the

means of survival, whereas the other doesnrt. The question here is

whether the one with this access should deny it to the other on condition

of surrender of the basic freedoms. Once again, the coercionist can only

answer this questÍon when he knows who has the pwoer, aind who doesnrt,

i.e., if he turns out to be A, and A has the power he will give one

answer. If he doesnrt have the power, he wiII give another' The impart-

ialistrs answer, however, doesnrt depend on knowing which conflictant he

is. He can answer that whoever has this power shouldnrt use it to deny

the other person the basic freedoms.

8. A Less Extensive LibertY

We have seen, then, that the velorians wiII not agree to there being a

Iesser than equal liberty even if, were B to have total power' B could

meet Ars urgent survival needs but, if B didnrt have total power' then A

would starve, or some such. At least J would only agree to this if A

only wanted to live for the sake of livíng, rather than that A wanted to

Iive to achieve anything of his own life plans. Even this case is

weakened, however, by the fact that there would be no situation where A

could eat only if B had permanent total power. The most that could happen

is that A could eat only if B had total power, i.e., if A lost his basic

freedoms. In these circumstances A may agree to surrender his basic

Iiberties only for as long as was necessary to get beyond the bare

survival stage. Moreover, he would inslst on retainlng the right to assess

Bts performance so that he could replace B, or adopt alternative strategiest

if B wasntt supplying him with the means of bare survival or appears to be

less than conscientious in bringÍng about a better than mere survival

situation. A, then, is in the paradoxical situation that he mÍght, if his

survival depended on it, surrender as many of hÍs basic freedoms as

necessary to ensure survival provided he retained enough of these basic
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freedoms to ensure that his surrender of the others paid dividends and to

regain them when the grounds for surrendering them had passed'

The other strategy that Rawls suggests might be adopted below the

civilization threshold.is to have a less extensive total system of equal

basic liberties. This assumes that, at the time, a more extensive total

system of basic libertÍes was poesible but only at the cost of economic

hardships. The distinction made earlier between the political liberties

and the rule of law as freedom-preserving rights and the liberty of

conscience. still applÍes here, where liberty of conscience is not the same

as freedom of speech or assembly but rather the liberty of religious

practice. Freedom of speech wiII include freedom to speak about religious

matters as these relate to the control of power in the society. It is not

clear how a less extensive equal basic Iiberty would increase wealth.

perhaps the idea is that political liberty and the rule of law is a costly

business, i.e., people need to be taxed to support it. Below the civil-

ization threshold, people are more concerned with having their money in

order to survive than they are to ensure a fair system of justice and a

participatory political system. While there may be some truth in this'

it cannot be the case that they witl agree to no political participation

because this means an unequal liberty, i.e., giving power to some group

wÍthout retrievabilÍty. Likewise, for no rule of law. The scenario that

is possible is that they are prepared to bypass the benefits of certain

grander systems of participation, etc. in order to secure survival, that

is, they may be prepared to líve Ín clans rather than tribes, or tribes

rather than states, if this reduces their financial burden. ThÍs' however,

will only be so as long as the relationship between clans is such that

their wars with each other do not put life and property at so much risk

that it is worth becoming a tribe or a state with greater overheads in

administration that requires greater taxes. Nonetheless, at the clan
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level-, J wiII insist on equal basic liberties for all members of the clan'

Lifewise, once the clans become tribes and the tribes states' As the costs

of remaining at a less sophisticated level of organizatíon increaset so

the motivation to amalgamate and have less face-to-face, more bureaucratic

systems of participation and justice increases. These will only be

possible at an economíc cost, that is, taxes. It is not clear, however,

that there really is a civilization threshold here. The nature of

participation will vary. The smaller the group, the more direct

participation there is likely to be. unfortunately, the smaller the group

the more vulnerable to attack it Ís, i.e., the more the lives of its

members are at risk if its envÍronment is accessible to the ravaging

hordes, etc. As groups become bigger, as co-operative effort increases

wealth, the concepts that people have as to what their lives are about,

that is, what they value, will change. what was not possible in the small

society may become possÍble in the bigger one. In a larger society people

will be free to do things they could not do in the smaller' In cities'

where there is no longer the close scrutiny of family and neighbours of

oners activities, there is a freedom to be private that does not exist in

the smaller society. This may well come to be valued by many. There is

also, as Dqrkheim and others have pointed out, the dangers of anomie and

arienation. There is also Iikely to be a freedom of life-styre, that is'

an individuality or a lack of conformity, that is missing in the smaller

society. It is possible to interpret these as greater liberties' but they

are not greater basic Iiberties, in the sense of freedom-preserving rights'

Rather, they are freedoms that may be obtained and maintained by the

exercise of the freedom-preserving ríghts. It may weII be that' once a

certain economic level is reached, people will prefer more privacyr more

diversity, more opportunity for cultural activities like the arts, and

so on than they will prefer to possess material goods. ThÍs, however, is

something they wiII hand over to a social and economic policy determÍning
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group such as a parliament (i.e., therRrof previous sections) to sort

out by procedures that arbitrate between the interests of conflicting

groups in the society. Below the civilization threshold they may not want

their possession of material goods put Ínto competition with Iiberties

such as privacy, individuality, etc. Physical security, physical comfort

may matter more. Even here, however, R will be the determinant body'

Itrs just that the preferences of those it represents so overwhelmingly

favour the material over the cultural, or whatever, that R wilt not dare

deprive its electorate of one for the other. The less surplus wealth'

above and beyond that needed for material comfort, the less Iikely people

are to be prepared to be taxed to fund other peoplers demands for support

in cultural, etc. activities. None of this, however, affects everyoners

interests in ensuring an equal say in the decisions that are made' at

Ieast indirectly. In fact, if people want to keep their material goods

rather than fund cultural actÍvites, they will need their basic IibertÍes

to give them the power to control the activities of R. To the extent'

then, that being below the civilization threshold affects people surrender-

ing liberties for economic gains it is not the basic liberties they will

be prepared to surrender nor the equality of these Iiberties.

To what extent witl the basic equal Iiberties be sumendered for economic

gain, without losing their equal nature? The problem here is the choice

between Iosing your wealth and weakening the guarantees you have that you

will be free to use your wealth. Itrs a question of sacrlficing some of

your wealth in order to guarantee the free exercise of the rest of lt'

The less wealth one has, the less of Ít one can afford to lose and the

Iess of 1t one has to spend freely. Nonetheless, one can lose oners lifet

or one's freedom of movement (being jailed, etc.) and one will be

prepared to spend as much as is necessary to gÍve reasonable security

against these eventualitÍes. The poorer the sooiety, the less sophisticated
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wiII be its method of securing justice, i.e., it wÍll not be able to

afford an apparatus of lawyers, courts, appeals, etc. Nonetheless, its

members (or J, not knowing which of them he is) will still want the

innocent cleared and the guttty punished and wiII be prepared to spend

a reasonable amount of their money to ensure this. It is doubtful that

how much this is can be reduced to a formula. Likewise, they wifl want

their government to make decisions responsive to the will of the majority

but they may not be able to afford all the modern apparatus associated with

thís. The best that they can do here is to ensure that enough is spent on

the parliament and the justice system to ensure that it is able to respond

to demands that more be spent in these areas when the majority of people

are unhappy with theÍr performance. How much this is will have to be a

matter of judgement, but it applies even when there are few civilized

Iiberties as when there are many.

9. Barrvrs Treatment of Rawls I Derivation of the Priority of Liberty

Barry claims that Rawlst offÍcÍal doctrine is rso outlandishly extreme

that it is scarcely worth devoting any space to its discussion. It can be

accepted only if wealth is assigned a value that is lÍterally Ínfinites-

imally small in relation to IÍberty, so that it would be judged worth

dropping from general affluence to general poverty in order to score a

minute gain on the 'IibertyrcrÍterion, if such a choice were presented to

a societyr, (L9ll, 60)

I have argued that, understood as I have described it, the priority of the

first over the second principle is not outlandlshly extreme. This has

involved showing that the basic liberties only include the freedom of

participation and the rule of law but not freedom of conscience in any

sense additional to freedom of speech and assembly. (rConscientious
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objectiontto a war, for example, may be a non-basic libertyt as may

freedom of sexual preference, and a lot of the standard civil liberties)'

This removes some of the problems Barry finds with Rawlsraccount' It

still remains possible that it is routlandishly extremerto sacrifice any

amount of wealth for either an increase in the total system of equal basic

Iiberties or for an increase in the equality of the total system of basic

liberties. Barry is probably right here. It is, once again, going to be

a matter of judgement. suppose J considers a case where a drop from

general affluence to general poverty means one innocent person will not be

found guiJ-ty who otherwise would have been. clearly, the more we spend on

our system of justice, the less miscarriages of justice are likely to

occur, e.g.r the quÍcker cases can be heard, the more thoroughly evidence

can be collected, and so on. There will need to be a balance reached

here that J is prepared to accept given the wealth of the community, given

that he may be the innocent person and given that he may be one of those

taxed.(ThisisaproblemNozicktacklesinlAnarchy,Utopiaandthe

Stater ). similar points obtain for partÍcipation. In a modern democracy

we could hold refe""nåu on all issues. J would have to calculate whether

the added participation is worth the cost, both financial and Ín terms of

time out of oners life. Once again, he would have to settle on a balance'

Nonetheless, the balance is to be struck in such a way as preserves the

effectiveness of his basic freedoms for, without them, his wealth is of

dubious value, being at risk from those who control the decision-making

and judicial processes. If anythíng, J would err in the direction of

more money going on guaranteeing basic freedoms that is strictly necessary'

TherestofBarrylsdiscussionconcernsitsetfwithtakingseriouslyRawlsI
rcivilization thresholdr for the priority of liberty' The arguments I

have adduced so far have been designed to show that this threshold is not

to be taken seriously as far as the basic libertÍes are concerned' Barryrs
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points still hotd with respect to the non-basic liberties.

What is crucial, I think, to a copect understanding of the relation

between wealth and liberty is the distinction between freedom-preserving

rights andtfreedoms,l' Rawls has freedom as an ideal. He wants people not

to sacrifice for increased wealth any of political liberty, rule of law'

the tolerance of diversity, the freedom to engage in the arts, the

freedom to be an individual, to not conform, the freedom to be private,

etc. He has an ideal of rcivilized manrthat he doesnrt want people behind

the veil sacrificing for greater wealth, so he wants to build constraints

into the veil that prevent this. He has, however, faited to distinguish

those elements of freedom that may be an ideal, and those elements that

arenrt, that is, the freedom-preserving rights. People may choose all

sorts of freedoms behind the veil but they must, as rational agents, choose

the freedom-preserving rights. Rawls doesnrt need to worry about his ideal

freedoms because, in general, the two requirements of (I) symmetrification

and (2) not wanting to coerce more than not be coerced, will guarantee that

the velorians donrt swop them for wealth. Consider the freedom of privacy'

J is not considering cases where A wants to coerce B into lack of privacy

more than he wants not to be coerced into it himself' Rather, A wants not

to be coerced out of privacy more than he wants B coerced. He will'

therefore, have a prima facie preference for the freedom to be private'

certainly, he will want some greater good to accrue for his sacrifice of

privacy. can this greater good only be a greater freedom? we have seen

that th.is notion is not a clear one. The more kÍnds of desires a person

can come to have the greater need for freedom (in a sense) follows,

because the more areas of his life can be obstructed by others' So an

increase in material wealth, which creates greater capacity to satisfy

desires, also creates greater opportunity for o'bstruction. As long as

people arenrt obstructing these freedoms just for obstructionrs sake
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(i.e., they are not coercionist) then the relation between Rawlsr ideal

freedoms and wealth is negotiable through the parliament, provided it

really can be shown that there Ís economic gain from the denial of these

freedoms. Liberty of sexual preference is a case in point. It may be

the case that homosexuality being illegal is of economic benefit to

sufficíent people to justify it. (The benefit might not be strictly

reconomicr. For example, the mititary effectiveness of an army may be

affected by its allowing homosexuals in its ranks). what is crucial,

however, is that J agrees that he is prepared to ban the sexual preference

of A in order to gain the economic benefit if he is B, and of B, in order

to gain the benefit for A. If, for example, soldiers fight better when

they are not being sexually distracted at the front, therefore all front-

Iine troops have to be heterosexuals without the opposite sex present'

then it is an Ímpartially acceptable policy to ban homosexuals because not

doing so is unfair to the non-homosexuals in the front. Either no-one can

have sex, or they all can. Rawls, then, has even less cause for worry

about his ideal freedoms because J will only accept that A be coerced into

losing an ideal freedom for Brs economic gain if he is prepared for B to

lose it for A's. This means J has to be prepared to ban Brs heterosexuality

for A,s economic gaíns as well as Ars homosexuality for Brs' People'

however, want the economic gain precisely to indulge their own versions of

the luxury freedoms. J has to accept that the gain is worthwhile regardless

of how many people there are Ín A or B. He doesnrt know whether hers in

the minority or not and cannot calculate on the odds that he lsnrt' As a

consequence, there will be strong arguments agalnst surrenderÍng a freedom

just for an increase in wealth.
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Chapter lI

The Difference PrinciPle

l. Introduction

In the previous two chapters we have seen that impartialism reaches

similar conclusions to Rawls about the distribution of Iiberty, namelyt

that everyone has an equal right to the equal basic Iiberties, although

we had to modify Rawls'Iist of equal basic lÍberties slightly. We saw,

however, that the parties behind the veil would not always agree to the

system of equal basic liberties being the most extensive one possible

given the economic circumstances. They would have to calculate on a

cost-benefit basis the degree to which their wealth or its enjoyment was

put at risk by the extent of the equal- basic liberties they possessed'

The more money spent on protecting the equal basic liberties, the less

Iikely they were to be denied the enjoyment of their wealth but also the

less wealth they would have to enjoy. At some point, there would have to

be a diminishing return on increased expenditure on the enforcement of the

equal l-iberties. At this point, it would be rational for the velorians

to refuse to extend the total system of equal basic liberties even though

it was possible to extend it.

Rawlsr Second PrÍnciple of Justice deals with social and economic

inequalities, rather than wlth inequalities of liberty' I will only concern

myself with the first part of the principle, which Rawls calls rThe

Difference Principler. In its simplified form, it states that -

rsocial and economic inequalities are to be arranged
so that they are reasonably expected to be to
everyonets ãdvantage. t (L972, 60)

Rawls later glosses thÍs principle so that it reads that these inequalitÍes
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are to be 'the greatestbenefit of the least advantaged" (tZlZ, 83)

The parties behind the veil do not know who they are. They have to decide

on the distribution of wealth in a position of uncertainty' Rawls argues

that the rational principle for them to use in distributing wealth is

maximin, that is, they are to opt for whichever prínciples guarantees

them the best minimin. My task in this chapter is to see whether Rawls'

arguments for maximin hold for impartialism'

2. Averaqe Utilitv or Maximin?

The parties J and K behind the veil are to determine how to solve conflicts

of desire between the conflictants A and B over the arrangement of social

and economic inequalitÍes. Barry argues that RawIs has made a rmonumental

confusÍont in his case for maximin over the principle of average utility'

namely, that Rawls casts 3rs and Krs calculations in terms of the choice

of which society to enter rather than the choÍce of which institutions

within a particular society to choose. The sÍtuation, however', is not

one where J and K are arguing whether Society I is better than Society 2'

Barry concedes that rif it were true that the choíce were a choice among

societÍes ... it is at any rate arguably rational to pick the society

with the highest minimum provided (a) tnat the alternative minima available

in the different societies are known and, (b) at the same time the

proportions of peopl.e in each rrepresentative positionf are not knownr'

(tlll, 92) Instead, Barry claims, 3 and K have to decide which criteria

are to be used to judge the institutíons of whíchever society it is that

A and B are in. 3 and K knowfneither the proportion of the population

in different rtrepresentative positionsrr nor what the levels of

representative positionst (including the lowest) are in the society they

belong tor. In this case, he says, rThere is complete symmetry between
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the information bearing on the maximin criteria and the criteria (which

is the only other one that Rawls seriously considers) of maximising average

utility. The people in the original position know that if they choose the 
.

criterion of maxÍmising the average each of them will gain the highest

possible obtainable average individual expectation, while Íf they choose

the criterion of maximizing the minimum each will guarantee himself the

highest possible minimum individual expectation. The question then is'

of course, whether it is rational to go for the highest average expectation

or the highest minimum expectation.r As neither J nor K knows his attitude

to risk, then, Barry concludes, all information: rwhich could provide a

basis for making a rational choice of a crÍterionr has been removed'

(1973, 96)

Is this so?

J and K are to try to resolve conflicts of desire between A and B over

arrangements of socÍal and economic inequalitÍes. A and B are in the

same society. J and K do not know which of A or B they are. fuppose J and

K are deciding which of two types of institutíon they wish to have in the

society. Letfs call these institutions V and w. Letrs suppose that V and

W have the same utíIÍty but V has the lower minimum. Let us suppose that'

within the institution V, we can divide the representative positions into

two, namely, the position occupied by A, and any other position which we

will say is occupied by B. Ars positíon has a higher utility than B's'

suppose, now, that Ars utility in V is at Bls expenser that is, that there

could be an instÍtution W where B would have a higher utility but A a

lower one, while the average utility remaÍns the same. The question is

whether J and K wiII prefer V to W? We can allow J and K knowledge of

the utility Ievels and mínÍma of these institutions without biassing their

decision by ensuring that they do not know which of A and B they are' we
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can also.allow J and K to know which representative role A and B occupy as

long as we turn the situation into a two-party conflictwhereneither J

nor K can calculate their chances of being either A or B.

As rational agents, 3 and K will go for whichever of V or W maximises their

chances of getting what they want. Barryrs problem remains, however.

Without knowing their own attitude to risk there does not seem to be enough

information for J and K to make a rational choice between V and W. This

is because, as far as J or K know, A and B could both be high-risk takers

who would prefer a system where they could either have great economic

inferiority or great superiority to a system where they would have economic

equality at a level much less than the economically successful in the

other system. If J and K are low risk-takers, then they wiII maximÍn and

most of Rawlsr conclusions about social and economic management of

inequality go through. If they are high risk-takers, then other arrange-

ments for social and economic inequalitÍes will be more rational than

maximin. Whether the most rational one wÍll be the principle of average

utillty is outside the scope of this thesis.

Rawls does not impose the different princÍple on the parties behind the

veil but, rather, tries to derive it from the veil- conditions. As we have

seen, Barry believes he fails. I witl now see whether impartialism is

better able to derÍve the difference principle from its axioms, even given

that J and K do not know whether or not they are high risk takers.

3. Power Relativities

As we have seen, 3 and K would agree to A and B having equal freedom-

preserving rights. This is because both J and K want not be coerced more

than they want to coerce. As maximisers of desire - satisfaction J and K
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want A and B each to be free from coercion by the other to pursue the

satisfactÍon of whatever desires they wish by whatever means they wish,

provided that 3 and K have agreed that those desires and the means to these

are ones that A and B should be allowed to choose. In order to ensure

that B doesnrt coerce A into maximising Bts desire - satisfaction at the

expense of his own, J and K wilt agree to the establishment of certain

rights-protecting institutions. These institutions wiII themselves have

coercive powers. These powers are intended to prevent B from coercing A

or else to coerce B into restoring to A what is rightfully his if B has

wrongly denied A his rÍghts by Bts greater coercive powers. It is essential

if A and B are to have equal freedom-preserving rights in practice as well

as in theory that the rights protecting institutions not be open to

manipulation by one of the conflictants. If Br for example, is able to

bribe the judiciary so that the judiciary uses the coercive power of the

Iaw to preserve Brs wrongful possession of what J and K would have agreed

was rightfully Ars, then the rights-protecting institutions become rights

denying institutions. As J and K do NOT know whether they are A or B,

but they do know that they want NOT to be coerced more than they want to

coerce, they witl agree that B not be so much more powerful than A that

he can subvert the course of justice. This wiII mean that B is not to be

so much more powerful than A that he can permanently control the legislature

and executive of the society because these bodies ultÍmately control what

occurs Ín the courts and in the police force. Not only can they manipulate

the law-enforcement agencles in favour of entrenched groups but they can

consolidate the power and wealth of some groups by dlscrimÍnating against

others in legislation. J and K wiII agree that B is not to have this kínd

of power over A either. The wealthier B becomes relative to A, however,

the greater his power to bÍas the rights-protecting institutÍons ln his

favour. ÌVhen talking of rpowerr and rwealthr I will use Barryrs account.

He defines power tas the capacÍty to get other people to do what you wantl
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and wealth ras the abitity to obtain goods and services that you wantr.

(tlll, 30)

This means that J and K wiII agree that the relative difference in wealth

between A and B not be such as to enable B to bias the rights-protecting

institutions in his own favour to any signifícant extent. This bias

doesntt need to be an illegal bÍas such as the case mentioned earÌier of

bribing judges. J and K would be concerned about a legal system in which

those court cases where one side would afford a QC and one couldnrt

regular.l-y were decided in favour of the side with the 0C. Wealth, however,

is not the only method by which a group could bÍas the rights-protecting

system in its own favour. Another could be by all the positions of power

in the rights-protecting system beÍng occupied by members of this group.

This would only be a probtem if this group either had a common interest

in favouring its members against non-members, as it might if they were aII

part of the same family, or the same religion, or the same race' or

whatever. It is this kind of possibility that Rawls' Principle of the

Fair Equality of Opportunity is supposed to frustrate. J and K would agree

with Rawls that neÍther A nor B be able to bias the rights-protecting

system against the other by having a monopoly on the positions of power

within the system. The rights-protecting system, then, can be subverted

by methods other than inequalities in wealth. Jrs and Krs reasoning about

how to prevent such subversÍon by inequalities of wealth also applies to

subversion by other sources of power.

J and K, then, will agree that B not be so much wealthier than A that he

can use the rights-protecting system to coerce A to do what satisfied Brs

desires rather than what J and K have agreed he should be free to do to

satisfy his own desires. One way of minimising B's capacity to do this

is for A and B to be equally wealthy. J and K, however, would NOT require
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that Ars and Bts freedom-preserving rights were protected by this

particular strategy. They might be prepared to let B earn more money than

A but only if this did not significantly increase Brs power over A vis a

vis the rights-protecting system.

This gives us a version of the difference prÍncÍple, namely, that social

and economic inequalities are to be arranged so that any improvement of

the conditions of the better-off be accompanied by a betterment of the

condition of the worse-off sufficient to ensure that the better-off have

no significantly greater power over the rights protecting system than the

worse-off. I wiII call this the trelativitiesr principle.

This principle could be met in at least two ways. Firstly, by actually

Íncreasing Ats wealth whenever B gets an increase in wealth so that B has

no signifícantly greater power over the rights-protecting system than A'

secondly, by modifying the rlghts-protecting system so that B has no

signifÍcantly greater power over it than A even though B is so much

wealthier than A that had these modifications not been made to the rights-

protectÍng system he would have had significantly more power over it than

A. Possible ways of implementing this kind of strategy are by subsidising

the poor when they employ lawyers so that they get as good representation

as the rich, subsidising political parties so that the parties of the poor

compete for votes on an equal footing with those of the rich, forbidding

media monopolies, subsidising access radio and televísÍon, educating the

poor in the processes by which they can protect their rightsr and so on.

J and K, then, will at least require social and economic inequalities to

satisfy the relativities prÍnciple.
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B, however, can coerce A by means other than having greater power than A

over the rights-protecting system. If B has greater wealth than A, B may

be able to control Ars means of livelihood so that A is dependent for his

own, or his family's existence on B. ThÍs means that B can coerce A into

not seeking redress through the rÍghts-preserving system for Brs infringe-

ment of Ars rights by threatening to cut off Ars means of livelihood.

Líkewise, B could threaten to cut off Ars means of livelihood unless A

uses his freedom-preserving rights such as the right to vote to hand over

to B greater power over the rights-protecting system. As J and K want not

to be coerced more than they want to coerce they wilt be more concerned to

protect A from this kind of coercion by B than they will be to maintain Brs

superior wealth. There are two ways they can protect A from being coerced

by B in this kind of way. Firstly, they can require that, if the society

is wealthy enough, then it ensures that no-one is dependent in this way

on anyone else, that is, it provides either a minimum wage or unemployment

benefits or some such that is sufficiently high to ensure that B has

little coercive power over A to get A either to surrender his right to use

the rights-protecting system or to get A to use the rights-protecting

system to confer greater power on B. secondly, Íf the society is not

wealthy enough to do this, they will insist that A and B be more or less

equal in their financial insecurity, that is, that the difference in

wealth between A and B is not such as to lead to Ars becoming dependent

on B. J and K, then, would adopt what I wiII call the tindependencer

princtple, namely, that soclal and economfc Ínequallties be arranged so

that A ls not so dependent on B economically that he wlll surrender his

equalÍty with respect to the freedom-preserving rights or his recourse

to the rights-protecting system in order to preserve his income.
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I

The most, then, that can be derived from the impartialist axÍoms are the

'relativitiesr or rindependence' principles. 
(1)

4. Maximisinq Income

For Rawls, J and K must prefer a situation where A has $200 and B has

S¡OO to one where A and B have $199 each, given that the spending power

of each dollar is the same. The relativities principle does not require

this. J and K are prepared to let A and B decide by some conflict-

resolving process such as majoritarianism whether they witl stay on $fgg

each where neither has more power than the other to use the rights-

protectÍng system to their own advantage or whether they will allow an

inequality of wealth, and therefore of power, because this Ínequality of

wealth generates greater scope for desire satÍsfaction for all. J amd K

rvill allow A and B to decide that the freedom-preserving rights are best

protected by economic equality, even if this is at a low economic level-.

Admittedly, A and B may only be able to obtain the higher freedoms such as

privacy, etc. if A and B go for economic inequality but J and K do not

require A and B to prefer the higher freedoms to the lower ones'

Provided that A and B have political equality in a tribal society J and K

do not require that they introduce economic inequalities if this is

necessary to move them to one that provides a wider scope for Índividuality'

or a greater variety of consumer or rculturedr satisfactÍon. Nonetheless,

Ít may be the case that the move to greater scope for individuallty is

difficult to avold once societies can no longer close themselves off from

{

(I) Impartialism, therefore, Ís not subject to those criticisms that
are directed solely at the MAXIMIN ASPECT 0F RAWLST THEORY. Barry Ã967)
criticises MAXI-MIÑ as the rational strategy under the conditions Rawls

specifies. WoLff (1977) gives a detailed criticism of the varÍous versions
of MAXI-MIN that Rawls p"oposer. MAXI-I'ITN is defended in Corrado (1980).
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other societies. J and K would then have to devise principles governing

the relationships between societies that resolved conflicts of desires

between societies by non-coercive means. Thls may mean an educative

process within each society that undermines the conformity of the culture

and leads to pressure from politicalty equal citizens for the goods, or

freedoms, available to citizens of other societs. \{hÍle this may be

required by J and K once there is a conflict of desÍres between societiest

impartialism does not require it of a self-contained society provided all

its citizens are potiticat equals in that their equal freedom-preserving

rights are equally protected by the rights-protecting system.

5. Libertv and Equal Worth of Liberty

Ralvls makes a distinctÍon between tlibertyrandrthe worth of libertyt.

He says, rLiberty is represented by the complete system of the liberties

of equal citizenship, while the worth of liberty to persons and groups

is proportional to theÍr capacity to advance their ends within the frame-

work the system defines. Freedom as equal liberty is the same for aII;

the question of compensating for a lesser than equal Iiberty does not

arise. fut the worth of liberty ís not the same for everyone. Some have

greater authority and wealth, and therefore greater means to achieve other

aims.r One has a lesser worth of líberty, for example, when one has a

greater tinabilityt to take advantage of oners rights and opportunities as

a result of poverty and ignorancer and a lack of means generally.

(tltz, 2o4)

Impartialism, however, sees the worth of liberty and liberty itself as

inextricably lÍnked when it comes to the freedom-preserving rights and

the rÍghts protecting system. The rights-protecting system must ensure

that Ats and Brs freedom-preserving rights are of equal worth. J and K
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will not agree to any social or economic arrangemtns that give B greater

power over the rights-protecting system than A. Where B has unequal

rights within the rights-protecting system, e.g. the rights of police,

or parliamentarians, etc., these need to be stringently controlled so

that abuses of them are quickly detected and severely dealth with'

lVhite the rights-preserving system must ensure that A and B have equal

worth of freedom-preserving rights, impartialism does not require that

there be a system that ensures that A and B have equal worth of freedom

if this means that A is able to get as great a proportion of his desires

satÍsfied as B. As we have seen, J and K may allow B to earn more than

A provided (1) B does so by non-coercive means, (2) B's extra wealth

Ís within the range permitted by the relatlvities and independence

principles. If Bts extra wealth meets these conditions then B has greater

worth of freedom than A. He is no freer than A. This must be so if the

relativities and independence principles have been met. He is no freer

than A because he is no more able to coerce A Ínto doing what satisifes

B's desires than A is able to do this to him. Nonetheless, he is able to

satisfy more desires than A. It is possible, then, that J and K accept

the notion that B deserves to satisfy more desires than A. Many critics of

Rawls have been concerned at his apparent rejection of rdesertr. I wiII

take this up in more detaíl in a later chapter.

What we have, then, is that J and K wÍll agree (f) that social and

economic inequalities between A and B not be the consequence of coercion,

(2) that the freedom-preservíng rights of A not be rendered of unequal

worth due to either Bts being comparatively so much wealthier than A

that he can control the rights-protecting system in a way that A cannot

neutralise 0R that A is so dependent economically on B that A cannot

afford to antagonize B by making full use of the system to protect his rÍghts.
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J and K, however, are mutually disinterested desire-satÍsfactlon

maximisers. Within the limits imposed by (f) and (2) above, they wiII

want as many of their desires satisfied as possible' As we have seen'

Rawls believes this commits J and K to a kind of economic progressivÍsm,

that is, that J and K witl always agree to Brs becoming wealthier if he

thereby also makes A wealthÍer, even if A is less wealthy than B' This

aspect of Rawlsrview is a consequence of his notÍon of the primary goods'

In the next chapter, I will examine whether'or not impartialism needs a

theory of primary goods or whether it only needs the notion of maximising

desire-satisfaction as restricted by the impartialism axioms'

7. The Lexical Ordering

I have argued so far that J and K would limit social and economlc

inequalities in ways that maintained the equality of freedom-preserving

rlghts or maintained the equal worth to each of them of the rights-

protecting system. I have, then, agreed with Rawls that lÍberty has

priority over wealth. I have n9t, however, consÍdered the case where B

offers A enormous wealth to get A to voluntarily surrender his equality in

eÍther the worth of equal rights or the rights themsel-ves' I have argued

so far only about the degree to which J and K would insist on an equality

of wealth between A and B. It is possibler however, that A values wealth

more highly than his rights. I have been arguinq from the contrary

assumptlon that he values hts rights hlgl"er than hls wealth' Rawls

belleves that hls two prlnclples of Justlce rule out Ars swappfng his

freedom (riqht) for more wealth. He says -

rNowitispossible,atleasttheoreticallyrthat
by giving up some of their fundamental Iiberties'
men are ðufîiciently compensated by the resulting
social and economic gains .. . Imagine " ' that men

foregocertainpoliticalrightswhentheeconomic
returns are significant and their capacity to
influence policy by the exercise of those rights
would be marginal in any case' It is this kind
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of case which the principles as stated rule out;
being in serial order they do not permit exchanges
betwéen basic Iiberties and economic gains'r
(tztz, 62-3)

There are two ways in which there can be a gain in líberty or rÍghts'

The riqhts protecting institutions (I) can protect freedom more effectively'

e,g. they coul-d become more efficient at detecting and convicting the

guilty, (2) they can protect freedom no more effectively but can protect

Ít more equally. J and K will be primarily concerned that the rights-

protecting system protects the freedom-preserving right equally between

A and B. They will be concerned only secondarily that the rights-

protecting system also protects rights more effectively. They will treat

wealth as having a value infinitesimally small when compared with that of

the equality of the freedom-preserving rights'

To show why this is so, I will consider the kind of case this issue poses

for our velorian J and K. The situation as described by Rawls is one

where B has offered A social and economic gains if A wiII give up some of

his fundamental liberties, or what I have called the freedom-preserving'

rights. If A accepts this offer, then B becomes more able that A to use

the coercive powers of the rights-protecting system to resolve conflicts

of desíre in his own favour. In offering A such a deat, B presumably is

after precisely this kind of power over A. A would be handing B the power

to go back on the deal, thereby depriving A of his economic gain' A would

have no court of appeal. 3 and K would not agree to Ars accepting this

offer in any situation where the only plausibte reason for Brs making the

offer is to enable B to advantage himself at Ats expense. J and K,

therefore, would agree that wealth is of infinitesimal importance compared

to the freedom to utilise wealth once you have it'
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If the society has to drop from general affluence to general poverty to

get an effective equálity of worth of rights¡ then J and K would choose to

do so, given that the alternative is the case where B offers A general

affluence in order to gain irreversible power over A. It Ís irrational of

A to try to maximise his desire satisfaction by giving B the power to

thwart this when B makes A an offer whose only purpose is to maximise Brs

own desire-satisfaction at Ars expense.

When it comes to protecting the equal rights more effíciently, however, J

and K will have to weigh up the kinds of factors discussed in the chapter

on the derÍvation of the priority of liberty. They will have to balance

the cost of a more effective system against the desirability of its

increased effectiveness. In thls kind of caser they may well conclude that

a minute gain in freedom from the risk of being unjustly treated, a rÍsk

shared equally by atl, is not worth the drop from general affluence to

general poverty.

ImpartialÍsm, then, is not subject to the kinds of criticism that Barry

makes of Rawls, even though it shares RawlsrvÍew that liberty has special

priority over wealth, at least in the sense that equality of liberty is

worth the drop from general affluence to general poverty. It is difficult

to imagÍne, however, a real case in which such a demand would be made of

a society.
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Chapter J-2

The Prlmary Goods

I In troduction

Behind the veil, the velorians J and K do not know which of the conflictants

A and B they are, therefore they do not know which desires they have.

Conflict I could be between A who wants to practice homosexuality and B,

who doesnrt want him to. Conflict 2 could be between A2 who wants to own

the same piece of land that 82 wants to own, and so on.

If it is part of A's conception of the good that he likes vanil-Ia icecream

whereas it is part of Bts that he likes strawberry icecream, this doesnrt

constitute a conflict of desires. It ís only when A wants to force B to

eat vanilla icecream, or when resources are limited in such a way as only

one flavour icecream can be made, that there is a conflict of desires.

When there is such a conflict of desires, however, neÍther J nor K knows

which side of the conflict he is on. This makes the range of possible

conflícts of desires enormous. For any desire that a person A has, there

could be a person B who eÍther wants A not to satisfy their desire, or who

has some other desire whose satisfaction is incompatible such as Ars. It

would simptify Jts and Krs tasks of finding principles to resolve conflicts

of desire if this range of desires could be reduced.

Rawls suggests that the range be reduced in two ways. Fírstlyr that J and

K only propose principles that resolve conflicts of desire over primary

goods. Secondly, that J and K resolve conflicts of desire in accord with

the principle that the desire that exercises a personrs capacities more,

or exercises more complex capacities, is to be preferred. This automatically

resolves many conflicts of desÍres, leaving J and K only those conflicts of
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desire to resolve where either side exercises capacities equally or

exercises equally complex capacities. Rawls calls this principle the

rAristoteliant principle. Both these ways of reducÍng the range of

conflicts of desires that J and K are to consider do not result from

usÍng the vell of ignorance, however. They are not general conclusions

about the kinds of principles that resolve conflicts of desires that have

been reached as a result of applying the veil to Jrs and Krs reasoning.

Rather, they are limitations externally exposed on Jrs and Krs reasoning.

As a consequence, there wiII be two kínds of conflict of desire whÍch they

do not resolve, namely (I) the conflict between those who want conflicts

of desire resolved Ín terms of primary goods and those who donrt and

(2) the conflict between those who want conflicts of desire resolved by

using the Arlstotelian Princtple, and those who donrt. Rawls sets up his

theory so it favours one side over the other in each of those conflicts

but, as his preference is not itself derived from the veil, it may be a

partial ist preference.

I wiII now look at the prÍmary goods, then at the Aristotelian Principle'

to see whether they are consistent with impartialism and, if they are not,

what consequences this has for the kinds of principles J and K would choose

to resolve conflÍcts of desires.

?. Primary Goods

Rawls defines the primary goods as tthings that every rational man is

presumed to wantr. (t9lZ, 62) He asks us to assumer for simplicity'

thatrthe chÍef primary goods at the dÍsposal of society are rights and

Iiberties, powers and opportunitles, income and wealtht and self respect.

These are the rsocial'primary goods. He also lists a number of rnaturalr

primary goods, namely, rhealth and vigor, intelligence and imaginationr.

These are Inaturalr because, ralthough theÍr possession is influenced by
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the baslc structure, they are not so directly under its controlr .

The question for Ímpartialist theory, then, is whether or not conflicts of

desires are to be resolved only by principtes that deal with these primary

goods, or whether there is something other than primary goods in terms of

which principles should be formulated.

Barry (tZll, 22) suggests that Rawls has introduced the primary goods into

his theory because, otherwise, the parties behind the veil would have to

formulate these principles in terms of want - satisfactions. Rawls, he

says, is in an awkward dilemma. rOn the one hand, he does not like the

implication of the want-regarding view, and wishes, for example, to say

that the desire of someone to practice his religion freely should have

priority over the desire of another man to stop him, even if the second

manrs desire is more intense than the firstrs, or if those who want to

worship are outnumbered by those who want to suppress and each person has

the same intensity of desire for what he wants.r I will call this the

first horn of Rawlst dilemma. Barry continues, rYet at the same time he

wishes to derive principles of justice from an original position, which'

by denying the actors specific information about themselves, seems to lead

inexorably towards the formulation of principles in want-regarding terms.l

Barry adds, rIn my view the connection is inexorable.r

Impartiallsm, however, is able to avold the first horn of the dilemma

without introducing the primary goods. It can remain a purely rwant-

regardingt theory. This is because, as we have seen earller, the principles

J and K are to adopt have to be symmetrified ones, that is, the principle

that A's religion is to be suppressed because Brs desire to suppress it is

stronger than Ars desÍre to practice it can only be agreed to by J and K

if B is prepared to allow Brs religion to be suppressed if A's desire to
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suppress it is stronger than Brs desire to practice it (or some desire of

equivalent strength). What matters, then, is not that Brs desire to

suppress Ars religion is stronger than Ars desire to practice ít butt

rather, that Bfs desire to coerce A is stronger than Brs desire not to be

coerced by A. Even if B meets this requirement, however, his desire to

suppress Ats religÍon is ruled out by the noncoercioníst requirement that

3 and K reason as if they wanted not to be coerced more than they want to

coerce. Impartialism, then, achieves the result that Rawls wants without

bringing in primary goods, and Ít does so without weakening or abandoning

the apparatus of the veil of ignorance.

The second horn of Rawlsr dilemma is not a problem for the kind of theory

that I have advan""d ,o fu", as I have formulated its principles in want-

regarding terms.

3. The Aristotelian PrinciPle

Rawls put the AristotelÍan Principle as follows: rOther things equal,

human beings enjoy the exercise of theÍr realised capacities (their innate

or trained abilitles)¡ and this enjoyment increases the more the capacity

is realised, or the greater its complexity. The intuitive idea here is

that human beings take more pleasure in doing something as they become

more proficient at it, and of two activities they do equally well, they

prefer the one calling on a larger repertoire of more intricate and subtle

discriminationr. (1972, 426) For example, rsome one who can play both chess

and checkers rgenerally prefers tchess to checkersr.

Barry sees this asrRawlsr most lmportant attempt to set substantive

timitations on the possÍble patterns of human desire.' (L973, 27)

Barry then proceeds to show that either the Artistotelian principle is an

empirical generalisation or else a partially constitutive definition of
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ofrrationalityr. If it Ís the latter, then, Barry shows that, rcontrary

to Rawlsr professed intention, a substantive idea of human excellence is

being advanced under cover of a neutral-appearing concept of rationality. I

(tlll, 28)

I will not repeat Barryrs arguments here but will merely note that ímpart-

ial-ism requires no more of the term rrationalityr than Barry gives it,

namely, rthat a manrs plan of life is rational if it results in his getting

more rather less of whatever thÍngs it is that he happens to wantr.

(tltl, 27)

Whether the ArÍstotelian principle is true of human beings or not doesnrt

really matter from the viewpoint of impartialism. What does matter is

that the parties behind the veil not be required to reason as if it is

true. If it Ís true, then the velorians will take this into account in

their i"easoning about how A and B should act. If, however, it is not true

of either A or B, then J and K should not reason as if it is true. If the

AristotelÍan prÍnciple is imposed on the veil rather than being an actual

condition of the state of affairs about which J and K are reasoning, then

J and K would be reasoning as if they know they favoured the more complex

over the less complex, etc.

WhÍle this produces the result Rawls is after, it doesnrt show that those

who reject the Aristotelian principle are partialists. In fact, Rawlsr

own result could be the partialist one. To show that it is not, he would

need investigate whether J and K would agree on his result if they dÍdnrt

know whether they were A who accepted the Aristotelian principle or B who

didn't. This means they need to arbitrate between A and B from behind

the veil, and do so without begging the truth of the Aristotelian principle.
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Haksar claims that, without the Aristotelian principle, Rawls would not

be able to show why the parties behind the veil would value autonomy or

why they would give liberty priority over income. While this may be true

of Rawlsrtheory, it is not true of impartialism. ì{e have already seen

that autonomy can be derived from the three impartialist axioms. We saw

in the last chapter that velorÍans will give the freedom-pre'serving rights

priority over income. Their reason tfor doing sor however, is mt because

it is part of theÍr ideal that, in Hartts words, each person be rra publÍc

spirited citizen who prizes political activity and service to others as

among the chief goods of lÍfe and could not contemplate as tolerable an

exchange of the opportunities for such activity for more material goods

or contentmentrt r. (Ill5, 252) Rather, they merely want these freedoms

as guarantees that they will be able to satisfy whatever wants they happen

to have, ÍncludÍng theÍr desire to live in accordance with a public

spirited ideal if they have it. Nonetheless, it remaÍns the case that they

do give the equal basic freedoms priority over such other goods as wealth,

so Rawlsr major claim remains intact.

4. Wants as the Units of Social Evaluation

Barry comments that, rTo the best of my knowledge, the case against treating

wants as the units of social evaluatÍon has never been set forth systemat-

icallyr . (t173, 2I) He suggests three reasons why so many people are

opposed to a want-regarding view. These are

(r) rIt may be felt that there ls somethfng fundamentally wrong

in treating alike for the purposes of calculation such things

as wants for personal gratification of oneself, the desire

to give others pleasure, ambitions to contribute to the

world's stock of truth and beauty, aspirations towards

spiritual improvement and enlightenment, and so on.'
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(2) 'It may be considered inconceivable that any set of

principtes which does not discrimlnate among wants

(except of course in terms of relative intensity) could

give rise to implications that could be conscientiously

endorsed. I

(3) rone might actually carry on the exercise of constructing

the most hopeful-Iooking set of want-regarding principles

one can think of and discover that when this set of principles

is apptied to actual or hypothetical situations the implications

are indeed morally unacceptable.l

I will look at each of these in turn to see whether they constitute reasons

for rejecting imPartialism.

5 Immoral Desires

The first objection that Barry mentions is really the vÍew that there are

some desires that shouldntt even be taken into account in calculating

what should be done. As Rawls saysr rdesires for things that are

inherently unjust, or that cannot be satisfied except by the violation of

just arrangements have no weight'. (Ll7Z, 26I)

Rawlsr concern here is wlth a theory like utilÍtarianism which admÍts into

its calculations as to which act is the right one any desire whatever,

including desires to be cruel, vicious, dishonest and so on. Utilitarianism

has a procedure for determining which acts are right or wrong. It performs

calculations in terms of the consequence of the various desires from the

viewpoint of maximising happiness, or whatever particular interpretation

Ís given to utility. It does not exclude any desires from this procedure.

It can be contrasted with a theory which has a procedure for deciding
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which acts are right or wrong but only applies this procedure to a certain

domain of acts. The procedure itself does not identify this domain. The

domain is determined antecedently to any application of the procedures

in accordance with criteria quite independent of the procedure. Rawls

sees his own hypothetical contractarianism as a theory of this kind. As

I have shown in the early chapters of this thesis, impartÍalism is unlíke

Rawls' theory and like utÍIitarianism in thÍs request. It does not say in

advance that there is any desire whose conflict with other desires Ít will

not consider. The impartlalist axioms are to be applied to any conflÍct

of desires whatsoever, not just to ones selected by some independent

criterion. Nonetheless, the effect of the impartialist axioms is to

eliminate egoistic and coercionist desires from any calculation as to

what is to be done. In this way, impartiallsm differs from utilitarianism.

Utilitarianism not only applies its procedure to all desires, it actually

takes all- desires into account Ín its calculations about what should be

done. ImpartialÍsm, on the other hand, applies its procedures to all

desires but the effect of these procedures is to isolate out those desires

suitable for the calculation of what is to be done. Unlike Rawlsttheory,

however, it does not isolate these desires by a criterion independent of

its own procedure. RawIsr theory poses two problems of justification.

Firstly, justification of its procedure for deciding right and wrong.

Secondly, justification for Íts limiting the scope of these procedures

to some desires rather than others. ImpartÍalism has only the first of

these problems. Impartialísm, then, has the virtue of utllitarianism in

that it deals directly with desires rather than needing some other,

possibly suspect, alternative such as prímary goods. It has also the virtue

of RawIs'hypothetical contractarianism in that it does not admit morally

reprehensible desires into its calculations of right and wrong.
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6. Relative Intensity

Impartialism, Iike utititarianism, only discriminates between wants in

terms of relative lntenslty. Untike Rawlsr theory, Ít does not reject

certain principles because they fail to meet the formal constraints of

the concept of right. Nonetheless, impartialism differs radically from

utilitarianism Ín how it deals with the relative intensity of desires.

It is concerned with the relative intensity of the desires to coerce and

NOT to be coerced but it doesnrt measure Ars desire NOT to be coerced

against B's desire to coerce. It then requires that principles which rely

on A's desire to coerce being greater than Ars desire NOT to be coerced

be eliminated from the calculations. Whether or not the prÍnciples it

eventually arrives at could notrgive rise to implications that could

conscientiously be endorsedr is best tested by seeing what implications

for action its principles actually do have. This test would also meet

Barryts third point.

The objections, then, to wants as the basis for calculating which acts to

do have to be stronger than the ones Barry lists before they constitute

grounds for rejecting impartlalism merely because it does use wants rather

than primary goods as its basis for calculation. I havenrt so much rebutted

these objections to wants as the basÍs of calculation of the right as shown

that impartialism bypasses them. They are objections that are met by

producÍng a theory that does the kinds of things the objections suggest

canrt be done.

It is also the case that impartialism bypasses the problems utilitarianism

faces with the rinterpersonal commensurability of utilitiesr. It judges

prÍnciples in terms of the intensity of Ars desire NOT to be coerced

against the intensity of the desire to coerce of the same person. If the
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Iatter is greater than the former, then there is no problem of comparing

Ars preference to coerce with Brs preference not to be coerced because

impartialistm has excluded Ars preference from any consideratÍon in the

determinatlon of principles for resolvlng conflicts of deslres.

I have now concluded my discr¡sslon of the maJor substantive conclusions

that Rawls derives from the vell of ignorance. Before I look at the meta-

ethical questions raised by a contractarÍan theory such as Rawlsr, or my

own impartialism, I wish to conslder the charge that the veíl of ignorance

of Íts very nature falsifies the crucial moral notions ofrdesertrand

rentitlementr. I will look at Flewts arguments to this effect.
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Chapter 13

Impartialism, Entitlement and Desert

l. Introduction

In his article, rWho Are the Equals?rr Antony FIew charges that John Rawls

is committed to the following theses:

FÍrstly, that rjustice prescrÍbes universal equalisationt.

Secondly, that tjustÍce presupposes that in our deserts
and entitlements we all are (normatively) equalt.

Thirdly, that our raII beÍng normatively equal presupposes
that we all êither have been or are, in whatever the
relevant respects may be, equal (in fact)t.

Fourthly, that rthe characteristics in respect of which
we can rely on all human beings always being Ín fact
equal must be precisely and only our defining character-
istics as human beingsr, thereby tdismissing all our
individual and differentiating characteristics as
morally irrelevantf. (1980, L36)

FIew takes

rjusticer 
,

their own,

conceptual

some facts

exception to these theses because he thinks that the term

fas traditionally understood, demands that everyone should have

their duet. Further, he thinks it to be a correspondingly

point that tall deserts and entitlements have to be grounded in

about the people so endowedr. (tlSO' 136)

In order to defendtjusticer as traditionally understood, Flew sets out to

show that the four theses listed above rest on two assumptionsr both of

which are wrong. The first assumption ts that tno one can be entitled to

anything they have not deservedr. The second is thatrnothing can be either

earned or deserved unless everything which makes the earning or the

deservÍng possible was Ítself earned or deserved'. (1980' I40)
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Flew's enterprise raÍseS the followÍng questions for impartialism:

(f) Is impartialÍsm committed to these four theses? (2) Are these theses

false? (3) Do these theses make the assumptions that Flew thinks they

do? (4) Are these assumptlons false?

2. The Argumen t From ConstÍtutive Bodilv Parts

Flew betieves that these theses are false because they rest m the false

assumption that no one can be entitled to anything they havenrt deserved.

Actually, although Flew believes this assumption to be wrong, he admits

that rit is possible to argue only ad hominemr against it. Rawls' he

believes, cannot base any conclusions on the assumption that a person can

only be entitled to something if he deserves it because Rawlsr own theory

presupposes that the contractors behind the veil of ignorance are at

least entitled to their bodÍIy parts, even though they have done nothing

to deserve them. Rawls, then, tis in no position to deny unearned and

undeserved entitlementst, if FIew Ís correct that Rawls presupposes the

contractors to have a right to their bodily parts. Bud does Rawls

presuppose anything of the kind?

FIewrs argument that he does is as follows:

r.. .it will take a very far-gone collectivist to deny
to individuals theÍr rÍghts to their own constitutive
bodily parts. fuppose that half the population is born
with two normal eyes' and half with empty sockets.
Suppose too that eye transplants became possibler safe
and easy. Now, ts it a matter of slmple Justice that
all the two-eyed must yield up one eye each to the
transplant surgeon, or would any such transfer be a

deed of supremãIy generous' overflowing charity?'
(tleo, r4t)
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Although my concern is to see whether impartialism succumbs to FIewrs

objections, I will look in detail first at how Rawlsr form of contractar-

lanism would deal with. it. Flewrs essential objectÍon to Rawlsr theory

is the veil of ignorance which, he believes, turns moral argument into a

debate between tepistemological ignoramusesr. As my theory, like Rawlsrt

utilises the veil then, if the veil must presuppose rights to bodily parts'

my theory must do so as much as Rawls does.

Flewrs point is that contractarian theories must presuppose some rights

that are not themselves derivable from the contract conditions. His

actual argument does NOT show this but, rather, is not so much an argument

as an expression of disbelief that anyone could believe that a right to

bodity parts might be the outcome of a contract, or that a contract could

be the basis for a denial of such rights. His abhorrence of the forcible

transplanting of bodily parts, however is likely to be shared by many

people. If it is, this wiII make them reluctant to accept a moral theory

that denies any such right. This raises two questions. Does impartialism

really deny such a right? Secondly, if it does, then is this denial

sufficient grounds for rejecting Ít.

I wiII now turn to the first of these questions.

3. What is a Constitutive Bodilv Part?

Presumably Flewrs use of the adjective rconstitutiver is meant to

differentiate constitutive bodily parts from those bodily parts that are

not constitutive. In one sense, of course, any bodily part is constitutÍve

in that, while you have it, it constitutes part of you. You are less a

complete person for the loss of it in that you are now less efficient

with respect to those functions it performed for you at its healthy best.

In another sense, however, very few parts of you are constitutive in that
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you would no longer be you wíthout them. After all, you retain your

personal identity even after a heart-transplant. The only real candidate

for a constitutive part in this sense is your braín'

Flewts argument for constitutive bodily parts is meant to show that the

parties to the contract have a right to these bodily parts prior to the

contract. Perhaps constitutive bodily parts are those bodily parts a

contractor must have if he is to be capable of making a contract at all'

If this is so, then Rawls needs to concede the contractors very few

rconstitutiver bodily parts. The contractors need be no more than brains

in bottles with telepathic powers or wired up to a sufficiently sophisticated

communication system. Even if the contractors need somewhat more service-

able bodily equipment, this only shows that the contractors must have

certain bodily parts prior to the contract. It doesnrt show that they must

have a right to these parts. Being rconstitutivet, then, does not seem to

make a bodily part into one to which you have an especial right'

FIewrs abhorrence of enforced bodily transplants, therefore, would appear

to be merely an intuition, as he has supplied no adequate argument in its

support. ThÍs abhorrence is perfectly understandable. Most of us are

utterly appalled at the idea of losing the sight of one of our eyes' lVe

are protected from having guilty consciences about those who lack the

sight of both eyes by the fact that modern medical technology cannot safely,

painlessly and reliably perform such transplants. While these consider-

ations may explain our aversÍon to enforced bodily transplants, they do

nothing to show that such a sentiment is morally commendable.

purely, as an intuition, it is no better and no worse than an intuition to

the contrary. If ethics is to be more than a matter of personal taste,

we need to find some way of deciding which of these two intuitions is to
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'1

be preferred in those cases where they conflict.

Rawls tries to provide such a decisÍon-procedure. It at least gives us

a basis on which to judge hls intuÍtions. We can see what underlies his

conclusions and what modifÍcations have to be made to arrÍve at a better

theory. If he had just given us his intuitions, or discrete argruments

for various of his intuitÍons, this would NOT have been possible.

4. Ralvlsian Riqhts to Bodilv Parts

Even Rawlsr theory does not lead to a complete denial of rights to bodily

parts. In order to determine whether or not the Difference Principle would

give people a right to theÍr constitutive bodily parts, the worst outcomes

for each option need to calculated from the viewpoint of the contractors

behind the veil. When dealing with the distribution of unearned goods'

the contractorsr application of maximin will require an equal distribution.

This can be seen from the classic case of dividing up a cake. If each

person wants at least his equal share of the cake, then the least bad of

the worst outcome of any option is to get an equal-sized slice. It may

not be as much as you wanted but, as you donrt know who would get any

bigger than equal slices if these were any, then it is rational to insÍst

on an equal distribution. The parties behind the veil do not know whether

they will have two eyes, one eye or no eyes in real life. They must

decide between institutions which Ieave them wlth their natural allocation'

or whlch may require them to donate one or both eyes to someone else if

they are lucky enough to be born wÍth two. The contractors will agree that'

in general, they each would be best off with two eyes and worst off with

none. It seems then that it is a worse minimum to have no eyes than it is

to have one. This means that, if A has two eyes and B has none, the

contractors behind the veil would require A to donate an eye to B, provided
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all the conditions FIew gave with regard to guaranteed success, painlessness

etc., were met.

ThÍs argument, however, has dealt only with shareable bodily parts, such

as eyes, and possibly kidneys, Iungs and other bits that are in pairs.

Can it be extended to unshareable bodily parts like hearts or livers?

Who it is that possesses a good heart is determined by the natural lottery.

If A has a good heart and B has one that is about to fail, would the

contractors behind the veil of Ígnorance be prepared to make A donate his

heart to B under any clrcumstances? So far, the contract has not shown

that A has any right to his heart. He no more deserves to have a good

heart than B deserves to have bad one. He Ís not entitled to keep it,

he has not merited it or earnt it. How could the contractors decide who

should have the heart? Any of them could be either A or B so they have no

reason to favour one rather than the other. Say they decided to settle

who should have it by a lottery, as the only fair means available' fuch

a lottery, however, is redundant. The heart was already allocated in a

purely chance way, purely chance, that is, in the sense that the allocation

of hearts in the natural lottery was not the result of any deliberate

favouring of one person over another by some Father Christmas with a spare

heart or two to give away to hÍs chums. If a new lottery is set up to

overrule the original distribution, then why not a third, and a fourth?

Where you want to stop the regress of lotteries will depend on whether you

happen to be in possession of the heart or not at the end of the last one.

As rational agents, the contractors will not start such a regress'

Instead, they will contract to obey the principle that everyone has a right

to the unshareable bodily parts with which he is born. This kind of

consideration will also prevent those born with one eye having the right

to f,orce those born with two eyes into a new redistribution by lottery.
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At the most, then, Rawlst theory denies people a righ t to their shareable

bodily parts. This is, however, merely denied in principle. In practice'

the considerations involved in determining when such transplants were

justifiable would be much more complex than the simple maximin situation

I sketched out earlier. The crucial decisÍon the contractors have to make

is whether it really is a better minÍmum to remaÍn blind than to allow the

transplant of one eye from those with two good ones. How good, for example,

does the success rate need to be? If you are totally blind, Ít would be

good to gaÍn an eye but if you had two eyes it is not only bad to lose one,

it is far worse to lose one for no purpose because the transplant fails.

Would you prefer to stay totally bl-ind rather than have a 9 in l0 chance

of losing a good eye for no benefit to anyone? What risk would you be

prepared to tolerate? The actual maximin calculations across aII these

factors would not be an easy one, making it very likely that the contractors

would be rather conservative about tampering with the natural lottery.

It may even be that these factors weigh sufficiently for the parties to

contract to give you a right to your shareable bodily parts, but this canrt

be determined without doing the detailed calculations. 0n the face of it'

however, the benefit of ceasing to be totally blind is so great that it is

unlikely that the coun.tervailing disadvantages will be sufficient to rule

transplants out in principle. For those who find the possÍbiJ-ity of

bodily transplants utterly repugnant, the fact that Rawlsr theory probably

allows them in principle will constitute an overwhelming objection to his

theory, Just as those who ftnd slavery utterly repugnant reject

utilltarianism because it appears to allow slavery in prlnciple, if not

in practice. This repugnance, however, hardly constítutes an argument

against bodily transplants. It may be the caser however, that Rawlsl

theory may not even merÍt this repugnance. We have considered the

Maximin solution for distribution of bodily parts so.l-ely from the viewpoint

of the distribution of goods other than liberty. It may be, however, that
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this distrÍbution leads to an inequality of liberty which is not able to

be justified by the increase in liberty it produces for those with the

Ieast liberty.

5 Liberty

Rawls claims that liberty can always be explained by reference to

(l) the agents who are free

(2) the restrictions or lirnÍtation which they are free from and

(3) what it is they are free to do or not to do (Ll7Z, 2O2') '

Rawls requires that the basic liberties must be assessed as a whole, as

one system. With respect to the transplant of bodily partsr the contractors

have to consider the effect on the liberties of real people of any

institutions requiring that parts be transplanted, forceably if necessary.

If one begins with the case of adults, those with two eyes wiII resist any

attempts to deprive them of one. Btind adults, while realising the

benefits of sight, may be more reconciled to continuing in a blind condition

than people with two eyes are to losing one. The system of coercion needed

to implement the transplants may have to be so severe as to not in fact

increase the freedom of the least free, if not being able to see is to

count as a lack of freedom and they are regarded as the least free. That

is, the freedom made possible by gaining at least the sight of one eye may

not compensate for the freedom lost by a social system that can only provide

the freedom to see by denying many other freedoms.

There are other costs, too. A society with no compulsory transplants is

Iikely to be one in which people are free from being regarded as walking

organ banks. It is likely to be free from criminal trades in organs, and
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so on. These would need to be taken into account in the contractorsr

maximin calculations.

Some of these problems, howeverr flôy be removed Íf transplants occur as far

as possible at birth. A baby wíth two eyes who loses an eye to a baby with

no eyes will become accustomed to his condition as an adult. He wiII feel

his loss less than an adult who knows from experience what it is like to

have two eyes. There will still be trouble from parents trying to stop

their child being the one to lose an eye. Preventing this will require

coercive systems that may restrict more lÍberties than are gained. Not aII

cases of where a transplant is needed, however, witl be solved by using

the bodity parts of babies. If an adult loses both eyes, the transplant

will have to come from an adult, so the kinds of coercion mentioned

earlier may still be necessary, possibly leading to Iess Iiberty overall

for the worst-off. This could be overcome if all babies lose an eye soon

after birth, these eyes being cultivated until needed for transplant.

This, however, contravenes the requirements of the Principle of the

Greatest Equal Líberty in that societies where most people have two eyes

and some have one will create more llberty for those with only one eye than

societies where everyone has only one eye. So much cannot be done as well

by one-eyed as by two-eyed people. AtI sorts of modern freedoms dependent

on technology would be at risk - freedom from disease, freedom from drudgerYr

freedom to travel, and so on, would be lost. As the contractors are not

envious, they would not sacrifice these freedoms merely to gain equality.

Rawlst theory, then, might well give us a right to our bodily parts

depending on whether such a right gives more freedom to the worst-off.

As it turns out, this decision-procedure does not result in an emphatic

endorsement of Flewrs intuitÍon, whereas another decísion procedure may.

The obvious alternative, utilitarianism, seems to me to be unlikely to
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give Flewrs intuition emphatic endorsement either. Flew offers no

decision-procedure for arbitrating between competing intuitions. His

approach, therefore, is not very helpful when what Hare calls Level 2, or

critical, thinking needs to be done. We would need to know the ramifications

that sticking to Flewrs intultion is seen by hÍm to have for other moral

issues before we could think critically about whether to prefer his theory

to Rawls.

Nonetheless, it may be case that it doesnrt require Very much critical

thÍnking to see that a theory must be wrong if it assumes that a person

is only entitled to something if he first deserves it, e.g. one would never

be entitled to anything.

We have seen that Rawls does not make the particular assumption that we are

entitled to our bodily parts but it may just be that Flew has chosen an

unfortunate example. In fact, Flew set out to establish this right to our

bodily parts in order to show that we have an entÍtlement to our undeserved

natural talents. He argued from bodily parts to natural talents as follows

rYet if once we allow to individuals, as we

surely should, their rights to their own
constitutively bodily parts, then it must be

excessively hard to deny to them parallel
rights in their own, and similarly constitutive,
natural talents and temperaments.' (tggO' I4l)

As Rawls is not committed to the exÍstence of rights to bodily parts the

above argument loses its ad hominem force. Even if he were committed to

such rights, itrs by no means obvious that bodily parts and natural talents

are sufficiently similar to allow the parallel to be drawn. Bodily parts

and talents, etc. are not alike in that if I have one you canrt. If A

can play the piano and B cannot, A ts not able to gain this abilÍty by

depriving B of it, as .he can gain the ability to see by depriving B of an
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eye. Rawlsr contractors, in fact, are much more likely to agree that

there is a right to oners natural talents than they are that there is a right

to shareable bodily parts. As none of them knows what talents he will have'

he will want to ensure that he gets maximum benefit out of whatever ones

he has. As he cannot gain talents by depriving others of them, the only

objection he can have to theír talents is that these put his maximisÍng

of his own values at risk. It is not their possession of these talents,

however, that constitutes this risk but the use to which these talents are

put. He wlll, therefore, want limltations on how talents are used. If

A has an I8 of 150 then the contractors will not want him to use it to

cheat B but they will want him to use it in ways that benefit both hlmself

and B. If they turn out to be A they will not want to lose it just

because they might use it to cheat someone. They would, therefore, agree

that everyone had a right to own their natural talents, but not a right

to use these talents as they wished. The same would be true of personal

proclivities, such as homosexuality. The contractors would not gíve

society the right to deprive people of these inclinations by force.

FIew, then, had no need to appeal to the argument from constitutive body

parts to show that Rawls was committed to a right to our natural talents.

This right is derivable from Rawlsrown contract theory. It seems, then,

that Rawls must admit at least one case of being entitled to something not

deserved, namely, oners natural talents. In fact, FIewrs attempts to show

that Rawls vvas oommitted to unearned entitlement was quÍte unneocssaryt

as it is a consequence of Rawlsr theory that people are entitled to whatever

the contractors behÍnd the veil of Ígnorance agree is their entitlement'

regardless of whether it is deserved or not.
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We have already seen, for example, that the contractors would unanimously

confer on each person an entitlement to îis own unshareable bodily parts.

They would even confer an entitlement to oners own shareable bodily parts

except under certain very special conditions. These entitlements hold even

though none of us deserve to possess these bodily parts, as thÍs entitlement

is conferred prior to any particular acts of ours that might have earnt

merit.

In a way, however, the fact that Rawls and Flew agree on this issue will be

small comfort to FIew, because Rawls still derives these entitlements from

the consensus of contractors behind the veil of Ígnorance. There is still

a sense, then, in which Rawlsr theory of justice rprescribes universal

equalisation I even though he and FIew are in agreement on undeserved

entÍtlement.

Does FIew fare any better on what he believes is the other assumption of

Rawlsr theory, namely, that nothing could be earned or deserved unless

everything which made the earning or the desert possible was itself

deserved or earned?

6. The PresuppositÍons of Desert

0nce again there is no need for FIew to show that there are cases of

desert in whfch everything that made the desert posslble was not itself

deserved. Rawls would not dlsagree with him. As we have seen, Rawls

believes that no one is entitled to a better than equal share unless this

benefits everyone else as well. Imagine, then, two people' person A with

an IQ of I50 and person B with an I0 of 100. Neither deserves the IQ they

have, any more than people born wÍth two eyes deserve their good fortune.

Nonetheless, it may be the case that people with an I0 of 150 are able to
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improve everyonets standard of living, provided they are given an incentive

to do so. For example, if they are paid S5OO a week, they work so much

more productively that everyone elsers real income increases from 5200 a

week to S¡OO.

Given that this financial advantage has no nasty disadvantages' aII RawIsr

contractors wiII agree to this inequality. It is now possible for A to

deserve S¡OO a week whereas it is not possible, given the story so far,

for B to deserve $500 a week. Even so, if A has an IQ of I50 and does what

contributes to the common good, whereas C has an I0 of I50 but does no more

than B, then Crs mere possession of an IQ of 150 does not entitle him to

SIOO a week. It seems then, that if A does what is necessary he deserves

his 5500 a week even though his IQ of 150, which made this earning or

deserving possible, was not itself earned or deserved.

Universal Equalisation7

Rawls, then, is not committed to the view that no one can be entitled to

anythÍng they have not deserved nor that nothing can be earned or deserved

unless everything which makes the earning or deservÍng possible was itself

earned. Insofar as Flew rejects Rawlsrtheory because he thought it restcd

on these assumptions, this rejection is unwarranted.

In the light of these critÍcisms, I shall now look at the four theses to

which Flew believes that RawIs is committed.

In summary, these theses are that our Índividual and differentiating

characteristics are irrelevant to our deserts and entÍtlements. Rathert

our deserts and entitlements are normatLvely equal because the only morally

relevant characteristics for determining our deserts and entitlements are
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those in which we are all factually equal, namelyr our defining

characteristics as human beings.

Flew opposes Rawlsr theory because he sees it as committed to these theses.

0nce again, however, Flew is wrong. He has misunderstood the kind of

enterprise Rawlsr theory is. Rawls does not believe that we are all equal

in our deserts and entitlements, but he does believe that they are to be

assumed to be equal until it can be demonstrated otherwise. He does not

deny that such demonstrations can be made. In fact, the whole point of his

theory is to set up the criteria by whÍch the success of any such attempt

is to be judged. Rawls, then, is not dismissing all our individuating and

differentiating characteristics as morally irrelevant. He Ís merely

assuming that a claim to any specÍal merit because of some individuating

characteristic has to be substantiated.

Nor does Rawls think that the grounds of all just entÍtlement and desert

are common to aII, so that these grounds, presumbaly have to be found in

the universal and essential nature of humanity, never in any individual

partÍcularities. FIew here is confusing what decides whether this

particular individual deserves something or not, with the quite different

question of whether the kind of consideratÍon which is being used to

decÍde his desert is a relevant consideration for desert at all. For

example, is it grounds for deserving better than equal treatment than

others that you studÍed when you could have been earning' or that your

responsibilÍties are greater than those of your employees, or that your

work is more intellectually or emotionally demanding or that it involves

a high level of skill, or that you work longer hours or your work is more

dangerous, etc. These questÍons, Rawls says, are decided by the

contractors behind the veil of ignorance. These contractors certainly

possess no individuating and differentiating characteristics. This
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shouldnrt worry Flew, however, because they are not decidÍng the indívidual

deserts or dues of person A or B.

Nonetheless, they would have to decide whether these were grounds for merit

on some criteria, whÍch, RawIs argues, justice requires be that everyone

benefits by inequalities being allowed on these grounds. fuppose the

contractors accepted all the above proposals as grounds for desert, then,

to settle whether or not A deserves better than equal treatment, we would

have to look at the particular facts about A, namely, does he work longer

hours, did he forego a wage while studylng, and so forth.

Dontt we normally distinguish these two questions in our debates about

merit? To decide whether A deserves extra money for working longer hours

we have first to decide whether working longer hours is meritorious. That

is, whether contractors behind the veÍl would agree that those who work

J-onger hours should get a greater share of either liberty or goods other

than liberty. As I argued earlier, in considering unearnt or undeserved

distributions, each contractor would insist on an equal distribution. Most

benefits, however, are not unearnt or undeserved. Oners bodily parts and

natural talents are one of the few examples. Others, perhaps, are land and

natural resources such as water, or oil. It will be useful in understanding

how we should deal with the unearnt or undeserved cases if we look at

caEes of earnt or deserved distribution. Consider the situation described

earlier where everyone either receives SZ00 or, if some receive 5500' the

rest receive S¡00. The Difference Principle requires non-envious rational

people to opt for the S5O0-S300 option. This, however, is a S500-S¡OO

option for those who do the work that produces this amount of money, just

as the $200 was for those who did the work. Behind the veil the

contractors know that they could be A who is a worker or B who is a

malingerer. If they are A they wÍll want to be able to get either the
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5500 or 5300, depending on their talents and efforts. They will not want

their income reduced by $fO to support a malingerer whose lack of effort

has caused a drop in the aggregate income of the society. They wíll

therefore want penalties attached to malingering severe enough to prevent

malingering without generatíng costs of their own equal to or greater than

the costs of malingering. If the contractors turn out to be malingerers'

they will want to benefit from the increased wealth of the community while

avoiding the work. They know, however, that if some people are seen to be

parasites on the others, this wÍl1 reduce incentive and reduce the aggregate

wealth. They are faced, then, with the choice of malingering without

penalty when this causes a drop in income or malingering with a penalty

Íf they are caught or not malingering. How this would be resolved would

depend on the particular weights they placed on monetary rewards versus not

working too hard. In Rawlsr theory, however, the principles adopted by

the parties behind the veil must be general, universal and public. They

must be general in that they can be formulated rwithout the use of

descriptionsr. They must be unÍversal in two senses. First, rthey must

hold for everyone in virtue of their being moral personsr r second, they

must be chosen tin view of the consequences of everyoners complying with

themr. They must be public in that they must be openly acknowledged as

one of the fundamental rules of the society. ¡97I, L3I-I32)

The contractors recognÍse that, even if they turn out to be malingerers

in real-Iife, Ít would not be in their interests to have malingering built

into the principles governing the society. The effect of this would be to

make all those who cóúId earn 5500 or S3OO and would do so if there was no

malingering refuse to do so unless there were penaltÍes to discourage

malingering. Their responses would be that, Íf a malingerer can earn the

same as me without penalty, they why should I not become a malingerer,

causing the income of cash to drop either to zero or some figure well below
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s50o or s¡oo. Their thinking here, is not envious. They are not envious

of the malingerer. They are merely concluding that, if you get 5300

whether or not you put. effort into it, then it È more rational not to

put effort Ínto it and to put your effort in other things that you want

to do. The contractors, therefore, wiII conclude that it be a principle

of the socÍety to reward effort and to penalise lack of effort with respect

to the earning of the S¡OO. In addition, they will have agreed to reward

talents, if it is combined with effort, by giving as much extra to those

with talent as Ls necessary to maximise the income of those without these

talents. Nonetheless, as dÍfferential rewards lead to differential power'

which leads to differential- freedoms, they wilt only allow differential

monetary rewards to the extent that this is compatible with equal freedom

or with unequal freedom if this maximises the freedoms of the least free.

This could lead to rather low ceilings being placed on differences in

income. There could be strong disincentives to initiative where initiative

Ieads to differences in wealth that entrenched differences in power into

the system. However this turns out, the important things to note with

respect to FIewrs case against Rawls, is that the personal characteristics

of individuals are relevant to their entitlement, in that the malingerer

will be entitled to less than the worker, and will receive l-ess if caught.

Admittedly, in some sense, a person may not be able to help being a

malingerer in that that is the kind of person he is and he lacks the

capacity to change. 0n certain analyses of free-will, this means that he

doesn't deserve to be penallsed for his actions. Unless thÍs is patho-

ogical, however, it wlll not be an excuse in the Rawlsian model' Even if

it is pathological, it will only exempt the person from the penalty rather

than still entitle him to an ordinary wage. Even so the contractors

realise any of them could become pathotogical cases, therefore there wil-l

be provisions to care for these cases. Malingerersr as a consequence of

the adoption of a policy of penalising malingering, may become the worst-off
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members of society. The contractors would, however, not operate maximin

to choose that outcome with the least bad worst-off position if that

positÍon is one brought about by the personrs own fault, however this is

determined behind the veil. They will, however' use maximin to ensure

that the families of malingerers are, as far as possible, not also penalized

for the action of the malingerers themselves.

There seems nothing, then, in Rawlst theory that commits him to the view

that ñ real life we are all equal Ín our deserts and entitlements or that

we are all equal in all morally relevant respects regardless of what we

have done or are capable of doing. HÍs theory does require, however, that

we are all considered equal in that, prior to determining which of our

personal characteristics or kinds of effort earn merit, no particular

characteristic is favoured merely because it is ours.

Rawls has claimed, correctly as I hope I have shown, that the mere

possession of particular talents or temperaments is not desert-making.

As he says,

rlt seems to be one of the fixed points of our
considered judgements that no-one deserves his
place in the distribution of native endowmentst
anymore than cne deserves oners initial starting
place in society.r (tleO' I39)

Flew accuses Rawls of setting up a straw man here. He sayst

rThis constitutes the erection and demoliton of a

straw man For those of us who still employed this
challenged concept of desert refer, as bases of good
and iII desert, not to peoplers native talents and
temperaments, but rather to what they themselves have
actually done or abstained from doÍng.r (1980, I39)
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If Rawls is constructing straw men here, this presumably means that FIew

belÍeves that no one denies Rawlsr claÍm. FIew therefore seems to be

admitting that it is quite possible for people not to deserve their native

talents and temperaments, yet stitl to gain desert from how they exercise

these talents and temperaments. I have trÍed to show that this is precisely

the consequence of Rawlsr theorY.

Flew summarises his discussion of desert and entitlement in two consecutive

claíms. The first is:
rThe conceptual truth seems to be ... that desert
presupposes entitlement - entitlement, that is' to
whatever of themselves people may exercise or fail
to exercise Ín the acquisition of good or iII desert'r

RawIs would agree with thÍs claim. This entitlement, however, derives from

the contract. No one has the right to deprive us of our unshareable bodily

parts or our natural talents and temperament because the contractors behind

the veil of ignorance would unanimously agree that it was in everyoners

impartial interests that this not be allowed. As we have seent even

shareable bodily parts are sacrosanct except under very special conditions.

However, this right Ís merely the right to continued possession of these

things, not the right to possess the benefits gained from their use unless

we have earnt these benefits, and it is in the interests of the least well-

off that we be allowed to earn such benefits.

Flewrs second claim is that

fContract, too, (and similarilY, ) presupposes rights
which were not themselves contractuatly gained' For
the contracting parties have likewise to be entitled
to whatever it-ii they propose to trade.r (1980, I42)
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It is, however, a non-sequitur to derive the fÍrst sentence from the second.

It is quite true that contracting parties in the real world have to be

entitled to whatever it is they propose to trade, but that entitlement Ís

conferred upon them by the decisions of the partíes behind the veil of

ignorance.

Prlor to the contract, there will be natural talents, bodily parts, natural

resources, Iand, etcetera¡ to whÍch no cne has any entitlement, including

those in actual possession. It is not to be construed as if those in

possession of these things come to the contracting situation behind the veil

of ignorance proposing to swap a slightly arthritic leg for a short-

sighted eye. How can they? Justice requires that they donrt know in the

real world whether they have any legs at all, let alone arthritic ones.

Even if the contractors behind the veil of igorance know their own bodily

parts and natural talents behind the veil, there Ís no guarantee they will

have the same endowments once the veil is tifted. There is no point then

in contractor X agreeing to swap a leg for an eye with contractor Y behind

the veil of Ígnorance to gain some benefit once the veil is lifted because

he has no reason to believe he will keep the benefit. In this caser then'

the contractors do not have to be entitled to what they propose to trade

because they are not going to trade anythÍng. Tnstead, they are establishing

the principles which entitle people to the things they propose to trade,

as weII as the principles by which a trade will be a fair or just one.

8. Imp artialists and Unearnt EritÍtlements

The impartialist velorians J and K wilt reason much as Rawlst contractors

about the characteristics that are meritorious about the relationship

between talents and effort, about the treatment of malingerers, and about

people not deserving their natural allocation of talents and bodily parts.
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They will, however, reason differently about what rights people have to

theÍr bodily parts. This is because J and K are not constrained by the

Difference Principle. Instead they are to appty the impartialist axioms

to the conflict of desires where A wants some of Brs bodily parts and B

doesnrt want A to have them. This means that A will have to coerce B to

get those parts even though B did not acquire these bodily parts from A

by coercion. Consequently, as J and K are noncoercionists they wiII agree

that A is not to coerce B Ín order to obtain Ars bodily parts for himself.

The same wÍll apply to natural talents, to the extent that they can be

transferred from one person to another by force. The velorians, then,

would agree with Ftew that we have a right to our bodily parts, whether

shareable or unshareable.
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Chapter I4

r0uqhtsr, fl{antsr and Egoism

l. Introduction

So far I have cast conflicts of desÍres in terms of the wants of A and B

then used the velorians J and K to arrive at the principles which tell us

what A and B ought to do. In this chapter I wÍsh to describe what I

believe to be the logic of the word toughtr. I have used it as a

rhypothetÍcalr imperative, that Ís, the toughtr conclusions the velorians

reach are what the conflictants roughtr to do from the viewpoint of

impartialism. I wilt argue that all uses of roughtr are hypothetical.

fupposed categorical foughtsr are really disguised want claims. I will

show that even egoists can use unÍversalizable roughtsr without contradic-

tion in spite of arguments from various philosophers to the contrary. It

Ís my contention that egoism is an unacceptable moral theory not because

it is irrational but because it would not receive unforced agreement. I

wiII take up why impartialísm is to be preferred to egoism in Chapter L6.

2. The rAmbitious Esoistr

Egoists have been charged with irrationality because it has been claimed

the logic of the word roughtr Ís such that an egoist who says that he ought

to act egoÍstically is guitty of a contradictÍon.

One way in which this charge has been sustained is by the claim that

categorical loughtr statements either uttered by, or endorsed by, the

egoist are not universalizable. My strategy will be to see whether these

supposed Iogical difficulties disappear if egoism is recast in terms of

hypothetical roughts'. To begin with Ird like to look at an argument used

by both Frankena and Kalin against a certain kind of egoist. For
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reasons that will become apparent later I wiII call this kind of egoist

an rambitiousr egoÍst.

The ambitious egoíst, according to Frankena (L973, L7-20) believes -

(a) If A is judging about himself, then A is to use this criterion:

A ought to do Y if and only if Y is in Ars overall self-interest;

(b) If A is a spectator judging about anyone else, B, then A is to use

this criterion: B ought to do Y if and only if Y is in Ars overall

sel f-in terest .

Kalin (fgeA, 68) sets out to show that anyone who believes (a) and (b)

believes that he ought both do and not do a partÍcular actionr therefore

the principÌes fail to be a guide to action. His demonstration of this is

as follows -

(i) Suppose A is the evaluator, then

what ought A to do? A ought to do whatrs in Ars interests (by (a)

What ought B to do? B ought to do whatrs in A's interests (by (b)

What ought C to do? C ought to do whatrs in Ars interests (by (b)

And so on.

Therefore, everyone ought to do whatrs in Ars Ínterests (ny (a)

and (b) ).

(ii) fuppose B is the evaluator, then

What ought A to do? A ought to do whatf:s in Bfs interests (by (b)

What ought B to do? B ought to do whatts in Brs interests (by (a)

What ought C to do? C ought to do whatrs Ín Brs interests (by (b)

and so on.
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Therefore, everyone ought to do whatrs in Brs interests (lry (u)

and (b) ).

Conclusion: Everyone ought to do whatrs in Ars interestsr and

everyone ought to do whatrs in Brs interest, and so on.

(iii) Ars interest is at least sometÍmes incompatible with B's. When

this occurs, it wiII be the case that A ought to do what is both

in Ars interest and against it (that is what is in Brs interest

at Ars expense). Under these circumstances, ethical egoism gives

self-defeating advice. It therefore fails as a moral theory.

This argument clearly depends on the use of categorical roughtst.

What I wish to do now is to investigate how the Kalin-Frankena

argument against the ambitious egoist works if we turn the

categoricals into hypotheticals. In other words' can an egoist

consistently refuse to countenance the existence of categorical

imperatives? If he can, does he thereby rescue the rationality

of his egoism?

3. Deducinq Action

The egoist could maintain that he wiLl interpret all categorical roughtsl

as the concluslons of arguments in which the categorical roughtrls the

consequence of a hypothetlcal imperatlve whose antecedent is also the

minor premiss. For example,
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Argument I

If Ats self-interest ls to be maximised, then A ought to do what

he believes is in'his self interest.

Ars self-interest is to be maximisedt

therefore

A ought to do what he believes is in his self-interest.

ThÍs has the standard form of modus ponens, namely,

If p then q

p

therefore

q

When tptand rqr are propositions, the fact that tpt appears as the minor

premiss indicates that its truth Ís no longer to be consÍdered as hypo-

thetical but as actual. Argument I could be given the following

'proposition aI I in terpretation .

Argument 2

If rArs self-interest is to be maximisedr is true, tþn

tA ought to do what he believes is in his self-interestr

rAts self-interest Ís to be maximisedr is truet

therefore

tA ought to do what he believes is in his self-interestl
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is true.
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Here'p'appears to be a prediction that it wiII be the case that Ars

self-interest is maximised andtqtis a statement to the effect that A is

likely to have done what he believed was in his self-interest.
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Both tptandtqt, however, can be interpreted as having a prescriptive

component. When this occurs, I will use upper case letters such as rPt

and r0r to represent sentences with a prescriptive component

It is, however, Iogically improper to substitutetis prescribedrforris

truer in Argument 2. This would give us Argument 3, the major premiss of

which will in many cases be false, thereby making the argument unsound.

Argument 3

If rArs self-interest is to be maxÍmisedt is prescribedr then

'A ought to do what A believes is in his self-interestr is

prescribed.

rArs self-interest is to be maximisedr is prescribed'

therefore

tA ought to do what he believes is in his self-interestr is

prescribed.

For it to be the case thatrAts self-interest is to be maximisedris

prescribed, there must be someone who prescribes it, that isr who wants

Ars self-interest maximised. Just because someone wants Afs self-interest

maximised, it doesntt follow that he wants A to do what A believes is in

A's self-interest. Consequently, the major premÍss may well be false'

thus making Argument J unsound. There is a paratlel here with propositÍonal

arguments. Consider Argument 4, assuming it to be true that aII haemo-

philiacs are male.

i

'I
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Argument 4

If rA has haemophiliar l-s true, then rA is a maler is true.

tA has haemophiliar is truet

therefore

tA is a malef is true.

If we replace each ris truer Ín Argument 4 with ris belÍevedr, then we have

the same kind of problem I discussed with ris prescribedr in Argument 3,

that is, some one has to do the believing and just because he believes

that A is a haemophiliac it doesntt follow that he believes that A is a

male. So, while the major premiss of Argument 4 is true when each

proposition in it is treated as rtruer, it may no longer be true when each

proposition is treated as rbelievedr. See Argument 5.

Argument 5

If rA has haemophiliar is believed, then 'A is a maler is believed.

rA has haemophiliar is believed'

therefore

rA is a maler is believed.

Nonetheless, in both the propositional case and the imperatival case' the

premiss of Arguments I and 4 tentailttheir conclusions, in Harers sense

of rentailr. Hare defines this sense of rentailmentr as follows

'A sentence P entails a sentence Q if and only if the fact
that a person assents to P but dissents from 0 is sufficient
reason for saying he has misunderstood one or the other of
the sentences. | (L952, ?5)

In Argument I, the two premisses can be treated as a sÍngle sentence

consisting of two clauses. Together with the minor premiss they entail
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the conclusion in the sense of rentaÍIr defined above. The relationship

between the premisses and the conclusion is such that a personrs refusal

to assent to the conclusion after assenting to the premisses is normally

sufficient for us to say that he has mi.sunderstood one or the others of

the sentences. The only exception here is Íf there is some state of

affairs more strongty desired than, and incompatible with, that indicated

in the antecedent of the first premiss. This exception can be deaLth with

by treating the minor premiss as infelicÍtous when a state of affairs is

more strongly desired, and incompatible with, that indÍcated by the minor

premiss. When thís occurs, a person will be regarded as not having really

assented to the minor premiss, which means that he has not assented to the

conjunctÍon of the major and minor premÍsses as a whole. He does not

really want the state of affairs indicated by the minor premiss because he

prefers some other state of affairs when the two conflict. With this

modification, anyone who really assents to the major and minor premisses

yet refused to assent to the conclusion, behaves in a way that is incompre-

hensible except on the hypothesis that he doesnrt understand one or the

other of these sentences. As Hare says,

I Speakers may on different occasions use words with
different meanings, and this means that what Ís
entailed by what they say will also differ. We

elicit their meaning by asking them what they
regard their remarks as entailing.' (L952, 25)

Using this test, if people donrt see the premÍsses of Argument I as

entailing its conclusion, then they and I have different understandings of

the terms ln these sentences, just as we would do if they assented to the

proposition tIf A has haemophilia then A is a male and A has haemophilia'

yet denied that A was a male. The propositional and imperatival cases

seem quite parallel here. For the purposes of this paper' I wiII treat

them as parallel, regarding counter-examples to the imperatÍval case as

unsuccessful if they also apply to the proposÍtional case. If the
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relationship between imperatival premisses and conclusion is no tighter

than that between propositional premisses and conclusion then it is tight

enough.

5. Defendinq the rAmbitiousr Egoist

The ambitious egoist, it will be remembed, believes:

(a) If A is judging about hÍmself, then A is to use this criterion:

A ought to do Y if and only if Y is in Ars overall self-interest.

(b) If A is a spectator judging about anyone else, B, then A is to

use this criterion:

B ought to do Y if and only if Y is in Ars overall seLf-interest.

It is, however, odd to operate on a criterion which requires a person to

do what is, in fæt, in Ars overall self-interest. The best we mere

mortals can manage is for A to do what he believes is in Ars self-interest,

and I witl modify alt future cases to take this into account. I will take

A as believing that B ought to do Y if and only if A believes Y Ís in A's

overall self-interest because this is the formulation that would strike

any actual egoist as most likety to be true. Admittedly it could be

formulated as, 'B ought to do Y if, and only if B believes that Y is in

Ars overatl self-interestr but A would be rather worried that Brs concept

of Ats self-interest could be a long way away from Ars own.

The ambitious egoist, ãs we have seen, belÍeves the following:

tIf Ats self-interest Ís to be maximised, then everyone ought to do what

A believes is in Ars self-interest and if Brs self-Ínterest is to be

maximised, then everyone ought to do what B believes is in Brs self-interest

... AND if nrs self-interest is to maxÍmise then everyone ought to do what

n believes is in n I s self-interest. I
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This, however, is merely a technical belief, that is, a belief about the

means by which different ends will be achieved. As a technical belief it

is probably true. Ars self-interest Ís much more likely to be achieved

if everyone does what A believes is in Ats self-interest than if only A

does.

Nonetheless, it Ís IogÍcally possible that Ars self-interest is better

achieved by other means, as we mentioned earlier.

The ambitious egoist, then, is someone who has the technical belíef' which

he thinks is as true of others as of himself, that each personrs self-

interest wilt be maximised if everyone pursued it. In addition' any

particular ambitious egoist, A, wants his own self-interest maximised,

being either Índifferent or hostile to the self-ihterest of other people.

Given our previous analysis, this means that he is not entitled tor but

required to, acknowledge that everyone ought to do what they believe is

in his self-interest, or else he is irrational. See Argument 6.

Argument 6

If Ats self-interest is to be maximised, then everyone ought

to do what A believes is in Ars sel-f-interest.

Ats self-interest is to be maximised'

therefore

Everyone ought to do what A belleves is ln Ars self-interest.

A, however, does not want Brs self-interest to be maximÍsed, therefore he

is not committed by the hypothetical to the conclusion that everyone ought

to do what is in Brs (...n's) self-interest. Counter to Kalin and Frankena,

then, he is not committed to self-defeating courses of action by his

egoistic principles.
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6. Vicious Universalisation

The anti-egoist wiII probably accept that, if A's self-interest is to be

maxÍmised, then everyone ought to do what A believes will maximise Ars

self-interest, but he will also want to know why Ars self-interest ought

to be maximised. In other words, where a categorÍcal imperative is

detached from a hypothetical imperative by means of prescribing the

antecedent of the hypothetical, the anti-egoist is always entitled to ask

why the action prescribed in the antecedent roughtr to be done, hoping to

produce a sÍtuation where the foughtrused in the answer cantt be

universalised but produces instead the kind of self-contradiction Kalin

and Frankena thought they had found. I will call this rvicious'

universalisationr(t) ,n that the anti-egoist pursues a regress of

universalisations until he gets a rviciousr consequence. Let us see if

Ít works on the ambitious egoist A. tWhytr says the antÍ-egoist, rought

Ars self-interest be maximised?' Our ambitious egoist only believes in

hypothetical imperatives, so he sees this question as a request for a

goal, end or purpose for which the maximisation of his self-interest is

a means. He might produce the hypothetical, tIf A is to be happyr then

Ats self-Ínterest ought to be maximised.r This is a contingent causal

claim. Perhaps A will be happier if his self-Ínterest isnrt maximised.

Perhaps its part of human nature only to be happy in self-sacrifice.

(t) I use Kallnrs deflnition of runlversalisatlonr herer namely, tIf
Ít ls reasonable for A to do S in Cr lt ts also reasonable for any
similar person to do simllar things in similar cÍrcumstances.r (I97O, 66)
Hudson (tglO, 184) interprets Harers notion of universalisability in
much the same way. He gives an example of howroughtrjudgements must
be universalisable. He says rTo say, for example, that we ought to
encourage immigrants to return to their countries of origin is to say
that no-one, placed as we are, ought to fail to encourage them to do

so.'The viciousness of the universalisation only takes effect if the
I'oughtrt is used categoricallY.
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Nonetheless, A happens to believe he wiII be happy if his self-interest

is maximised and his answer is at least logically respectable. He would

arrive at Ít via Argument 7.

If A is to be happy, then Ats self-interest ought to be maxÍmised.

A is to be happy,

therefore

Ars self-interest ought to be maximised.

A is not committed to wanting other people to be happy, especially where

this prevents his happiness, nor is he committed to wantíng other peoplers

self-interest maximised, especially where this prevents the maximisation

of his own self-interest.

The anti-egoist could still ask, rWhy ought A to be happy?r At this point

A witl probably not want to claim that he ought to be happy. After aII,

he believes that toughtr statements properly derive from hypotheticals,

which means he would need to fÍnd some goal or end which his being happy

serves. This he will be reluctant to do because he is likely to regard

his own happiness as the most basÍc goal, the final justification for

behaviour. If the anti-egoist can cornmit A to believÍng that Arought'

to be happy, then he may be able to show that this universalises to

rEveryone ought to be happyt . A does not believe that everyone ought to

be happy, nor does he want everyone to be happy, so he will not want to

take any step that commits him ín this way. A, thereforer wiII refuse to

say that he ought to be happy. He doesn't believe he ought to be or' for

that matter, that anyone else ought to be either. He just wants to be'

Logically, though, this puts him on a par with the anti-egoist. Suppose

the egoist goes on the. attack, asking the anti-egoist why he belÍeves

something ought to be the case, e.9., that people ought to keep their

promises. The anti-egoist wilt have to show either that people keeping
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their promises is a means to some end, for which further justification

could be asked, or else he has to say that there is no such further end

but that keepÍng promises Ís an end in itself. It ought to be done just

because it ought to be. As an argument to the unconvinced this is

singularly unpersuasive. What the anti-egoist has done is use the roughtr

claim as a substitute for a want claim. AII he is entitled to do Ís assert

that he wants everyone to be happy but he substitute a categorical roughtt

statement instead to give the appearance that he is appealing to some

objective realm of moral facts. Unlike Zimmerman (L969), I am not proposing

that we can reject rroughttr statements and replace them with rrwantrt

statements. Instead my position is the same as that expressed by Maclntyre

(f98I,. IL-22). Maclntyre claims that emotÍvism should be understood as

a theory of the use of moral language rather than a theory of its meaning.

Maclntyre argues with the critics of enrotivism that judgements rsuch as

"this is rightttor "this is goodrtt do NOTrmean the same as I'I approve

of this; do so as wel}tr or trHurrah for thÍs!'r or any of the other attempts

at equivalence suggested by emotive theorístsi but even if the meaning

of such sentences were quite other than emotive theorists supposed, it

might plausibly be claimed, if the evÍdence were adequtate, that in using

such sentences to say whatever they mean, the agent was in fact doing

nothing other than expressing hÍs feelings or attitudes and attempting

to influence the feelings and attitudes of others ... We could NOT safely

infer what someone who uttered a moral judgement was doing merely by

listening to what he said. l'4oreover the agent himseLf might well be

among those for whom use was concealed by meaning. He might well,

precisely because he w.as self-conscious about the meaning of the words

that he used, be assured that he was appealing to independent impersonal

crÍteria, when all he was in fact doing was expressing his feelings to

others in a manipulative way. | (1981, 13)
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The egoist might well regard the anti-egoist as doÍng precisely this when

the anti-egoist says that the reason why you ought to keep your promises

is just that you ought. If Maclntyre is right, then the egoist is no

worse off than the anti-egolst. The egoist has traced through a chain

of t'oughtstr until he has arrived at a position where he no longer says

that something ought to be the case. He merely says that he wants it to

be. The anti-egoist ends his chain with the claim that something ought

to be done because it ought. The anti-egoist wÍII be hard-pressed to

explain what the difference is.

This does not mean that there are no reasons for rejecting egoism as a

moral theory but merely that these reasons are not to be found in either

the self-defeating nature of egoistic principles or in the egoistrs

supposed inability to describe his theory without contradiction. Egoism

is not to be rejected because it is irrational or incoherent but because

it would not be accepted by unforced agreement. The egoistr of course,

is free to ask why ought we reject what is NOT accepted by unforced

agreement. If this is answered by reference to some other goal, the same

questÍon can be asked again, and so on. I wÍll consider how we might

stop this infinite regress in Chapter 16.

7. The Humble Eqoist

Although Kalin believes, wrongly as we have seen, that the ambitious egoist

holds a self-contradictory prÍnclple, he does belleve that there is a

defensible version of egoism, which I wiII call thumble egoismr.

AccordÍng to Kalin,

the first (i.e. (a)

ambitious egoism.

the humble egoist believes the following two principles,

) being identical with the first principle of
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(a) If A. is judging about himself, then A is to use this criterion:

A ought to do Y if and only if Y is in Ars overall self-interest.

(c) If A is a spectator judging about someone else, B, then A is to

use this criterion:

B ought to do Y if and only if Y È in Brs overall self-interest.

In future statements of these principles I will modify themr as indicated

earlier, by tatking of someone doing Y if and only if he believes that Y

is Ín his overall self-interest.

Medlin (1957) claims that even humble egoism is self-contradictory. His

argument, briefly, is as follows. If A believes that he ought to do Y if

and only if he believes that Y is in hÍs overall self-interest, and his

belief that he ought to do so means that he approves of his doing so' or

wants himself to do so, then the principles (a) and (c) wilt lead to

contradictory advice because his believing that B ought to do what Ís in

Brs interest also commits him to wanting B to do what is in Brs interests

even when this conflicts with his (Ars) interests.

Kalin replies to thÍs criticism by denying that A's belief that B ought to

do Y implies that A wants B to do Y.

Kalin argues for this claim by showÍng that there are perfectly respectable

precedents for this kind of position. He uses the example of games. A

chess-player can believe that his opponent ought to move his bishop yet

not want him to move the bishoP.

KaIínfs argument has been criticised by Carlson (L973),
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rThere is a similar confusion in Kalinrs attempt to
show that I can consistently both believe that my

opponent in a chess game ought to check my king, and
yet not want him to. Note that he passes imperceptibly
from asserting (f ) rrThis is how he ought to move, t' to
(2) "But believing that he ought to move his bÍshop
and check my king does not commit me to wanting him to
do that . .. " without realizing that I can consistently
assert (I) without asserting (2)' insofar as the most
plausible Ínterpretation of (f) is as a hypothetical
(the antecedent being suppressed), which does not
entail the categorÍcal at (2). I say this, because in
Kalinrs example what I really bell-eve Ís not that this
is how my chess opponent ought to move, period. (i.e.,
for the sake'of simplicÍty, in such a way as to put my

king in inextricable check), but that this is how he
ought to move if the game is to be won by him (according
to the rules); that he ought therefore to try to move
that way. SÍnce however, (ex hypotlesi ) I do not want
him to win the game, it is plausible to assert that I
do not really believe that he ought to succeed in
moving in the prescribed way, and despite the fact that
(with KaIin) I can meaningfulty assert (I) (so long as
its suppressed hypothetical force is understood). I
conclude that this particular putative counter-example
does not Ín fact support KalÍnrs key (more general)
claim, namely, that oners belief in what anyone else
ought to do or ought to make the case does not commit
one to wanting any one else to acting so. (I)

Carlson, I believe, is correct. The chess-player holds the causal hypo-

thetical, tIf my opponent is to win, then he ought to move his bishopr.

If the chess-player proceeds to the categorical tMy opponent ought to move

his bishoprhe can only do so via the minor premiss, rMy opponent is to

winr, which, as we have seen, is not to be interpreted as a prediction but

as an Ímperative indicating the speakerrs desire to have that state of

affairs realised.

(I) KaIÍn (1975) , in his reply to Carlson tries to avoid this criticism
by distinguishing a teleological and a deontological sense of 'rought".
If my arguments are comect this is unnecessary. The wordrtoughtrrcan
be treated as unambiguous in meaning, although the different kinds of hypo-
theticals that can occur it may make it appear as if there is a

different sense of troughtrr at work Ín each case.
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Even though Carlsonrs point is correct, it doesnrt follow that Medlinrs

criticism of the humble egoist works. The humble egoist can be regarded

as belÍeving the following:

If A's self-interest is to be maximised, then A ought to do what he believes

is in his self-interest AND If Bts self-Ínterest is to be maximised then B

ought to do what he believes Ís in his self-interest .. . AND If nrs self-

interest is to be maximised then n ought to do what n believes Ís in nrs

self-interest. As A prescrÍbes the imperative rArs self-interest is to

be maximisedr but does not prescribe that Brs... nrs self-interest is to

be maximised, he is only committed to the conclusion, rA ought to do what

he believes is in his self-interestr.

He accepts all the other roughtr statements hypothetically. The anti-

egoist could try to perform the same vicious universalisation on him as on

the ambitious egoist, with the same effect, namely, that ultimately the

humble egoist would assert that, Íf he is to be happy, then his self-

interest ought to be maximised, but denying that he ought to be happy.

Perhaps he, and even the ambitious egoist, might agree that everyone ought

to pursue their own happiness, but only because he regards this as

definitive of rrationality'. Here the Ímperative isnrt causal but' in

Harsanyits sense (Harsgnyi, L976) tformalr. Again, the egoist need NOT

believe that everyone ought to be rational.

The humble egoist, therefore, is not vulnerable to Medlinrs criticism.

Just because A belÍeves that he ought to do Y if and only if he believes

Y is in his self-interest, and this means that he warits himself to do

what is in his own interests, he ls not committed to wantlng other people

doing what they believe to be in their interests, especially when this

frustrates his own self-interest. He is merely considering hypothetically
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how others ought to behave if they prescribe to themselves the same kinds

of imperatives about their interests that he prescribes to himself about

his own.

The humble egoist, then, only appears to dlffer from the ambitious egoist

in his opinion about the best means to hls own self-interest, and neither

is guilty of any Iogical fallacy. The ambitÍous egoÍst, ambitious because

he entertains the hope that everyone wants to do whatrs best for him,

believes that their doing so would maximise hÍs self-interest. The humble

egoist, humble because he doesntt really entertain the hope that everyone

wants to do whatrs best for him, believes that his self-interest Ís most

likely to be maximised Íf at least he pursues it. It is odd, therefore,

that Kalin ever thought that one could be logically defensible when the

other was not, as logically they are counterparts of each other. In factt

the ambitious egoÍst is probably closer to the truth than the humble

egoist, at least as concerns what would be the desirable situatÍon for an

egoist to find hÍmself in. He would, however, have to have the power of

a caligula, so the humble egoist is probably more realistic.

B. Motivating by Practical Arguments

In conclusion Itd like to clear up some points raised in the discussion of

rvicious universalisationr. When the anti-egoist asks either kind of

egoist "Why ought your self-interest be maximised?'r Ít is undoubtedly the

case that the antÍ-egoist will not regard as satisfactory the answer which

the egoist gives him, namely, rBecause it maximises my happinessr.

0n the analysis given so far, the anti-egoistrs dissatisfaction should not

be surprisÍng. The antí-egoist is lookfng for an answer that will enable

him, too, to prescribe the categorical imperative. What he needs is both
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a hypothetical major premiss and a prescriptive minor premiss from which

he can deduce the conclusion ttArs (the egoistts) self-Ínterest ought to be

maximisedtr. The trouble is that the prescription that A uses as a minor

premiss, that is, "Ars happiness is to be maximisedrrÍs not one that the

anti-egoíst, unlike A himself, has any obvious reason to prescribe.

Nor, of course, does it provide other egoists with a reason why they should

want Ars happiness to be maximised. This draws our attention to an

important feature of the way in which I have handled sentences containing

roughtt. I wiII now spend some time elucidating thís feature and its

impl- ication s.

Consider the belief of the ambitious egoist A to the effect that everyone

(8, C ..n) ought to do what is in his (A's) interest.

A belÍeves the following hypothetical.

Argument I

If 'Ars self-interest is to be maximised, then B ought to do what

A believes is in Ars self-interestr.
rAts self-interest is to be maximisedr,

therefore

tB ought to do what A believes is in A's self-interestr.

B wiII not fÍnd this argument convincing unless he prescrÍbes the minor

premiss, that is, unless he wants Ats self-interest to be maximised. Even

though he may well acceþt the truth of the major premiss and the validity

of the argument form, Ít is unlikely that he will accept the conclusÍon.

This fact, however, does not render Ars argument invalid. It merely

renders it unsound in Brs eyes because B regards the minor premiss as
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false. Were B to become a slave to Ars charisma, he might well find the

argument perfectly sound, prescribing both the minor premiss and the

conclusÍon. As slave the only reason he might not regard the argument as

sound would be if he doubted the truth of the major premiss' thinking

perhaps that Ars self-interest would be better served if B did what B

thought was in Ars self-interest. Be this as it may, the point to be noted

is that the soundness of the argument depends on the psychological state

of the person responding to the minor premiss. The truth of the minor

premiss is always person-relative, making the argument sound tf the person

who ought to do the action indicated in the consequent also prescribes

the end indicated in the antecedent, provided that the means proposed truly

is the best one for attaÍning that goal.

As we have seen, the person who ought to do the action indicated in the

consequent need not be the person whose self-interest will thereby be

maximised. A person may, for example, wish to maximise the interests of

some sectional group. He might argue as follows,

Argument 9

If Group Grs interest is to be maximised, then everyone (or some

particular persoÀ) ought to do X.

Gts interests are to be maximisedt

therefore

Everyone (or some particular person) ought to do X.

We wiII only agree that his argument is sound, however, if we also prescribe

the maxÍmisation of Grs interests, that is, if we share his patriotism, or

religious or poJ-itÍcal convictions or whatever. We can meaningfully argue

with hÍm about the truth of the major premiss and if we can produce factual
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evidence to show that Gts ínterests are more likely to be maximised if

everyone does Y rather than X, he wÍII change his argument. He is,

therefore, rational in the appropriate sense.

Rather than maximise the interests of some group, however, he may wish to

maxÍmise the achievement of some ideal. A suitable substitution of

rmaximising the achievement of Ídeal It for tmaximising the interests of

Group Gt could be made in Argument 9 to produce Argument l0r wÍth similar

comments as made on Argument 9.

We can even extend the model- to cover what are claimed to be fmoral I

arguments, for example,

Argument Il

If people are to act as would be determined by rational

contractors behÍnd a veil of ígnorance (or a benevolent ideal

observer) then everyone (or some particular person) ought to

doX

People are to act as would be determinedr etc.

therefore

Everyone (or some particular person) ought to do X.

If utilitarlanlsm and ratlonal contractor theorles are to be counted as

typical moral systems, then even morallty has no categorical imperatives.

As Mrs. Foot ( L972) maintains, if morality is a system of imperatives, Ít

must be a system of hypothetical imperatives. Nonetheless, the analysis

I have given of the use of roughtt explains why philosophers have thought

of morality as a system of categorical imperatÍves. Moral systems Iike

utititarianism or Rawlsr contractarianism are systems that provide their

believers with ideals. In utilitarianism the ideal is the state of
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affairs in which happiness has been maximised. This provÍdes a standard

against which to measu.re any act a person performs. There is the act

he actually did and the act he ought to have done if the state of affairs

in which happiness had been maximised was to obtain. Likewise, with

Rawlsr model, the acts we actually do can be compared with the acts we

would have done if we had acted Ín accord with the contractorsr principle.

0nce one is within such a system, there is no need to preface every roughtl

statement with the antecedent of the condÍtional. It can just be assumed.

As a result, roughtrstatements look categorÍcal even though they are rea1ly

hypothetical. It is only when party A from one system argues with party B

from another that it is essential that both parties realise the hypothetical

nature of their roughtr statements. Within any moral system, once its

believers have adopted categorÍcal roughtsr, all the moral judgements

within the system take on the appearance of descriptive judgements. There

frôy, for example, be certain categories of kilting that transgress the

Ídeal. These may be similar to that category of kÍllings we call rmurderf.

They aII fall under the concept of rmurderr, however, because of their

relationship to the ideal, not because of any common empirical features

they happen to possess. It may be that they aII transgress the ideal

because they are similar in their empirÍcal properties but it is not this

that makes them rmurderr. Anyone who tried to find what made an act a

rmurdert by lookÍng for empÍrÍcal properties common to all murders would

not have grasped the concept of murder.

It may be, for example, that someone thinks up a new kind of killing

which transgresses the ideal in the way the others did. It still falls

under the concept fmurdert even though its empirical properties differ

from those of other murders. Anyone who refused to call it a murder

because of its Iack of the usual empirical propertÍes associated wÍth
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murder would have mistaken what Kovesi (L967r 4) calls the material element

of the concept of murder for its formal element. lVithin the one moral

system, then, there would develop an inter-related set of moral notions

that appear to describe the world. l{hen making moral judgements, we do

not appear to ourselves to be applying an ídeal. We appear to be more

concerned with whether an act falls under a notion such as rmurderr or

rmanslaughterr. These notions, however, derive from some standard that

we think actions ought to meet. As a consequencer we cannot both

classify an act as a case of rmurderror whatever and remain free to value

it or detest Ít as we wish. Given our ideal, we must detest it if Ít Ís

properly classÍfied as rmurderr. When we say that murder is rwrong' or

rbadr the words rwrongr and rbadr are used as reminders, to use Kovesirs

term, (I9671 26) rather than as providers of additional information' or

as a discriminator (L967, f09). Someone who doesnrt share our ideal can

IegitÍmately wonder whether to value or detest an act we classify as

rmurderr but he cannot use the word rmurderf in the same sense as we use

it without also commÍtting himself to detestÍng acts of rmurderr. He wil-l

have to find a new vocabulary to express his attitudes or else give our

vocabulary a new meaning. Foot (1978, I37), for example, claims that

ordinary English words Iike rfatherr or rdaughterr determine criteria of

goodness in the sense that , if a foreign language said of a person that

she was a good X when she denounced her parents to the police, then X

could not be translated by our word rdaughterr. Montefiore, I96L)

in his reply to Foot suggests that her examples Índicate a need for the

prescriptÍvist to lnvent a new language that does NOT have these value-

judgements built Ínto Ít.

It is likely, then, that if we aII tatk to each other from within a

particular moral system that we wiII treat its hypothetical imperatives

as categorical imperatives and regard its moral notions as describing the
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world. The problem, however, is to Ídentify what the Ídeal is that directs

the development of these apparently descriptive notions. Kovesi calls it

tthe moral point of viewr. He dÍstÍnguishes it from other points of view

in that the notions we form from this point of view rare not only formed

by ourselves but they are about ourselvesr and they rare about ourselves

Ín so far as we are rule-following rational beingsr. As Kovesi notes,

however, rthere are also other notions that are about ourselves in so far

as we are rule-followihg rational beings, lÍke rcleverr, rconsistentr,

tlearnedr, etc., which are not necessarily moral notionsr. (1967r,-I47)

Theories like utilitarianism and Rawlsr rational contractor theory can be

seen as attempts to try and specify what it is that makes moral notions

different from these other notions. Utilitarianism postulates that moral-

notions derive from our concern wíth maximising happiness. Rawls postulates

that they derive from our concern with our status as free and equal beings.

The moral notions we would develop to describe the world from a utilitarian

point of view would not necessarily be the same as those we would develop

from a contractarian point of view, Yet they wÍIl share what Kovesi

believes to be a crucial requirement of any moral notion, namely, rthey not

only have to be formed from the point of view of anyone, but they also

have to be about those features of our lives that can be the features of

anyoners lÍfer . (tlAl, I4S) Whenever we have concepts which have these

two features they could derive from either the utilitarian or the rational

contractor point of view, or there may even be other points of view that

satisfy these conditions. Kovesi himself appears to consider the moral

point of view to be sui generis. Anyone who asks what is wrong with murder

or steal-Íng thereby shows that they havenrt understood the rules that

govern these concepts and which enable us to agree on which other concepts

are moral and which are not. This, however, merely shows that there is a

concept called twrongnessr that is internal to what Kovesi calls the

rpoint of view of right and wrong, (L967r 26), that is, the moral poÍnt
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of view. It doesnrt show that this concept ofrwrongnesst is one that

rationally requires us not to do acts that are rwrongr. In fact, this

kind of claim about the unquestionability of the wrongness of murder is

precisely what we would expect with the apparently descriptive terms that

have been generated from within a single moral system. Anyone who says,

tWhatrs wrong wÍth murder?reither doesnrt understand the meaning of the

wordrmurderror else is outside the moral system in which acts that the

system calls rmurderr are automatically wrong. There is, then, a danger

that those within a particular moral system wiII refuse to debate the

justification for their moral judgements on the grounds that anyone who

challenges these judgements thereby demonstrates that they have misunderstood

them. This a moral version of Tertullianrs paradox, with the egoist playing

the same role with respect to the moral point of view as the atheist does

with respect to the religious point of view. As a consequence, they run

the risk of regarding themselves as possessing a faculty which enables them

to follow rules that those who l-ack this facuLty cannot follow, whereupon

they begin to Iook very like non-naturalists. Unfortunately, however' the

egoist, like the atheist, cannot accept it as a reason against his position

that he just doesnrt understand the view he thinks he is opposing unless

he can see that believers possess a rule-following ability that he lacks

that is more than just a case of verbal rule-following. In fact, there

is no reason to believe the egoist or, for that matter, the atheistt

cannot follow the rules of the system they oppose. They can use words in

the same way as belÍevers. They can even say how believers wiII act under

certain circumstances if the believers are sincere. What the egoist needs

to be shown is that there Ís something akÍn to the practical consequence

of beÍng colour-blind that follow from his not agreeing with the judgements

of those who are committed to the moral point of view. Unless this can

be shown, then there is a conflict of desires between egoists and holders

of the moral point of view that can only be resolved by force. There is
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a similar problem within the moral point of view. There appear to be

irreconcilable differences between non-egoists over issues such as abortion,

euthanasia, the scope of individual liberty and so on. Different moral

theories produce dlfferent answers to these questÍons. Which set of non-

egoists has got the rules that link concepts to particular judgements

right? It is a strategy open to either side of any contentious issue to

claim that the other just fails to understand the rules that govern the

moral point of view. What is needed is some more objective decision-

procedure by whÍch to arbitrate between these various theories or between

egoism and the fmoral point of viewr.

Rawls (fgff) proposed a set of condÍtions he believed such a decision-

procedure needed to meet. His own candidate for a decision-procedure

meeting these requirements he calIs rreflective equilibriumr. This

decision-procedure requires that we already have consensus on some

matters. As Rawls says rMere proof is not justification. A proof simply

displays logical relations between propositions. But proofs become

justification once the starting points are mutually recognised, or the

conclusions so comprehensive and compellÍng as he persuades us of the

soundness of the conception expressed by their premises. It Ís perfectly

proper, then, that the argument for these principles of justice should

proceed from some consensus.r (tllZ, 58f) In the next chapter I will

examíne whether or not reflective equilibrium is an appropriate procedure

by whlch to Justify elther our particular moral Judgements or the theories

by whích we hope to render these judgements consistent.

Hare is unconvinced that Rawlst justification of prínciples should begin

from a consensus. He says, rIt is true that any justÍfication which

consists of arrlinear lnferencerr must so proceed; but RawIsr justification

is not of this type. Why should it not end in consensus as a result of
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argument? There may have to be a prLor consensus on matters of facb,

including facts about the lnterests of the parties (though these themselves

may confltct); and on matters of logic, established by analysls. But not

on substantial moral questions, as Rawls seems to require. I He then

proceeds to say that he thinks that rmoral argument can succeed in reaching

normative conclusions with only factst sÍnqular prescrlptions and logÍc to

go onr. (tllSr 84-85) tn the next chapter I wtll also look at whether

Harers decision-procedure is any better able to produce consensus than

Rawls | .
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Chapter l5

Reflective EquiLibrium

I . In troductÍorr

A state of rreflective equilibrÍumr Ís one where there is an harmonious

fit between our consÍdered judgements about what ought to be done and

the principles from which these judgements can be derived. 0ur judgements

are arrived at intuitively, then given due thought. Rawl-s says that such

an harmonious fít is an requilibriumr rbecause at last our principles and

judqements coincide; and it is reflective since we know to what principles

our judgements conform and the premises of their derivation.r (L972, 20)

A distinction needs to be drawn between tpersonalr and rcommunal| reflective

equilíbrium. Personal reflectÍve equilibrium obtains when the harmonious

fit is between the judgements and princÍples of just one individual.

Communal reflective equilibrium obtains when the harmonÍous fit is between

the judgements and principles of more than one Índividual. Both the

advocates of reflective equilibrium discussed in this paper, namely Rawls

and Haksar, are concerned with communal reflective equilibrium. They each

engage in argument with other people in order to arrive at a consensus on

which judgements and princÍples are right. WÍth personal reflective

equilibrÍum, an individual is not concerned to harmonÍse his judgements

and prlneiples with those of other people so he has no need of arguments

by which to persuade them to adopt his personal balance. He merely needs

to satÍsfy himself that the relationship he has achieved between judgements

and principles is the best from his own point of víew. Arriving at a

personal equilÍbrium, then, would appear to be a much easier proposition

than arriving at comrnunal reflective equilibrium. In this chapter I want

to investigate under what conditions communal reflective equilÍbrium is
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possible and what the status is of those judgements and principles that

actually achieve a communal reflective equilibrium. Does the fact that

there is consensus wlthin a particular communÍty show anything about the

rightness, or if appropriate, the truth, of these judgements and

principles?

2. The Scientific Model

There are a number of models of how consensus can be achieved between

individuals on some disputed matter. One of them is the method of coercion,

to whi.ch Ímpartialism is the alternative. There are other major models,

namely, mathematics, sciences such as physics, and sciences such as

Iinguistics. Hare dÍsmisses the mathematics and lÍnguistics models as

inappropriate models by which to arrive at moral consensus. He says,

rThe analogy with these scÍences is vÍtíated by the
fact that they do NOT yield substantial conclusÍons,
as moral philosophy is supposed, on Rawlsr view, to dot
and in some sense clearly should. t (L975, 86)

Thi.s leaves the model of sciences such as physics. I now wish to explore

what parallels there are, if any, between reflective equilibrium and

physÍcs as methods of obtaining a consensus by rational means, where

rrational meansr are those means that would be adopted by people concerned

to arrive at truth rather than concerned wíth some other purpose such as

advantaging themselves at the expense of other people.

There seems, at least at first sight, to be considerable parallels.

Intuitive judgements might play a similar role in moral theories as

perceptions do in physics.
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In physics, there is a fixed point of comparison between theories, nameJ-y,

what is observed. Admittedlyr each theory may have its own terms to

describe what is observed, these terms being comprehensible only in the

context of the theory as a whole, but this rarely, if ever, is the cause

of a disagreement between theoríes about the ordÍnary language features

of rvhat was observed. No matter how a theory describes red flashes on a

screen, for example, as electron traces or whatever, if the holders of

the theory refused to acknowledge that the flashes on the screen looked red

because their theory required that the flashes looked yellow, then this

would be regarded by scientists in general, regardless of their theoretical

persuasion, as a case of intellectual dishonesty. The holders of this

theory may wish to argue that the flashes would look yellow if initial

conditions were properly controlled, but what would definitely make their

theory scientifically disreputable would be their insistence that the

colour the flashes appear to be to the observer depends on the theory he

hot¿r.(l) Ultimately, scientific theory has to fit with how people

perceive things in controlled conditions. If an advocate of a theory

wishes to claim that thÍngs are not as they appear, then he does not do

this by denying that this is how they actually do appear but by explaining

why they appear like this.

SimÍlar considerations apply to reflectÍve equilibrium theories. A moral

theory does not deny that people make certain intuitive judgements. Instead,

it suggests that, when these intuitions cannot be fltted into the best set

of principles, then these intulttons cantt really be lntuitlons of moral

(f) This point, and the others made in this chapter, holds agalnst writers
like Werner (f983) and Flanagan (DgZ) who try to use the naturalist and
holistic epÍstemólogy developed by QuÍne (L953, L960, L978 ) to
defend the claim that there is as much justification to believe in a

moral reality as there is to believe in a scientific one.
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realÍty. Whi.Ie they truly are the intuÍtions that some people have they

are not intuitions of the moral truthr consequently they are to be

abandonned as descriptions of what moralty ôúght to be the caser just as

the descrÍption of the colour an object looks to have under abnormal

conditions is to be abandonned as a descrÍption of the colour it really

has.

There is, however, a radical difference between how scientific theories

relate to perceptions and how moral theorles relate to intuitive judgements.

lVith a true scientific theory we could correctly predict how things would

appear to people when all variables are controlled, including the internal

states of the observers and the conditions under which the observations

take place. The more accurately a scientific theory enables us to predict

how things wÍll appear to people under controlled conditions, the more

the theory behaves as we would expect of a true theory, therefore the more

rational it becomes for us to treat the essential components of the theory

as true, particularly if no other theory is as successful over the same;

or a similar, range of kinds of phenomena. A completely true scientific

theory would enable us to correctly predÍct that, under certain circum-

stances, there would be a total consensus among people about how things

appeared. The presence of the predicted consensus under specified

conditions is the test of the truth of the theory. If the theory says

that things have properties different from those they appear to have, then

the occurrence of the predlcted consensus under speclfied conditions is

confirmatlon that things really have properties other than those they

appear to have.

If a theory enables us to predict more accurately than any other theory

the consensus that witl be reached on how things appear to be under

specified conditions, then there will be a consensus among rational people
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concerned to believe a true scientific theory that this particular theory

is closer to the truth than any of its rÍvals. The consensus among

rational people as to which theory is closer to the truth depends on which

theory enables us to predict most accurately the consensus that wilI

obtain on how things appear to be under speclfied condÍtions in the

greatest range of kinds of cases.

As we saw earlier, reflective equilibrium allows us to distinguish between

how things realì.y are morally, and how they appear to be. Reflective

equilibrium, however, is not like science ln providing us wÍth a method

for discriminatÍng between theorÍes with different claÍms as to which

properties are the oneé things really have and which are the ones they

merely appear to have. It is not part of a reflective equilibrium

approach to moral theories to use a theory to predict that there will be

a consensus on how things morally appear to be under given condltionsr then

determine from the success or failure of this prediction whether it is

rational to accept the theoryrs claims as to what properties things morally

really have and what properties they merely appear to have. Reflective

equilibrium, then, cannot use the presence of a consensus on how things

morally appear to be to produce a consensus on how thÍngs morally are.

The significance of the difference between scientifÍc methodology and

reflective equilibrium becomes apparent when we see how each handles the

case where our predictions fall, either because a consensus doesnrt occur

that should if the theory is true, or a consensus does occur that shouldnrt.

When a scientÍfic theory falls in test conditions where there 1s no

instrument or observer error, etc., then the theory has to be modified so

that the properties it claims things actually have are made consistent

with the properties that things appear to have. If a scÍentific theory

fails to explain those cases of how things appear to be that were
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inconsistent with the predictions based on it, this is a weakness in the

theory. We may still prefer this theory to Íts competitors because they

are even Iess successful but, nonetheless, we acknowledge that this theory

has a mistake in it somewhere. l{hen a moral theory, however, says that

things morally really are a partÍcular way yet there is no consensus that

they morally appear to be as the theory requires, then reflective

equÍlibrium does not demand that the theory be modifÍed so that its claims

about how things morally are be made consistent with how things morally

appear. It does not even demand that the variables be more rÍgorously

controlled so that we find out under what conditions we do get consensus

on how things morally appear. It does not direct us to obtain enough

informatÍon on the various relatÍonships between initial conditions and

consensus on how things morally appeared to be so that we can use this

data base to hypothesÍse about how things morally really are. If we did

do this however, I suspect that all we would get would be theories about

the psychological causes that lead to consensus on how things morally

appear to be. The use of a truly scientific methodology would lead us to

theories of what empirical reality is behind peoplers belÍefs about

morality rather than theories about what moral reality Ís behind these

beliefs. This is of little help in our current enterprise. We are after

theories about what makes peoplefs moral beliefs true or false NOT theories

about what makes them have these beliefs.

Reflective equllibrlum, then, does not provide us wlth the same kind of

fixed criterion of theory preference as seientifÍc methodol-ogy does. The

consequences of this are fatal to its pretensions as a method for obtainÍng

consensus on partÍcular cases of moral judgement. l{ith scientific

methodology, advocates of a theory that cannot be used to predict correctly

how thÍngs wiII appear under specified conditions have the onus of

explaining away this predictive failure. They can appeal to instrument
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error, observer error, unknown VarÍables, etc. but they must make some

appeal. If they can offer nothing, theír theory has been shown to be

seriously flawed. Reflective equilibrium places no such onus on advocates

of a moral theory whose claims about how things morally are is at odds

wÍth how things morally appear to some people. The advocate of the theory

can, if he wishes, take into account only how things morally appear to those

who agree with him. It is as if those who believed in ESP only took into

account the experiments whose results agreed with what they had observed,

rather than taking experiments with contrary results as possÍble evidence

that controls hadnrt been rigorous enough, or observer error had been a

factor, or some such.

Suppose Person PI hotds particular moral judgements JI to JlO whereas P2

holds J4 to JI4. Both PI and P2 will want principles that generate J4 to

JlO but it may be that some of these principles generate some or all of JI

to J3 rvhile others generate some or all of Jll to Jl4. If Pt adopts the

principle (maxim) Ml that generates JI to JlO whereas P2 adopts M2 that

generates J4 to Jl4 there Ís no onus on P2 to show that PI only had

íntuitive judgements Jl to JlO because some variable relevant to moral

perception hadnrt been controlled such that, had it been, Pl would have had

Íntuitive preference J4 to Jl4, thereby showing that M2 was closer to moral

reality than MI. In f act, the only way that reflective equilibrium can

contribute to consensus between two or more parties on moral matters where

they Ínitially disagreg Ís if the parties themselves are more committed to

arrivlng at consensus with each other than they are to keeping their

intuitive judgements irytact. If they value certain intuitive judgements \

more than they value consensus they wiII need to have these in common.

This means they are onì.y prepared to reach consensus on those intuÍtive

judgements that matter less to them than consensus itself does. The more

intuitive judgements there are that are valued more than consensus the
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more theories there will be whose advocates cannot reach consensus with

each other. Some of these intuitÍve judgements may be very far-reaching,

such as RawÌsr Íntuitive preference for liberty over utility. Anyone who

prefers utility to lÍberty wilt be unable to reach consensus with Rawls,

nor does Rawls have the kind of method available to science that would

enable him to show that his intuitive judgements correspond with moral

truth whereas the utilitarianrs doesnrt.

In physics, theory A may enable us to predict that flashes on a screen

will appear red and theory B that they will appear yellow. It may turn

out that either some people see red and others see yellow or that the

same people sometimes see red and sometimes see yellow. The theories lead

us to preduct different results Ín the properties things appear to have

to people because they postulate different properties that things actually

have. If the advocates of A wish to accommodate the fact that some

flashes appear yellow, which contradicts predictions based on A, they need

to show that there is some variable present when the flashes appear

yellow that, if controlled, results in the flashes appearing red, and that

the real properties attributed to things by Theory A would lead one to

predict that things would appear yellow to people if this variable wasnrt

controlled. If Theory B failed to do this, then rational people concerned

with truth will prefer A to B, provided A doesnft have any other failings

that B lacks. This abitity to eliminate counter examples to the theory

by identifying an uncontrolled varlable whÍch produces the predfcted result

when controlled ln a way to be expected if thtngs really are as the theory

says they are is an abÍlity not present with moral theories on a reflective

equilibrium model. This means that reflective equilibrium doesnrt provide

moral theories with a methodology which achieves consensus by showing that

one theory accommodates better than other theories a set of facts that

must be accommodated by any true theory.
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Reflective equilibrium allows a moral theory to ignore the fact that things

do not appear morally to people as the theory says they should. Instead

of attempting to find a theory that fits a set of facts that must be

accommodated, a group of indlviduals seeking consensus can pick and choose

which facts their principles will accommodate. This, however, creates the

possibility of endlessly diverging groups' each of which has made a

dÍfferent choice at each branch in the decision-tree. While there is

consensus within each group, there is nothing that pulls all the groups

back towards a common theory, as the facts about how things appear to

people do wÍth a scíentific theory. There is nothing that leads all groups

to a consensus about what the properties of moral reality are through the

avenue of a consensus on how they appear to be. In fact, there is nothing

that Leads to such a consensus by any other means. Even if the strongest

intuition of every member of every group Ís the desirabilÍty of consensus'

reflective equilibrium gives no clues as to which intuitive judgements are

to be preferred as the basis of theorisÍng when these intuitions cLash.

The problems this generates can be seen by looking at how Haksar tries to

arrive at consensus on the status of the human foetus as a rights-bearer.

3. Haksarrs Strategv

Haksar believes that any human has a right to equal respect and consideration.

Whenever he considers a particular case where there Ís a dispute about how

some human should be treated, hÍs i-ntuitive judgement wÍII be that this

human should get the same treatment as any other. These Íntuitive judge-

ments can be derÍved from the principle that all humans have a right to

equal respect and consideration. I will caII this the principle of rhuman

equalityr. Haksar now has two problems if he Ís to obtain consensus.

He must get people to accept his intultive judgements in this area, and
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he must get them to derive these judgements from the principle of human

equality. There are, however, people who do NOT intuitively judge in

accord with the principle of human equality, forexantple, those who do not

belÍeve that human foetuses have the same rights as other humans.

Unlike the scientific case, thÍs difference about how things morally appear

to be does not provide Haksar with an unavoidable datum that his theory

must explain predictively. There is no attempt to uncover a variable that'

were it controlled, would empower the theory to predict a consensus on how

things morally appear whenever the variable is controlled in this way.

What we have instead is a branch in the decision-tree where the havers of

each kind of intuitÍon can go theÍr own way unrestrained by any requirement

to accommodate the differences in Íntuition. The search for consensus need

not be abandonned here, however. Suppose Haksar puts his principle of

human equality to 2000 people, and 1000 accept it beeause they have his

kind of intuitive judgements in particular cases. Haksar has to try to

obtain consensus from the remaining 1000. He cannot just postulate the

principle of human equality as an axiom. Those who disagree with it will

be unpersuaded by this kind of question - begging. He therefore needs to

derive the princÍple o.f human equality from some higher princÍple but not

any oId higher principle wilt do. Whatever it is, it must prove attractive

to the 1000 unbelievers. He wiII need a principle, then, that states that

all members of some class X have a right to equal respect and consideration

such that the class X includes all humans but need not be ldentlcal wlth

the class of all humans, where trhumanrt = f members of rrhomo sapiensrr. I

Haksar, then, wÍll need to find some property Q possessed by all members

of X that is not togically limÍted to humans.
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As I said earlier, not any old property of this kind wiII do, however.

Whatever it is, it must be of a kind likely to eliminate or, at least'

drastically reduce the categories of opposition to the principle of human

equality. In other words, most of those who were unhappy with the

principle that atl members ofrhomo sapiensr have a right to equal respect,

etc. will need to be happy with the principle that members of the class X'

aII of whom possess property 0, have a right to equal respect, etc. This

amounts to getting people to agree that the reason for giving beings a

rÍght to equal respect is their possession of property Q. In the first

instance, Haksar wiII try to find a property whose presence is empirically

demonstrable because this increases the chances of consensus about which

beings possess it and which donrt.

Reflective equilibrÍum, then, does find itself tested by the facts after

a fashion. If there is absolutely no empirical property Q that can be

embodied in a principle from which the PrÍnciple of human equality can be

derived, then Haksar wiII be forced by the facts to abandon the principle

of human equality. Nonetheless, the way the facts test his moral theory

is quite different to the way that facts test scientific theories.

Having decided which intuitive judgements his moral theory is to accommodate,

Haksar must now find some property Q possessed by all humans that enables

him to postulate a principle that aII possessors of Q have a right to equal

respect and consideration that will be accepted by the 1000 remaining

unbelievers. If we used this method in scíence, we would decide which

perceptions our scientific theory was to accommodate, for example, we wÍll

accommodate the cases of people who see red flashes on the screen rather

than the case of peopÌe who see yellow flashes. Our choosing to accommodate

those who see red flashes is a consequ ence of our theoretical commitment

to the view that the flashes really are red, just as Haksarrs commitment
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to intuitive judgements giving foetuses a rÍght to equal respect and

consÍderation is a consequence of his theoretical commitment to the view

that it morally rèálly is the case that foetuses have such a right. Having

chosen to treat the flashes as really being red, we will then look for

some property 0, as Haksar does, that is common to all cases of people

seeing red flashes. When we find Q, we will try to show that Qrs being

common to all cases of people seeing red flashes is exactly what you would

expect if the fÌashes really were red. This still involves getting a

consensus, for it involves getting the people who believe the flashes

really are yellow, to see that they experience the flashes as red under

conditions which would be predicted by a theory that treated the flashes

as really being red but not by a theory that treated the flashes as really

being yellow. It is thÍs last step that is missing from Haksarrs

methodology . The 1000 unbelievers will not experÍence an intuÍtive

judgement that foetuses have a right to equal respect and consideration

under conditions which would be predicted by a moral theory that treated

foetuses as having thi.s right but would not be predicted by a moral theory

that dÍdnrt treat them as having this right. The role, then, of the

property 0, wiII be quite dÍfferent in reflective equilibrium methodology

to what it is in scientific methodology.

When Haksar finds his property 0r he will not be able to show that its

being common to all cases of people experÍencing the Íntuitive judgement

that foetuses have a rlght to equal respect and consideration is what you

would expect if it morally really was the case that foetuses had this

right. He would not be able to show this because it lacks the appropriate

kind of prediction. It is not predicting an experience someone would

undergo who was ignorant of the theory. In f act, it usually doesnrt even

predict the experiences of those who are familiar with the theory because

it has no interest Ín accommodating all the original moral intuitions
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people have. It is Ínterested, rather, in getting people to convert to

new intuitions in those cases which donft fit the theory. This is as if

the proponents of red flashes appealed to those who saw yellow flashes to

try their hardest to see the flashes as red because thls is a lot easier

than changing the theory to accommodate the case of those who see yellow.

If the proponents of red flashes did try this, it would show that their

theory wasnrt really a theory about empirical reality. Likewise' when

reflective equílibrium theorists do this, Ít shows that their theories

arenrt really about moral reality. If there is a reality, and we can

percelve it, then we should be able to use a consensus about how it appears

to us as a means for arriving at a consensus about how it really is.

Reflective equilibrium pretends to be a method for arrÍving at such a

consensus but provides no unavoidable datum which a true theory must

accommodate. As a consequence, an indefinite, possibly even an infinite'

number of equally consistent moral theories can be generated with no

criterion for choosing between them.

Reflective equllibrium, then, is too weak to achieve consensus about what

principles should resolve conflicts of desires. It is unable to restrict

the options available to disparate groups. Instead, it proliferates

options. If there were a moral reality, it would NOT be able to lead us

to it. Given the more likely alternatÍve that there is no moral reality,

it does not provide us with a method that, if successful, eliminates all

but one uniform system of principles for deciding which desire should be

satisfied in any conflict of desires.

If reflective equilibrium, then, is to help us amive at consensus, we

need to correspond in our intuÍtions at each of many branches of the

decision-tree. Hare thinks that he can avoid this dependence on intuition

by a reliance on rfacts, singular prescriptions and logicr. (L975,85)
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I shall now consÍder the extent to which Rawlsrmethodology is any less

'intuitionÍstt than RawIsr.

4. Harers Methodology

In a footnote to the above quote, Hare refers us torFreedom and Reasonl

(1963), especially Chapters, 61 7, t0 and II for an exposition of his views

on the logic of moral argument. In these chapters, he claims that a rmoral I

judgement is one in which a person universally prescribes some action. Ïo

say, for example, rI ought to put A into prísont is, according to Hare to

be understood in ordinary Engtish as entailing the universal prescription,

rlet anyone who has done what A has done be put into prisonrr where the

fact that I utter this prescription means that I want it to be the case that

the state of affairs so prescribed comes about.

So far this thesis is a purely J-ÍnguÍstic thesis. As such, its truth or

falsity is a matter for the lexicographer to determine. Does the ordinary

speaker of Engtish think that 'I ought to put A into jailrentails 'Let

anyone who has done what A has done be put into jailt (with suitable riders

about the conditions being trelevantly similarr)? If he doesnrt, then

'oughttcanft have universal prescription as part of its ordÍnary Ianguage

meaning and Harers ananlysis of the rrordinary languagerr meaning of roughtr

would fail. Hare himself recognises this. (tlel, 96)

However, even.lf Harers analysis of the meaning ofroughtt failed to

capture ordinary usage, it could stlll be the case that there are good

reasons why people should engage l-n universal prescription, and this is

the crucial thlng that Hare needs to establish if his position is not to

be just as intuitionfst as Rawls.
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There are three alternatives to universal prescription, namely, prescribing

without universalising, universalising without prescribing and, finally'

neither universalising nor prescribing. Hare provides reasons for

rejectÍng the first two alternatives-

Prescribinq Without Universalising

If a man uses the word roughtr to prescribe but not ¡e ¡¡iversalise then,

in Harers view, he is not using the word roughtr in its moral sense. For

the sake of the argument, I wÍll accept that the word roughtr is used

morally if, and onJ-y if, it is used to make a universalisable prescription.

Consider the case where a person B says, rB ought (non-universalisably

prescriptively) put his debtors A into prison but his creditors ought

(non-universalisably prescriptively) NOT put him in prisonr. It may appear

that he is in substantial moral disagreement with people who say rB ought

(morally) put his debtors A Ínto prison and his creditors ought (morally)

put him in prisont. In Harets view, however, there is only a verbal

disagreement between them, even though their utterances involve quite

different prescriptions. He says, rthe moral, evaluative (i.e. the

universal prescriptive) dÍsagreement ís only verbal, because, when the

expression of Brs view is understood as he means it, the view turns out

NOT to be a vÍew about the morality of the action at all. So B, by this

manoeuvre, can go on prescriblng to himsetf to put A into prlsonr but has

to abandon the claim that he is justifying the action morally' as we

understand the word I'morally" r. (L963, 99)

The non-universalising prescriber, then wiII presumably endorse the

prescription, rlet me jail A if he owes me money but can't pay but let C

not jait me if I owe him money and cantt payr, whereas the universal
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prescriber wÍll presumably endorse either rLet anyone who owes another

person money and cantt pay be jailedt or rlet anyone who owes another

person money and cantt pay not be jailedt. Dependlng on which universal

prescríption is endorsed, the unlversal prescriber will eÍther endorse

'Let me jall A Íf he owes me money and cantt pay but also let C jail me

if I owe him money and can't payror rlet me not jail A if he owes me

money and can't pay but let C not jail me lf I owe him money and canrt

payt .

Now, if Hare's position is not ultimately to rest on pure intuÍtÍon, he

needs to supply us with a good reason why we should endorse either of the

courses of action recommended by the universal prescriber rather than that

recommended by the non-universalising prescriber.

Universalisinq WÍthout Prescribinq

According to Hare, the moral judgementrC ought to put me into prisonl

entails the singular prescrÍption, rLet me be put into prisonr. It

presumably does so becauselC ought to put me into prisonr entailsrlet

anyone who is in position X (Crs positÍon) Y (a verb, in this case - jail)

anyone who is in position Z (my position ). With the factual minor premise

rI am in position Z and C is in posÍtion Xr it is possible to deduce the

singular prescription rLet me put into jail (by C)t.

This conclusion does not follow, however, if I use roughtr universalisably

but not prescriptively. ThÍs is becauserC ought to put me into prisonr

does not entail rlet anyone who is in position X (Cts position) y (iail)

anyone in posÍtion Z (my position)t. Consequently, even Íf Ifm in position

Z in relation to C, it doesntt follow that I am commltted logicalì-y to

endorsing the injunction rLet me be jailedr.
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Hare dismisses this difference between the unÍversalising prescriber and

the non-prescribing universaliser as, again,, purely verbal. In one sense

as with the non-universalÍsing prescriber this is true. In neither case is

the disagreement a tmoralr one, in Harers sense. If the disagreement were

kept within the tmoralr framework that Hare imposes, the non-prescribinq

universaliserrs conclusÍon that he was not committed to tLet me put in

jailr would no longer hold. By definition, in merely uttering rC ought to

j ail me' he has prescribed tlet me be jaÍled by C'.

Hare, however, has merely shown what would follow for the universal

prescriber. He has not shown us why we should be universal prescribers.

What's wrong with being a non-prescribing universaliser?

It is time to turn to his answer to this question, and to whatts wrong

with being a non-unÍversalÍsing prescriber.

Why Be A Universal Prescriber?

Hare poses the question as follows.

t&lt if a man wants to flee from my conceptsr that is, universalisable'

prescripti'.,e onesr twhere is he going to flee to? To singular prescriptions,

expressing selfish desires? 0r to universal but non-prescriptive iudge-

ments? He is at liberty to take either of these courses' but if he does

sor he will not disturb us. For then, though we shall be Ín dispute with

hÍm about what to do, or about what the fàcts are we shall no longer be

in dispu te with htm about what we ouqht:to do. l{e are Ín a positÍon to

say to hÍm, rrlf you do not consent to talk on our terms, the remaining

points of dispute between us will be such as can be expressed without

using any terms that anybody could call moral or even evaluative. lVe

are ready to have disputes with you of all kinds, but Iet us keep the

kinds distÍnct't. I (1963, 201)
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This hardly solves our problem, that Ís, why be a universalising prescriber.

True, it points out to those who are not universalising prescribers that

they are not using a partÍcular kind of roughtr, that is, a universalisable

and prescriptive roughtr but it hardly provides them with a reason to use

such an roughtr.

To provide such a reason, Hare provÍdes the following argument.

'We can get the better of our present attackerr that Ís, the person who

isnrt a universalising prescriber rbecause our language is general enough

to express any dispute that he may say that he is having with us. If A

has a language in which he can express everything that B wants to say, and

more, then A is bound to be the wÍnner in this philosophical game ... And

our language contains means of expressing aII that our present attacker

could wish to say, but also means of expressing universal prescriptions,

such as his language forbids him to utter. And so, when both these

factions have had their say, we shall be left saying something else which

they cannot express, but which we aII know perfectly well how to express -

namely moral and other evaluative judgementsr. Glel, 202)

In one obvious way, this argument fails. Let us imagine three languages.

Language I contains a universalisable prescriptive roughtr, language 2

contains a non-universalisable prescriptive roughtr and language 3 contains

a non-prescrfptlve unlversallsable roughtr. Each language contains only

its kind of rought'. If this is so, it is not at aII clear how language

I can say all that can be said in language 2 and 3. After all, in language

I a person canrt sayrYou ought to do Xrin a non-prescrÍptlve univer-

salisable way nor can he say rI ought to do Xt in a non-universalÍsabLe

prescriptive way. If we have language 4, which has all three kinds of

roughtr, then the universal prescriber Ís no better off than his attackers.
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Each has three kinds ofroughtsr to appeal to if they wish.

Furthermore, even if Harers point was true, all that has been established

is that the universal prescriber can make universal prescriptions in his

language, as well as non-universalisable prescriptions and non-prescrÍptive

universalisations. Whatever the others can do he can do better, but why

should the non-universalising prescriber or the non-prescribing

universaliser want to make universal prescriptions? Fair enough, if Hare

is correct, he will need to choose a language that has the apparatus to

make universal prescriptions if he wants to make them but surely he isnrt

going to want to make them just because therers a language around that

allows him to. Therers a set of concepts around called ttheologyr that

allows me to make statements about God, if I want to, but why should I

want to? The mere fact that the language makes it possible for me to is

hardly a reason.

Hare, therefore, appears to have supplied no reason why anyone should be

a universal prescriber. His preference for universal prescribers, therefore,

appears to have no more basis than Rawlsr particular set of intuitions.

This is not a happy conclusion to reach at the end of our examination of

the justificatÍons underlyÍng the major two influential moral views in

ethics today.

I wÍIt now turn to the question of whether there is a methodology available

that can rescue impartialism from a similar charge of íntuÍtionism.

{
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Chapter l6

Whv Be An Impartialist?

t. Introduction

We have seen that neither reflective equilibrium nor universal prescription

provides us with a decision-procedure that ratÍonal people have good

reasons to adopt as the means of achieving consensus. ReflectÍve equilibrium

of its very nature Iets rational people with conflicting desires dissent

from each other in their choice of the principles to govern the conflict'

provided each person can harmonise his principles with his other principles

and his intuitions about particular cases. Rawls gives no reason to

bel-ieve that there could not be an indefinite number of such rreflective

equilibriar, each equa.lly coherent. UnÍversal prescriptÍon fails to gÍve

any good reasons why a person should be a universal prescriber rather

than a non-prescribing universaliser or a non-universalising prescriber.

Even if it did give such reasons, it stilt allows unÍversal prescribers to

adopt any of an indefinite number of ideals or, as Hare calls them,

rfanaticÍstr' . (I )

It seems, then, that if we are to arrive at a consensus we must find a

decision-procedure that is neither purely formal, as Hare claims his to

be nor that already presupposes consensus on substantive moral matters,

as Rawls says that his does. A purely formal proÇedurer as Foot (f958;

f95S-9) and others have argued, admits principles that seem to have nothing

(l) Hare now argues (Vle; 1981) that universal prescription leads
only to utilitarianism. His arguments are criticised by McCloskey
(lglg) and McDermott (1983)
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to do with morals, or, as I said above, lets in conflicting moral princÍples.

A method like Rawlsr that presupposes a consensus on substantive moral

matters just begs the questl-on against those who hold positions not

encompassed by this consensus. In Rawlsr case, even with an initial

consensus, Rawlsr reflective equilibrium procedure will soon have people

departing from consensus down endlessly branching, but consistent, inter-

connections of princÍples and intuitions about particular cases.

R.S. Peters (tgee) provides us wÍth an example of a different model. I do

not think that Peterst own application of this model Ís successful but I

believe it is an example of the kind of strategy we need to adopt to show

why impartialism should be preferred to any of the alternative moral

systems.

?. PetersrMethodology

(r)
Peters suggests that, I If it could be shown that certain principles

are necessary for a form of discourse to have meaning, to be applied or to

have point, then this would be a very strong argument for the justification

of the prÍnciples in question. They would show what anyone must be committed

to who uses it seriously.' (L966, lf5) Peters goes on to argue that the

princÍples of equality, freedom and the considerations of interests are

presupposed in this way by anyone who sincerely asks the question, rWhat

ought I to do?t or rWhy do this rather than that?l

Peters thinks that these principles are presupposed in the sense that we

can only avoid belng committed to them by refusingrto talk or thlnk about

(I) His argument here is a development of the argument in Benn and
Peters (tl5e, 3f)
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what ought to be done, which would constitute an abdication from a form

of thought into which all in our society are inÍtiated Ín varying degrees.

No adducing of reasons for the guidance of conduct would be permissable

thereafterr . (I9A6, If6)

I witl concentrate on his arguments for how engaging in discourse about

how to act or what to do presupposes two principles ¡ namely, the principle

of consideration of the interest of others and the principles of freedom.

I will show that this kind of discourse does not presuppose a commitment

to these principles, in the sense that the person must either endorse these

principles or abandon discourse about how to act. Nonetheless' the reasons

why Peterst arguments fail do provide us with an understanding of the nature

of moral argument and the extent to which its conclusions can escape a

reliance on intuition.

3. The Consideration of Interests

Peters begins hÍs discussion of the consideration of the interests of

other people with the question 
'

tlVhy, in other words, should not a man who asks
the question, 'rlVhy do this rather than that?'t
rimit consideration of possible ends of actions
to those that affect only himself? Why should he
not ask, ItWhat ought I to do considering only
myself ?'r ' (L966, l7t )

Peterst answer ls worth analyslng ln detall. He beglns,

rThe answer is surely that consideratÍon of the
interests of others Ís a presupposition of asking
the question 'rWhy do this rather than that?"
seriously.r
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Prima facie, this ctaim Ís false. If I ask myself, rlVhat is there in it

for me if I do A rather than B?r I am asking a specific example of the

question, tWhy do this rather than that?t yet I am quite clearly excluding

consideration of the interests of others. How does Peters propose to

enforce such consideration on me? How do I presuppose such consideration?

Peters continues,

rThis question, as has already been pointed out'
is a question in public discourse. It presupposes
a situation Ín whlch men are concerned with finding
answers to questions of practical policy, in which
they need the hetp of other men. I

In one sense, this claim is true. Such a form of words would not have

entered a language unless there were issues of shared interest that

warranted such a form of speech. In another sense it is false, if it is

meant to show that the question is only legitimately asked when we need

the help of others. AII Peters can establish here is that a particular

Iinguistic practice wiII not get off the ground unless it is in the common

interest of the group of language speakers to have such a practice. This'

however, makes language no different from any other institution' e'9.

money. Unless it were Ín the common interest of a group to have a standard

means of exchange the group would not have instÍtuted the custom of rmoneyt,

but Ít does not therefore follow that a man who uses money must want the

interests of others to be achieved. The pubtic nature of the institution

of money does not make the egolstlc use of money irratlonal.

Peters continues,

I In entering into such a discussion any rational man

must assume not only that there are worthwhile things
to do but also that he might want to engage in such
rvorthwhile things. If he thought that, having
discussed such matters with his fellows, his stake in
such a worthwhile life was going to be completely
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ignored, it i.s difficult to conceive how he would ever
tãte tne step of engaging Ín such a public discussion.f

This makes clear that Peters is talking about the presupposition of public

debating of why do this rather than that. It can be accepted that public

debating of why do this rather than that must historically precede private

debating, that is, debating with oneself or thinking through for oneself

the options open to one. It isnrt clear, however, why this commits one to

the consideration of the interests of others.

The explanation, I believe, lies in the fact that Peters has conceived the

public debate in a particular way, namely, as a debate among people who are

more or less equal in power. Also, I believe, he is using the word

tconsiderr in an ambiguous manner.

It is true that if person A is going to feel that a debate with persons

B to N about whether to do this or that is going to be worthwhile to A,

then it must be the case that the debaters consider, i.e. discuss, or give

attention to, the interests of all the debating members. None of them,

need care tuppence for each other, but in order to get help from the others

on their own problems they have to be prepared to exchange advice. This

will be true, anyway, if A - N are all egoists. If A - N contains A and

his non-autonomous slaves B - N, then in this debate B - N will not

necessarily want advice on their otvn affairsr although they may weII wish

to exchange vÍews on how best to help A.

If A - N are egoists in a position of equal power' then Peters is right

when he says that consideration of the interests of others is a pre-

suppositon of asking the question, 'Why do this rather than that?'

seriously but thÍs doesnrt show, as he intends it to, that an egoist
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cannot properly ask himselftWhat ought I to do considering only myself?l

At least, it doesnrt show that the egoist cannot ask himself' rWhat ought

I to do considering only myself or, if others, only as a means to my ends?r

He may have to glve lip service to the interests of others but this hardly

Iimits his egoism in any significant manner.

What has not been established is that the egoist is logically committed to

giving his own interests no more status than anyone elsers.

Peters goes on to saY,

rIt is not, of course, being argued that the interests
of some cannot, on any particular occasion, be shown to
be more important than the interests of others. The

argument is only that this has to be shown. I

tut to whom is it to be shown? If the question is asked privately then

does A have to show to himself that his Ínterests are more important than

those of others? Why does he have to? If he is an egoist, he wiII already

believe they are. The only sense in which he wiII need to show himsel-f

this, perhaps, is to convince himself that he is logically consistent' as

we have already seen that he can be.

Peters seems to suggest this interpretation. He sayst

rPrivate 'ploys are parasitic on public practÍces in the
same sort of lvay asr more generally, a private language
presupposes a public language, with all the prlnciples'(".g. 

non-contradiction) tnat are necessary for it to
havé meaning and polnt and to be applied.r

But we have already seen how the egoist escapes self-contradiction if

'roughtsrr are hypothetical.
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5. The Principle of Freedom

Peters claims,

!If a person Ís asking seriously what he ought to do or
what there are reasons for doing, he must obvlously
demand absence of interference in doing whatever there
are reasons for doing. t (1966' I80)

Consider the egoist.

Is it the case that such a person, if he sincerely asks thÍs questiont

must (as Peters claims he must) rrobviously demand absence from Ínterference

in doing whatever there are reasons for doing?tt

The problem here is - to whom is he going to make this demand? It makes

Iittle sense for hÍm to demand absence of interference from himselfr so he

must be demanding it of other people. If this is so, then we need to

distinguish between categories of other people, namely, egoists'

coercionist idealists, or impartialists.

Suppose an egoist A demands of other egoists that they do not interfere

with his pursuit of his own interests. They witl be unimpressed because

as far as they are concerned their Ínterests, not his, are the only reasons

for action. It seems that A would be foolish to make such a demand of

other egoists unless he can back it up with force. He would be better

advised to get his way by secrecy and deceit therefore it is not obviously

true that he must demand absence of lnterference.

S.rppose, on the other hand, that he makes this demand of impartialists.

They would only accept'his demand for freedom from interference in

pursuing hls interests if his Ínterests are compatÍbIe with impartialism.

However, A wants no interference at all, even in his partialist actions.

Yet if he demands freedom to do what he has no impartialist right to do'
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then impartialists will not accept his demand.

the case that such a demand would be foolish.

Therefore it is again

There is no reason,

certainly no obvÍous reason, why he must demand absence of interference'

even if he wants it.

The final possibllity is that he make thÍs demand of coercionist

idealists. Two types of coercionist idealists are relevant here. Those

who share his own ideal and those who donrt. Those who donrt will treat

him as the impartialÍsts do. As the others regard his ideal as their most

important goal there is no need for him to demand that they do not

interfere. They would not want to. So once again, Petersf claim has

no force.

Perhaps Peters means that, if a person is seriously asking what he ought,

in his own overall self-interest, to do, then he must obviously want

"absence of interference in doing whatever there are reasons for doingr'.

Again, this is not true, for a person may ask what he ought to do if he is

to maximise his overall self-interest but discover that this is not what

he ought to do if he is to meet the requirements of impartialism. It is

not obvious that he want,absence of interference in doing what he ought

(in his overall self-Ínterest) to do because he may want to be an

impartiallst more than an egoist. He would, then, be grateful to anyone

who stopped him doing what he ought (in his overall self-interest) to do

if this was incompatible with what he ought (as an impartialist) to do.

He may welcome efforts to bolster his resistance to temptatÍon in situations

where his present desire overcomes what he knows in the long-run is what

he realJ.y wants.
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From this discussion it would appear that, if a person is asking seriously

what he ought to do (in his overall self-interest), then it wiII only be

true that he will want to be free to do what he ought to do (in his overall

self-interest) if what he most wants to do is what he ought to do (in his

overall self-interest).

This would appear to be true enough, but does not show he must also want

freedom for others.

A similar detailed examination could be made if the person seriously asked

himself what he ought to do as an impartialist. If the wordrseriouslyr

is understood to mean that he asks the question because he most wants to

do what he ought to do as an impartialist, then it will be the case that

he does not want to be stopped from doing tt. Here, however, there Ís more

point to the use of the wordrdemandr because within impartialism' a person

has the right to do what he ought to do and the right to be allowed to do

it by others.

The problem for Peters here, however, is that he has tried to show that

freedom to do what there are reasons for doing is justifiable to all men.

This, however, is not so, as our argument has shown. The impartialist will

only accept that a person is justífied in doing what there are impartialist

reasons to do, whereas each egoist wiII accept that he in particular only

has reasons for doing what Ís ín his interests to do. Consequently, the

egoist will not accept that other people should be free to do anything

that must interfere with his freedom. 0f course, he will not be able to

give them any reason why their freedom should be limited, but they will not

be able to give him any reason he finds convincing why they should not have

their freedom Iimited (other than force). The egoist will see the issue

entirely in terms of how much freedom he can force or trick others into
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surrendering so that he will be better off. As a justÍfication, then' this

argument of Peters is a failure.

Let us return to the case of the person who most wants to do what he ought

to do in his overall self-interest.

Peters says of hÍm, rPurely on ground of prudence, too, if a person is

genuinely concerned about what he ought to do he would be very foolish to

shut himself off from other rational beings who also have views about what

there are reasons for doing. It would be even more foolish to impose

constraints on others so as to prevent them giving him advice. I

(tz6e, r8r )

We have already seen that there are at least three different kinds of

rational beings who might have views about what there are reasons for

doing, that is, the egoist, the coercionist idealist and the impartialist.

Would the egoist be foolish to impose constraints on members of each of

these classes so that they cannot give him advice. Should he listen to

them all? If Petersr argument is to go through, he must.

Does the egoist have any reason to listen to the advÍce of other egoists

and therefore reason to allow them freedom? What kÍnd of advice could he

ask of them? As an egolst, he only wants to know what ls ln his own best

interests. As egoists, they will only gíve him such advice if they believe

it to be in their best interests. Each bit of advice they give hÍm is

tikety to be planned to give them some advantage. He could not trust them

to give him honest answers therefore there Ís no reason why be should want

their advice and therefore no reason why he should want them to be free

to give it.
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Does the egoist have any reason to .l-Ísten to the advice of impartialists?

ProvÍded he acts on behalf of his own Ínterests in an impartialist way,

they wiII give hÍm honest and often helpful advice. The problem with

impartialists, however, from his point of view is that they wiII also give

him impartialist advice, which he doesnft want'. Not only that, they wiII

give each other advice on how to stop him doÍng what he has no right to

do, therefore they are a mixed blessing, particularly as they are likely

to act on that advice. The only advice the egoist really wants is not

advice on what personal goals are desirable but how to achieve the goals

he already has or how to organise them to maximise their chances of being

achieved or else what are the consequences of various planned courses of

action so that he can choose the one that he prefers. As a result, he

may wÍsh to live in a society neither of other egoists' nor of impartialists,

but of coercionist idealists whose ideal is to service his every wish.

Unfortunately for him, there are few such people, but this is no reason

why he should not seek great political power, repress and render unfree the

vast majority of the population while keeping relatively free a body of

fawning technical advisers who are too intimidated by his power to do

anything other than provide him with technical information about the means

to his goal. In other words, the true egoist mÍght want to be a Nero, or

a Hitler, an absolute despot. He may even want to be a Svengali who

controls their desires but Ieaves their minds free to calculate what wilI

maximise his self-interest. AII Petersr arguments about the need for

freedom would fall to have any effect on hlm, not because he ls lrrational'

but because Petersr arþuments do NOT give him a reason to have reasons of

a particular sort.

This distinction between having a reason and giving a reason, however,

witl help us see the extent to which consensus over the resolution of

conflicts of desires is possible.
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6. Impartialist Consensus

The arguments throughout thls thesÍs have shown that we can divide people

into two, mutually exclusive, kinds, namely, impartialÍsts and partialists.

Partialists are the kind of people who would resolve a conflict of desires

in their own favour if they had superior power even though thÍs resolutÍon

would not be adopted in a positÍon of equal power. Impartialists are the

kind of people who would not resolve a conflict of desires in their own

favour just because they had the superior power if this resolution had NOT

been adopted in a position of equal power. As we saw in Chapter 2, this

means that impartialists are noncoercionists who want the resolution of

conflicts of desires to be the ones agreed to in a position of equat

power behind a veil of ignorance. Partialists are either egoists or one

of a variety of coercionist idealÍsts. There Ís, then, already a consensus

within impartialism that is missing within partialism. Whereas aII

Ímpartialists will agree on what should be done in any partÍcular conflíct

of desires, unless some of them have made factual or logical errors, each

egoist and each type of coercionist idealist will not agree with each

other on what should be done in all conflicts of desires, ofr if they do,

this wiII be an outlandish coicidence. There will, of course, be a

consenslfs among the adherents of each coercionist ideal. It may even be

the case that, at a partÍcular point in human history, there are more people

involved in this consensus than Ín any impartialist consensus, although

this Ís unlikely unless people have made logical or factual errors. Even

sor a consensus that exists among a mlnority could still be the one that

should exist between everyone.

What reasons, then, can be adduced as to why the consensus between

impartialists should be extended to other groups? In order to answer

this question, we need to return to a distinction I made earlier between
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speculative and serious questions. A speculatÍve question is one that

the questioner asks in a particular context such as a philosophical debate

where hís audience does not assume that he has a genuine need to know.

In ordinary discourse, when we ask a question the presupposition is that

we do not know the answer. If we ask, for example, why we should perform

some act it is because we are genuinely puzzJ.ed about why we should. We

do not regard ourselves as having a reason for doing Ít and want to be

given one. In a philosophical discussíon, however, a speaker Ís not

understood to regard himself as having no reason to be an egoist if he

asks why shouldnrt he be an egoíst. No-one assumes that he is an egoist

who is challenging non-egoists to give him reasons to change. No-one

assumes that he is the kind of person who wiII sacrifice theÍr most

important desires for the satisfaction of his most trivial desire if he

had the power to get away with it. ThÍs ls because his question is seen

as speculatíve. It poses a technical problem within philosophy about the

nature of the kinds of proofs available for different moral positions. In

a serious dÍscussion, however, all the assumptions that are suspended Ín

a philosophical context about the character of the questionerr are allowed

full play. This thesis, of course, is an example of speculative

questioning, but what I want to do now is think speculatively about people

who serior,rsly ask about the reasons for being a partialist or an impartialist.

Suppose, for example, that an egoist A wishes to obtain a consensus in

which everyone agrees that aII conflicts of desires be resolved as he wants

them to be. If he asks another egoist B to agree with hls resolutions of

conflicts of desires, he wiII find that B may agree with Ars resolution

lvhen Ats conflict is with C, but not when it is wÍth B. If he wants B to

agree to all his resolutions, then he will have to force B. If he lacks

force, he wiII not be able to give B any sincere reason why B should agree

with him. The only reason he can sincerely offer B is that the resolution
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of the conflict between A and B that he proposes is the resolution that

favours A. As a rational egoist B wiII find that this fails to count as

a reason from his point of view, although he will understand why it counts

as a reason from Ars. A, then, will not be able to get a consensus that

the reason why a conflict of desires should be resolved one way rather

than another is that this resolution favours his side of the conflict. At

Ieast, this is so if the people to whom he puts this proposal do not already

have it as their fundamental motivation that Ars desire-satisfaction be

maximised. Anyone who has thÍs attitude to A I will call his tworshÍpperr.

A worshipper, as I indicated earlier, is a coercionÍst idealist whose

ideal is to maximise the desire-satisfaction of his idol, in this case, A.

If the only audience A has, then, is an audience of worshippers, there will

be no conflicts of desires. There may still be what I will call rtechnical

disputes; in that worshipper B may think that Ars desire-satisfaction is

best maxÍmised in some way other than A himself thÍnks. If this occurs,

however, it is only because either A or B has made some logical or factual

error. There are no Íncompatible desires preventing agreement.

Unfortunately for A, it is only rarely, if ever, that his audience wiII

contain any worshippers at aII. If his audience consisted only of his

worshippers, then A could openly admit to being an egoist without this

producing any backlash from his audience. If his audience, however, is

not entirely composed of worshippers then he will come into a conflict of

desires with its non-worshÍpping members. With his worshippers, he had

to give reasons why hÍs desÍre-satisfaction would be maxÍmised by his

strategy rather than theirs, but he did not need to give them reasons

why they should act so as to maximise his desire-satisfaction. With the

non-worshÍppers, however, he will have to gÍve them reasons why they

should resolve conflicts of desires in ways that maximise his desire-

satisfaction. One of these reasons could be force. If he had sufficient
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power, he could offer them arguments which demonstrated his ability to

invoke sanctions against them if they disobeyed hÍm and his determination

to use these sanctions. If these threats failed to provide them with reasons

to act, he could then physically force them to do as he ordered. If he

has this degree of power, he can let them know the real reason why he

resolves conflicts of desÍres as he does. He can be honest. He can be

sincere in what he gives as hÍs reason for his resolution of conflÍcts of

desires. They cannot retaliate or refuse to deal with him. 0n the other

hand, if he doesnrt have this power, it will be irrational of him to give

as the reason for the resolution of conflicts of desires what is his real

reason, namely, that this resolution favours his desires. In fact' he

will have to dÍsguise the fact that he is the kind of person who would use

his superior power if he had it to resolve conflicts of desires always in

his own favour. He wiII have to pretend to be motivated by reasons other

than his real reasons. In public discourse, then, although a person may

have egoistic reasons for what he does, he will not give these as his

reasons unless he has sufficient power to be able to force people to do

what is necessary to maximise his desÍre-satisfaction. Even if he had

this power, it would only be rational of him to use it if none of his

important desires would only be satisfied by people who treated him as an

equal. In sÍtuations, then, where everyone has a comparable power'

particularly at the level of everyday interpersonal exchanges, there wilI

appear to be a consensus to the effect that one should not be an egoist.

The explanatlon of this consensus is that it is the interests of any

particular person that other people act for impartialist reasons. If a

person A is in a positíon of uncertain powerr that Ís, he may have the

advantage in certain situations but others will have it at other tÍmes,

then he rvill not want them to act for egoistÍc reasons or for the reasons

required by coercionist ideaLs other than his. If they do, they will
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nearly always give his desires less consideration in a conflict of

desÍres than an impartialist wouId. Any impartialist will always give

even an egoist's desires equal consideration with those of other people.

Another egoist B, however, will give A no consideration whatsoever other

than what A has the power to force from him. This is just as true if B

holds a different coercionist ideal to A. A has to ensure that his

interests have their maxÍmum chance of satisfaction even if he always has

the inferior power, as he nearly always wiII whether he is an egoist or

a coercionist idealist. This means he will have to use impartialist

reasoning on other people and try to ensure that they themselves sincerely

act for impartialist reasons. At least, this is true, as long as he has

inferior or more or less equal power. Even if A is a member of a majority

coercionist ideal, he will have to use impartialÍst reasoning to his fellow

ídealists on all matters not resolved by appeal to the Ídeal itself.

Unless a majority coercionist ideal has a monopoly of power, ít will find

itself engaged Ín 
"onrtunt 

violent exchanges wÍth minorities that neither

it nor they can afford unless it conducts its relationships with them by

offering impartialíst principles to govern the behaviour of members of

both groups. Where coercionist ídeals have more or less equal power' the

pressure to resolve dÍsputes in accord with impartialist reason-giving

becomes stronger. It will be in the interests of any particular coercionÍst

ideat to ensure that non-members at least give it equal consideration to

their own ideals.

There will, then, be a tendency to move towards an impartialist consensus

as groups within society, or as societies withÍn the world community' are

forced to give each other reasons for what they do or want done because

they lack the superÍor power to compel. 0nce reason-giving starts between

people who are more or less equal Ín power, or between states where

coercion is not a realistic option, then the kinds of reasons they give
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will be ineffective if they are seen to be egoistic or coercionÍst

in divi du aI ist.

I set out in this section to see whether there were ways of arriving at

a consensus Ín favour of impartialism other than by the methods of

reflective equilibrÍum; the logic of moral language, or intuitionism.

I have argued that the contingencies of human Iife place each individual

and nearly aII ideals in a positÍon of inferior power. There will nearly

always be more people not wanting what a particular individual wants than

there are who do. As a consequence, it will always be in the interests of

any particular individual that the kind of reason-giving that other people

sincerely accept be impartialist reason-giving as it guarantees at least

equal consideration of his interests, even when they have a monopoly of

power. If any other kind of reason-giving is the dominant form of public

reason-giving, then, whenever his interests conflict with the interests of

those who sincerely accept the public form of reason-giving, hís desÍres

witl be given only as much consideratÍon as he has the power to compel.

In a position of comparable power, then, when we engage in serious rather

than speculative discussion about what should be done in a particular

situation, we will want the people we are talking to to be sincerely

committed to giving impartialist reasons for their proposals. We may not

ourselves have impartialÍst reasons but it will still be rational of us to

talk to others as if we dfd, and to be seen to act as if we sincerely held

them.

This does not show that we ôúEht to be impartÍalists, howqver. It is more

a case of showing how the features of our actual situation in the world

Iead us to adopt certain kinds of reason-giving, much as Ullmann-

Margalit (L977) has shown that we are likely to adopt certain kinds of
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norms such as discipline or honour in certain game-theoretic sÍtuations.

As Ewin (198f, I) says, tthe acceptance of certain qualities of character

as virtues and the rejection of others as vices is forced on us by the

co-operative basis of human lifet, that is, by the fact that most of the

time each of us is in a situation where we have to give other people

reasons other than our possession of superior force. ÌVe bring children

up to engage Ín the kind of reason-giving that we want them to apply to

their own cases, and to ours, even when they happen to have superior power

to us, or even though they can actually get away with acting egoÍstically

or as a coercionÍst idealist. As Warnock says, we train them in thÍs kind

of reason-giving rto countervail I'limited sympathiesrr and their potentially

most damagíng effectsr. (tglt, 26)

Nonetheless, even if aII this is true, it does not show that we ought to

be impartialists. In my view the question, tWhy should I be an impartialist?'

is open to the same analysis as the question rWhy should I be moral?l

Mackie describes the analysis of this question as follows, tIf therrshouldrl

is a moral one, rtYou should be moraltris tautological, and if it is anything

else, say a prudential one, this statement is sometimes false, so that our

question either answers itself or, having a false presupposition, admits

of no ansr,ert.(1977, 189-90) rshouldr questions, like roughtr questions,

are the question-form of hypothetical imperatives, so either the question

has to be answered by a further goal or end-state other than the satisfaction

of lmpartialtsm itself or else the answer, Íf Maclntyrers clalm is correct

(l93l, II-ZZ), amounts to no more than a declaration that one wants people

to follow impartialism.

It appears, then, that we either want to be impartialists or we donrt,

that is, that we either want conflicts of desires to be resolved as they

would be in a position of equal power or we dontt. There is no ratÍonal
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basis for being one rather than the other. To this extent, then, which we

are is a matter of intuition or natural inclinatÍon. The intuitions have

been narrowed down, however, to just two.

While there may be no argument that proves that it is rational to be an

ÍmpartialÍst and ÍrratÍonal to be a partialist, it is the case that

argument as a way of resoì-ving conflicts of desires presupposes that the

parties are impartialists. When there is a conflict of desires between A

and B where A is an egoist, then A begins from the premiss that the

conflict is to be resolved in his favour whenever he has the power to do

so. Argument by itself cannot get him to agree to any other resolution

of the conflict. The only way to achieve an alternatÍve resolution is to

constrain him by force. The same is true of the coercionist idealÍst over

conflicts of desires. As rational agents, both will use argument to settle

technical disputes about how best to maximise theÍr desire-satisfaction,

but neither will take any account of arguments to resolve conflÍcts between

their desires and someone elsers unless required to do so by superÍor

power. This is because a conflict of desires can be resolved by argument

only if the parties to the conflict are people of a certain kind. In

entering an argument about how to resolve a conflict of desires between A

and B, the parties A and B have to be genuÍnely open-minded as to whose

desires shall- be favoured. In addition, they must have a partÍcular

attitude to the use of force to implement the conclusions reached by the

argument. They must enter the argument sincerely accepting that, once

agreement has been reached, then, lf they succumb to the temptation to

break it, force may be used to prevent them. A conflict of desires can

only be resolved by argument if the parties to the conflict are prepared

to have force used against them Íf they dishonour the contract. It is

not just they say they are prepared to, but they must sincerely believe

that this fs what should be done. Now, partÍalists are people who do
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not sincerely believe that force should be used against them to make them

honour contracts to which they have agreed in a situation where no force

was used to make them agree to the contract in the first place.

Impartialists, however, do sincerely believe that thÍs is what should

happen. It is because partialísts of their very nature do not enter an

argument about a conflict of desires which an open mind about who is to be

favoured at the outcome, and are not sincerely prepared to agree to the

use of force to hold them to the outcome, that they cannot reach agreement

in a position of equal power on what act should be done in a particular

situatÍon. It is only if people reason in a position of equal power as if

they were noncoercionists behÍnd a veil of ignorance that they reason as

Íf they sincerely entered an argument over a conflict of desires with an

open mind as to the outcome and a commitment to honour the resolution

brought about by argument. If we are sincerely concerned to resolve

conflicts of desires by argument then we will reason as ÌmpartialÍsts. In

fact, we will be impartialists.

Impartialism, then, ís the theory that the right act is the one that follows

from principles agreed to by a certain kind of person in a position of equal

power, even when real people refuse to agree to these principles. It is a

consequenc3 of impartialism, as we have seen, that real people can be

forced to act in accord with principles they disagree with in real life

but which, it is argued, they would agree to if they were impartialÍsts in

a positÍon of equal power. l{hat if a person wants to argue that he should

NOT be forced to act as impartialÍsm requires? Can argument resolve a

conflict of desires between impartialists as such and partialists as such?

So far, we have looked at conflicts of desires where neither of the desires

in the conflÍct was a desire to follow impartialism. Impartialism was a

method for resolving conflicts of desires of other kinds. These included

conflicts of desires where these desires were NOT for a particular ideal
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as well as conflÍcts of desÍres between ideals. But what of the casc

where one of the ideals is impartialism itself. Admittedly' on the

definitions given, impartialism is a non-coercionist ideal but can it

fairly be used as the arbitor of conflicts between itself and other ideals

about how to resolve conflicts of desires?

Any such conflict as I have shown, could be a conflict between those who

sincerely wanted to resol-ve conflicts of desires by argument and those who

didnrt. A partialist, then, who challenges impartialism is really

challenging rvhether or not conflicts of desires are to be resolved by

argument. He Ís saying that he wants to resolve by argument whether or

not conflicts of desire should be resolved by argument. As this argument

is Ítself about a conflict of desires, he has to at least agree that one

conflict of desires should be resolved by argument, namely, this one. This

conflict of desÍres, hôwever, cannot be resolved by argument because no-one

can enter it with an honestly open mind as to what the outcome will be.

One either enters it with the view that conflicts of desires are to be

resolved by argument, or one doesnrt. In so far as conflicts of desires

are resolvable by argument then they must be conflicts of desires other

than the conflict between those who want to resolve conflicts of desire by

argument and those who donrt. The conflict between those who want to

resolve conflicts of desires by argument and those who donrt can only be

resolved by force. As we have seen, however, unless one group has a

monopoly of power then argument will be used as a means of resolvlng conflicts

of desires and lt can only be slncereJ-y used ff people are impartial-ists.

Argument can, of course, be used insincerely but it wiII usually lose its

point if it is seen to be insincere. Argument that fails to meet

impartialist crÍteria, then, runs the risk of appearing insincere unless

its partialist nature can be attributed to logical or factual errors. This

is why racist argument is usually seen as insincere. It would only be
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sincerely offered if people had made factual or logical errors, and it is

often difficult to believe that they can have made such errors.

Impartialism, then, cannot avoid the appeal to intuition although, as I

said earlier, it at least reduces our choices to one of two intuitions.

0nce the choice is made in favour of impartialism, moral conclusions will

be derivable from the impartialÍst axioms and the empirical facts. None-

theless, we will have to hypothesise moral principles which we test against

the axioms. Our principles will be provisional because new cases may arise

that reveal to us that our principle gives results that would NOT be

acceptable to the velorians so we will need to devise new principles. Our

procedure, though, is not tike that of science. Our standard against which

everything is measured is the axioms. We hope the prlnciples we produce

properly artÍculate what is togically implicit in the axioms as applied

to particular cases but must recognise that new cases may show that we did

NOT think the principle out thoroughly enough. This is where there is

always scope for moral argument. Unlike reflective equilibrÍum, our method

does not allow a multiplicity of equatly coherent alternatives. In a sense,

a claim that an act is right can be falsified by demonstration that it is

inconsistent with the axioms.

While impartialism is only one of two intuitive jumps we can make, it is

the one that must be made by people who sincerely want to resolve conflicts

of desires by argument. Once people engage in argument about how to resolve

a confllct of desires then they have either commltted themselves to

impartialism or they have entered the argument insincerelyr that is, they

hold a position that allows no resolution of the confllct by argument.

This reinforces the Iikelihood that consensus can be reached on particular

cases in that, once people are convinced they are committed to impartialist

reasoning if they are sincere about resolving conflicts of desires by
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argument, then the scope of dlssensus about partÍcular cases is reduced to

that caused by factual or loglcal errors. \ryith someone who admits that he

is insincere in arguing for a resolutÍon of confllcts of desiresr then

there will usuatly be little point in contlnuing wlth the argument in so

far as lt is an argument about prlnclples for resolvlng the confllct. The

impartlalist condltíons provide us with the conditions of fair argument

about conflicts of deslres. Once we know that those we are arguing with

are not committed to fair argument, then the only polnt of continued

argument ls to use it as a substitute for force, which those who were

delíberately arguing unfairly were doing all along.
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Con clu sion

The aims of this thesís have now been met. The conditions under which

unforced aqreement on the resolution of conflicts of desires is possible have

been identified. They are that people must argue as if they are non-

coercionists in a position of equal power behind a veil of ignorance. Only

if they argue like this do they a que as if they have an open mind about

whose desires are to be satísfied. Onty Íf they argue like this do they show

themselves the kind of people who sincerely believe that they will abide by

the decision reached in a position of equal power or, if they are tempted to

act contrary to these decisÍons, that they sincerely believe that force should

be used on them to make them comply. The conditions under which unforced

agreement is possible are essentially those that RawIs has elaborated in his

theory of justice with the assumptions on which he relied removed. The first

part of this thesis have shown that a contractarian-type theory of right

does not need to make contentious assumptions about the metaphysics of

personal identity, nor does it need to presuppose a particular epistemology

or operate on unacknowledged perfectionist premisses about the value of

autonomy or potentiality or being human. Nonetheless, the contract situation

itself does impose considerable restraints on the kÍnds of positions people

wiII adopt on these issues. I then proceeded to see what substantive

normative principles would appear to be derivable from the impartialist axioms.

The result coincided in many respects with RawIsf conclusions. It differed

from RawIs mainly Ín those areas where Rawlsr conclusÍons have been most

strongly criticised. The thesis finished with a discussion of the

rationality of impartialism, in which I argued that the conditions under

which people can reach unforced agreement are the only conditions under

which resolution of conflicts of desires by argument was possible. If

the decisions that people make under these conditions are the ones they

make as free and equal rational agents, then impartialism is the kind of

theory of right that Kant and Rawls were after.
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